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BRILL MOTORBUS BODIES

An electric railway man from eastern Pennsyl-
vania, for whom we've built cars for many years,

came in the other day to see us about motorbus
bodies for use as feeders and extensions of his

railway. "Your man told me," he said, "and I

think he's right—that for work so much like

trolley cars, the bodies ought to be designed and
constructed by trolley car builders ; your experi-

ence tells you what to put in to make them stand

the racking of running over all sorts of pave-

ment and the vibrations of the engine—and
when it comes to getting the most seats out
of the smallest floor space, you ought to know
best. More than that—you know how to cut

down weight and still keep the thing strong

enough to do the work and live under it."

THE J. G. BRILL COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
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EDWARD Go COMNETTE

E
DWARD G. CONNETTE, president of the Interna-

tional Railway Company, Buffalo, N. Y., was born at

Austin, Ind., December 29th, 1864. In 1890, after sev-

eral years of steam railroad experience with the Pennsylvania

and Louisville & Nashville Railroads, he entered the electric

railway field as superintendent of the Nashville Street Rail-

way Company, and after one year was appointed its general

manager. In 1897 he became chief engineer of the Cumber-
land Electric Light & Power Company in addition to his other

position, and three years later resigned both to become vice-

president of the Syracuse Rapid Transit Railway Company,
which position he retained till 1905, when he became general

manager of the Worcester Consolidated Street Railway Com-
pany and its subsidiary lines. He was appointed transporta-

tion engineer of the Public Service Commission of New York,

First District, in 1909, and, in addition to having jurisdiction

over the New York subway question and grade-crossing elim-

ination in Greater New York, acted largely in an advisory

capacity for the commission in corporate matters. This post

included full charge of the inspection and equipment bureaus,

which pass on cars and other electric railway equipment for

New York City, and of the accident bureau of the commis-
sion's laboratory for testing meters. His resignation from
that position preceded his election as vice-president of the

International Railway in May of last year, and his elevation

to the presidency of the system, following a general financial

reorganization, has just been announced. The lines under his

supervision include the street and interurban roads serving

Buffalo, Niagara Falls and Lockport, N.Y. Mr. Connette has

been active in electric railway association affairs, and during
1897-8 served as third vice-president of the American Street

Railway Association, and from 1903 to 1904 as president of

the Street Railway Association of the State of New York.
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CONDITIONS WHICH GOVERN THE TYPE
OF CAR FOR CITY SERVICE

BUFFALO, MEW YORK*

UFFALO, the second city of the Empire State, is situ-

ated on the eastern shore of Lake Erie and the east

bank of the Niagara River, 22 miles south of Niagara

Falls. Its position, almost midway between New York, Bos-

ton and Chicago and at the eastern terminus of the bulk of

marine traffic on the Great Lakes, together with its compre-

hensive railroad connections, have been the prime factors in

its development as one of the greatest traffic interchange and

industrial centers in America. Buffalo is virtually the eastern

limit of the rich middle west, and is connected with every

part of that large territory, as well as with all of Canada and

every other portion of the United States, by 15 steam rail-

road and terminal companies. It is an important interurban

center, with connections to the north, east, west and south-

west, and the starting point of a Great Lakes marine traffic

that approximates 5,000,000 tons per annum, reaching all

important lake cities. Its significance as an interchange and

commercial center is exemplified by the 500 miles of steam

railroad tracks within the city limits, a waterfront 20 miles

in length, of which 8 or 10 miles are docks and piers, and by

the receipt of 200,000,000 bushels of grain in 1906; 100,000,-

000 barrels of flour and 10,000,000 head of cattle; a lumber

trade of 200,000,000 feet; the handling of about 15,000,000

pounds of fish, and an enormous coal and iron tonnage every

year. It is also an important Canadian frontier port, with

imports amounting to §(>,708,919, and $20,192,503 in exports,

in 1908.

As a manufacturing center it is eclipsed, in the state, only

by New York. In 1900 the value of its manufactures was
* The forty-ninth .uti.lo of tlii* sorics.
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$122,230,061, and in 1905 the factory value, alone, of its prod-

ucts was $147,377,873. Buffalo produces principally meats,

refined oil, soap and candles, flour and grist milling, malt

liquors, lumber, commercial iron and steel, castings and

machinery, and clothing.

In 1820 the city had 2000 inhabitants, and it was not

\

'

11 ~1

III
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Buffalo Traffic Conditions and Cars. Main and Seneca Streets, heaviest traffic point on system.
During rush hours, from 6 to 9 A.M. and 5 to 6.30 P.M.. cars pass every 18;j

seconds. Important intersection in through-routing:

until the opening of the Erie Canal, in 1825, that the devel-

opment bringing its population to 423,715 in 1910, was given

impetus. The growth of the city, politically and commercially,

has been rapid and consistent and in nowise restricted, for

the comparatively level character of the surrounding country

allowed it to spread as widely as necessaiy. It was a natural

consequence of such an environment that the business section

should be near the lake shore, where maritime activity was
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to become so great. With the growth of the city the railroad fa-

cilities were naturally increased; the enormous freight yards be-

came a part of Buffalo to the extent of thousands of acres around

and in the city, and with their many lines encircled it completely.

The large available territory permitted wide, shaded

streets. Residentially, the city spread toward the north and

Buffalo Traffic Conditions and Cars. Lafayette Square, looking west on Court Street, near the focal

point of traffic. Other is Main Street. Building on left street corner, International Railway
interurban ticket office. Lockport and Niagara Falls interurban trains come south on

Main Street, loop west through Court Street and turn north on Delaware Avenue

east more than to the south, because of the many railroads

and industrial plants in that section, and assumed generally

a form like an opened fan covering 42 square miles, with the

business section as the handle. There are many beautiful

parks, with a total of 1030 acres, connected, where possible,

by a well-planned system of boulevards. The largest of these

is Delaware Park, in the northern part of the city, where the
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Pan-American Exposition was held in 1901. Thousands of

strangers visit Buffalo every year in conjunction with their

visits to Niagara Falls.

The map on page 3 shows clearly the general scheme of

the Buffalo street railway lines. From Shelton Square, in the

heart of the city, lines radiate in every direction, except to

the west, where is Lake Erie. The system is simply a natural

result of the city's development and an effort to provide its

growing districts with street railway facilities. In the horse-

car days many small, independent companies provided a

rather haphazard service, until the International Railway

Company was formed to operate all the lines as a single sys-

tem. Since that time the continually improving character of

the service and equipment has reflected the general effort to

provide the best for the city's interests, and this is shown par-

Bcffalo Traffic Conditions and Cars. View north on Main Street from Terrace. At corner on the
right. Exchange Street, with heavy traffic from Union Station, meets Main Street.

N.Y. C. & H. R. R. R. tracks pass under the square through tunnel
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Buffalo Traffic Conditions and Cars. Main, Genesee and Huron Streets, one of the busiest points
on the system. Cars to north and northeast separate here

ticularly at the present time, when the older method of oper-

ating lines from a sort of central terminal is being gradually-

changed into a complete method of through-routing that will

eventually cover every combination of existing lines that will

conform to the plan.

As in many cities in this country, certain streets grew in

importance, and as a result every car line was focused upon

them, with the consequent congestion and slow movement
that naturally affected the efficiency of the entire system.

There was much interlacing of lines, hampering operation

and producing immense volumes of traffic at some points,

and a scattering at others not at all far distant. By a grad-

ual process of elimination, several lines were removed from

the most congested streets to nearby parallel streets, not only

doing away, to a large extent, with the undesirable conges-
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tion, but also increasing the capacity of the central terminal

system. Smooth operation was further effected by two high-

speed interurban lines which ran through two of the principal

traffic streets—one to Niagara Falls, the other to Lockport,

N.Y.—both operated by the International Railway. Com-
plications were occasioned by the fact that, in going from one

part of Buffalo to another, the route invariably led through

the congested business area, bringing many passengers into

that region who should, logically, have reached their destina-

tions by more direct routes. One of the first steps to relieve

this situation was the inauguration of a through-route from a

point near Buffalo Creek, in the southern part of the city,

that practically describes an arc of a circle through the east-

ern and northern sections, to its terminal at Black Rock.

Several other through-routes have also been established, and

it is the aim of the International Railway Company to con-

tinue the through-routing policy, so that no line will termi-

nate at the center of the city, but run directly across, passing

through the center en route. The resultant simplified opera-

tion and the greater carrying capacity of the lines becomes at

once apparent with the removal of the usual terminal delays

from the congested center to the remote, light-traffic points at

the terminals.

The International Railway Company operates 376% miles,

Buffalo Traffic Conditions and Cars. Near-Side car, standard city car of International Railway
Same as standard cars of Chicago City Railway and Philadelphia Rapid Transit. Brill

semi-convertible window system ; steel bottom-frame ; Brill No. 39-E trucks
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Buffalo Traffic Conditions and Cars. Near-Side car. Circular seat at rear, 5; transverse seats, 32
longitudinal seat at left, 10; longitudinal seat at right, 7; total, 54

4 ft. 8>2-in. gage, including the interurbans, the city lines in

Buffalo, Niagara Falls, Lockport and Olcott Beach, and the

scenic interurban lines in Canada along the Niagara Gorge.

In Buffalo, alone, the mileage is 242, reduced to single-track

basis, of which 91.50 miles are double track, 39 miles single

and 20 miles in car houses, sidings and crossovers; radius of

shortest curve, 32^ ft. The steepest grades, which are met

only on the approaches to the long viaducts over the freight

yards, are 4 per cent and from 400 to 700 ft. in length

Much of this mileage is, of course, in the business section

and normally 280 cars are required for the service; but dur-

ing the "rush hours," from 6 to 9 A.M., with the peak on the

east side from 6 to 7 and on the west from 7 to 8—and in the

evening from 5 to 6.30, with the peak at 6 o'clock—560 cars

are in use. In cases of abnormally heavy traffic, additional

cars, bringing the total to 600, are available, but it is rarely

necessary to operate so many. During the hours of heaviest
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traffic, the point of greatest congestion is the crossing of Main
and Seneca Streets, where the cars of two double-track lines

pass at the rate of 196 per hour, or at intervals of 18^ sec-

onds between cars. Another very heavy traffic and transfer

point is that at Shelton Square, shown in the engraving on

the front cover. The entire Main Street traffic passes this

point; cars turn from Main Street into North Division Street

at Ellicott Square—the large building on the right in which

are the offices of the International Railway Company—and

the loop in the foreground is used by another line running along

Niagara Street toward the northwest. All the energy for the

operation of the system is obtained from the enormous hydro-

electric plants at Niagara Falls and a steam auxiliary at

Buffalo.

Up to withjn the last year and a half there were several

types of both single- and double-truck cars in use, but large

prepayment cars, built by the G. C. Kuhlman Car Company
and mounted on Brill No. 27-F pivotal trucks, were standard

on the system. September 17, 1911, 35 Near-Side cars, such as

those now used by the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. and

the Chicago City Railway Co., were placed in service on the

Grant Street line, and on October 15 of that year 26 addi-

tional cars of the same type were put on the Clinton Street

line and subjected to thorough comparative tests with the for-

mer cars. The cars were built by The J. G. Brill Company.
During these tests, in which the cars were operated in revenue

service, they established a loading and unloading efficiency

from 15 to 20 per cent, higher than the former cars and made
phenomenal record for safety. Their success is best evidenced

by their adoption as the standard city car of the system and

the placing of an order for 100 Near-Side cars with the G. C.

Kuhlman Car Company—delivery of which is about to be

completed—and by an order for 100 similar cars to be built

by The J. G. Brill Company for delivery during the present

winter. The 161 Near-Side cars now in operation are running
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mainly on the heaviest traffic lines, and when those now on
order are delivered there will be sufficient Near-Side cars in

service to take care of the daily traffic requirements, except

during the "rush-hour" periods. The new cars are mounted
on Brill No. 39-E single-motor trucks, have steel underframes

and the Brill semi-convertible window system. Detailed de-

scriptions of their constructive and operative features appeared

in Brill Magazine for June, 1911, and May and December,

1912. For construction purposes the company uses two motor

cranes, 10 motor and trailer flat and 54 dump cars.

NOVEL PREPAYMENT CARS FOR
MUSKOGEE, OKLAHOMA

THE Muskogee Electric Traction Company, Muskogee

Oklahoma, recently received from the American Car

Company 10 prepayment cars that embody several in-

teresting departures from usual electric car design.

In 1900 Muskogee had a population of 4250, and in 1904 it

had grown sufficiently to warrant the establishment of the

street railway system; in 1912 there were 35,000 inhabitants.

Ordinary single-truck open-platform cars gave the initial ser-

vice, and later, single-truck prepayment cars, with open plat-

forms, arranged for one-man operation, were placed on the

lines. Their success led to the later adoption of single-truck

prepayment cars of a more radical design, that were remark-

able for their extremely light weight. Detailed descriptions

of these cars were published in Brill Magazine for April,

1910, and December, 1911.

The 10 cars recently placed are mounted on Brill No. 62-E

single-motor trucks. An extremely light weight for so large

a car—45 feet over the bumpers—was secured through the use
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Cars for Muskogee. Wood bottom frame. All longitudinal upper framing continuous; corner posts.

iVz in.; side posts, \% in. Brill No. 62-E trucks

of flush, instead of drop, platforms and very light side and

corner posts, the reduction of material in which is compen-

sated for in continuous longitudinal body framing. The
omission of bulkheads and the use of flush platforms, which

are but five feet long, made possible a very large car body, with

a total seating capacity for 52 persons, of whom 44 occupy

Brill " Winner" cross seats, and 8, the longitudinal seats near

each corner post. While the cars are arranged for prepay-

ment operation, the usual rail-

ings are omitted, except a short

one that separates entering and

alighting passengers. The plat-

forms are fitted with doors on

both sides; a single sliding door,

to the right of the motorman's

position, being used for exit

only, and two on the other side,

for both entrance and exit, when
the car is running in the oppo-

site direction. The entrance

and exit doors are pivoted and

work in unison with double fold-

CA
wo7k

RN
sinSneou?,r^ ing steps that were required in

^VrTh^hievr' 110-

order to t et as low a step eleva-
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tion as possible

with the necessa-

rily high plat-

forms. The rear

entrance and
exit doors and

steps may be
operated sepa-

rately or togeth-

er, and are man-

ually controlled

by the conduc-

tor through a

simple system of

levers; the slid-

ing exit door at

the front moves

simultaneously
with its double-

folding steps at

that point, and is

controlled by the

motorman. The
bottom frames
are entirely of

wood and have

for their principal members Syi by 7^-in. yellow pine side

sills; 2% by 5 and 2^ by 3-in. end sills, one behind the

other, and 2 l/2 by 5-in. white oak crossings and a Brill angle-

iron bumper at each end. All corners are substantially gus-

seted, and diagonal and transverse truss-rods are used in

connection with under and upper trusses, to give the bottom

framing ample stiffness in every direction. The corner posts

are 2 1/2 -\y\. thick, and the side posts 1^2-in. and have a sweep

of 2^4-in.; in addition to being mortised into the side sills,

=
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Cars for Muskogee. Platforms flush: side sills run through between
angle iron bumpers. Two pivotal doo^s and double folding steps
operated in unison by conductor through levers. Usual pre-
payment railings omitted, except short railing on plat-
form to separate boarding and alighting passengers
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Cars for Muskogee. Stationary upper sashes one-piece between corner posts : lower sashes are made
to raise. No bulkheads. Seating capacity, 52

they are further secured by small forged pockets. While
ordinarily posts of this thickness would hardly bear the

strain of city service, the fact that all longitudinal members
of the superstructure are made in one piece makes them
approximately as strong as if twice their thickness. Advantage
was taken of the reinforcing possibilities of the stationary

upper sashes, which were accordingly made with lower rail

in one piece, from corner post to corner post; the lower

sashes are arranged to raise.

Length over corner posts

Length over platforms

Length of platforms .

Centers of side posts .

Width over sills . . .

Width over posts . . .

From track to side sills

From side sills over trol

boards

Track to step

ey

34 ft.

44 ft.

5 ft.

2 ft.

8 ft.

Sft.

2 ft.

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

Q% in.

i) ft. 2 in.

(

4 in.

From floor to center of

headlining 8 ft. 1% in.

Step to step 11^ in.

Step to floor 11^ in.

Seating capacity 52

Type of trucks Brill No. 62-E

Wheel base 4 ft. C in.

Diameter of wheels .... 33 and 24 in.

Type of motors GE80—

2
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INTERESTING PREPAYMENT
MICHIGAN UNITED TRACTION COMPANY

Ln pdHE G. C. Kuhlman Car Company recently built 20 inter-

esting semi-steel prepayment cars for the Jackson lines

^ of the Michigan United Traction Company, which

operates the street railway lines in Lansing, Kalamazoo, Battle

Creek and Jackson and the interurban lines between Owosso,

Lansing, St. Johns, Jackson, Battle Creek, Kalamazoo and

other cities in southern Michigan.

The new cars, which embody another application of the

prepayment principle, are arranged for single-end operation,

and that shown in the accompanying illustration is mounted

on Brill No. 39-E single-motor trucks. The unusually large

windows, which distinguished the former city cars of the

Michigan United Traction Company, have given place to arch-

top double-sash windows, measuring 2 ft. 7 in. between side

post centers; the monitor roof, which was always used on the

compan5^*s city cars, has been replaced by the plain-arch roof

for its light weight, simple construction, strength and its

adaptability to exhaust ventilation.

^,— !
r

r
WMM^

.

Cars •or Jacksok. Single-end prepayment operation. Steel bottom frame and steel sides below belt

rail riveted into one piece. Side and roof framing ash. Brill No. 39-E trucks
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Except for the construction above the belt rail, the framing

is all-steel. The bottom frame is made up of end sills of 10-in.

channels which are riveted to an 8-in. channel center stringer

with the flanges turned downward, and two 5 by 4 by %-in.

angle side sills to which are riveted % by 36-in. "patent level"

steel plates that form the straight car sides below the belt rail.
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Cars for Jackson. Pipe stanchions in lieu of bulkheads. Short pipe railing extends into car from
conductor's position, from which he operates two sets two-leaf folding doors and

folding steps. Longitudinal seats, 12; cross seats, 28; total, 40

This form of construction is obviously stiff, and practically

provides a one-piece structure below the belt rail. The wooden
side and corner posts are set into the side sill and fastened to the

steel side plates with round-head bolts. Corrugated galvanized

iron section of 20-gage is secured to the bottom frame members
and supports composition flooring, ^-in. thick at the thinnest

point, and with no openings whatever. The platforms, which

are supported by Brill truss knees, are vestibuled, have doors
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on one side only, and lead directly into the body; there are no

bulkheads. The usual railings used on prepayment platforms

are provided, with the addition of one, projecting into the car,

to divide incoming and outgoing passengers. The conductor's

position is in the car, from which point he controls the two

independently operated folding platform doors and folding

steps by a simple manual lever arrangement. The front plat-

form is separated trom the body by two pipe stanchions, and

exit is afforded through a single sliding door that is manually

operated by the motorman.

The seating arrangement, which provides for 40 passen-

gers, consists of two longitudinal seats at the rear, for 12 pas-

sengers, and 14 Brill stationary-back cross seats at the forward

end, seating 28 persons. The arch-top windows have double-

sash, the upper stationary and the lower arranged to raise.

The interior is finished in mahogany. Sanitary hand straps,

above the longitudinal seats, are among the accessories.

Length over corner posts . 28 ft. in.

Length over platforms . . 40 ft. 4 in.

Length of front platform . 5 ft. 10 in.

Length of rear platform . 6 ft. 6 in.

Center of side posts ... 2 ft. 7 in.

Width over sills 8 ft. 2 in.

Width over posts 8 ft. 2 in.

Extreme width 8 ft. 6 in.

From track to trolley boards 11 ft. 2^ in.

From side sills over roof . 8 ft. b% in.

From floor to center of
headlining 7 ft. 6 in.

Seating capacity 40

Type of trucks .... Brill No 3!>-E

Weightofcarbody, including
heater and electric cables 18,000 lb.

Wt. of electrical equipment 6,752 lb.

Wt. of. air and hand brake
equipment and track scrap-
ers 2,13r, lb.

Wt. of trucks 10,400 lb.

1MCL2NE CARS FOR BAHIA, BRAZIL

Uq pdWO very interesting cars for cable elevation, over an

83*4 per cent grade, were recently built for the Pilar

Incline Railway, Bahia, Brazil, at the plant of The
J. G. Brill Company. Coupled with the desire to maintain

the lowest feasible center of gravity, was the further desire
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to keep the floor

of the car con-

stantly level on

the uniform but

severe grade.

Heavy wheel
pressures caused
by the high track

resistance in haul-

age against the

grade, as well as

flange pressures

occasioned by any

swaying motion,

incident to the

necessarily high
location of the

center of gravity,

were among the

chief factors influ-

encing the design of the truck and body framing. Side sway
had also to be carefully guarded against to insure the proper

working of the safety devices.

The truck is built up of commercial structural steel shapes

and at the side elevation presents a right triangle. The wheel

base, measured along the inclined side sill, is 9 ft. 95/32 in. The
inclined side sills are 3 by 3 by f£-in. angles and are 10 ft. 95/32

in. long. The vertical sills over the lower journal boxes are

3 by 3 by J^-in. angles, 6 ft. 8 in. long, and the horizontal

truck-side sills, directly under the body, consist of 3 by 3 by

fs-in. angles, with a length of 8 ft. 2 in. A 3 by 3 by %-in.

angle, 4 ft. 6^ in. in length, bisects the right angle of the

framing, as shown in the accompanying photograph, and to-

gether with a horizontal and a vertical steel angle member, is

riveted through a gusset plate to the inclined side sill, thereby

Incline Cars. Hauled by cable up 83^ per cent grade. Truck sup-
ports body through sleeve-enclosed coil springs at corners.

The middle seat is removable to form baggage space
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not only giving the framing vertical strength, but also form-

ing a rigid support for the affixing of positive safety devices.

Sufficient lateral bracing is obtained in the use of diagonal

bracing and crossings in the vertical-end section of the

framing. The entire framing gives the rigidity, with suffi-

cient flexibility, that safety demands on a railroad of this

character. The weight of the carbody is delivered to the

truck at the four corners through coil springs that are placed

within sliding sleeves, thus insuring permanent alignment,

easy motion without vibration and logical distribution of

weight.

The body proper ends at the two bulkheads, each of which

holds a stationary window of clear glass, in three units, the

single arch top of which consists of three pieces of frosted

glass. Backed against the inner side of each bulkhead are

non-reversible seats, and between these two are three of the

reversible type. All seats are supported on Brill round-corner

seat-end panels. In addition to the four ash corner posts,

there are two side posts at the seat-end panels of two of the

reversible seats,

on either side of

the car, but none

at the center seat.

A side post was

omitted here so

that the seat

might be re-

moved and the

space reserved

for freight or

baggage to a

maximum lading

of 1000 pounds.

The framing . _
. , . ,

t lu° Inclink Cars. Framing of commercial shapes. Long wheel base

nnHrf=»r tVlf» l^ttl^r places journals under body springs. Diagonal bracingU11UCI lug itiici for stability to insure operation of safety devices
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board is of southern yellow pine, into which are secured ash

carlines that support the Brill plain arch roof. Striped duck

curtains sliding between the side posts may be used in inclem-

ent weather. Two pantagraph trolleys on the roof supply

lighting current at 110 volts a.c, from wires that run parallel

to the track the entire length of the road.

The two cars run on parallel tracks, each having its own
station platforms at the base and summit of the grade. One
car is provided with a stationary wire mesh guard rail on the

left and a yellow pine rail, that may be raised and lowered,

on the right or platform side, while the equipment of the

other is the reverse.

With an interior finish of ash and cherry and no head-

lining under the roof, and an exterior body color of

deep red, these cars present a pleasing and well-balanced

appearance. Their logical construction and the use of tried

safety devices anticipate safe and satisfactory operation.

Length of body 1 2 ft. 8 in. Type of truck Running Gear

Centers of side nosts I
2 ft 6 in

*
Wheel base 9 ft. 9^ in.

centers ot side posts
. . •

} 3 ft 10 in> Diameter of wheels . . . 24 in.

Width over sills 6 ft. 7X in. Size of journal . . . , . . 2^ by 6% in.

Width over posts ... . 6 ft. 9*4 in. Weight of carbody .... 2,300 lb.

Extreme width 6 ft. 11 J4 in. Weight of truck 4,020 lb.

Seating capacity 20

PREPAYMENT CARS FOR SPRINGFIELD,

ILLINOIS

BRHLL STATIONARY BACK SEATS

LnplHE Springfield Consolidated Railway Company, Spring-

field, Illinois, recently received seven prepayment cars,

^ for single-end operation, from the American Car Com-
pany. Reports from the railway company indicate a material

reduction in platform accidents, as compared with the old

style cars that have been replaced.
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The bodies are mounted on Brill No. 39-E single-motor

trucks, and have steel bottom frames which include an 8-in.

channel center stringer and 4 by 1% -in. yellow pine side sills

set in Z-bars and reinforced by % by 15-in. steel sill plates.

In addition to two truss-form body bolsters and 9-in. end

channels, with yellow pine filler, there are nine 4-in. channel

crossings, with wood filler, for attaching the floor. The cross-

ings are riveted to the Z-bars through large gusset plates to

which diagonal braces also are attached. These braces consist

of 3 by 5/i6 in. flat bars which are placed between the two

bolsters and between the bolsters and the end sills. The
platform bottom framing is supported on Brill patented truss

knees, that are hung so as to bring the platform floor nine

inches lower than the floor in the body. Two angles that

extend from the end sill to the crown piece form the center

longitudinal platform framing, and the end of each platform

is protected by a Brill angle iron bumper.

The body framing consists of ash side and corner posts*

having a sweep of two inches, yellow-pine bracing below the

belt rail, and a yellow pine top rail the entire length of the car.

Composite car lines are secured to the side posts and support

a monitor roof, the deck sashes in which are arranged for

ventilation. The rear bulkhead has two sliding doors, each

Cars for Springfield. Single-end prepayment car with composite bottom frame. Folding doors
and steps front and rear. Glazed panel between front door and front corner

post. Standard Brill No. 39-E single-motor trucks
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24-in. wide, and leading to the prepayment platform. On
the entrance and exit side of the vestibuled rear platform

there are two sets of two-leaf folding doors and folding

steps, controlled by means of a simple lever system.

In the front bulk-head there is one door at the right side,

which leads to the front platform. A motorman*s cab occupies

Cars for Springfield. Twelve rattan-covered cross seats for 24 passengers; four longitudinal seats, 19:

total, 43. Partition on front platform reserves left half as motorman's cab

the left half of this platform, and may be entered from the

other half through a sliding door, with wire glass panels. A
two-leaf folding door and folding step are provided at the

front exit, and are controlled by the motorman. Between this

door and the body corner post is a narrow glazed side panel

that takes up the slight extension in the platform length,

without unduly increasing the width of the door opening.

The windows in the bodv have double sash, the lower being
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made to raise until level with the upper stationary sash, while

those in the vestibules also have double sash, with the upper

stationary, but with the lower arranged to drop. Twelve

rattan-covered stationary back cross seats with grab handles,

and mounted on pressed steel pedestals, and four longitudinal

seats, afford seating capacity for 43 passengers. The interior

woodwork is in cherry, and all trimmings are bronze.

Length over corner posts . 30 ft. S in. From floor to center of

Length over platforms . .42 ft. in. headlining 8 ft. 014 in.

Length of front platform . 4 ft. 10 l
/z in. From track to step . . . 15 f£ in.

Length of rear platform . . 6 ft. 5 >£ in. Step to platform 14^ in.

Centers of side posts ... 2 ft. 8 in. Platform to floor 9 in.

Width over sills 7 ft. 11 x/z in. Seating capacity 43

Width over posts 8 ft. 2 in. Type of trucks Brill No. 39-E.

Extreme width 8 ft. 5 in. Wheel base 4 ft. 6 in.

From track to side sills . . 2 ft. S% in. Diameter of wheels .... 33 and 21 in.

Side sills over trolley boards 8 ft. 11^ in. Type of motors GE219—2-hp.

HAMDSOME HMTERURBAM PASSENGER
AMD BAGGAGE CARS FOR

HUMOUS RAILWAY

BRILL "EXHAUST" VENTILATORS

THE Illinois Central Electric Railway, which operates an

interurban line between Norris, Brereton, Canton, St.

David, Gilchrist, Maplewood and Farmington, Illinois,

recently placed in service two handsome combination passenger

and baggage interurban cars, built by the American Car

Company. They were built for high speed service and are

equipped with M.C.B. couplers to enable interchange of

equipment with connecting steam railroads.

The cars are very large and roomy and are divided into a

passenger and baggage compartment, the latter being 9 ft. in.

long and having a 48-in. baggage door on each side. The
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Cars for Illinois. Pullman windows, with stationary cathedral-glass upper sashes; lower sashes raise.
Baggage compartment, 9 ft. 6 in. long; 48-in. door. Composite under-

frame. Brill No. 27-M.C.B.3X trucks

interior finish is of mahogany and the twin-window arrange-

ment enhances the appearance of both the exterior and in-

terior. The windows have double sashes, the upper being

stationary with arch tops covering the width of two sashes,

and are glazed with opalescent glass; the lower, which are

glazed with clear glass, are made to raise. The seats are all

of the high-back type, upholstered in genuine leather of a

color harmonizing with the mahogany finish. Thirteen seats

on one side, and 14 on the other, are of the Brill " Winner "

type and accommodate 54 passengers, in addition to which

there are two longitudinal seats for four passengers. The
Brill plain-arch roof adds much to the appearance of the in-

terior, and all fittings, including the baggage racks, being in

polished bronze, are in keeping with the richness of the

mahogany finish. The baggage compartment is fitted with

wooden slat seats that may be folded out of the way when the

space is otherwise needed. The round-end vestibules are fitted

with folding doors, 30-in. wide, and with triple-tread steam-

coach steps.

The bottom frame is composite and includes 4% by 7%-in.

yellow pine side sills, and 3 by 5}^-in. sub-sills, reinforced with
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Y% by 18-in. steel plate; 6-in. I-beams, with oak filler, which

form the two center and two intermediate stringers, project

beyond the vestibules to support the Brill angle-iron bumpers

and anti-climbers; 4^ by 7^ -in. oak end sills, enclosed in V2
by 6-in. steel plate, bent around to form channels, are

securely bolted to the side sills and stringers. Oak crossings

and needle beams give lateral bracing, and transverse truss

rods reinforce the built-up body bolsters. Upper trusses, con-

cealed in the car sides and anchored under the side sills, as well

as under trusses, prevent horizontal deflection. The corner

posts are 17/1* in., and the side posts alternately 2% and 10)^

in. thick and are mortised and tenoned into the side sills in

the usual manner.

The two cars are mounted on Brill No. 27-M.C.B.3X trucks,

which are capable of a speed of 70 miles per hour and have

Cabs for Illinois. Lavatory in left corner: individual parcel racks.
Seating capacity, 58

Bri "Winner" seats
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solid forged side frames, the pedestal jaws and extensions of

which are integral parts of the forgings.

Length over corner posts . . 47 ft. 10>£ in.

Length over platforms . . 57 ft. 10 V2 in.

Length of platforms

Length of baggage compart-

ment 9 ft.

Length ofmain compartment 38 ft.

Centers of side posts . . . . 30 ft.

Width over sills 9 ft.

Width over posts 9 ft.

From side sills over trolley

boards 9 ft.

ft.

in.

4 in.

in.

in.

in.

4 in.

3 ft. Q l/2 in.

8 ft.

From track to side sills . .

From floor to center of head-

lining

Track to step

Step to step

Step to floor .......
Seating capacity

Type of trucks .... Brill 27-M.C.B.3X

Wheel base 6 ft. 6 in.

Diameter of wheels .... 36 in.

Type of motors GE-210—

4

15H in.

11^ in.

11^ in.

58

SJNATION BAGGAGE AND FREIGHT
L=TOLEDO & WESTERN R

FOE SIMGLE-END) OPERATION

THE Toledo & Western Railroad Company, Toledo,

Ohio, recently received an interesting combination bag-

gage and freight car, for single-end operation, from the

G. C. Kuhlman Car Company, which is being used in package

freight service between Toledo, Ohio, and Morenci, Michigan,

a distance of 39.3 miles. The lines of the Toledo & Western

Cars for Toledo & Western. For single-end operation ; averages 100 miles per day, often hauling
steam freight cars. Bottom frame of I-beams and cast separators for

crossings. Diagonal bracing in body
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Cars for Toledo & Western. Side doors 5 ft. 6 in. wide: entrance doors at diagonally opposite cor-
ners, 3 ft. wide. Meat racks along sides. Three windows with drop sashes in

front vestibule; two similar windows in rear

Railroad extend from Toledo, through Sylvania and Allen

Junction, Ohio, to Morenci, Michigan, Alvordton and Pioneer,

Ohio, with a branch line from Allen Junction to Adrian,

Michigan. Through its greater part the route traverses an

undulating farming country, following closely the Ohio-Mich-

igan state line.

The new car covers approximately 100 miles a day, includ-

ing switching movements, and because of the volume of freight

being handled, it is often necessary to haul several standard

steam railroad box cars. These conditions require the staunch

design employed, in which the steel bottom frame consists of

two 8 -in. side sills of channel section, with two 8-in.

I-beam center stringers and two intermediate stringers of

6-in. I-section. The heavy double center stringers give a
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firm support to the M. C. B. draft-gear attachments, which are

used to meet these conditions—similar to those found on steam

railroads. The end sills are 8-in. I-beams, the crossings

are made up of cast separators between the stringers, and the

body bolsters of two 1 by 10-in. steel plates, there being

malleable iron spacers between them, over the center plates.

A solid oak bumper, sheathed with }4-in. steel, is secured to

each end of the car, the steel plate extending several inches

along the sides.

The vertical members of the upper framing are securely

tied by diagonal bracing, to compensate for the door openings,

there being two sliding baggage doors, each 5 ft. 6 in. wide,

and swinging doors, 3 ft. wide, at diagonally opposite corners

near the ends. The interior is lined with narrow tongued and

grooved boards. There are three windows in the front vesti-

bule, with single sashes made to drop, two with similar sashes

in the rear, and in each door the upper panels are glazed.

Between the baggage doors, on each side, there is a bar, 15 ft.

long, fitted with meat hooks. The exterior is sheathed with

tongued and grooved boards, and the bottoms and lower halves

of the sides of the door openings are protected with steel.

Length over bumpers . . 50 ft. in. From side sills over trolley

Length over vestibule sheath- boards 8 ft. 4^ in.

ing -18 ft. G in. From floor to rafters ... 7 ft. 4^ in.

Centers of side posts ... 2 ft. 8% in. Wt. of body less electrical

Width over side sills ... 8 ft. 1 in. equipment 22,920 lb.

Extreme width 8 ft. 3% in. Total weight 43,380 lb.

From track to side sills . . 3 ft. 1% in.

SUBURBAN CARS FOR NAZARETH,.PA.

BRILL N©o 39-E TRUCKS

TWO double-truck suburban cars were recently built for

the Allen Street Railway Company by The J. G. Brill

Company for service between Nazareth and Bath, Pa., a

distance of 5 X

+ miles. The line is single-track and traverses
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a rolling country that is rich in deposits of argillaceous lime-

stone, the chief ingredient of portland cement. The profile

favors movement toward Bath, which is about 500 feet lower

than Nazareth, and shows a maximum grade of eight per cent,

from 500 to 600 ft. long, and a 50-ft. radius at the sharpest

curve.

There are six large cement works along the route that are

the source of greatest traffic. Before the new cars were put

on, small single-truck cars, whose capacities were soon over-

Cars for Nazareth. Operate on 5.17-mile line through Pennsylvania cement region,
express matter besides passengers. Brill No. 39-E trucks

Carry light

taxed, were the only rolling stock and showed the urgent need

of additional equipment. Operation is somewhat hampered

by the fact that about half way between Nazareth and Bath a

spur of the Lehigh & New England Railway cuts the electric

line in two. The cars are now being operated on an hourly

schedule, but owing to the break in the track both cars are

required for each one-way trip, it being advisable to run one

car from one of the terminals to the railroad crossing, transfer

passengers and crew to the other, which waits at the other

side of the steam road track, and then proceeds to the other

terminal.

In addition to passengers, small packages are handled by

motormen for 5 cents per trip, and an interchange plan has

been arranged with the Lehigh Valley Transit Company
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whereby a limited quantity of light express matter is taken.

The two new cars are mounted on Brill No. 39-E single-

motor trucks and have staunch wooden bottom frames with 4

by 7^4 -in. yellow pine side sills, reinforced on the inside by %
by 12-in. steel plates; 5% by 6% -in. oak end sills, similarly

reinforced; 3*4 by 5% -in. oak crossings and 4^ by 2^ -in.

Cars for Nazareth. Upper sash stationary: lower made to drop. Seating capacity, 33

by Brill "Exhaust" ventilators
Ventilated

diagonal braces between the body bolsters. Center stringers

were omitted because of the small overall length of the car

—

34 ft. 9 in.—and because the side sills are amply strong to

carry the load. As an extra reinforcement, however, a 2^ by

2^4-in. cross joist is placed next to each body bolster, and this

is joined to the next crossing with two 2^4- by 1)4 -in. tees.

The side and corner posts are of straight-grained ash, and

have a sweep of 1^ in. Each vestibule has three windows,
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the two outer having the usual drop sash and that at the cen-

ter arranged to be held at various heights. Below the win-

dows is wood sheathing, and the four platform entrances are

provided with two-leaf folding doors and folding steps oper-

ated in unison. The bulkheads have mutually- operated

double sliding doors, the pockets for which provide bulkhead

windows. There are ten reversible rattan-covered Brill "Win-
ner" seats and the usual longitudinal seats in the four corners,

providing a total seating capacity for 32 persons. All win-

dows are arranged with double sash, the upper being station-

ary and the lower made to drop. The cars are fitted with

Brill "Exhaust" ventilators, alarm gongs, signal bells, sand

boxes and track scrapers.

Length over corner posts

Length over platforms

Length of platform . .

Centers of side posts .

Width over sills ....
Width over posts . . .

From track to side sills

Track to step

Step to platform . . .

Platform to floor ...

25 ft. 4 in. Seating capacity \\2

34 ft. 9 in. Tvpe of trucks Brill No. 39-E
4 ft. S l/2 in. Wheel base 4 ft. 6 in.

2 ft. 8 in. Diameter of wheels . . .13 in. and 21 in.

7 ft. \0 l/2 in. Type of motors . . West. 101B2—2-50 hp.
8 ft. 2 in. Weight of carbody less elec-

2 ft. lY% in. trical equipment .... 14,500 lb.

15^ in. Wt. of electrical equipment 1,100 lb.

\A XA in. Weight of trucks 10,000 lb.

8^ in. Weight of motors 5,500 lb.

CLOSED CARS
NEW JERSEY SHORE RESORTS

BRILL "WINNER" SEATS

A FEW months ago The J. G. Brill Company delivered

/l\\ three closed cars to the Atlantic Coast Electric Railway
<^*-^ Company, which operates the electric lines along the

shore of northern New Jersey, passing through a series of veri-

table cottage cities, with a total summer population of about

175,000, including Pleasure Bay, Long Branch, West End,

Elberon, Deal Beach, Interlaken, Asbury Park and Ocean

Grove, Avon, Belmar, Spring Lake and numerous other
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places. The railway has its northern terminal at Pleasure

Bay, where large crowds are handled from early spring until

late fall. The southern terminal is at Sea Girt, which is well

known for the annual encampments of the New Jersey militia.

Traffic on the entire system is very heavy in summer.

The three cars are mounted on Brill No. 27-Gl short

wheel-base pivotal trucks and have wooden bottom frames

with 4 J4 by 7^4 -in. yellow pine side sills, reinforced with Y/2 by
7-in. steel sill plates; 3^ by 4*% -in. oak crossings and 5% by

Cars for New Jersey Shore Resorts. Operated through resort region with about 175,000 summer
population. Mounted on Brill No. 27-Gl trucks

7}4_m - oak end sills and are braced by upper and transverse

truss rods. They are vestibuled and have Brill "Winner"
transverse seats, with longitudinal corner seats, having capac-

ity for 40 persons; double-sash windows, with upper sashes sta-

tionary and the lower arranged to drop. The design conforms

to that of other cars in service on the company's lines.

Length over corner posts . 28 ft.

Length over platforms . . 37 ft.

Length of platforms ... 4 ft.

Centers of side posts ... 2 ft.

Width over sills 8 ft.

Width over posts 8 ft.

Extreme width 8 ft.

From track to side sills . . 2 ft.

From side sills over trollev

boards '. 11 ft.

Track to step

Step to platform
Platform to floor

otf in.

OH in.

6 in.

9# in.

1 in.

4 in.

4 m.
V4 in.

;, in.

lo'4 in.

14 in.
<> in.

Seating capacity 40
Type of trucks Brill No. 27-Gl
Wheel base 4 ft. in.

Diameter of wheels .... 33 in.

Size of journals 3^ x 7 in.

Type of motors . West. 12A—4-25-30 hp.

Weight of carbody less elec.

equipment 14,000 lb.

Weight of elec. equipment . 1,300 lb.

Wt. of air-brake equipment 1,500 lb.

Weight of trucks 12,o40 lb.

Weight of motors 8,800 lb.
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THE BRILL
CENTRIFUGAL SPRINKLER

The,direct and indirect profits from street sprin-

kling are astonishing. And it isn't the direct

monetary gain due to sprinkling alone that counts
the whole profit, but the better feeling of city

authorities, the increased riding habit, and the

reduced maintenance through the elimination of

dust and dirt and the consequent longer life of

parts, make street sprinkling an attractive prop-
osition. Records show horse-cart sprinkling to

cost about 60 cents a mile; a Brill Centrifugal

Sprinkler costs a railway about 26 cents a mile,

including all operating expenses. A contract

with your city at 40 cents a mile for 100

miles for six months means $5,000 a year extra

profit with little exertion and without inter-

ference with schedules. Our Centrifugal Sprin-

kler Catalog gives some interesting figures.

THE J. G. BRILL COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
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Brill Semi- Convertible Cars
The number of semi - convertible cars going
through the shops is significant. For the first

five weeks of this year, out of the 743 cars build-

ing, 388, or 52 !

/s per cent, are semi-convertible.

Large as this is, it is much lower than usual, but
the full year's record will show up something
like the past two years—87 per cent in 1911 and
795^ per cent in 1912. The reason for the predom-
inance of Brill Semi-Convertibles is their complete
adaptability to any temperature and the conse-
quent saving of large capital investments in

summer cars. Another reason is that the public

everywhere favors the car. While the name
"Semi -Convertible" is unknown to railway
patrons, they do know and appreciate abundant
light, and on warm days, the large, airy, win-
dow-free space beside them, with a good breeze

and an open view, and with sashes in roof

pockets that can be drawn down instantly in

a sudden storm or if the nights are cool. That
the Brill Semi-Convertible Car has had the larg-

est use of any type for the last ten years, is a

fact worth knowing and worth remembering.

THE J. G. BRILL COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
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FEAMK MEDLEY
[WITH PORTRAIT INSERT]

FRANK HEDLEY, vice-president and general manager of the Inter-

bo ough Rapid Transit Company. New York, was born at Maid-

stone, Kent, England, in 1864. His father. James Hedlev, was

master r.iechanic of the Southeastern Railway, and his great-granduncle,

William Hedlev, designed and built the original locomotive traction

engine in 1813, from which Stephenson obtained his ideas for his first

locomotive, built in 1825. Mr. Hedlev received a common-school educa-

tion and learned the trade of machinist at Maidstone. He came to this

country in 1882, and the first two years was a machinist in the Jersey

City shops of the Erie Railroad, following which he was emploved in the

same capacity in New York Central shops for a few months. He next

went as machinist with the Manhattan Elevated Railwav, and in 1885,
after promotion from one post to another, became assistant general fore-

man in the locomotive department. In 1889 he was appointed master

mechanic of the Kings County Elevated Railroad, Brooklyn, resigning

in 1893 to become general superintendent of motive power and rolling

stock for the Lake Street Elevated Railroad, Chicago, and, a few months
later, general superintendent. This was the first elevated railwav to dis-

card locomotives and use electric motors. Less than two vears after going
to Chicago he was appointed consulting engineer by the late Charles T.

Yerkes, in addition to the duties of the other offices, and retained this

position throughout the construction of the Northwestern Elevated and
Chicago Union Loop. He organized the operating forces of these three

elevated systems, and had charge of their operation as general superin-

tendent. In January, 1903, he was appointed general superintendent of

the Interborough Rapid Transit Company, New York, and the following

year became general manager. On July 1st, 1908, he was elected vice-

president and general manager, being responsible for the operation of all

elevated and subway lines in the boroughs of Manhattan and Bronx,

and partly in Brooklyn. He is also vice-president and general manager
of the New York Railways Company, operating surface lines in New
York; vice-president of the Subway Construction Company, and manager
for the trustees of the New York & Long Island Railroad. His subway,

elevated and surface systems were carrying, at the end of 1912, upwards
of 3,000,000 fare passengers per day. Mr. Hedley is a member of the

Engineer's Club, the Western Railroad Club, and has served as president

of the New York Railroad Club.
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CO! TIONS WHICH GOVERN THE TYPE
OF CAR FOR CITY SERVICE

MEMPHIS, TEMM :::

MEMPHIS, the chief commercial city of Tennessee and

the largest city on the Mississippi River between St.

1 Louis and New Orleans, is situated in the south-

western corner of the state, on Chickasaw Bluffs, a compar-

atively high plateau on the east side of the river, originally

inhabited by Indian tribes of that name.

The head of deep water navigation on the Mississippi is at

Memphis, and this, with its peculiarly metropolitan location,

Memphis Traffic Conditions and Cars. Main Street and Madison Avenue, heaviest traffic point on
system. In morning and evening rush hours cars pass every 18% and 15] seconds respectively

* The fiftieth article of this series.
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Lines of

TC1E MEMPHIS
STREET RAILWAY CO.

Memphis Traffic Conditions and Cars. Main Street is the only north and south thoroughfare con-
necting all trolley lines. Two-car trains loop on adjacent streets to relieve congestion

assures its development to large future proportions. The

surrounding country, which is rich in cotton and rice and

generally adapted to agriculture, naturally turned to Memphis

for its market because of the city's accessibility. Its develop-

ment was rapid after 1880—during the preceding ten years an

almost continuous yellow fever epidemic robbed it of two-

thirds its population; in 1900, the population was 102,220

and in 1910 there were 131,105 inhabitants.

From its early history, Memphis has been active in

southern commerce and industry and developed its principal

trade in cotton, lumber, groceries, mules and horses, and its

leading manufactures, which, in 1900, had a factory value of
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Memphis Traffic Conditions and Cars. Trail cars have steel bottom-frame with truss reinforcements
under center entrance. Special Brill No. 53-D arch-bar trucks, 24-in. wheels, to reduce step

height. Steel sides to belt rail, wooden upper frame; posts set in malleable pockets

$14,233,483 and $21,346,817 in 1905, include cottonseed oil and

cake, lumber, flour and grist-milling, confectionery, carriages

and wagons, paints, furniture, bricks and tobacco goods. The
extensive repair shops of the Illinois Central and St. Louis &
San Francisco Railroads, of course, add immensely to the

factory value, but are not recognized as affecting the city's

productive importance. Its large annual freight shipments

and receipts are handled through the terminal stations of the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific; St. Louis & San Francisco;

Illinois Central; Southern; Louisville & Nashville; Nashville,

Chattanooga & St. Louis; St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern;

St. Louis Southwestern, and Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Rail-

roads, and many Mississippi steamboat lines.

Memphis is generally level, and the streets, for the greater

part, broad and well shaded and laid out with comparative

Memphis Traffic Conditions and Cars. Ten Brill stationary-back cross seats in each end, 10 passengers:
two semi-circular seats in vestibules. 10; longitudinal seats behind conductor's station, 4:

total, 54. Forward half of doorway is for entrance and rear half for exit
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orderliness. The
business section is

mostly within the

confines ofa long,

narrow quadrilat-

eral along the riv-

er front and ex-

tends back about

three-quarters of

a mile. The res-

idential districts

cover the north-

eastern, eastern

and southern sec-

tions and adjacent

suburbs. From
Court Square, in

the heart of the

city, a system of

boulevards, 11 J4

miles long, con-

nects several fine

parks which ag-

gregate more
than 1000 acres. The entire city is modern and every under-

taking is conducted along comprehensive lines.

All the street railways in the city are operated by the

Memphis Street Railway Company. The plan of the several

lines can hardly be termed radial, as all car lines are not

focused upon a single point, although this is true of some;

however, the objective point of each line is at some part of the

elongated business section, in which only Main Street bears

tracks through the entire length. All parts of the city are

well provided with street railway service, and, even in the most

remote districts, car lines average not more than three-quarters

Memphis Traffic Conditions and Cars. Side sills offset 9 in. to bring
step within car side. Double-leaf folding doors operated

through lever in pipe railing at conductor's station.
Pipe stanchion divides entrance and exit—no

railings used for that purpose. Truss rod
passes under step-risers, stiffen-

ing entire structure
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of a mile to a mile apart. The fact that Main Street forms

the only north and south link connecting all the lines in the

city naturally produces a comparatively dense traffic on that

thoroughfare, to overcome which, as well as for reasons of

efficiency and economy, trailer operation was adopted several

years ago and has demonstrated its usefulness in quicker

transit. In general the grades are not sufficiently severe to

affect trailer operation, although on some lines 4V5 per cent

grades are encountered. These are short, however, and do not

demand excessive tractive effort in the motor cars.

The majority of the lines in Memphis are longer than is

usual in cities of its size, because the business section is on

the extreme west side of the city, along the river front. The
average length of line is about 5.32 miles, and the shortest,

1.56 miles; the longest entirely within the city limits is about

5.39 miles, measured from the center of the business section of

Memphis Traffic Conditions and Cabs. Round vestibule and semi-parabolic bumper increase clear-
ance at curves. Under truss on side shown, held by queen posts: on entrance side,

by step risers. Exterior sheathing, 12-gage ' patent level steel"
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the city at Main Street and Madison Avenue. The two

longest lines are the East End line, which, in the eight miles

of its length, passes through East End Park, Lenox and

the Tri-State Fair Grounds, and the Raleigh Springs line,

11 miles long, which follows a general northeasterly direc-

tion through Overton Park and Binghamton, Tenn., to its

Mkmphis Traffic Conditions and Cars. Conductor stands within semi-circular pipe railing. Longi-
tudinal seat for four passengers behind him. Lower window sashes raise their

full height into roof pockets. Upper sashes stationary

terminal at Raleigh Springs, to which point an additional fare

is charged. It was formerly the practice to move cars of these

two heavy traffic lines along Main Street, but with the installa-

tion of loops and wyes at the terminals, and the introduction of

single-end operation, two other streets, parallel to Main Street,

have been adapted to looping, thus relieving the principal

artery of traffic of an appreciable portion of its burden.

With the further development of the loop system, Main Street

will be gradually relieved of more lines, till the congested
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condition, which existed up to a short time ago, is eliminated.

The service on the two long lines mentioned above is

particularly heavy during the summer months. On the East

End line, some of the trains are turned back at the Tri-State

Fair Grounds, and others continue to the terminal at the State

Normal School. In summer, when park business warrants, a

special train service is operated to East End Park—a popular

amusement resort. The Raleigh Springs line, which also

loops around several streets in the business section, is provided

with loops at Overton Park and Raleigh Springs. Summer
traffic to and from Overton Park is high, and demands the

greatest efficiency in car service.

The concentration of business within a comparatively

small area causes a heavy morning influx and evening exodus

of business people. During the rush hours, from 7.15 to 8.15

a. m. and 5.30 to 6.30 p. m., with the morning peak at 7.30

and the evening peak at 6 o'clock, the proportions of the traffic

may be realized when it is considered 195 morning and 236

evening cars, of which 11 are morning and 19 evening trailers,

pass Main Street and Madison Avenue, the heaviest traffic

point on the system, each hour, or at intervals of 1S}4 sec-

onds between cars in the morning and 15 V5 seconds at night.

For the operation of the system during these periods 200

cars are required, while 98 cars suffice for normal daily opera-

tion. There are, however, 297 cars available for unusually

heavy traffic movements, of which 262 are motor cars and 35

are trailers. The total mileage of the Memphis Street Railway

is 124.74, reduced to single track, of which there are 49.19 miles

of double track and 20.36 in car-houses, crossovers, sidings and

other track. During the fiscal year ending December 31, 1912,

this traffic produced 7,377,480 passenger car miles, with 38,-

4G0,595 revenue and 0,237,483 transfer passengers, represent-

ing a traffic density of 0.46 revenue passengers per car mile.

The rapid growth of the city and the consequent demand
for a constantly improving car service led to the adoption of
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trailers in 1905. The car equipment consisted mainly of a

variety of single-truck closed and open motor cars and addi-

tional open trail cars. The motor cars, which were built at the

John Stephenson plant of The J. G. Brill Company in 1905,

are of the Brill semi-convertible type, seating 44 persons on

14 transverse and four corner longitudinal seats. The bottom

frames are entirely of wood, and have been reinforced to with-

stand the strains incident to trailer operation. The platforms,

which were originally fitted with wire gates, now have folding

doors, and since the adoption of single-end operation on the

two long lines the rear bulkheads have been replaced by pipe

stanchions. With the continued increase in passengers, a new
form of trailer with increased seating capacity, rapid means of

entrance and exit, and at the same time of light weight, be-

came a necessity, especially on the East End and Raleigh

Springs lines. Fifteen trail cars of a new type were therefore

recently furnished by The J. G. Brill Company, and have

been made the standard cars of this class. They are mounted
on specially designed Brill No. 53-D arch-bar trail trucks, with

Mkmimiis Traffic Conditions and Cars. Motor cars have wood bottom frames; Brill
No. 27-GKl trucks. Single-end operation
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Memphis Traffic Conditions and Cabs. Motor cars seat 44 passengers. Bulkheads originally used
were replaced by pipe stanchions. Brill semi-convertible window system

24-in. wheels, to bring the floor of the car 2854 in. over the

rail head. The cars are provided with a center entrance and

the bottom frames, which are entirely of steel, have the right

side sill arranged with an offset, turning the sill 9 in. nearer

the center line of the car, at the center entrance, to keep the

step within the car side. The two side sills are 7-in. I-beams

and the four crossings and two end sills, exclusive of the body

bolsters, are 4-in. I-beams. A one-piece semi-circular 7-in.

I-beam extends around each end from the corner post on one

side to that on the other, and an anti-climbing device is affixed

to a casting riveted to the I-beam. Two 4-in. I-beam stringers

extend from the intermediate crossings to the end sills and
pass between the top and bottom members of the steel plate

body bolsters. Strong diagonal braces are provided near the

ends and on either side of the center entrance to evenly dis-
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tribute strains incident to hauling. Two 1^-in. truss rods,

affixed to the under sides of the side sills at the body bolsters,

reinforce the bottom frame against horizontal deflection. The
rod on the left side is spaced from the sill with the usual queen

posts, but that on the left, or entrance, side is passed under the

step brackets. The support thus given the bottom frame at

the opening is much increased over older methods, as the step

itself stiffens the bottom framing by its box form. At one end

of the frame a double-acting coil-spring draft gear is applied

between the two I-beam stringers, to absorb the buffing and

hauling shocks that always accompany trailer operation, and

a rigid draw bar for emergencies is provided at the other end.

Malleable iron pockets are riveted to the outer surfaces of

side sills and hold the long-leaf yellow pine side and corner

posts. The sides are straight and sheathed with white ash and

an exterior sheathing of 12-gage " patent level steel" below

the windows. The lower and top window rails are made in

one piece and are screwed and dovetailed to the posts to insure

rigidity and compensate for the lack of side framing at the

center entrance.

Large double sash windows, with the upper stationary and

the lower sashes arranged to raise into recesses in the roof, till

level with the upper, make the cars equally suitable for sum-

mer and winter service. The center entrance, which is 5 ft.

2% in. wide, is divided by a pipe stanchion, the forward half

of the opening being restricted to boarding and the other to

alighting. The conductor's position is in the center of the car,

behind a semicircular pipe railing, in the middle upright of

which is his control handle for operating the two double-leaf

folding doors. A very simple lever arrangement, devised by

the railway company, makes the door control simple and easy.

A brake wheel, connected with the air-brake system, is also at

the conductor's station, for emergencies. The seating arrange-

ment, which provides accommodations for 54 passengers, is

shown in the diagram on page 37.
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MORE SEMI-COMVERTHBLE
THE NORTHERN OHIO

TRACTION <& LIGHT COMPANY

BRILL No. 27-F1 TRUCKS

THE Northern Ohio Traction & Light Company, Akron,

Ohio, recently placed in service, on its city lines in Akron,

17 additional Brill semi-convertible cars, built by the

G. C. Kuhlman Car Company.
The lines of the Northern Ohio Traction & Light Com-

pany extend from Cleveland to Uhrichsville, Ohio, passing

through Cuyahoga Falls, Akron, Canton, Massillon, New
Philadelphia, and a number of other populous centers. Branch

lines run from Cuyahoga Falls to Silver Lake and Ravenna;

from Akron to Barberton and Wadsworth and from Massillon

to East Greenville. The system has a total trackage of 215.76

miles, 4 ft. 8^-in. gage, and operates 384 interurban and city

cars. This mileage includes the city lines in Akron, Canton

and Massillon. Large crowds are transported in summer to

pleasure resorts at Lakeside Park, near Akron, Meyer Lake,

near Canton, and Silver Lake Park, near Cuyahoga Falls,

Cars for Akron. Open rear platform, dasher extends to body on far side. Front platform vestibuled:
two-leaf folding door operated manually by motorman. Brill No. 27-Fl trucks
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necessitating the operation of many special cars. A fast local

and limited car service is maintained between Cleveland and

Canton. In the former city there are 560,663 inhabitants and

50,217 in the latter, with 69,067 in Akron and 13,879 in

Massillon, or a total population between 750,000 to 800,000,

tributary to the system.

Cars for Akron. Rear entrance door off center to provide for toilet later. Seating capacity, 44.

Brill semi-convertible window system

In Akron, where the company operates its largest city sys-

tem, both Brill semi-convertible and half-convertible cars,

which have the full convertible feature on one side and ordi-

nary drop sashes on the other, have been used for many years.

The 17 new semi-convertible cars are arranged for single-end

operation and have the front platform enclosed in a vestibule

having a two-leaf folding exit door, operated through levers,

by the motorman. The rear platform is open and has but

one step, the dasher extending around to the body. Station-
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ary steps, 16 1
16 in. above the rail head, are used at both ends.

The front bulkhead has a sliding center door, 4*0 }4 in. wide,

and the rear bulkhead has a sliding door, 36 in. wide, placed

6 in. nearer the entrance than the far side, to allow the sub-

stitution of a toilet, if desirable, for the two-passenger longi-

tudinal seat in that corner. Two-passenger longitudinal seats

are in the other corners, and with 18 stationary transverse

seats give a total seating capacity of 44 persons. Ventilation

and light are provided by pivotal deck sashes and the Brill

semi-convertible window system, and a suitable temperature is

maintained in winter by a forced-draft hot-air heater located

on the motorman's platform.

The bottom framing consists of 4 by 7^ -in. yellow pine

side sills, plated with y$ by 15-in. steel; 5% by 6^ -in. oak

end sills; 3*4 by 4^ -in. center longitudinal stringers; S}4 by

4^-in. oak crossings and 4^ by lj^-in. oak diagonal braces,

near the center of the framing, to take up braking strains.

The platforms are supported on Brill truss knees and angles,

which are bolted to the center stringers and extend 4 ft. 9 in.

back of the center. of the body bolsters. The entire bottom

framing is well reinforced with transverse truss rods. The
upper framing is a good example of standard practice, with

ash side and corner posts mortised and tenoned into the side

sills. The cars, being mounted on Brill No. 27-Fl trucks, with

4 ft. wheel base, are equally suitable for city service or for

suburban runs where speeds are not over 30 miles per hour.

Length over corner posts . 30 ft. 8 in. Track to step . .

Length over platforms . . 39 ft. 10^ in. Step to platform

Length of front platform . 4 ft. 2^ in. Platform to floor

Length of rear platform . .5ft. in. Seating capacity

Centers of side posts ... 2 ft. 8 in.

Width over sills 8ft. 0)4 in.

Width over posts 8 ft. 4 in.

From track to side sills . . 2 ft. 8[£ in.

From side sills over trolley

boards 9 ft. 4 in.

From floor to center of head-

lining 8 ft. 5 in.

. . . 16TV in.

• . . 14^ in.

... 9 in.

... 44

Type of trucks Brill No. 27-Fl

Wheel base 4 ft. in.

Diameter of wheels .... 33 in.

Type of motors . West. 101B2—4-50 hp.

Wt. of complete carbody . 20,620 lb.

Weight of trucks 13,200 lb.

Weight of motors 11,800 lb.

Total weight ....... 45,620 lb.
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FOR NASHVILLE-GALLAT1M IMTERURBAN

THE American Car Company recently built four inter-

esting passenger cars and one baggage car—the initial

equipment—for the new 1200-volt high-speed Nashville-

Gallatin Interurban Railway. The cars are equipped with

M.C.B. automatic couplers to enable equipment interchange

with steam railroads. The new road is 24 miles long and

runs from Nashville to Gallatin, Tenn., passing through

Ekin, Edgefield, Hendersonville, Avondale and populous in-

tervening sections. The main highway from Nashville to Gal-

latin is followed most of the way, and for the first few miles

out of Nashville the tracks of the Louisville & Nashville Rail-

road are practically paralleled. Both passengers and freight

will be transported, and the fact that the new road is the only

electric line between the two cities presages a large volume of

traffic. It is expected that much of the local business now
being handled by the Louisville & Nashville Railroad will be

diverted to the new road. It is the purpose of the company
to extend its lines, at some later date, to Frankfort and Bowl-

ing Green, Ky., and ultimately to Louisville, which would cre-

ate an interurban route between Nashville and Louisville and
bring a large territory into direct connection with the inter-

urban systems of Ohio, Indiana and Illinois.

The equipment of the Nashville-Gallatin line is of a high

character throughout. The track, in which 70-lb. rails are

used, is excellent, resting on a clean gravel ballast; the align-

ment, with no curve exceeding six degrees; the profile, show-

ing a maximum grade of three per cent. ; carefully designed

overhead construction and sub-stations, and excellent rolling
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Cars for Nashville-Gallatin. For new 1200-volt line. Composite bottom frame: long front platform
to accommodate baggage and two passengers on folding seats. Brill No. 27-M.C.B.l trucks.

Baggage cars have same general characteristics but are 4 ft. 4 in. shorter

stock, point to economical operation. It i's interesting to note

that no steam locomotives were used in the construction of

the road. After grading had been completed, the overhead

structure was erected and energized, and an electric car, run-

ning on rails just laid, did the work ordinarily done by steam.

Hendersonville, about half the distance between the termi-

nals, has been made a division headquarters, and a repair

shop, freight and passenger station, office building and sub-

station are located there. Power for operation of the road

is hydro-electricaily generated on the Ocoee River; it is

transmitted 180 miles to Nashville at 120,000 volts a.c, and

from Nashville to Hendersonville at 33,000 volts a.c, where it

is transformed into trolley current at 1200 volts d.c.

The four passenger cars are equipped for single-end

operation and are mounted on Brill No. 27-M.C.B.l trucks

capable of a speed of 50 miles an hour. The underframes are

of composite- construction and have 4^ by 7^-in. yellow pine

side sills, reinforced their full length on the inside with % by
15-in. steel plate and 3% by }i by 6 in. angles at the body

bolsters; 4^ by 7-in. center and intermediate stringers, the

latter reinforced with Sj4 by % by 6-in. angles from the crown

pieces to the body bolsters; k l/2 by 7-in. oak end sills, protected

by V* by 6-in. steel plates, bent around the sills in channel
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form, and 3*4 by 6-in. oak crossings, reinforced with iron tie

rods and secured to the side sills with malleable iron pockets.

Under trusses, between the bolsters and upper trusses,

anchored under the side sills at the body corner posts, assist in

precluding horizontal deflection.

The body corner posts are 3*4 in. thick and the side posts

alternately 2% and 3 in. thick; the double-sash twin windows

have a single arch-top upper sash, set with ornamental frosted

glass; the lower sashes raise their full height. The front

platform is 6 ft. 3 in. long and has a two-leaf folding door and

triple-tread steam coach step on the right and a 42-in. sliding

door on the left.

The purpose of so

long a front plat-

form in an inter-

urban car is to

provide space for

light baggage and

express matter.

Folding seats are

hinged to the left

side of the bulk-

head. The smok-

ing compartment,

which is separated

from the main
compartment by

a wood partition

with 22-in. swing-

ing door, occupies

the space of two

windows, and ac-

commodates 16

Cars for Nashville-Gallatin. M.C.B. automatic couplers for inter-
change with steam roads: headlight on hood. Outside

vestibule sashes drop; center sash stationary

passengers.

The main pas-
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Cars for Nashville-Gallativ. Lower sashes raise full height. Smoking compartment accommodates
16 on transverse seats: main compartment, 36: total, 54, including folding

platform seats. Toilet in left rear corner

senger compartment provides for 36 passengers on 14 Brill

"Winner" reversible and three stationary- back transverse

seats, and one longitudinal seat in the right rear corner;

total seating capacity of the entire car is 54. In the left rear

corner is a toilet-room with zinc-covered floor; an oval win-

dow, with leaded opalescent glass, and an exhaust ventilator

in the ceiling, furnish light and air. Between the toilet-

room and the first seat is a cabinet containing a forced-draft

hot-air heater. The interior finish throughout is in cherry,

stained mahogany, and decorated composition headlining.

The rear platform has also a two-leaf folding door and triple-

tread steam coach step on the right side; on the other side

and in the vestibule there are four windows, that on the side

arranged with stationary upper sash and drop sash below; the

three vestibule sashes are made to drop.
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The baggage car is arranged for double-end service and is

mounted on Brill No. 27-M.C.B.l trucks, like the passenger

cars; the composite bottom frame is practically the same,

except that the side sills are 5% by 7% in., reinforced their

full length with % by 7-in. steel plate, and the crossings, 3^4

by 5% in. and 4j4 by 5% in. The sides have two windows,

with stationary sashes, a 7-ft sliding baggage door and a

sliding door, 39 in. wide, at diagonally opposite corners; the

body is separated from the two platforms by solid bulkheads,

in each of which is a solid wooden sliding door. For the more
expeditious handling of heavy shipments, an air hoist with 800

pounds lifting capacity is placed on one side of each baggage

door. This consists of two channels with the ends centered in

pivot castings, and with an air cylinder having a piston stroke

of 2 ft. 6 in. A boom, that may be swung out of the door, is

attached to the upper end, and by means of a cable running

over sheaves, the downward movement of the piston effects the

lift. The exterior of the car is sheathed in tongued and

grooved poplar boards.

The principal dimensions of the four passenger cars are:

Length over corner posts . 38 ft. in. From side sills over trolley-

Length over platforms . . 49 ft. 4 in. boards 9 ft. 2 in.

Length of front platform . G ft. 3 in. From floor to center of

Length of rear platform . 5 ft. 1 in. headlining 8 ft. O^i in.

Length of baggage compart- Track to step 17TV in.

ment 6 ft. 3 in. Step to step 11^ in.

Length of smoking com- Step to floor ll}i in.

partment 11 ft. in. Seating capacity 54

Centers of side posts ... 2 ft. 8 in. Type of trucks . . Brill No. 27-M.C.B.l
Width over sills 8 ft. 2^ in. Wheel base 6 ft. 6 in.

Extreme width 8 ft. 5% in. Diameter of wheels .... 34 in.

From track to side sills . . 3 ft. 6% in. Type of motors GE205

The principal dimensions of the baggage car are as follows:

Length of body over vesti- From floor to ceiling ... 8 ft. 0^ in.

bules 43 ft. 8 in. Type of trucks . . Brill No. 27-M.C.B.l
Length over bumpers . . 45 ft. in. Wheel base 6 ft. 6 in.

Width over sills 8 ft. 2 in. Diameter of wheels .... 34 in.

From track to side sills . . 3 ft. 6>£ in. Type of motors GE205
Side sills over trolley boards 9 ft. 2^ in.
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"WASHINGTON" CENTER ENTRANCE CITY
AND ENTERURBAN CARS

BRILL SEME-CONVERTIBLE WINDOW SYSTEM

THE success of the original " Washington" Center En-

trance car, designed by Mr. W. A. Wenner, master

mechanic of the Washington Railway & Electric Com-
pany, is emphasized by thirty city and five suburban cars,

embodying changes in the door and seating arrangements,

that have recently been completed for that company by the

J. G. Brill Company. The original car was fully described

and illustrated in Brill Magazine for April, 1912.

The principal change is in the door arrangement, which,

in the original car, included three door units, those on the

outside for exit and that in the center for entrance. The
decrease in the total width of the door opening in the new
cars, by the use of an individual entrance and exit, while not

increasing the seating capacity, has given a larger working

space to the motorman and separates him from the passengers

more effectively than in the original car, without resort to

ju. iHI
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Cars for Washington. Suburban car. Bottom frame similar to city car, except 5 feet longer. Side
sheathing, tongued and grooved poplar boards
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Cars for Washington. Car for city service. Side sills in two lengths, from center entrance to bump-
ers. Steel sill plate runs entire length and drops under platforms where it is reinforced

by 6-in. channel and extra steel plate: 6-in. I-beam stringers drop under
platforms. Side panels covered with steel

bulkheads. In the new cars he is separated from the passen-

gers by a curved railing, which is dropped behind him, level

with the seat backs, and that can be raised out of the way on

pipe stanchions, making the end of the car available for stand-

ing passengers when running in the opposite direction. The
conductor's position* as heretofore, is in the center, where there

are two door-control stands, each operating the nearer set of

two-leaf folding doors and synchronal folding steps, through

a simple lever arrangement. The door opening is divided by a

pipe stanchion that extends from the platform floor to the top

rail over the door; this stanchion and two shorter pipes, placed

next to the door posts, form convenient grabhandles for board-

ing and alighting. Four additional pipe stanchions, extend-

ing from the platform floor to the headlining, are placed

Cars for Washington. Total seating capacity, 50; 37 face forward; 5 backward; 8 inward. In subur-
ban cars stationary cross seats are used instead of longitudinal corner seats with folding seats

hinged to backs. Portable aisle seat encloses motorman's^space. Door on motorman's right
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where the aisles meet the platform, and, in addition to rein-

forcing the roof at those points, support standing passengers.

The seating arrangement is similar to that of the original

car, as regards the general plan, but because of the larger

space allotted

the motorman
and the use of a

smaller platform,

the plan adopted

includes four re-

versible and one

stationary cross

seat, for ten pas-

sengers, placed
on each side of

both halves of

the body. The
backs of the two

stationary seats

are secured to

mahogany panels

that form the

sides of the plat-

form. Near the

ends of the car, a

longitudinal seat,

for two passen-

gers, discernible

in the diagram

on page 54, is placed on each side, and the pipe railing, isolat-

ing the motorman, is level with the front panels of these seats.

In addition, four folding mahogany seats, each for one passen-

ger, are hinged to the platform panels, and may be folded up
when the adjacent door opening is in use. By this plan seats

are provided for 50 passengers, of whom 38 face forward, four

Cars for Washington. Two-leaf folding doors and synchronal fold-
ing steps manually controlled by conductor. Four one-

passenger folding platform seats hinged to plat-
form panels. No dividing railings
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backward, and eight, the center aisles. The car windows are

of the Brill semi-convertible type, in which the two sashes

have a weatherproof hinged joint, and both disappear into

roof pockets. Their unusually great height—3 ft. 7 in.

—

provides an abundance of light and air in summer, when the

windows are open, and in winter, when they are closed, ample

ventilation is afforded by a vacuum ventilating system.

Mahogany, inlaid with narrow lines of white holljr
, is the

only wood used
within the car,

and this, with
composition head-

lining, painted a

cream color, cre-

ates an effective

interior. Electric

push buttons are

among the access-

ories, and every-

thing conducive to

the convenience
and comfort of

the passengers has

been provided.

The five subur-

ban cars differ but

slightly from the

city cars; princi-

pally in being five

feet longer and
having a some-

what different
seating arrangement. The general appearance of finish and
fixtures is precisely as in the smaller cars and their method
of operation is the same. In place of the two longitudinal

Cars for Washington. Suburban cars have vestibule door for motor-
man. Two folding seats for use at rear; portable

cross seat bars motorman's space
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Cars for Washington. Brill semi-convertible window system. Conductor in center of car. Motorman
separated from passengers by removable pipe railing. Seating capacity, 50. Suburban cars seat 55

vestibule seats for four passengers, as in the city cars, there

are two stationary transverse seats, with their backs toward

the ends ; two folding mahogany seats are hinged to the

backs of these, increasing the seating capacity by four; de-

pending on the direction in which the car is moving, those

at the rear end only are used. At the end occupied by the

motorman, a rattan-covered seat is placed between the two

stationary seats, serving the double purpose of a further seat

for one passenger and a barrier to the motorman's space; the

total seating capacity of the suburban cars is 55 passengers.

Provision is made for an outwardly folding door on the right

side of the motorman's space, for his use only, immediately

forward of the folding seats; the city cars are not provided

with motorman's doors.

The body framing of both cars consists of 2^-in. ash side
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posts, :S^-in. corner and 3}4-in. center door posts; these are

secured to a 2 l

/> by 2%-m. yellow pine top rail. Because of

the center entrance and the consequent lack of side framing at

that point, a very heavy letter-board— Js by 11^-in.—extends

the full length of the car. Below the belt rail, chestnut,

sheathed with No. 10 steel, is used in the city cars, while the

suburban cars have ash ribs between the posts, which are

covered with tongued and grooved poplar board sheathing.

The bottom frames of both types of cars are practically

alike, except for an increase of 5 ft. in length and the absence

of convergence in the side sills near the ends, in those of the

suburban cars, where they are joined to the Brill angle iron

bumpers. Contrary to usual practice, the side sills consist of

two distinct lengths of 3^ by 7^-in. yellow pine, extending

from the center door posts to the vestibule posts in the city

car and the body corner posts in the suburban. They are

reinforced with j4 by 15-in. steel plates, which, however, drop

at the center platform, and rising beyond it, continue along

the wooden sills under the other half of the body. From a

point about three feet beyond each center door post, a 6-in.

channel and a % by 10-in. steel plate reinforce the larger

sill plate, thereby stiffening the sides of the center entrance.

Two 3-in. I-beam center stringers run through from end to

end, depressed under the center platform; they are securely

bolted to 1% by 3 and 4^ by 4^-in. oak crossings affixed to

the steel sill plates with 3 by 3 by ^-in. angles. The body
bolsters of the city cars are cast steel, and those of the subur-

bans of the plate type, the bottom members being riveted to

the I-beam center stringers. The five suburban cars are

mounted on Brill No. 27-M.C.Bl trucks, with solid forged side

frames, capable of a speed of 50 miles per hour.

The following dimensions, etc., apply to the city cars:

Length over bumpers ... 41 ft. 8 in. Width over posts 8 ft. 2% in.

Length of center platform . 4 ft. 8 in. Extreme width 8 ft. 2^ in.

Centers of side posts ... 2 ft. 6 in. From track to side sills . . 2 ft. 2% in.

Width over sills 8 ft. 2 in. Rail over trolley boards . . 11 ft. 6 in.
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From track to step

Step to platform

Platform to floor .

Seating capacity .

Type of motors .

. . 13> fc in.

... 12 in.

. . . lo in.

. . . 50

West. 306—4-50 hp.

The following dimensions,

Length over bumpers . . . 46 ft. in.

Length of center platform . 4 ft. !»^ in.

Centers of side posts . . . 2 ft. ~y
2 in.

Width over sills 8 ft. 6 in.

Width over posts 8 ft. G# in.

Extreme width 8 ft. l»# in.

From track to side sills . . 2 ft. o}4 in.

From rail over trolley boards, 11 ft. 10>£ in.

From track to step .... 14^ in.

From step to platform . . . 13 in.

From platform to floor . . 10 in.

Seating capacity 57

Wt. of body less electrical

equipment 16,585 lb.

Wt. of electrical equipment 1,500 lb.

Wt. of air-brake equipment 1,500 lb.

Weight of motors .... 11 ,500 lb.

etc., apply to the suburban cars:

Type of trucks . . . Brill No. 27-M.C.B.I

Wheel base « ft. in.

Diameter of wheels .... 32 in.

Size of journals 8*4 by Tin.

Type of motors . . . West. 3(>(i— 1-50 hp.

Weight of car body lesselec.

equipment 17,000 lb.

Weight of elec. equipment . 1,500 lb.

Wt. of air-brake equipment 1,500 lb.

Weight of trucks 13,400 lb.

Wt. of motors 11,500 lb.

FIFTY "CALHFORMEA" CARS
FOR LOS ANGELES

PREPAYMENT TYPE

THE fifty new " California" cars, recently shipped to the

City Railway Company, Los Angeles, Cal., by the

American Car Company, are generally similar to the

type shown in the article on Los Angeles traffic conditions

and standard cars published in the November, 1911, issue of

Brill Magazine. The car was developed about twelve years

ago and soon demonstrated its suitability to the climate and

to the traffic requirements. The car is, today, substantially

as originally planned, except that the platforms have been

lengthened to adapt them to the prepayment method of fare

collection.

The platforms are of the open vestibule type, 6 ft. 9 in.
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long; the open sections at each end, 7 ft. 8 in. long, and the

closed compartment, 14 ft. 7/4 in. The open sections have

six reversible cross seats each, accommodating 24 passengers;

the closed section has longitudinal seats with capacity for 24

passengers, or 48 passengers for the car. Two-inch side posts,

28*4 in. between centers, are used in the closed section, except

at the middle window, which is double the width of the others.

All sashes in the body, except the deck sashes, are stationary.

The two body bulkheads have each a single sliding door and

two windows protected by brass window rods. In the open

sections, 2 l/2 in. posts, measuring 30^8 in. between centers, are

used. The sides, at the open sections, are protected with

hinged wire-mesh screens and the curtains are made to be

drawn down to the floor. Being arranged for double-end

operation, the two platforms are alike; at the controller side

the opening is 5 ft. 6 in., and so divided by a side post as to

give an entrance 40^ in. wide and exit 33 in. wide; no railings

are used for separating boarding and alighting passengers.

Double steps are used because of flush platforms, which allow

the 5 ft. 3-in. wheel base trucks to traverse 45 ft. radius curves.

The interior finish in both the open and closed sections, includ-

ing the headlining, is in natural mahogany, and lends the

cars a rich appearance.

Ill VHillliiiiii ifMW
" IMsfe— — — i M

Cars for Los Angeles. New standard type of the Los Angeles lines with prepayment platforms. Cars
and trucks built by American Car Company
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Cars for Los Angeles. Stationary sashes in closed section. Longitudiual seats in closed section, 24:
reversible seats, open sections, 24; total. 48

The cars are built on composite bottom frames that have 5

by 7-in. pine side sills, plated on the outside with ]/2 by 7-in.

steel; four 5-in. I-beam stringers, reinforced with oak fillers, run-

ning through from end to end, the two outer ones being 2%
in. from the side sills, and the other two each 12 in. from the

longitudinal center line of the car. There are 3J^ by 3^-in.
oak cross joists between the stringers, reinforced by 5^ -in. tie

rods and 2% by 3 by 5-in. wood spacers between the outer

stringers and the side sills; there are no end sills, as all the
stringers run through from end to end and are bolted to a 21 }/h

by 2^-in. oak crown piece, the bumper end of which is faced

with % by 6-in. steel plate. Under trusses of 1-in. rods with
1^-in. turnbuckles reinforce the side sills in maintaining
horizontal alignment. The trucks are of a special arch-bar

type devised by the railway company, and were built by the

American Car Company.
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Length over corner posts . 29 ft. \l l/2 in. Width over sills 7 ft. 10

Length over platforms . . 43 ft. 6)4 in.

Length of platforms ... 6 ft. '.>}< in.

Centers of side posts, open

compartment 2 ft. c^ in.

Centers of side posts, closed

compartment 2 ft. 1% in.

Width over posts, open comp. 7 ft. U in.

Width over posts, closed

compartment 8 ft. 2 in.

From track to side sills . . 2ft. 7,^ in.

From side sills over trolley

boards u ft. ?>%. in.

From floor to center of

headlining 8 ft. 'i in.

Track to step la in.

Step to step 12 in.

Step to platform 12 in.

Seating capacity 48

NEW CARS FOR LAUREL, MESS,

BRILL S5MGLE-MOTOR TRUCKS

THE Laurel Light & Railway Company, for which the

American Car Company lately built four double-truck

closed cars, operates the street railway and furnishes

power for industrial purposes in Laurel, Miss. The city,

which is a county-seat and the commercial center of a large

district, is situated in the southeastern part of the state. The

Cars for Laurel, Miss. Platforms have two-leaf folding doors on both sides. Steps normally down,
but fold up when not in use. Wood botcom-frame. Brill No. 39-E single motor trucks
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Cars for Laurel, Miss. Mutually operated sliding bulkhead doors. Transverse seats for 24 persons;
longitudinal seats, 8; total, 32. Lower sashes raise, upper stationary

section of Mississippi in which it is located is noted for the

richness of its soil and for its great agricultural activity. It

is an important railroad center, and is in direct connection

with the entire country via the New Orleans & Northeastern,

New Orleans, Mobile & Chicago, and the Gulf & Ship Island

Railroads.

The four cars are arranged for double-end operation.

They have vestibuled platforms that are equipped with two-

leaf folding doors on both sides. The steps are arranged to

be folded in a simple and efficient manner, like in usual open

summer cars, as may be seen in the accompanying engraving.

The car body being comparatively short—24 ft.—the plat-

form door arrangement, in which each door may be locked,

is equally well adapted to one- or two-man operation. This

is especially desirable in smaller cities, where traffic is very
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light during some hours of the day and often insufficient to

justify full-crew operation at night. Operating flexibility of

this nature not only tends toward economy in daytime, but

may justify the maintenance of a light all-night service.

The bulkheads have the sashes and mutually-operated

sliding doors that are usually found in cars of the less rad-

ical designs. Seating capacity is provided for 32 passengers

on 12 reversible transverse seats and longitudinal seats in the

corners. The use of the Brill plain-arch roof, with compo-

sition headlining painted a light color, adds much to the

efficiency of ventilation and light. The windows are of the

arch-top variety and have double sashes, in which the upper

are stationary and the lower are made to raise their full

height. Push buttons for signaling the motorman, and

which are especially desirable for one-man operation, are

placed in the side posts.

The bottom frames are of wood. The . side sills are of

southern, straight-grained yellow pine, 4J4 by 7^-in., and

are reinforced with $/& by 12-in. steel plates. The end sills

are of oak, 4t% by 7% in., and oak cross joists, S}4 by 6^ in.,

are used for lateral bracing, The cars are mounted on Brill

No. 39-E single-motor trucks, which are capable of a speed

of 30 miles an hour and allow a considerable lowering of

the car body owing to the short radius of curvature of the

drivers and the small diameter of the pony wheels, making
it unnecessary for drivers to pass under the side sills in trav-

ersing the sharpest curves.

The principal dimensions are as follows:
Length over corner posts

Length over platforms

Length of platforms

Centers of side posts .

Width over sills . . .

Width over posts . . .

From track to side sills

From side sills over trol

boards

Track to step

24 ft.

34 ft.

5 ft.

2 ft. 11

8 ft.

8 ft. 6

2 ft. 8

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

ey

9 ft. \% in.

16}4 in.

Step to platform 13^ in.

Platform to floor 9^ in.

From floor to center of

headlining 7 ft. ll^g in.

Seating capacity 32

Type of trucks Brill No. 39-E

Wheel base 4 ft. 6 in.

Diameter of wheels .... 33 and 21 in.

Type of motors GE80—2-40 hp.
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SUMMER SUPPLIES
AND SPECIALTIES
Brill supplies and specialties cover everything

needed for putting summer equipment in shape.

Angle Iron Bumpers and Bumper Shields, Plat-

form Steps and Step Hangers, Running Board

Hangers, Drawbars, Grab Handles, and other

things that get the hardest bumps, whacks and

jolts, are made in extra quantities at this time

of year and ready for quick delivery. Same

with bronze and iron fittings. Brill Curtains for

open and closed cars are made of any material

called for and made as only the most skilled

operatives and best machines can make them.

CHow about Brake Handles?—never was a bet-

ter than the Brill Ratchet Handle, if largest num-

ber in use means best, and it usually does. The
"Dedenda" Alarm Gong and " Retriever " Sig-

nal Bell are both first in their class, too, and

made for abuse as well as for use. It is just

as true today as it ever was that the Round-

Corner Seat-End Panel is the one best invention

for the open car. C Need any extra copies of

Brill Order Guides for car and truck parts?

THE J. G. BRILL COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
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Brill Half-Ball Brake Hanger
In addition to the large number of electric roads
using these hangers by virtue of using Brill

trucks, two hundred and forty-three other roads,
after severe tests, have successfully adapted
them to other makes of trucks, because they
are noiseless, self-adjusting for wear and self-

cleaning ; have long life, and the release springs
insure freedom from brake-shoe drag against the
wheels, consequently eliminating wasteful wear.

THE J. G. BRILL COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
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HENRY Jo CROWLEY
[WITH PORTRAIT INSERT]

HENRY J. CROWLEY, general manager of The Amer-
ican Railways Company, was born in Unionville,

Conn. After completing a four years' apprenticeship

with the Pratt & Whitney Company of Hartford, he entered

the locomotive shops of the New York, New Haven k Hartford

Railroad Company. His first electrical experience was with

the Schuyler Electric Light Company, constructing electric

lighting plants in New England, Pennsylvania and Ohio. In

1888, Mr. Crowley entered the employ of the Thompson-
Houston Electric Company, and was intimately associated

with the late Chas. J. Van Depoele, in the early development
of the company's electric railway system. Later, he was
appointed chief of experts of the Thompson-Houston Com-
pany. From 1890 to 1893 he was railway manager of the

company's southern office, with headquarters at Atlanta.

During this period he was in charge of a number of the early

railway installations, including Atlanta, Macon, Augusta,

Savannah, Birmingham, Mobile, Chattanooga and Memphis.
From 1893 to 1899 he was manager of the General Electric

Company's railway department in Philadelphia, and during

this time was actively engaged in the company's railway

business in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Harrisburg, Baltimore,

Washington and Richmond. When The American Railways

Company was organized in 1899, Mr. Crowley was elected

general manager. This company owns and operates the

Scranton Railway Company and the Altoona & Logan Valley

Electric Railway Company of Pennsylvania, the Bridgeton &
Millville Traction Company and the Bridgeton Electric Com-
pany of Bridgeton, N. J., the electric railway, electric lighting

and gas companies of Lynchburg, Va., the electric railway

and electric lighting at Roanoke, Va., the electric railway and
electric lighting in Huntington, W. Va., Ashland, Ky., and
Ironton, Ohio, The Peoples Railway Company of Dayton,

Ohio, The Springfield Railway Company of Springfield, Ohio,

and the Chicago & Joliet Electric Company of Joliet, 111.
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CONDETHQMS WHICH GOVERN THE TYPE
OF CAR FOR CHTY SERVICE

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK *

ROCHESTER, the second largest city in northern New
York, is situated eight miles south of Lake Ontario

and 69 miles east of Buffalo, on the direct route to

Albany, Boston and New York. Both the Erie Canal and

the Genesee River, which has its outlet in Lake Ontario, flow

through the heart of the city, dividing it roughly into four

unequal-sized sections. The opening of the Erie Canal, in

1825, gave impetus to Rochester's development, as it did all of

northern and central New York. The importance of the

canal's influence is evidenced by the rapid growth in popu-

lation after its value had made itself felt. The census of 1910

showed that the city had 218,149 inhabitants, indicating an

increase of more than 34 per cent, in 10 years. The estimated

population in 1912 was 230,000.

Rochester ranks high in the state as a manufacturing

center, and its principal manufactures are of a scientific and

agricultural character rather than industrial, although large

machine tools are made at one plant. The course of the

Genesee River through the heart of the city had much to do

with the development of its factories, and especially because

three cataracts, one 96 ft., one 28 ft. and another 83 ft. high,

furnish excellent water power. In 1905, the total factory out-

put amounted to $82,750,000, and included clothing, shoes,

photographic goods, lenses and optical goods, refined oil,

foundry and machine shop products, furniture, tobacco, malt

liquors, lumber, carriages and wagons, stationery and garden

products. Rochester is, without doubt, the greatest center in

the world for photographic goods. The great plants of the

* The fifty-first article of this series.
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Eastman Kodak Company, and affiliated companies, which are

located there, supply the entire world with cameras and other

photographic supplies. It is the foremost nursery garden center

of the United States and the mecca of agriculturists in the

fruit belt of the state.

The city is readily accessible from all parts of the United

Rochester Traffic Conditions and Cars. Main and Clinton Streets. Clinton Street carries heavy
traffic south from N.Y.C.& H.R.R.R. station. Cars from Clinton turn into

Main. Second heaviest point on system

States and Canada, and is sufficiently close to one of the Great

Lakes—Lake Ontario—to put it into direct maritime connec-

tion with the Canadian Atlantic seaboard and the large

western lake cities. It is on the main lines of the New York
Central & Hudson River and its subsidiary, the West Shore

R. R., and is served also by either the main lines or important

branches of the Lehigh Valley, Pennsylvania, and the Buffalo,

Rochester & Pittsburgh and Erie Railroads.
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Rochester has about 1264 acres of parks that add much to

its attractiveness. Most of the streets in the residential sec-

tions are wide and lined with shade trees. There are many
large, modern business buildings, fine residences and churches,

schools and colleges.

The surrounding country is gently undulating, becoming

Rochester Traffic Conditions and Cars. State and Andrews Streets. The former bears bulk of north
and south traffic and interurbans to Charlotte

somewhat rugged near the city, owing to the Genesee River

Valley. Many of the streets are on grades, but these are, as a

rule, long rather than excessively steep. The streets in the differ-

ent parts ofthe city are laid out with comparative regularity and

are fairly straight, except in the center near the river, where

their course is interrupted for a short distance. It has been

the practice to follow the rectangular street plan wherever

feasible, but owing to topographical conditions and for other
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good reasons, it was not possible to maintain parallelism in

the various sections, as they affect each other.

The entire street railway system of Rochester is operated

by the New York State Railways, which also operates a

number of interurban lines, connecting Pittsford, Mertensia,

Canandaigua, Seneca Castle and Geneva, N. Y., via the

Rochester & Eastern Division, and Webster, Ontario, William-

son, Wellington, Sodus Point and Charlotte, N. Y., via the

Rochester & Sodus Bay and Rochester Railway divisions.

The street railway system, till about half a year ago, was

operated on the radial plan, all cars passing through some
part of Main Street, the principal artery of traffic, and

terminating near the center of the business district. Street

railway traffic, alone, taxed the track capacity of Main Street

Rochester Traffic Conditions and Cars. Main Street at Franklin ; an important interurban junction

for the north and east
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Rochester Traffic Conditions and Cars. St. Paul and Main Streets. Typical of the city's traffic

conditions. Important crossing in new through-routing plan. Pedestrian traffic is heavy

to the utmost, not to mention the increasingly large number
of other vehicles occupying the street. The number of pedes-

trians on Main Street was also very large, and as both sides of

the street are of practically equal importance, car service was

frequently delayed in avoiding persons at points other than
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Rochester Traffic Conditions and Cabs. New standard city car has novel steel bottomframe and
steel sides to belt. Single end operation. Brill No. 39-E trucks

legitimate cross-walks. To overcome this, as well as to pro-

vide a more comprehensive service without unduly increasing

the number of cars necessary for the traffic, a system of

through-routing was gradually put into effect.

The first step was a segregation of the lines into what
appeared to be the most logical through routes. It was the

purpose to relieve Main Street of as much traffic as possible,

with a view toward alleviating congestion, accelerating traffic

generally, indirectly benefiting the entire city by stimulating

business in hitherto more or less neglected parallel streets and
providing a more nearly complete service. If it had been

possible to eliminate local traffic on the many interurban cars

that pass through the principal streets, the problem might
have been simpler, but it seems to have been either ill-advised

or impossible to do so, and while such a condition might have

accelerated movement slightly, interurban stops would have

Rochester Traffic Conditions and Cars. Motorman's cab enclosed by partition. Cross seats,
40 passengers: longitudinal, 6; total, 46. Platform floors slope 1 in. toward steps
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been necessary at the principal traffic points anyhow, making
a change of that character of rather doubtful advantage.

The traffic revision led to the formation of through routes

between the extremities, passing either through or near the

center of the city. Much of the heavy Main Street traffic

has been transferred to the nearby streets, and the number of

Rochester Traffic Conditions and Cars. Pipe stanchions used instead of bulkheads. Rear platform
has two-leaf folding entrance and exit doors, controlled by the motorman through starting

pulley and levers. Windows have stationary upper sashes ; lower sashes raise

cars on Andrews Street, three blocks north of Main Street,

has been much increased. As many interurban cars as pos-

sible were re-routed via that thoroughfare, and the city cars

were despatched in all directions with the least possible joint

use of track. The efficacy of the operating changes was

almost immediately noticeable, especially on Main Street.

During the rush hours, from 6.30 to 8.30 a. m. and 4.30 to

6.30 p. m., under the new method of through-routing, 261
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cars in the morning and 311 at night are needed, and of these

310 cars per hour, or at intervals of 113/5 seconds, pass the

heaviest traffic point on the system—the intersection of Main
and State Streets. Under the old plan, which was partially

operative prior to December 6, 1912, the interval between cars

at the same intersection was 9 seconds, or at the rate of 400

per hour, indicating a 22^ per cent, reduction in car conges-

tion at that point alone. Under normal conditions, 166 cars

suffice for the entire system, but for unusually heavy traffic

demands, 345 double and 20 single-truck cars are available;

since the exclusive use of double-truck cars in regular service,

those of the single-truck type are not used.

The Rochester lines of the New York State Railways

comprise 120.45 miles of standard gage track, of which the

length of first track is 58.60 miles; second track, 52.11 miles;

and sidings, crossovers and carhouses, 9.74 miles. The radius

of the shortest curve is 33 ft. and the maximum grade repre-

sents ±y2 per cent. In 1912, the operation of the system

developed 10,128,949 car miles with 63,488,213 revenue and

23,389,839 transfer passengers, showing a traffic density of

8.58 total and 6.27 revenue passengers per car mile.

The ordinary conductors' method of fare collection was

originally employed and is still in limited use, but soon after

the widespread adoption of the prepayment system, that plan

was adapted to the Rochester city lines; a considerable num-
ber of double-truck, vestibuled, single-end prepayment cars,

built by the G. C. Kuhlman Car Company, were thereupon

placed in service and became the system's standard city type.

Several months ago, 20 single-end prepayment cars, embody-
ing the latest approved developments in electric car construc-

tion, were built for the New York State Railways by The
J. G. Brill Company, and have superseded the older type as

the standard for city service. They are mounted on Brill No.

39-E single-motor trucks, and in service tests, conducted with

one of the new cars a few months ago, a power consumption
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of only 2.3 per kilowatt-hours per car mile was shown, the

weight of the car complete being 35,000 lb. A reduction of

25 per cent, in power consumption over the former standard

car, which has two-motor trucks, was thus indicated.

An interesting form of steel underframe is used in the new
cars. The side sills are % by 18-in. steel plates, reinforced at

the bottom with 5-in. channels, and along the top with 3 by

f^-in. steel bars. Two box-girders, made up of two 3-in.

channels and 3/l6 by 5^-in. steel plates, form the center

stringers, and in addition, are used as conduits for the electric

cables. Both side sills and stringers terminate in 10-in. chan-

nel end sills. The crossings, for which 4-in. and 1^-in. in-

verted channels are utilized, are firmly secured to the side sills

through gusset plates and riveted to the top plates of the box

girders. Diagonal braces of 3 by ^4 -in. bars and diagonal

corner braces of 6 by J^-in. steel plates uniformly distribute

all shocks through the bottom framing. The front and rear

platforms, which measure 6 ft. 5 in. and 6 ft. 9 in. respective-

ly, over the vestibule sheathing, are supported on Brill chan-

nel truss-form knees and on angles, which are riveted to the

lower flanges of the end sill channels. The superstructure

consists of 3^ -in. corner and 2^-in. straight ash side posts,

and continuous double top rails, between which the posts are

gained. The steel side sills form the lower half of the side

panels and 16-gage sheet steel covers the upper half.

The windows have stationary upper sashes and the lower

sashes raise their full height. Twenty Brill stationary-back

cross seats and two longitudinal seats near the rear corners

accommodate 46 passengers. In lieu of bulkheads, two pipe

stanchions, 25 in. apart, separate the body and front platform,

and two stanchions with a railing between them, giving a dis-

tinct entrance and exit, separate the body and rear platform.

Both platforms have openings on the right side only, looking

forward. The forward portion of the front platform is parti-

tioned to form a motorman's cab, on the right side of which
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is a glazed swinging door. The front exit door, which is 28

in. wide, is operated through a lever by the motorman and

slides back into a pocket. A folding step is synchronized with

it. The rear platform is divided as indicated in the diagram

on page 72. In order to reduce step heights as much as pos-

sible, the floor is made to slope down one inch from the far

side to the step side. Two double-leaf folding doors and a

folding step are operated in unison by the conductor. The
control consists of a system of levers actuated by a shaft on,

which is a pulley engaged by a leather belt, having loops at

its free ends. This method of door control has been used in

Rochester for several years and has been found to be simple

and positive. The fact that both upper and lower panels in

all doors are glazed is said to materially reduce platform ac-

cidents, owing to the better outlook of both the motorman
and conductor.

LARGE ENTERURBAM CARS FOR SPAMESH

1200=VOLT ROAD
BRILL HIGH-SPEED TRUCKS

THE J. G. Brill Company recently built two large inter-

urban cars for Ferrocarriles de Catalufia, an interurban

electric road running between Barcelona, Sabadell and

Tarrasa, Spain. Barcelona, with 587,200 inhabitants— the

largest commercial and industrial city in the country— is sit-

uated in the province of Catalufia, on a bay of the Mediter-

ranean Sea, about 60 miles south of the French boundary.

Its manufactures consist principally of textiles, leather goods

and iron and steel products, but the volume of its commerce
eclipses that of its manufactures. The surrounding country

is very hilly—almost mountainous—and is devoted mainly
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Cars for Spain. Operated on both 600- and 1200-volt circuits and run in multiple-unit service between
Barcelona and Tarrasa, Spain. All doors air-operated from either platform. Composite

bottomframe. Brill No. 27 high-speed interurban trucks

to cattle and sheep raising. Sabadell and Tarrasa are impor-
tant suburban points. The latter is the northern terminal of

the road.

These lines are operated at both 600 and 1200 volts, d.c.,

the higher potential being used in country districts and in a

long tunnel, and the lower in cities. The line is substantially

built, well graded and has a maximum grade of but 2 per cent.

The new interurban cars present an unusually sturdy and
symmetrical design and embody refinements that are expected

to lead to most efficient operation. The twin windows have
opalescent glass in the upper part and the lower sashes are

made to raise and remain at any height; the hinged deck
sashes are similarly glazed. The bulkheads have each two
windows in which the lower sashes may be raised. Bulkhead

iJJJUlUjIUJUlJj

fflmnroi^
Cars for Spain. Partitions with folding doors form motorman's cabs. Cross seats, 48:

longitudinal seats, 12 : total. 60
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doors are not used, but there are openings 2 ft. 9Vi6 in. wide.

The seats are upholstered in dark green figured plush, and
have high triple-bolster backs. All woodwork is mahogany
and the ceiling is aluminum, painted a light blue. Orna-

mental clear-story side drop lights and a row of incandescents

along the center furnish artificial illumination. The center

row of lamps is connected with a storage battery that cuts in

automatically wherever there is an interruption of propulsion

current. Bronze parcel racks are placed over the seats in

pairs, and each side post has a signal button.

The platforms, which are 5 ft. long, are vestibuled and

have sliding doors and triple-tread steam-coach steps on
both sides. To
the right of the

, ^gflflHI HllRlk^ center vestibule

window, on each

platform, is a

partition 1 ft. 7

in. long, with
glazed upper
panel, to which

is hinged a two-

leaf folding door.

When the plat-

form is used by

the motorman or

when serving as

the rear plat-

form, these fold-

ing doors assume

the positions

shown in the

floor plan on
page 77. The

Motorman's cab behind window on left. i«i« *i_ l

Multiple unit service sliding Vestibule
Cars for Spain.
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Cars for Spain. Aluminum headlining. All interior wood mahogany. Center row lamps energized
by storage batteries in emergencies. Lower window sashes raise full height; upper, stationary

doors are actuated by air and all four can be operated by two

valves from either platform. One valve is in the motorman's

cab and controls the front and rear platform doors on his left;

the other, which is in front of the center vestibule window,

controls the doors on his right. A sheet-steel trap is attached

to each door, and, when closed, in passing through cities, the

trap covers the step opening, but is inclined about 45 degrees,

As soon as air is admitted to the operating mechanism the trap

is drawn up against the door, after which the door moves back

into its pocket. The usual type of trap-door is also furnished,

but is used only on interurban runs, where stops are infrequent.

The pantagraph trolley is maintained in its elevated position

by springs and lowered by air.

The body framing is ash— a good example of standard

practice— with 3^-in. corner and 2% and 4^-in. side posts.
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Upper and lower window rails are made in one piece and, to-

gether with steel sheathing below the windows, add materially

to the rigidity of the structure. The monitor roof is sup-

ported on ash carlines, reinforced by concealed steel rafters.

The superstructure is built on a composite bottom frame.

The side sills are 4>% by 8^-in. yellow pine, reinforced on the

inside with a % by 15-in. steel plate. A 2% by 8^-in. yellow

pine subsill, in two lengths, is bolted to the outside of the side

sills, and is reinforced along its entire lower edge with a 2 Y/2
by \% by ^-in. angle. As the car is arranged for dismantling

for over-sea shipment, the side posts are tenoned into the ex-

terior subsills, so that they may be removed in one piece

and the bottom frame remain intact. In addition to the side

sills there are two 7-in. I-beam center stringers, with yellow

pine filler, and two 5-in. I-beam intermediate stringers with

fillers of the same material. These stringers come above the

conical roller sidebearings under the body bolsters, and in

passing through the bolsters reinforce the compression mem-
bers at those points. The stringers run through from bumper
to bumper, and, therefore, the end sills, which are 5 by 5%-in.

white oak, consist of five distinct lengths, tenoned into the

side sills and wood fillers. Along the under side of each end

sill is a 7 by 3 j4 by }4-'m. angle, extending the full width of

the body, to transfer the weight of the sides to the center and

intermediate stringers. Oak crossings, 3}4 by 5^ in., are

placed between the longitudinal members in the same manner
as the end sills. All joints in the bottom frame are strength-

ened by corner irons. A 7 by 3*4 by J^-in. Brill angle iron

bumper, and an anti-climbing device are provided at each end.

The car is mounted on Brill No. 27 high-speed interurban

trucks, capable of a speed of 60 miles per hour.

Length over corner posts . 44 ft. 6 in. Width over posts 8 ft. 11 Y% in.

Length over vestibules . . 54 ft. 4 in. From track to side sills . . 3 ft. 3 rV in.

Length of platforms ... 5 ft. in. From side sills over trolley

Centers of side posts ... 2 ft. 8 in. boards 9 ft. 8T% in.

Width over sills 8 ft. 11^ in. Track to step 16^ in.
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From floor to center of Type of motors .... GE205—4-75 hp.

headlining S ft. 1% in. Wt. of car body les^ elec-

Step to step 10^ in. trical equipment .... 28,278 lb.

Step to platform 10^ in. Wt. of electrical equipment 4,300 lb.

Seating capacity 64 Wt. of air-brake equipment 3,000 lb.

Type of trucks . . . Brill No. 27-MCB2 Weight of trucks 20,858 lb.

Wheel base G ft. 6 in. Weight of motors 14,804 lb.

Diameter of wheels .... 36 in. Total weight 81,240 lb.

Size of journal . . . . 4^ in. by in.

GAS-ELECTRIC MOTOR CARS
CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE & PUGET

STEEL COMSTEUCTEOM

t pdHE Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound Railway re-

ceived, recently, from the Wason Manufacturing Com-
pany, two motor cars for service on branch lines in the

State of Washington. They are equipped with the General

Electric Company's gas-electric system. The road is the

Pacific Coast extension of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railway from Mobridge, S. D., to Seattle and Tacoma, Wash.,

and was opened for through passenger traffic between Chicago

and the Puget Sound region in 1910. The fact that it was

opened so long after other transcontinental railway lines en-

abled the engineers to embody, in its construction, the expe-

riences gained by others in building the earlier railways, the

result being a road where the ruling gradients, in the direc-

tion of heavy tonnage have been held to a minimum. One
of the new cars runs between Everett and Monroe, 14 miles,

and in five single trips covers 70 miles per day. The other

car runs from Seattle via Cedar Falls to Enumclaw, 62 miles,

making one round trip, or 124 miles every day.
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Cars for Puget Sound. Equipped with General Electric Company's gas-electric system.
Steel construction

The cars are arranged for single-end operation, and are

divided into passenger, smoking and baggage compartments.

The cab, in the forward end, is 11 ft. 11 in. long; the adjoin-

ing baggage room is 15 ft. long; the smoking compartment,

which follows, is 10 ft. 10% in. long; and the passenger com-

partment, at the rear end, 27 ft. 5 in. A center entrance, 2 ft.

5% in. wide, with openings on both sides, is between the main

and smoking compartments. The cab contains an eight-cylin-

der gas engine, direct-connected to a 600-volt generator, and a

smaller auxiliary gas engine, driving an air pump, to supply

power for starting the larger unit. There is a double-sash

window on each side of the cab, that on the right being used

by the motorman. Two windows, with the lower sashes made
to raise, are in the parabolic front end. A wood partition, with

a 36-in. sliding door, separates the cab from the baggage com-

partment. On each side of the baggage compartment is a

sliding baggage door 3 ft. 3% in. wide. The arrangement of

the main passenger and smoking compartments and the center

Cars for Pugf.t Sound. Smoking compartment seats 20 passengers: main compartment, cross and
longitudinal seats, 50: rear circular seat, 7; total, both compartments. 77.
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platform are shown in the diagram on page 82. The seating

plan provides for 77 passengers, of whom 57 occupy the larger

and 20 the smaller compartment. The cross seats are of the

stationary-back type and are designed for three passengers

each. The circular seat at the rear is for seven passengers.

The seats in the smoking compartment are upholstered in

Cars for Pcget Sound. Interior finished in mahogany. Toilets on each side of door opening. Seats
in smoking compartment upholstered in Spanish leather

genuine Spanish leather, and those in the other compartment

in friezette plush. The interior finish is polished mahogany,

and the roof is sealed with composite board. The twin-win-

dows have the lower sashes arranged to raise and to be held at

any height. Continuous bronze parcel racks are provided.

The entire upper framing, exterior sheathing, carlines and

roof coverings are steel. Steel tees are used for side posts,

and the door posts in the baggage compartment are channel

section, formed by placing an angle and tee together. There
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are no rear corner posts, those continuing around the curved end

having the same dimensions as the side posts. Wood filler is

used in all posts, except those in the baggage section, to act as

nailing strips for the interior finish and to provide grooves for

the windows and curtain fixtures.

The steel bottom frame has 7-in. channel side sills extend-

Cars for Puget Sound. Passenger compartment has circular seat in rear. Cross seats for three
passengers each. All lower sashes raise ; upper stationary

ing from each end to the center entrance, where the bridging

over the doorway, assisted by heavy truss rods underneath,

carries the load over the opening. Two 7-in. I-beams, running

through from end to end, are the principal longitudinal mem-
bers of the framing, and pass under the center entrance, the

floor of which is level with the body floor over these stringers.

The crossings are 5-in. channels, and 2 by %-in. diagonal

braces reinforce the other members of the structure. At the

front and rear ends, where heavy friction draft-gears, with
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M.C.B. couplers, are affixed between the two center stringers

and securely tied by 7-in. channel transverse braces, there are

two 6 by fg-in. braces extending from the ends over the center

line to the outer extremities of the body bolsters. The curve

at the rear end necessitated radial 5-in. channels, terminating

at the I-beam stringers, instead of the usual crossings. All

joints are reinforced with angles, and the diagonal braces are

joined to the other components of the framing by heavy gusset

plates.

Length over all 70 ft. 5

Length over vest, sheathing 69 ft. 1

Length of center platform . 2 ft. 5|^

Length of cab 11 ft. 11

Length of baggage compt. 15 ft.

Length of smoking compt. 10 ft. 10^
Length of main compt. . . 27 ft. 5

Centers of side posts ... 2 ft. 6

Width over sills 10 ft.

in. Extreme width 10 ft. 5 in.

in. From track to side sills . . 3 ft. 6^ in.

in. From side sills over radiator

in. valve 10 ft. 10}^ in.

in. Track to step 20}| in.

in. Seating capacity 77

in. Type of motors .... GE205—2-100 hp.

in. Total weight 100,000 lb.

MORE IMTERURBAN CA1RS FOR
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.

BOTTOMFRAME AND CENTER ENTRANCE CHANGES

T
^EN novel steel-bottomframe center-entrance cars, which

were built by the Wason Manufacturing Company for

the Birmingham, Ensley & Bessemer R. R., Birmingham,

Ala., several months ago, and fully described in the October,

1912, issue of Brill Magazine, were the forerunners of ten fur-

ther cars for the same road, that have recently been built by

The J. G. Brill Company. Both sets of cars follow closely a

definite principle, but the reduction of width in the center

entrance, the use of single, in place of double, steps, the addi-

tion of a front exit door and the resultant increase in seating

capacity in the newer cars, necessitated important structural

changes, especially in the steel bottomframe.
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The center entrance virtually divides the car interior into

two compartments, a short one in the rear for negroes, and a

longer one, forward, for white passengers. In place of a double

opening with distinct entrances and exits for both races, the

total width has been reduced from 8 ft. 6 in. in the original

cars to 5 ft. 1 in., leaving an opening, divided by a pipe stan-

chion, in which each half serves as both entrance and exit for

its respective compartment, in the newer car. The top of the

Cars for Birmingham. Steel bottomframe and steel sides below belt rail. Folding exit door and
folding step at right front corner. Brill No. 2"-M.C.B.2 trucks

car floor, which is 3 ft. 5 in. over the rail-head at the bolsters,

is ramped toward the center entrance from points about 5y2 ft.

from the entrance sides, making it 3 in. lower at the center

platform. The conductor's station, on the far side of the car,

is level with the car floor, as shown in the engraving on page

88. The platform floor is ramped, bringing it 1 in. lower at

the step than at the conductor's station. In addition to the

pipe stanchion, dividing the entrance, there are three smaller

connected stanchions in a row, parallel to the longitudinal

center line of the car, near the conductor's station. A sheet-

iron partition is erected between the center stanchion and that

at the doorway, for separating the white and colored compart-

ments. A column, surmounted by an elliptical hand rail, and

enclosing the door-control staff, is placed directly in front of

the conductor's station. Removable chains are suspended be-

tween this column and the adjacent seat panels, preventing
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passage between the two compartments. Two sets of two-leaf

folding doors, hinged to the sides of the doorway, and a single

folding step, discernable in the engraving on page 88, are

operated simultaneously from the conductor's column. Both the

upper and lower door panels are glazed. Behind the conduc-

tor's station is an inwardly-folding double emergency door, with

glazed panels. This is shown in the engraving on this page.

The center one of the three front vestibule windows is

i-,

Cars for Birmingham. Single-end operation. Conductor's emergency door opposite center entrance

reserved for a motorman's cab, which is formed by the parti-

tions shown in the diagram on page 89. At the motorman's

right, on a sub-floor, is an inwardly-folding two-leaf door and

folding step, with operating handle in the cab. A passage,

20 in. wide, gives access to the sub- floor from the white com-

partment. The sub-floor is similar in purpose to the depressed

center platform floor, but is 13 in. instead of 10 in. lower than

the car floor. A pipe railing separates the motorman's space

from the exit. The windows are of the Brill semi-convertible

type, in which both sashes disappear in roof pockets ; ventila-

tion is provided by ten Brill "Exhaust" ventilators in the roof.

The seating plan provides for 39 white passengers, in the front

compartment, on Brill stationary-back cross seats and longitu-

dinal seats, and for 22 colored passengers in the other compart-

ment, on five cross seats, two longitudinal seats and a circular

seat in the rear, or (31 passengers in all, as compared with 57
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passengers in the ten original cars. The new cars have a Brill

plain arch roof, sealed with composition headlining. The
interior woodwork is cherry, rubbed to a high polish. Leather

hand straps are hung from poles on both sides of the car and

push buttons for signaling both motorman and conductor are

provided.

The ash side and corner posts are 2% and %% in. thick

respectively, and measure 30 in. between centers ; they are set

between and securely bolted to vertical angles that are riveted

to the inner faces of the side sill angles and exterior sheathing.

Their upper ends are tenoned into a continuous 2% by 2J^-in.

yellow pine top

/'""'".

Cars for Birmingham. Each half of doorway used for both entrance
and exit for its respective compartment. Sheet-iron partition
separates white and negro compartments. Two-leaf folding
doors and folding step are operated by the conductor
through levers. Platform floor ramped 1 in. toward

step. Car floor, 10 in. above platform floor

rail, reinforced

byal%by9^-
in. letter panel.

A one-piece belt

rail, into which

the posts are

gained, relieves

the top rail of

considerable
stress along
each section.

The most
noteworthy fea-

ture of the bot-

tomframe is the

careful distri-

bution of metal

to obtain the

greatest possible

strength—allow-

ing for a fac-

tor of safety of

five— for each
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Cars for Birmingham. Car floor ramped 3 in. toward center platform. Brill semi-convertible windows
and Brill " Exhaust" ventilators. Circular seat for 5 colored passengers in rear

pound used and adherence to commercial shapes and flat bars,

requiring no special rolling. The side sills are 6 by 3^4 by

y2 in. angles and run through from bumper to bumper, except

that the sill on the right is interrupted at the front corner on

account of the single front exit door. They are depressed 21

in. under the center platform, on both sides of the car, and the

'..: .-. %-<.«

Cars for Birmingham. Sub-floor at front exit, 13 in. below car floor. White compartment—cross

seats. 28: longitudinal seats, 11: negro compartment— cro«s seats, 10:

longitudinal seats, 7: circular seat. 5: total, entire car, 61
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sill on the right is reinforced under the entrance with a 24 by

^-in. steel plate, to the top edge of which a 3^ by S}4 by

^/2-in. angle is riveted. This angle forms the outer edge of the

center platform. Further reinforcement, at the center entrance,

is given, of course, by the ^s-in. steel side sheathing that

extends from the lowest part of the bottomframing to the

windows, along the entire carbody. The left side sill does not

require the same degree of reinforcement opposite the entrance

as the right sill, the body framing not being interrupted on

that side. The only other longitudinal members are two 5-in.

I-beam center stringers in each end, extending from the bumper
to the nearer center-platform cross-bearer. The cross-bearers,

which are especially stiff, are in the form of plate girders,

13 }4 -in. deep at the ends, where they are secured to the side-

sill reinforcing plates with angles, and 8 in. deep at the center,

and are reinforced along the top and bottom edges with 2%
by 2^ by %-in. angles. They are connected with 2 by 2 by

%'\n. angles that act as longitudinal platform-floor supports.

The purpose of such heavy cross-bearers is to transfer the

entire load carried by the center stringers to the sides at the

center entrance, where the former are interrupted and, in-

versely, the load of the entrance back to the stringers. Other

crossings are 4-in. channels, riveted to the longitudinal mem-
bers through angles. Diagonal braces, 4 by % in., reinforce

the center of the framing against braking strains. Diagonal

end braces of 4 by 3 by fs-in. angles distribute shocks, attrib-

utable to the draft gear, over the other bottomframe compo-

nents. At the right forward corner, where the side sill is

interrupted for the low floor of the front exit-door, compensa-

tion is made for the interruption by two 4-in. channels, forged

to a "U" shape, in the horizontal portion of which the sub-floor

rests, and by a forged angle knee that is riveted to the under-

sides of the sill and channel. Brill angle iron bumpers, with

anti-climbing devices, are riveted to the ends of the longitudi-

nal members of the bottomframe.
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The cars are mounted on Brill No. 27-M.C.B.2 trucks hav-

ing solid forged side frames with integral pedestal jaws and

Brill half-ball brake hangers. They are capable of a speed of

00 miles an hour.

Length over bumpers . . 46 ft.

Length over vestibule
sheathing 45 ft.

Centers of side posts

:

In white eompt. ... 2 ft.

In negro corapt. ... 2 ft.

Width over sills 8 ft.

Width over posts S ft. 4

Extreme width 8 ft.

From track to side sills . . 2 ft.

From side sills over trolley

boards 8 ft.

From floor to center of head-

lining 7 ft.

Track to step

Step to platform

6 in.

5 in.

4 in.

4 in.

6 in.

11 in.

4^ in.

4% in.

14 in.

14 in.

Platform to floor 10 in.

Seating capacity

White compt 39

Negro compt. .... 22

Type of trucks 27-M.C.B.2

Wheel base 6 ft. in.

Diameter of wheels .... 34 in.

Size of journal 3^ by 7 in.

Type of motors ... GE 216—4-50 hp.

Weight of car body lesselec.

equipment 18,000 lb.

Weight of elec. equipment . 2,800 lb.

Wt. of air-brake equipment 1,800 lb.

Weight of trucks 16,000 lb.

Wt. of motors 11,200 lb.

Total weight 49,800 lb.

LIGHT-WEIGHT CLOSED TYPE FOR
MERHDHAM, MISS,

BRILL PLAIN ARCH ROOF

N order, recently shipped from the plant of the American
'A\ Car Company for Meridian, Mississippi, consisted of a

type of car which deviates from the cars furnished this

city in the past. This is a light-weight closed type, constructed

with plain arch roofand mounted on Brill No. 21-E single-truck.

Meridian, the county seat of Lauderdale County, Mississippi,

is situated in the eastern part of the State, about 15 miles from

the Alabama border. It is a railroad center of much import-

ance and the growth in population and diversified industries

has been rapid ; in the last ten years the population has nearly

doubled.
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The Meridian Light and Railway Company, besides oper-

ating the street railway system and furnishing its own power,

supplies light to the city. It owns Highland Park, which dur-

ing most of the year is a source of extensive revenue. The lines

consist of 11J/2 miles of standard gage single track, having a

number of grades, one being 7% for a considerable distance.

This, as well as the fact that the company finds it more satis-

factory to operate a large number of units of small capacity

at frequent intervals than to operate fewer of larger capacity,

accounts for the short length of the carbodies. The new type

is two feet longer in the body than cars of former orders, but

the platforms are of the same dimensions. A test with a

recording wattmeter showed that this car consumed only

1.76 kw. h. per mile in actual operation for a period of three

days' test as against 2.87 kw. h. per mile for the older cars*

and the new light car is capable of maintaining a better

schedule.

The upper sashes are stationary, while the lower raise their

full height. Heavy wire screens, in two sections, extend from

the window sills up to the bottom of the upper sash and from

corner post to corner post. Below the windows on both sides

Cars for Meridian. Body weighs only 8000 lbs.

pared with 2.87 kw. hours for old cars.

on right side.

Service tests show 1.76 kw. hours per mile as com-
Motorman operates front and rear doors
Brill No. 21-E truck
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Cars for Meridian. No bulkheads. Seating capacity, 82. Upper window sashes stationary ; lower
raise full height. High wire-mesh window guards.

is a sheathing of insulated sheet steel. The platforms have

door openings on each side, the openings being provided with

two doors which swing outwardly and, as shown in the photo-

graph, the steps are stationary and covered with shields at-

tached to the bottom of the doors. The operation of the doors

is novel and interesting, the arrangement being to open and

close those to the motorman's right on the front and rear plat-

forms, thus making the motorman responsible for allowing the

passengers to enter and leave while the car is in motion. The
interior is finished in birch, stained mahogany color, and the

ceiling is of composition board.

The upper framing consists of white ash corner posts, 2^2

in. thick, and side posts of the same, 1 ]/2 in. thick. The posts

are braced at the bottom by angles on each side securely

riveted to the reinforcing sill plate. The bottom framing is
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constructed of side sills of yellow pine, S}4 by 7^ in., rein-

forced on the inside with 12 by ^s-in. steel plates; end sills of

white oak, 2% by 4 T
/i6-in.; and crossing of the same, 2^ by

4 x
/i6-in.

Length over corner posts . 20 ft. 8 in.

Length over platforms . . 29 ft. 8 in.

Length of platforms . . 4 ft. 6 in.

Centers of side posts ... 2 ft. 6 in.

Width over sills 8 ft. in.

Width over posts 8 ft. 2 in.

From track to side sills . . 2 ft. 4 in.

From side sills over trolley-

boards 8 ft. 10^ in.

From floor to center of

headlining 7 ft. 11 in.

Track to step 14 in.

Step to platform 12 in.

Platform to floor 9 in.

Seating capacity 32

Type of truck Brill No. 21-E

Wheel base 7 ft. 6 in.

Diameter of wheels .... 33 in.

Type of motors GE81-2
Wt. of carbody less elctical

equipment (approx.) . . 8,000 lb.

Weight of trucks 5,800 lb.

Weight of motors .... 4,200 lb.

Total weight 18,000 lb.

WOODS USED IN INTERIOR FINISH

CAR interiors, like architecture and furniture, have had

their periods of finish and style. Early car designs

brought forth fanciful decorative effects, and later

these were elaborated upon in many ways. Complex color

schemes, artistic mouldings, intricate carvings, and in higher-

grade work, heavy draperies, were long considered essential.

During the growth of the industry, and especially when the

necessity for faster and more frequent service, better sanita-

tion and efficiency became apparent, the tendency was toward

plainer interiors, and while fancy hardwoods continued in

favor, ash and cherry predominated. From about 1894 to

1905, when many horse and cable lines were electrified, ash

was the principal wood used. Since 1905 cherry has been em-

ployed to a greater extent than any other.

Among the woods most largely used are ash, cherry, ma-
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hogany, quartered oak, teakwood, vermillion, California red-

wood, basswood, maple and birch. Ash is valuable for its

strength, elasticity and light weight, and for these reasons is

used extensively as a finishing wood in summer cars, where

the side posts are part of the interior finish. It is exten-

sively grown in North America, and that used in car building

is usually taken from the eastern and central states and from

southeastern Canada. Cherry is usually a reddish-brown, grow-

ing darker with age, and the deep red frequently seen is due

to stain. It has become rather scarce in recent years, and

is found mainly in the eastern and central sections of the

United States. Mahogany is preferred to most woods for

cabinet work, because it is easily worked, and is usually a

beautiful brownish-red color and presents a variety of hand-

some graining. In cars for South America, and generally

where the climate is damp and insects abound, mahogany has

shown longer life than other woods, except teak. The finest

variety comes from Tabasco, Mexico, and the African Gold

Coast, and other good grades are grown in South and Central

America. Oak is not used as extensively in electric as in

steam car practice, being preferred principally for its hand-

some grain when "quartered." Its beauty is noticeable only

when laid in wide panels. Teakwood is very valuable and is

grown largely in Northern India, China and the Philippines,

and a few other tropical regions, where it is practically the

only wood used in car work, owing to its ability to resist the

ravages of insects. Vermillion is a handsome wood of the

mahogany family and grows chiefly in eastern Asia and the

Malaysian Archipelago. It is rarely used in car building;

only when exceptional beauty and richness of finish are desired,

as it is remarkably heavy and hard to work. The most beau-

tiful effects are produced when inlaid with white holly. Cali-

fornia redwood is almost too soft for car interiors, but is used

at times for its rich red color and straight grain and the fact

that it does not warp or shrink readily. The trees grow to a
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very large size and are closely related to the "Big Trees"

of California. Basswood, or "linden," as well as maple,

grow in southeastern Canada and in the central, eastern

and southern parts of the United States. They are used

largely where light-colored woods are desired for contrast

with poplar, especially where the roof boards are shown
in summer cars. Birch is utilized principally as veneer in

headlinings, because of its natural luster and fancy grain.

Most birches grow in southern Canada and the northeastern

United States. The paper birch, whose bark is so extensively

used for canoes and ornaments, is not of the variety employed

in car work. Bird's-eye and straight maple are often veneered

for headlining.

In car interiors only the finest lumber is used, after being

thoroughly dried and seasoned. Some of the finer grades of

tropical hardwoods are extremely expensive, because of the

difficulty in obtaining them.

In car work the surfaces requiring a finish are narrow or of

small area, and for that reason doors, paneling and wainscot-

ing are cut from solid wood instead of being veneered. The
vibrations and strains to which car sides are subjected are

transferred in a small degree to the interior paneling and

experience has shown better results with solid wood. In

steam railroad coaches and sleeping cars the bulkhead panels

and the exposed surfaces under the upper berths are often

veneered; in the former case because veneers are taken from

the highest grade lumber and present the finest grain, and

in the latter owing to the curve assumed by the under side

of the berth, which would probably hazard bending the solid

wood.

In electric car practice the posts are rarely stained to

match the interior finish, but are faced with a strip of finish-

ing wood. However, in the Brill semi-convertible car posts

the sides are stained where they are not covered by the parting

strip of finishing wood. [to be concluded]
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BRILL NARRAGANSETT CAR
PATENTED

Public and managers alike favor the double-truck
open summer car. The public like the unob-
structed view, the breezy atmosphere, " smok-
ing on the four rear seats," and the holiday spirit

the car induces when used for excursions. Man-
agers like its great carrying capacity— greater
than any other type—its increased revenue, low
power consumption per passenger, and rapidity
of boarding and alighting. But the objection
to the old types, when the trucks have equal-
sized wheels, lies in the excessive step heights—
19/4 in. from track to step and 17 in. from step
to floor. Dangers lurk there and kill the car's

otherwise undoubted advantages. But the Brill

"Narragansett"— the perfect summer car— elim-
inates the danger of step accidents by introduc-
ing an intermediate sill-step, reducing the initial

step to 16 in., making the next 13 and leaving
7/4 in. to the floor. The sill-step is the hori-
zontal web of Z-bar side sills; the posts are held
in special pocket castings ; the car isn't any
wider than single-step open cars— it has the
strongest and safest possible construction, and
is the only practical double -step open car.

THE J. G. BRILL COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
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BRILL SINGLE-TRUCK No. 2 1 E

In the single-truck car series in this issue this

truck is shown under several types of carbodies

for widely varying kinds of service. From a

small 18-ft. standard car to a 23-ft. car with pre-

payment platforms, it gives the longest possible

spring-base, and consequently easier-riding quali-

ties than any other single-truck on the market,

besides lowering the body two inches by not

having journal springs on top of the boxes. Eight

large-diameter coil springs, set in pairs, 20 inches

apart, transfer the body load to the side frames,

and eight other coil springs, directly underneath,

impose it on the journal boxes. (See advertise-

ment on back cover.) One-piece, solid-forged

side frames, shaped along locomotive lines,

insure long life, axles always in parallel,

no sagging at ends, and absolute dependability.

THE J. G. BRILL COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
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THOMAS J. MIMAEY

[WITH PORTRAIT INSERT]

FTplHOMAS JAY M1NARY, president of the Louisville

Railway Company, Louisville, Ky., was born at Versailles,

Ky., August 19, 1850. He was educated in the schools

of that city, and spent the first two years, after leaving school,

in a mercantile occupation. In 1869 he removed to Louisville

and engaged in the hardware business until 1872, when he was

chosen secretary of the Central Passenger Railway Company,

and four years later became its general manager. In 1889 the

five street railway companies of Louisville were consolidated

into the Louisville Railway Company and he was made gen-

eral manager of the new organization. He was elected presi-

dent of the company in 1898, and was also elected president

of the Louisville Traction Company upon its organization in

1903. The Louisville Traction Company is a holding com-

pany and owns the stock of the Louisville Railway Company

and the Louisville & Interurban Railroad Company. The

lines of the Louisville Railway Company—then the Central

Passenger Railway Company—were electrified in 1889, and

had 3.7 miles of road and 10 miles of track. From that small

beginning has grown a system of 165 miles of city and 122.6

miles of interurban lines, with 418 motor and 33 trail cars in

the former and 42 motor, 7 trail and 12 motor express cars in

the latter service. It is interesting to note that Mr. Minary is

one of the very few electric railway presidents whose careers

have been identified wTith but one company.
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COMDITIOMS WHICH GOVERM THE TYPE
OF CAR FOE CITY SERVICE

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY*

EOUISVILLE, the largest city in Kentucky, and one of the

chief commercial and manufacturing centers of the mid-
—

' die-western United States, covers about 27 square miles

of a plain along the south bank of the Ohio River, and is

surrounded almost completely by a chain of low hills. It is

approximately 120 miles southwest of Cincinnati and 295

miles northeast of the confluence of the Ohio and Mississippi

Rivers. The surrounding country is comparatively hilly, be-

coming more rugged toward the southeast, and is rich in

agricultural produce, timber, coal and iron. Because of the

excellent transportation facilities that have been gradually

developed between this region and Louisville, the city has

become the foremost center in the country for many valu-

able products. In 1910 there were 223,928 inhabitants—an

increase of 9 per cent in 10 years—and the present estimate

places the population at 254,000, indicating a far more rapid

rate of growth since the last federal census. The suburban

points, just across the city boundary, have an additional esti-

mated population of 85,000, and because the majority are so

nearly parts of the city, they may be so considered as regards

a general discussion of the city street railway system.

The chief commercial and manufactured product is tobacco

in its many forms. The city is the largest leaf-tobacco market

in the world, clearing almost the entire Kentucky crop. In

1900 this amounted to 35 per cent of the total tobacco growth

of the United States. It is one of the most important whiskey

centers in America, and many of the largest distilleries in the

country are located there. Trading in mules has assumed the

* The fifty-second article of this series.
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magnitude of an industry, and, owing to the unusually high

quality of cement bases obtainable near Louisville, it ranks

high in the cement world. Pork, wheat, Indian corn, coal and

lumber are dealt in extensively. In 1905 the factory-made

product was worth $83,200,000—an increase of 26 per cent in

five years—and 15 per cent of this sum represented the prep-

Louisvillk Traffic Conditions andCars. Looking south on Fourth St., near Jefferson. The heaviest
traffic street in the city ; all "downtown" intersections with Fourth St. are equally heavy

traffic points ; 122 cars per hour pass these points during rush periods.

aration of cigars, cigarettes, smoking and chewing tobacco.

Other important products are packed meats— particularly

pork; men's clothing, among which are the famous "Kentucky

jeans"; flour and grist milling; cottonseed oil and cake;

malt liquors; leather; foundry and machine-shop products;

carriages and wagons; agricultural implements; cast-iron

pipe and plumbers' supplies. Louisville has excellent connec-

tions with all parts of the country via the Pennsylvania Lines,
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New York Central Lines, Baltimore &« Ohio System, Illinois

Central Railroad, Chesapeake & Ohio, Louisville & Nashville,

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, Louisville, Henderson &
St. Louis, and Southern Railways. Many Ohio River steam-

boat lines and interurban electric roads furnish transportation

facilities to the less distant places.

Louisville Traffic Conditions and Cars. Intersection of Fourth and Market Streets, in the retail shop-
ping district. One of the chief traffic points of the system.

The greater part of Louisville bears evidence of careful

planning. The streets average 00 to 120 feet wide, and are

well shaded. They are laid out with regularity and intersect

at right angles. Some of the longer streets—originally country

roads—and the majority of those skirting the river front, or

located in the newer outlying districts, are more or less irreg-

ular, owing to topographical conditions.

It is characteristic of Louisville that there are few high
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buildings; the local conditions hardly require such struc-

tures. There are no congested tenement districts; no herding

of large populations in small areas; individual houses dis-

tinguish the old residential sections in the south as well as the

newer ones on the east and west sides of the city. Many
beautiful buildings—schools, colleges, libraries and hospitals

—

add to the municipality's attractiveness. A park system of

1520 acres, distributed principally along the outskirts, and

an interconnecting system of boulevards, one of which is six

miles long, running south to Jacobs Park, do much to beau-

tify the city.

The closely interwoven street railway lines, shown on the

map on page 99, indicate the heart of the city—the business

section. Main street, the northernmost parallel street, is the

nucleus of the city's wholesale district, the majority of the

larger structures being tobacco warehouses. A dozen blocks

or so south of Main Street, along Fourth Street—the longest

north and south thoroughfare—is the center of the retail shop-

ping district. This centering of business over a comparatively

large area and one well adapted to it, renders the handling of

rush-hour traffic somewhat easier than in some cities.

The entire city street railway system, as well as an inter-

urban system, is operated by the Louisville Railway Company.
The city lines comprise 80 miles of double and 5 miles of

single track, a total of 155 miles, 5-ft. gage. The radius of

the shortest curve is 35 ft. and the maximum grade is 4^ per

cent. The interurban lines aggregate 122.6 miles. While,

from a geographical standpoint, the radial method of railway

operation would seem most logical in the case of Louisville, a

rapid survey of the map will show that, in spite of the excep-

tional central location of the business area—the focal point of

all street railway systems—the method of through-routing

adopted by the Louisville Railway Company has the advan-

tages of a radial system and meets the peculiar local require-

ments as effectively. Straight lines, as far as possible, with a
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minimum amount of turning from one street into another;

the longest practicable distances, with time-saving loops at the

ends of the lines, characterize the whole scheme. There are

but two general directions—east and west, and north and

south—and sixteen through routes are operated—eight be-

tween the eastern and western city limits and eight between

Louisville Traffic Conditions and Cars. Jefferson, one of the principal east and west streets, and,
like those in the other views, an important artery in through-routing plan. There are

eight north and south and eight east and west through-routes.

the southern limits and the Ohio River. By this arrangement

every car is taken through the center of the city twice on each

round trip, instead of once, making it carry a load to and an-

other from the business portion without necessitating switching

movements or looping at that point. This plan, it is true, re-

sults in a multiplicity of heavy-traffic intersections that, at

first glance, would seem to complicate matters. However, the

reverse is the case; for, while there are more crossings, the
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Louisville Traffic Conditions and Cars. Standard city car of Louisville Railway Company. Single-

end operation ; stationary step and folding exit doors at rear ; single sliding exit door and fold-

ing step at front end. Entrance portion of rear platform open to accommodate smokers.

number of cars passing each is less than would traverse a

single central traffic point. The same amount of equipment

is in service, of course, and is routed so as to cover the entire

section thoroughly. This is forcibly illustrated during the

rush hours—from 6 to 8.30 A. M. and 5 to 6.30 P. M.—at

Fourth and Walnut Streets, the heaviest traffic point on the

system, when 122 cars pass each hour, or at the rate of 29 yi

seconds between cars. Similar traffic density exists at the in-

tersections of Broadway, Chestnut, Jefferson, Market and Main

Streets with Fourth. The volume of traffic, therefore, is man-

ifestly great, and the efficacy of the system of through-routing

is obvious.

There are actually three rush periods per day—the morning

=U I UiH U 1

1

Louisville Traffic Conditions and Cars. Conductor stands within entrance compartment on rear
platform and controls folding exir do<-rs. Left side of front platform available for stand-

ing passengers. Longiiudiual seats, 12; cross seats, 30 ; total. 42.
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and evening rush hours, to which previous reference was made,

and another about noon. The noon rush is, of course, not

nearly so heavy as the other two, and is practically a forerun-

ner of the evening period. It is a distinct period, however,

and reaches its peak at about 2 P. M. Usually 157 cars suf-

fice for that service. The morning rush period, when nearly

Louisville Traffic Conditions and Cars. Sliding front exit door on right side of bulkhead only. Upper
sashes stationary ; lower raise.

all traffic moves toward the center, requires 285 cars, and in

the evening, when hundreds of shoppers must be carried home,

in addition to the great number who are employed "down-

town," 334 cars are placed in service. For unusually heavy

movements, such as may be occasioned by special attrac-

tions at distant amusement resorts, or at holiday times,

418 motor and 33 trail cars are available. In addition to this,

the large interurban cars handle a small amount of local city
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traffic, but with this exception are limited to their particular

class of service, and are not considered in connection with the

city lines.

During 1912 the operation of the system produced 11,558,-

775 car miles, and, in addition to 60,089,114 revenue passengers,

24,000,000 transfer passengers were carried. The ratio of car

mileage to revenue passengers shows the traffic density to

have been 5.20 per car mile.

The interesting example of single-end prepayment car, with

straight sides, that was developed to meet Louisville traffic

conditions, differs, principally, from most cars of that type, in

its front and rear platform arrangement. The car has a mon-
itor roof. Its over-all length is 45 ft. 3 in., the body measures

31 ft. 3 in. between the corner posts, and the width over the

side posts is 8 ft. 2% in. The seats, which provide for 42 pas-

sengers, are so arranged as to give maximum aisle space at the

bulkheads, as may be seen in the diagram on page 104. A
single sliding exit door on the right side of the front bulkhead

leads to the front platform. The windows are fitted with two

sashes, the upper stationary and the lower made to raise its

full height.

The most interesting features of the car are, undoubtedly,

the front and rear platforms. Instead of the usual front plat-

form, found in single-end prepayment cars, the space is divided,

as shown in the accompanying diagram. The motorman re-

tains fully as good a view to the left as he would were his

station moved nearer that side, and has a better view of the

exit than he could have from another position. The elimina-

tion of a door on the left side of the bulkhead makes room for

a heater, and the fact that the bulkhead door and the platform

exit door practically meet, reduces the amount of space neces-

sary for alighting passengers, and makes the larger part of the

platform available for standing passengers. A sliding door

and folding step, operating in unison, are controlled by the

motorman.
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The use of a rear platform that combines characteristics of

both open and closed types is interesting and unusual. In-

stead of the customary vestibule and dividing railing, the rear

and far side of the platform are open and available for smokers.

A supporting railing, shown in the accompanying diagram, is

placed near the rear end. The conductor stands within the

enclosure formed by extending part of the bulkhead to a point

on the platform. The diagram indicates this clearly. A two-

leaf folding platform exit door, controlled by the conductor,

protects alighting passengers, and a single sliding bulkhead

door leads from the open portion of the platform to the car-

body. During the summer season twenty-four 15-bench open

cars supplement the regular equipment.

REPRESENTATIVE TYPES OF ELECTRIC
RAILWAY ROLLING STOCK

SIKGLE-TRUCK CARS*

INCE the widespread adoption of double-truck cars in the

United States, and their limited use in foreign countries,

the field of the single-truck car, on the whole, while ex-

tensive, has become highly specialized. The cars shown on

the following pages have been selected out of a large number
of types, built at the several Brill plants within the last two

or three years, as representative of the various classes of ser-

vice in this field.

An instance of carefully planned application of single-

truck cars is that at Madison, Wis., where, at first glance

double-truck cars appear necessary. The reasons for their use

are given in an article on page 118 in this issue. In the case

*Tnis is the first of a series of articles on Electric Car Types. The next article will cover double
truck city cars.
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under review the requirements were specific, and the manner
in which they were worked out shows the extent to which

single-truck service may be successfully developed under such

conditions.

This example is the next step after a single-truck one-man

prepayment car service, and illustrates the flexibility of single-

truck equipment. The economy of one-man cars, in addition

to half the usual platform expense, lies, of course, as in other

single-truck types, in lower first cost, lower maintenance and

lower operating cost, than double-truck cars. A further step

toward economy is the susceptibility of single-truck cars to

weight reduction, and this is emphasized by incorporating the

Brill plain-arch roof, which is rapidly replacing the older

monitor form. The extent to which this weight reduction has

been carried is rather striking in the case of Meridian, Miss.,

where the weight of the new 20 ft. 8 in. carbodies with vesti-

bules and folding doors, illustrated on the top of page 110, is

only 8,000 lbs. On a three days' test under service conditions

the new cars showed a consumption of only 1.76 kw.h. per mile

as compared with 2.87 kw.h. per mile for the older cars, in

spite of the latter's shorter length—and it was found, too, that

the new cars could maintain a better schedule. An article,

fully describing these cars, appeared in the last issue of Brill

Magazine. Many of the older and larger roads—aside from

those operating single-truck cars in small cities or undevel-

oped territory—can find many cases where they might use

single-truck cars with profit in owl service, as feeders for

heavy traffic lines, or in outlying districts of cities, where a

fairly frequent schedule may be necessary in spite of low traf-

fic density. Adopted double-truck standards would not have

to be sacrificed, for it would be a simple matter to design

single-truck cars so that seats, windows, doors and other

body parts or equipment, scrapers, sanders, wheels, axles,

and in some cases even motors, would be interchangeable with

those used on the heavier equipment.
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Two-leaf folding doors
and stationary steps at
diagonal corners. Sin-
gle drop sash. Seating
capacity, 30. All cars
in this series mounted
on Brill No. 21-E trucks

Concavo-convex side
panels in single steel
sheet. Two-leaf fold-
ing platform doors and
steps. Upper sash sta-
tionary ; lower .drop.
Seating capacity, 32
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Platform doors swing
out. Stationary steps
covered by shields on
doors. Pipe stanchions
in place of bulkheads.
Upper sashes station-
ary; lower raise. Seat-
ing capacity, 32

Light-weight one-man
car for double-end op-
eration. Sliding door
and folding step at
motorman's right only.
No bulkheads ; flush

platforms. Stationary
upper sash in contin-
uous piece full length
of car; lower sashes
raise. Seating capac-
ity. 28
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Brill Convertible Car.
Steel side panels and
double window sashes
raise into roof pockets.
Entire car converted
in less than 5 minutes.
May be used with or
without running board
when open. Seating
capacity, 28

Brill Semi-Convertible
Car. Double window-
sashes raise into roof
pockets: all windows
raised or lowered in
same time as for ordi-
nary windows. Interi-
or width increased 6 to
1

lA in. Seating capac-
ty, 32
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Brill Semi-Convertible
Car on Brill 21-E truck.
Gasoline motor under
baggage end. Steam
coach roof and steps.
Folding seats in bag-
gage compartment.
Seating capacity, 30

Standard Brill Semi-
Convertible Car with
two-leaf folding plat-

form doors and sta-

tionary steps. Seating
capacity, 82
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Standard Brill Semi-
Convertible Car with
open vestibule plat-
forms and pantagraph
pates. Seating capac-
ity, Si. Brill plain-arch
roof.

Prepayment Car.
Swinging entrance and
exit doors, rear ; sliding
exit door, front. Sta-
tionary steps. Separate
entrance and exit doors
in bulkheads. Brill

Semi-Convertible win-
dow system. Seating
capacity, 30
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Near-Side Car for one-
man operation. No rear
exit ; no bulkheads

;

double folding doors
and steps. Brill Semi-
Convertible window
system. Longitudinal
seats, 6; cross seats, 24;

circular seat, 6; total, 36

Single sliding doors and
folding steps at both
ends. Prepayment op-
eration. Upper sashes
stationary: lower raise.

Brill plain-arch roof.

Seating capacity, 24
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lirrierJ

8-2' 22 7-8

n n fti h fti n ,•

Light-weight prepay-
ment type for one or
two-man service. No
bulkheads. Double
rotary doors and fold-
ing steps, rear: single
sliding door and folding
step, front. Upper
sashes in single frame
between corner posts

;

lower sashes raise.
Seating capacity, 32

See article page 118.

Hight rear seat folds up
for conductor's posi-
tion, fromwhich he con-
trols rear folding doors
and steps. Motorman
controls front doors
and steps. Conductor
in car makes platform
railings unnecessary.
Upper sashes station-
ary: lower raise. Seat-
ing capacity. SO
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,

Closed carbody with vestibules and folding doors and steps. Curtains in place of window sashes.
Arranged for prepayment service. Seating capacity, 32

Portable vestibules and stationary steps. Wire mesh side guards. Seating capacity, 24.

Skeleton vestibules and stationary steps. Pipe side posts instead of wood.
passengers; side aisles.

Back to back seats, 28
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Open platforms. Ten benches. Standard single-truck open type

Permanent vestibules and pantagraph gates. Ten benches.

Open platforms. Six benches. Space between two middle benches reserved for baggage.
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NOVEL OPERATION OF NEW
PREPAYMENT CARS FOR MADISON, WISo

BRILL Moo 21-E TRUCK

ADISON, a city of 35,000, is the capital of Wisconsin

and is located in the south-central part of the State,

80 miles west of Milwaukee and 40 miles north of the

Illinois boundary. It is only three-quarters of a mile wide at

the narrowest part, lying between two lakes—Mendota and

Monona—and as a result the lines of the Southern Wisconsin

Railway Company are practically restricted to operation in

two directions. The American Car Company recently built

ten single-truck prepayment cars, like the one in the engraving

at the bottom of page 115, for service in the city.

The narrowness of Madison's most important section often

produces traffic conditions much like those in larger cities, and

therefore it is interesting to go over the reasons for the exclu-

sive use of single-truck cars in so large a community and the

platform arrangement and method of operation that have

aided in their success.

The underlying reasons for the use of single-truck cars are

light weight, low operating cost and the ability, on the part of

the railway company, to offer a more frequent service than

would be possible with larger cars. Besides these basic princi-

ples, the advantages of the prepayment system and folding

platform doors and steps were desired. In order to include

these features, and still give the greatest freedom of movement
to passengers, the dividing railings, generally found on pre-

payment platforms, were not used, and, instead, mutually-

operating sliding doors were put in the bulkheads. The
right-hand seat at the rear corner was made to fold out of the

way to make room for the conductor. This gives him a place

from which he has a clear outlook over the rear platform and
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Cars fok Madison. Seat at right rear corner folds up for conductor's position : rear platform used only
when carbody is crowded. Upper sashes stationary : lower raise. Seating capacity. 30.

See engravings bottom page 115

the interior of the car, and can collect fares without interfering

with passengers. He operates the folding doors and steps on

the rear platform, and the motorman controls those at the

front end of the car. It seems to have been a simple matter

to educate the public to use the front exit ; this of course,

greatly reduced the likelihood of congestion at the rear. It

was found, too, that push buttons, for signaling the motorman
and conductor, were helpful in reducing the length of stops.

Passengers are never allowed to ride on the front platform,

and the rear platform, which holds about 12 persons, is occu-

pied only while the conductor is collecting fares ; however,

when traffic is unusually heavy, passengers may stay there,

until the crowd in the car becomes smaller.

When the question was taken up, as to how the body

should be designed, it appeared advisable not to use bulkheads,
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but experiments made with older cars showed the difficulty of

heating the body without them during the severe Wisconsin

winters, and while there might have been some advantages in

eliminating them they would hardly have offset the difficulty

of heating.

The bottomframes follow standard practice, and have 3J/2

by 7^-in. yellow pine side sills; S}4 by 9 l
^li6-in. oak endsills

and 2% by 6-in. oak crossings. A double floor, with a layer

of felt between, is fastened directly to the bottomframe. The
corner posts are 2 J^ in. and the side posts 1% in. thick, and

both have a 2^-in. sweep. For weight reduction and increased

strength, the car is covered with a Brill plain-arch roof. It is

fitted with eight adjustable exhaust-type ventilators.

Due to the extremely cold winters, the center vestibule

window has two panes of glass, with a dead-air space between.

Arch top, double-sash windows are used, the upper sashes of

which are stationary and form a single frame between the

corner posts ; the lower sashes raise their full height. The
seating plan provides for 30 passengers, although the diagram

on page 115 will show enough seats for 32 ; however, the fact

that the rear right-hand corner seat folds up, when the conduc-

tor occupies the space, accounts for the difference. The interior

woodwork is cherry and the headlining, which is three-ply

veneer, is painted light green, relieved by thin straight lines.

The alarm gongs and track scrapers, and the No. 21-E

single-trucks, on which the cars are mounted, were manufac-

tured by the J. G. Brill Company.
Length over corner posts . 20 ft. 8 in. Step to platform 13 in.

Length over platform . . 30 ft. 6 in. Platform to floor 9 in.

Length of platforms

Centers of side posts .

Width over sills ....
Width over posts . . .

From track to side sills

5 ft. 5 in. Seating capacity 30

2 ft. 5 in. Type of truck Brill No. 21-E

7 ft. 1%. in. Type of motors GE226-2-hp.

8 ft. 3*4 in. Weight of car body less elec.

2 ft. Q% in. equipment 12,800 lb.

From side sills over trolley Weight of elec. equipment . 1,200 lb.

boards 8 ft. 10^ in. Wt. of motors 4,200 lb.

From floor to center of Weight of trucks 5,300 lb.

headlining 7 ft. 10.'£ in. Total weight 23,500 lb.

Track to step 16 in.
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FREIGHT-EXPRESS CAR FOR
THE NASHVILLE-GALLATIM EMTERURBAM

SPECIAL FEATURES

N article on four passenger cars and a freight-express car

'A\ —the initial equipment—built for the new Nashville-

Gallatin Interurban Railway by the American Car

Company, appeared in the February issue of Brill Magazine.

The floor plan of the passenger cars and views of the freight-

-36" -*<-32"-*

Cars for Nashville-Gallatin. Single-end operation. Front platform extended for carrying light bag-
gage. Smoking compartment, 16 passengers : main compartment, 36 passengers.

See Brill Magazine for February, 1913

express car which were omitted from the article are shown

herewith.

Till the new line was opened the Louisville & Nashville

Railroad formed the only rail connection between Nashville

and Gallatin, Tenn., and the need for an electric interurban

line was evident. The wealth of the territory served by the

road, especially from an agricultural standpoint, induced the

inauguration of a freight-express service. The comparatively

dense population—about 800 persons per square mile—and the

general activity in the raising of grain, hay and live stock and

extensive dairying, pointed to a continually increasing freight

traffic.

The initial freight-express car was built with this in view and

was equipped with automatic M.C.B. couplers and two 800-lb.-

capacity air cranes, placed at the corners of the side doors, to
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Cars for Nashville-Gallatin. Freight-express car used in local fast freight service. Has M. C. B.

automatic couplers for future interchange with steam railroads. Brill No. 27-M.C.B.2 trucks

enable future equipment interchange with steam railroads and

to increase the rapidity of loading and unloading. The many
small towns along the route are heavy shippers and, because

of the absence of freight stations, except at Hendersonville,

Cars for Nashvilie-Gailatin. Air hoists have 800 lbs. lifting capacity. Permit freight business without
installing raised freight platforms. Sliding doors enclosed by solid pockets when open
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Cars for Nashvilie-Gallatik. Size of loading: space and width of doors allow handling of bulky mate-
rials. Radius of cranes sufficient to load direct from wagons

the largest community on the route, the cranes are practically

a necessity. Their use permits wagons to be driven up to the

car to have their merchandise quickly transferred, and this is

done easily, because the booms swing through a large arc both

inside and outside the car. In this way the length of freight

stops is materially reduced—and any reduction in the time

that merchandise is in transit is appreciated by the shipper

and increases the earning power of the car.

Eventually the rapidity of freight movement with equip-

ment of this character will have impressed itself deeply on

the minds of shippers and, with proposed extensions of the road

completed, a comprehensive freight service is anticipated.

MOTOR-OMNIBUSES FOEWASHINGTON,D.C
PREPAYMENT SYSTEM

1RHLL STATIOMAIRY=EACK SEATS

^HE steadily increasing use of motor- omnibuses for

urban transportation is evidenced by a recent ship-

ment of six such machines to the Metropolitan Coach
Company, Washington, D. C, by The J. G. Brill Company.
Their growing popularity as a means of passenger convey-

ance, either as an adjunct to existing street railways or as an
independent enterprise, manifests itself in the large number
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Motorbuses for Washington. Crossings are principal bottomframe members instead of side sills and
stringers. Posts reinforced with malleable brackets at sills. All longitudinal

members of upperstructure are continuous pieces

ot motor-omnibus bodies built by The J. G. Brill Company,

for communities in all parts of the country, during the last

few years. An article in the November, 1912, issue of Brill

Magazine fully describes an unusually interesting double-

deck type.

Washington, with its wide, well-paved streets, is probably

as well adapted to motorbus operation as any city in the world,

and this fact has undoubtedly contributed to the popularity of

this form of transportation in that city. However, similar bus

lines in other cities and in interurban service, where paving

conditions were far from satisfactory, have proved successful

and have shown that the construction possesses ample stability

to withstand severe racking.

The Metropolitan Coach Company has been operating a

fleet of six buses, very much like those in the accompanying
illustrations, for about three and a half years. The six new
buses run along 15th and 16th Streets between U Street and
Pennsylvania Avenue, a distance of 1% miles. Transfers to

the railways are issued at 15th and H Streets, near the White
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House. Due to the large number of Federal employees who
use the line, two rush-periods have developed— one from 7.30

to 9.30 a. m., with the peak at about 8.30, and the other from

4 to 6.30 p. m., with the peak at about 5 o'clock. The route

lies entirely in a high-class residential district, and residents of

that section, as well as the many tourists who visit Washington

at all seasons, make up about 50 per cent of the traffic.

The bottom frames of the new busses are bolted to a two-ton

Mack chassis. Contrary to usual electric car practice, the five

crossings, rather than the side sills, are the chief supporting

members of the body. They consist of 3 and 4-in. inverted

channels, with oak filler for attaching the floor. The front end

sill is 3 by 7-in.

oak, reinforced

underneath by a

3-in. channel and

bent upward 4>%

in. at the longi-

tudinal center
line to clear the

engine fly-wheel.

The rear end sill

is 2$4- by 45/i6-in.

oak and is inter-

rupted at the cen-

ter for an 18-in.

emergency door-

way. As the chas-

sis is fitted with

36-in. wheels, a

3^ by l^ie-in.

yellow pine long-

itudinal stringer,

on each side, con-

np^finrr tV»*» +wr» Motorbcsf.s for Washington. Prepayment operation. Doorway for
IlCCLlllg UlC LWU entrance and exit: two-leaf folding door operated by chauffeur
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adjacent crossings, rests on the chassis frames opposite the

wheels, and compensates for the interruption in the side sills.

At the main doorway, which is 40 in. wide and in which the

step projects 10 in. into the body, the sidesill is interrupted.

The frame is securely braced with steel plates and corner irons,

wherever the heavier strains are encountered. The body

^fta

\ /

1 fcH
IP

'' I I 'E Hi' 'k II
'm̂

Motorbuses for Washington. Emergency exit in rear, controlled by chauffeur. Longitudinal seats
over wheel boxes. Seating capacity, 16

framing is of ash, with 3^-in. front corner posts, l^s-in. side

and 5 l
3li6-\iL. rear corner posts. The thickness of the rear posts

is due to a sweep of 2^ inches for the rear concave panel.

A waist rail, with its upper edge coincident with the upper

edge of the concave side panels, extends the full body length

and is gained into the posts. The last side post on each side,

coming above the wheel box, is reinforced by malleable iron

brackets secured to the waist rail. The front end of the body
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has a central window post secured to the end sill by two mallea-

ble brackets. The roof is supported on ash carlines and con-

cealed steel rafters, as in car practice.

The bus is arranged for prepayment operation and has a

two-leaf outward-folding entrance and exit door, under control

of the chauffeur, at the forward right corner; in the rear is an

emergency exit door, also under his control. The chauffeur

occupies the seat indicated in the engraving on page 125;

there are four Brill stationary-back transverse seats, immediately

following ; longitudinal seats over the wheel boxes, for two

passengers each and two stationary transverse seats in the rear,

for four passengers. The windows, except at the front end, have

curved-top, stationary upper sashes and lower sashes arranged

to raise their full height. The deck sashes are stationary, and

three automatic ventilators in the side sashes and front tran-

som exhaust impure air.

Length over corner posts . 14 ft. 10 in. Pavement to step 13}f in.

Centers of side posts ... 2 ft. 6 in. Step to floor 13ff in.

Width over sills 7 ft. 1 in. Make of chassis Mack 2J^ ton.

Width over posts 7 ft. 6 in. Wheel base 13 ft. 6 in.

From pavement to side sills 2 ft. 1 in. Diameter of wheels .... 36 in'

From side sills over roof . . 7 ft. 11 in. Wt. of body less chassis . . 2,940 lb.

From floor to center of Wt. of chassis 4,380 lb.

headlining 7 ft. 6>£ in. Total weight 7,320 lb.

WOODS USED IN INTERIOR FINISH

PART II

CAR work differs from furniture and other cabinet work
in that the surfaces requiring a high finish are gener-

ally narrower or of smaller area, and for that reason

doors, paneling and wainscoting are cut from solid wood in-

stead of being merely veneered. The heavy vibrations and

strains to which car sides are subjected are transferred in a

small degree to the interior paneling, and experience has

shown better results with solid wood. In steam railroad
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coaches and sleeping cars the bulkhead panels and the exposed

surfaces under the upper berths are often veneered; in the

former case because veneers are taken from the highest grade

lumber and present the finest grain, and in the latter owing

to the curve assumed by the under side of the berth, which

would probably hazard bending the solid wood.

Headlinings are usually of birch, maple or oak veneer, arti-

ficial lumber, composition, steel or aluminum. In all-steel cars

headlinings of one of the four latter materials are employed,

chiefly for their fireproof qualities. In many instances roofs

of wooden cars also are sealed with such material, but the

continued popularity of veneer is reflected in the large num-
ber of installations each year. The lustre and attractively

figured grain of birch and maple veneers give the car a bright,

clean appearance, and, when harmonized with a rich wood for

the sides, lend it much beauty. Oak veneer headlining is

often preferred for steam railroad buffet and dining cars be-

cause it gives the impression of substantial, and yet tasteful,

construction, when harmoniously matched with the finishing

wood used in other parts of the car. The tendency, however,

points to the eventual elimination of wood headlinings, and,

while the new materials do not possess the same degree of

beauty, they may be painted to produce any result, and have

the further advantages of not warping or shrinking, being

moisture proof, and less likely to creak when the car is in

motion.

The theory has been advanced that veneered interior finish

is a better non-conductor of heat than solid paneling, owing

to there being one or more layers of wood. Experience has

shown the fallacy of the theory, for veneer would be the better

non-conductor only if there were dead air spaces or layers of

some non-conducting material between the wood sheets. The
absence of such spaces and the fact that the glue between

them forms an air-tight connection, places the conductivity of

veneers on approximately the same basis as that of solid woods.
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THE LAST WORD IN BRILL No,

TRUCK IMPROVEMENTS
21-E

This Wide Wing Journal Box does for the Brill

No. 21-E single truck (see advertisement inside
of front cover) what a long wheel base and long
spring centers do for a high speed truck. It

increases its stability, improves its riding qualities

and brings all vertical strains in the side frames
into straight lines because the weight-bearing sets

of coil springs are directly underneath each other.

The action of the semi-elliptics, at the ends of the
truck, is amplified because the leverage of the
truck-ends is reduced below that in the older type
of journal box, in which the lower coil springs
were only 12}£ in. apart—7^ in. less than with
this box. It lengthens its own life, as well
as that of the entire truck and gives smooth-
riding cars that encourage the riding habit.

THE J. G. BRILL COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
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THE BRILL FOLDING GATE
There's more to a folding gate than many people
think ; it's simple—nothing to it, it seems—we'll
grant that. But if three or four people were
thrown into the street by the gate's letting go
on a curve, there'd be consequences—and heavy
ones! It can't happen with this gate. It's

made up of powerful bars or channels— as
you prefer—it's flexible enough to absorb
any bumps it may get. The picture tells the
whole story—light, compact, fits any condition,
easily applied, and strong, very strong. It's right,

as you can see ; another case of Brill, that's all.
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. Ro ALBERGE

ILL1AM R. ALBERGER, vice-president and general

manager of the San Francisco-Oakland Terminal

Railways and traffic manager of the Tonopah &
Tidewater Railroad, was born at Buffalo, N. Y., October 4,

1860. After attending the local grammar schools, he

devoted several years to commercial pursuits, whereupon,

when he moved to Liberty, Mo., he was induced to take a

special course at the William Jewell College, despite his lack

of the usual high school training. In the early seventies

he became yard weighmaster of the Hannibal & St. Joseph

Railroad; later, division storekeeper and division superin-

tendent's clerk. His longest service was with the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, where he was connected with

every branch except the treasury department. In 1885 he

went to California for the Santa Fe and was, successively,

freight and passenger agent at San Jose, general agent of

the Sante Fe Fruit & Refrigerator Line, chief clerk to the

assistant traffic manager, foreign freight agent, and, finally,

general agent at San Francisco. In 1906 he joined the

railroad forces of F. M. Smith and soon rose to his present

positions.
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CONDITIONS WHICH GOVERN THE TYPE

OF CAR FOR CITY SERVICE

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA*

OAKLAND presents an interesting and somewhat

unusual traffic situation, due largely to its geograph-

ical position. It is slightly south of the midway

point between the Canadian and Mexican boundaries and

fies almost on a line with the easiest central mountain passes

to the east. Then, as the largest of a group of cities-Berke-

ley on the north, Alameda toward the south, and severa

smaller communities in Contra Costa County, to which it

s so closely related, except politically, that the result is prac-

cTlly one large city-it has become one of the most prom-

inent western commercial and manufacturing centers Their

growth in population and importance has kept pace withithat

of San Francisco, which is but five miles away. San Fran-

cLo Bay separates the two cities, and Oakland's location on

the eastfor mainland, side, contrasted with San Francisco s,

on a long peninsula between the bay and the Pacific Ocean

gave the former the advantage of an equally good waterW

fnd a much better natural tidewater terminal for transconti-

nental railroads. It was largely for these natural advantages

that the old Central Pacific Railroad (now the Southern

Pacific Company)-the original transcontinental road-built

its line, in 1869, with Oakland as its western terminal.

Thereafter the city grew rapidly and steadily. The early

"gold rush" brought sturdy settlers to California and after

the opening of the railroad, immigration continued unabated.

During the last few years Oakland's population and impor-

tance have increased with extraordinary rapidity, till, with

150 174 inhabitants in 1910, it has become one of the large

* The fifty-third article of this series.
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IAP OF THE
SAN FRANCISCO-OAKLAND
TERMINAL RAILWAYS

Oakland Traffic Conditions and Cars. Albany, Berkeley and Alameda, with Oakland's business section
as center, served by traction company. Key Route city lines included

on map. Note length of pier in San Francisco Bay

western metropolises. The surrounding cities, which will be

considered with Oakland in the discussion of the street rail-

way situation, because of their thorough physical amalgama-

tion with that city, add sufficient people to Oakland's popula-

tion to give the entire district an aggregate of about 300,000.

From a manufacturing standpoint, the city ranks among
the most active on the Pacific coast. During the last year the

total output of its 1500 mills, factories and other establish-

ments amounted to $48,000,000, and represented, mainly,
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bread and cakes, dairy products, preserved fruit, prepared

foods, confectionery, flour and grist milling, malt liquors,

fireclay products, foundry and machine-shop products, copper,

tin and sheet iron, carriages, wagons, automobiles, and rail-

road cars, tobacco, lumber and timber, and crude oil and its

by-products. Its imports and exports are included in San

Oakland Traffic Conditions and Cars. Intersection of Broadway, San Pablo Avenue and 14th Street
is heaviest traffic point on system. During rush hours 250 cars

pass each hour—one every 14f seconds

Francisco's, which amounted to $62,700,000 and $55,800,000,

respectively, in 1912.

Because San Francisco Bay is the only large natural har-

bor between Puget Sound and San Diego Bay, and Oakland

is located on the mainland shore, all railroads running to

that region have tidewater terminals there, and all San Fran-

cisco and oriental freight has to be trans-shipped at Oakland.

The city has excellent rail connections with all parts of the

United States, Canada and Mexico via the Southern Pacific
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Company, the Western Pacific Railway and the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. In addition to the steam lines,

the Southern Pacific Company operates a high-speed electric

suburban service to most of the nearby towns, and another

large interurban system, the " Key Route" which will be

briefly touched upon in this article, maintains a comprehen-

Oakland Traffic Conditions and Cars. View up Broadway from 12th Street is typical. It shows the
wide, well-paved streets that prevent congestion during rush periods.

Broadway is one of the chief traffic streets

sive service in connection with the Oakland street railway sys-

tem, of which it is a part. Oakland is also the terminal for a

large volume of transpacific traffic, having direct steamer

lines to the Orient, the Malaysian Archipelago, Australia,

Australasia and other parts of the world.

Reference to the map on page 131 gives a good general

idea as to the relative positions of Albany, Berkeley, Oakland
and Alameda, and how the location of each city, with respect

to the others, forms a single, densely populated, metropolitan
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Oakland Traffic Conditions and Cars. Key Route local train at waiting-room runs to San Francisco
Ferry pier through business section. This is also at Broadway and 12th.

Key Route trains in rapid transit service on many city lines

area. While each city has its own business section, the real

center of business activity is in the southwestern corner of

Oakland, just north of Oakland harbor—a land-locked arm
of San Francisco Bay, that creates the island upon which

Alameda lies. The residential districts form almost an arc

of a circle, with Oakland's business portion as a center, and

extend from Albany, on the north, through the Oakland
" back country " and Alameda to the southeastern part of

Oakland.

In the business portion, the streets follow the rectangular

plan to a greater or less degree, but, as in many other cities,

the various districts do not maintain parallelism with respect

to each other; while not strictly radial, the general tendency

is in that direction. In other portions the streets apparently

follow no definite plan, but assumed their routes because of

the irregular surface and the penetration of Lake Merritt,
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near the heart. Oakland and its neighbors have a well-

planned park system, with Lake Merritt as the focal point.

The entire street railway system of the various cities form-

ing the group, as well as the "Key Route," which is the big

interurban division, and the ferries to San Francisco, are

operated by the San Francisco-Oakland Terminal Railways.

The city and interurban service are closely related, and, as

they are now operated, each supplements the other, making a

harmonious and comprehensive system. The interurban sys-

tem, which will be fully described in a series of articles on

Interurban Centers, in future issues of Brill Magazine, oper-

ates a 1200-volt d. c. multiple-unit train service between the

Key Route pier in San Francisco Bay and various parts of

Oakland and the surrounding country. Its purpose is to

afford a rapid commutation-suburban service rather than to

meet purely urban needs. The pier extends three miles into

the bay, and is connected with San Francisco by a ferry serv-

ice, which covers the 2.85 miles in 14 minutes. Vestibule

multiple-unit cars, 70 ft. long, are run in trains up to a

length of eight cars. At 22d Street and Broadway, near the

Oakland Traffic Conditions and Cabs. The ferry slip is at the end of the three-mile Key Route
Oakland pier and only 2.85 miles from San Francisco. Most Key Route

interurban and local trains start here
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center of Oakland, is a large interurban passenger station.

Smaller stations and waiting-rooms, like that in the illustra-

tion on page 133, are located in various parts of the city.

The operation of Key Route local trains over the Oakland
city lines effectually adds to the value of the street railway in

affording quick transit to distant points.

The street railway follows the general idea of the radial

plan. The fact that so many closely-related communities

must be served prevents the adoption of a purely radial sys-

tem; but the map indicates clearly the extent to which the

business center of Oakland has become the objective point of

the majority of lines. From its inception the system has

been extended with the view toward providing transit facil-

ities not only where they were most needed, but to make each

line serve the greatest possible amount of territory without

re-routing of cars, and place every street in all the cities

within reasonable distance of through car lines. The routes

and cars are all arranged for double-end operation, but loops

are used instead of switches wherever possible.

The generally warm and sunny weather that is enjoyed

almost the entire year creates a large public demand for sum-

mer cars. The use of many cars having both open and closed

sections consequently tends to accelerate car movement. In

the business portion of Oakland, where most of the city traf-

fic converges, car movements are naturally far heavier than

in other districts, and while pedestrian and vehicular traffic is

also very heavy, the width of the streets prevents what might

otherwise be points of great congestion. Twelfth and 14th

Streets bear the heaviest east and west traffic; Broadway the

north and south. The corner of Broadway, San Pablo Avenue
and 14th Street, shown in the engraving on page 132, is

the heaviest traffic point on the system. Broadway and 12th

Street, as well as other crossings in that vicinity, presents a

situation that is practically as busy. During the rush hours,

from 6.30 to 9.30 a.m. and 4.00 to 7.00 p.m., 250 cars per hour
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Oakland Traffic Coxditions and Cars. These multiple-unit trains operate between parts of Oakland
and neighboring cities and Oakland pier over the city lines. See illustration on page 134

pass these points, or at the rate of one car every 14 2
/5 seconds.

Under normal daily conditions 275 city cars are in service, but

in addition to these there are several Key Route cars, of which

90 are in daily operation. Three hundred eight city and
100 Key Route cars are available on occasions of unusually

great demand.

The Oakland city lines cover 213.18 miles of standard-

gage track. In the outlying districts very severe grades are

encountered, among which the steepest is 14 per cent. The
radius of the shortest curve is 55 ft. During 1912 the opera-

tion of the system developed 16,530,975 car miles, and up to

June 30th of that year 75,560,740 revenue and 20,627,638

transfer passengers were carried, showing the traffic density

to have been 4.51 revenue passengers per car mile.

The prepayment system of fare collection is used on all

closed cars, and while a great many California type cars are

in service, the standard city cars are closed and are divided

into three compartments, as shown in the illustrations and
diagram on pages 138 and 139. These cars are a modified

form of California type, in that the end compartments are

generally kept open by having the window sashes dropped.
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Oakland Traffic Conditions and Cars. Arch-roof and monitor deck prepayment cars are San Fran-
cisco-Oakland Terminal Railway's new standard for city use. Brill No. 39-E

single-motor trucks. "California" type is being slowly replaced

They are particularly adapted for use in California, where a

great many people prefer to ride in an open car, but some

like a little more protection than an open car affords. There

is nothing unusual in the carbody except the bulkheads divid-

Oakland Traffic Conditions and Cars. Standard car has steel bottomframe and steel sheathing to
belt rail. Pantagraph gates and folding steps remain open on one side and closed on other

till destination is reached. Modified "California" type; sashes usually dropped
in end compartments and those in center usually remain up
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ing it into the three compartments and the use of longitudinal

seats in so long a body—35 ft. 2 in.. The platforms are rather

long and exceptionally wide—only a few inches narrower than

the body. The platform area and the width of the step open-

ing are also increased by the fact that there is hardly any
curvature in the vestibules. This is very unusual and is made
possible, probably, by having a 55-ft. radius in the shortest

curve. Both platforms are exactly alike, having the usual

prepayment railing, with the end reaching the door post ar-

ranged to fold down when the particular platform is the front

Oakland Traffic Conditions and Cars. Division into three compartments produces modified "Cali-
fornia" type. Large platforms and wide steps possible with 55 ft. radius in shortest curve]

end. Like in many other prepayment cars, the exit side of

the platform has a 2 ft. 8-in. opening. Folding steps and

pantagraph gates are used at all openings. These are not

operated while the car is on the road, but those on the right

side remain open, while the others remain shut. The cars

have steel bottomframes and steel side panels below the belt.

They are mounted on Brill No. 39-E single motor trucks. A
rather interesting feature, applying to all cars, is the use of

guards over the trucks and along the carbody. The illus-

trations show this very cleary.

In addition to the standard cars, of which 60 are now in

use, there is a variety of other types for passenger service, but

they are slowly being replaced by the former. For special ser-

vice, sight-seeing and mail cars are used. The large number
of strangers always found in Oakland has been the cause for

developing this service extensively. Freight and wrecking

cars are also operated.
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INTERESTING ROLLING STOCK FOR NEW
PERUVIAN ELECTRIC ROAD

INITIAL EQUIPMENT

^DRANVIA Electrico de Arequipa, a new electric railroad

in the Peruvian city of that name, purchased 17 cars of

the widely varying types shown on the following pages,

from The J. G. Brill Company a short time ago. Such diver-

sity of design as the new cars present, and for a city of but

40,000 inhabitants, led us to inquire into the conditions that

influenced their choice.

Arequipa lies 7753 ft. above sea-level in an Andean valley

in the southern part of Peru. It is about 107 miles from

Molindo, its Pacific coast port, and on the direct rail line to

Lake Titicaca, which, at an elevation of 12,900 ft., is the

highest lake in the world. The city is completely encircled

by lofty mountains, two of which, on the northwest—Mt.

Charchani, 19,500, and the Misti Volcano, 20,320 ft. high—are

among the tallest in South America. The valley in which the

city lies is about ten miles long and five miles wide and is

watered by the Rio Chile. It is generally fertile and produces

an abundant supply of cereals and vegetables common to both

hot and temperate regions. Peculiarly, the mountains and

valleys beyond are virtual deserts, but are rich in mineral ores

and borax deposits. Arequipa's chief trade is in the latter

commodity, Bolivian mineral ores and alpaca wool and the

products of neighboring Peruvian provinces.

The streets follow the rectangular plan, which is

found in many South American cities. Owing to the prox-

imity of active volcanoes and the frequent recurrence of more
or less violent earthquakes, the buildings are low and have

thick walls and domed roofs, as such structures appear best

able to withstand the very heavy shocks. The fact that the
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Cars for Arequipa. Separate side sills under each compartment. Angles passing under steps extend
full length of car. Bulkheads at ends "V" shaped to form cabs. Open

second-class compartment has removable seats

city is built on a long slope produces a peculiar condition that

requires cars moving in one direction to negotiate an almost

continuous up-grade averaging about &% per cent. This

condition exists over the entire 8.2 miles of road. The city

lines are 7.1 miles long—all single track except for a stretch

of \% miles of double track; a branch line, 2.38 miles long,

runs to Tingo, a small suburb.

A rather novel reason is advanced for the use of separate

inn**,, r

Cars for Arf.qcipa. Structurally this car is identical with other center entrance car, except that
second-class compartment is closed. Brill No. 62-E single-motor trucks under both types
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second-class compartments, and applies equally well to all the

passenger car types. We quote from a letter sent the purchaser

in New York by one of the engineers in the field, "It is advis-

able that second-class compartments be furnished, so that any

smells brought aboard by the second-class passengers and their

belongings can be segregated from the first-class riders."

Cars for Arequipa. Drop sashes. First-class compartment seats 14 passengers; second-class, 10;

portable platform seat, 2; total, 26. Other center-entrance car seats 28

Of the seven types of cars Th e J. G. Brill Company built

for Arequipa, those of the center-entrance variety are probably

the most interesting. The necessity for first and second-class

accommodations required either distinct short units for each

class, or larger units providing both. The center entrance

plan was adopted for three of the cars because it offered: first,

a carbody suitable for both classes, with an effective barrier

between them; secondly, a greater commercially useful space

between the car ends; thirdly, a consequent increase in seating
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capacity over a car of equal over-all length, but having end

platforms; and fourthly, longer truck-centers because of the

absence of drop platforms at the ends, with the result of easier

riding qualities and reduced track wear.

Two varieties of center-entrance cars were built, distinct as

regards body arrangement, but practically identical from a

structural standpoint. Two have a first-class closed compart-

ment with cross and longitudinal seats and single drop sashes

and an open second-class compartment with removable longi-

tudinal seats; the other has both first and second-class closed

compartments, equipped with cross and longitudinal seats and

drop sashes. Aside from these points the cars differ very little.

The platforms are reached by triple-tread steam-coach steps

at the center-entrance and are arranged with a portable longi-

tudinal seat, for two passengers, that may be carried on either

side, depending on the direction in which the car moves. The
conductor is stationed at this point, and separates first and

second-class passengers. To best illustrate the manner in

which the two compartments were given maximum length:

the center platform is 3 ft. long; the end body-bulkheads are

"V" shaped, with the apex pointing toward the center of the

car to a depth of 2 ft. from the vestibules, forming motorman's

cabs; the amount of space, therefore, not available for carrying

seated passengers is but 4 ft., and as only two seats are lost at

the center platform, half its length, or 1 y2 ft., should be added.

The total non-revenue length is, consequently, 5>£ ft., which

is equivalent to two end platforms, each 2 ft. 9 in. long, indicat-

ing a saving of 1 ft. 11^ in., or two additional passengers, at

each end of the car. The seating capacity of the car with the

open second-class compartment is 28, and that of the other

center-entrance car, 26.

The design of the bottomframe, though not extraordinary

in the main, is interesting because of the unusual center-

entrance step arrangement. The side sills are 3^ by 6^ -in.

yellow pine, in separate lengths under each compartment, and
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Cars for Arfquipa. Arranged exactly like any closed car of similar size. Brill portable vestibules
used because of dry and rainy seasons. Capacity for 24 passengers on Brill "Winner"

and stationary corner seats. Brill No. 21-E truck

are covered with % by 7-in. steel plate along their inner

surfaces. A S*4 by 6 by %-in. angle extends through from

bumper to bumper along the side sills and is depressed 21%
in., forming the support for the lowest step-tread, as may be

seen in the engravings on page 141. To prevent any sagging

under the entrance, a heavy forged strap, each end of which is

riveted to the end sill angles about 2 ft. from the sides of the
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Cars for Arequipa. Second-class closed cars follow standard practice for 16-ft. bodies.
Sweep of posts is 8 in. Brill No. 31-E truck
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platform, is passed under and riveted to the depressed angle,

like a short undertruss. The added extra strength is obvious.

Otherwise, the bottom-frames follow standard practice more or

less closely: there are no center stringers; the crossings are

2% by 2^2 -in., except those under the bulkheads at the center

platform, which, like the endsills, are 3J^ by 6-in. white oak.
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Cabs for Arf.quipa. Note simple ash finish for second-class service. Sashes drop. Seating capacity, 24

The center-entrance cars are mounted on Brill No. 62-E single-

motor trucks.

The other cars in the order were seven center-aisle open,

four second-class closed cars, one 2480-gal. Brill centrifugal

sprinkler, a 24 ft. 6 in. meat car, and a 21 ft. gondola, all

mounted on Brill No. 21-E trucks with wide-wing journal

boxes.

The center-aisle open car follows standard practice through-

out. It has the usual wood bottomframe used under single-
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truck cars of 16-ft. body length. The platforms are of the

open dasher type with pantagraph gates, and have Brill port-

able vestibules. Seats are provided for 24 passengers on eight

Brill "Winner" and four stationary corner cross seats. The
sides, which are straight, are entirely open, but are protected

by wire-mesh side-guards, extending slightly higher than the

seat backs.

The other single-truck passenger car, illustrated on pages

144 and 145, is closed and was designed for second-class service.

It also follows standard practice and is structurally much like

the center-aisle open car, except that it has concave and convex

side panels with a sweep of 8 in., instead of straight sides. It

has portable vestibules and pantagraph gates. It is equipped

with longitudinal seats for 24 passengers and its windows are

fitted with single drop-sashes. The interior finish is ash, with

the roof-boards showing in the ceiling.

The sprinkler is of the Brill standard centrifugal type, of

2480 gallons capacity, and is arranged for double-end operation.

The entire sprinkling mechanism consists of a 20 hp. motor,

direct-connected to a centrifugal pump, one end of which

receives the water direct from the bottom of the tank through

a pipe in which Is a single gate valve. Another pipe, which

is direct-connected to the pipes leading to the sprinkler-heads,

and has a valve-controlled branch to the tank, is fixed to the

discharge end of the pump. By placing the pump between

the heads and the tank, discharge at uniform pressure is assured.

Each sprinkler-head has individual control for determining the

range of the expelled water, and may be set and maintained

in any position without further attention, for the water supply

may be instantly cut off from or introduced into the heads by

individual gate valves in convenient reach of the operator.

This assures a stream of constant range, however often the

flow may be interrupted, without necessitating a readjustment

of the orifices in the sprinkler heads. By simply reversing the

direction of flow, through the opening of one valve and the
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closing of another, the pump may be used to fill the tank.

The meat and gondola cars present no special features and

are much like those that have been described in Brill Magazine
from time to time. The meat car has open platforms and is

designed for double-end service. The entire interior, including

the floor, is lined with zinc. Galvanized rods and meat hooks

Cars for Arequipa. 2480-gallon Brill centrifugal sprinkler. Twenty hp. motor-pump between tank
and sprinkler-heads assures uniform pressure : independent sprinkling-heads and

gate valves. Pump fills tank when flow is reversed. Brill No. 21-E truck

for properly loading the car are arranged much as in meat

shops. The gondola has extremely low sides—12 inches—and

is chiefly for use in construction work. Open platforms are

provided at each end, and in the middle is a standard to

support the trolley base.

The following are the dimensions of the two types of

center-entrance first and second-class cars, the only difference

being in the seating capacity, as noted below:

Length over corner posts . 26 ft. in. Width over posts 7 ft. <5 in.

Length of center platform . 3 ft. in. Extreme width 7 ft. U l/2 in.

Length of each end-cab . 2 ft. in. From track to side sills . . 2 ft. SJ4 in.

Centers of side posts ... 2 ft. 7^ in. From side sills over trolley-

Width over side sills ... 7 ft. 1% in. boards s ft. (>J^ in.
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ft

From floor to underside of

roof boards

Track to first step

First step to second step . .

Second step to platform . .

Platform to floor

Seating capacity

Type of trucks Brilf No. 62-E

Wheel base 4 ft. 6 in.

Q lA in.

13# in.

10^ in.

10Y% in.

1H in.

26 and 28

Diameter of wheels .... 33 and 21 in.

Type of motors . . . GE58—2-37 'hp.

Wt. of carbody less electrical

equipment 6,800 lb.

Wt. of electrical equipment 1,560 lb.

Wt. of air-brake equipment 1, 200 lb.

Weight of trucks 9,880 lb.

Weight of motors .... 4,300 lb.

Total weight 23,740 lb.

The dimensions of the 16 ft. center-aisle open cars are:

Length over corner posts . 15 ft. 11^ in.

Length over platforms . . 24 ft. 11^ in.

Length of platforms .... 4 ft. 6 in.

Centers of side posts . . . 2 ft. 7^ in.

Width over side sills . . . 7 ft. Q 1
/- m.

Width over posts 7 ft. 6 in.

Extreme width 7 ft. 9% in.

From track to side sills . . 2 ft. 7{$ in.

From side sills over trolley

boards 8 ft. 3tf in.

From floor to center of ceiling 7 ft. 10)4 in.

Track to step 14J^ in.

Step to platform 13 in.

Platform to floor 8 in.

Seating capacity 24

Type of trucks Brill No. 21-E
Wheel base 6 ft. 6 in.

Diameter of wheels .... 33 in.

Size of journals 3^ by 7 in.

Type of motors .... GE58—2-37 hp.

Weight of carbody less

electrical equipment . . 7,240 lb.

Wt. of electrical equipment 1,565 lb.

Weight of truck 5,720 lb.

Weight of motors .... 4,300 lb.

Total weight 18,825 lb

The dimensions of the 16 ft. second-class cars are:

Length over corner posts . 16 ft.

Length over platforms . . 25 ft.

Length of platforms ... 4 ft.

Centers of side posts ... 2 ft.

Width over side sills .... 6 ft.

Width over posts 7 ft.

Extreme width 7 ft.

From track to side sills . . 2 ft.

From side sills over trolley

boards 8 ft.

From floor to underside of
roof boards 7 ft.

Track to step

Step to platform

in.

in.

in.

Y% in-

in.

in.

% in.

H in.

lA in.

in.

Platform to floor 8 in.

Seating capacity 24

Type of truck Brill No. 21-E
Wheel base 6 ft. 6 in.

Diameter of wheels .... 33 in.

Size of journal 3^ by 7 in.

Type of motors GE58—2-37 hp.

Weight of carbody, less

electrical equipment . . 6,225 lb.

Wt. of electrical equipment 1,000 lb.

Weight of truck 5,600 lb.

Weight of motors 4,300 lb.

Total weight 17,125 lb.

The dimensions of the 2480-gallon sprinkler are:

Length over platforms

Length of front platform

Length of rear platform

Width over side sills . . .

Extreme width

From track to floor . . .

Type of truck

Wheel base ...
Diameter of wheels . . .

17 ft.

3 ft.

4 ft.

6 ft.

7 ft.

3 ft.

10

1

3% in.

Brill No. 21-E
6 ft. 6 in.

33 in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

Size of journals 3)4 by 7 in.

Type of motors .... GE58—2-37 h.p

Weight of carbody less air

and electrical equipment 12,340 lb.

Wt. of electrical equipment 1,565 lb.

Wt. of air-brake equipment 900 lb.

Weight of truck . . 5,440 lb.

Weight of motors . . 4,300 lb.

Total weight . . 24,545 lb.
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INTERESTING CARS FOR
SYRACUSE & SUBURBAN RAILROAD

BRELL HIGH-SPEED TRUCKS

THE Syracuse & Suburban Railroad Company, which

operates an interurban line in central New York, has

recently increased its equipment with two double-end

semi-convertible cars, built by The J. G. Brill Company. The
main line of the road extends from a point near the New York
Central & Hudson River Railroad station in Syracuse south-

east to Edwards Falls, N. Y., a distance of 12 miles. It fol-

lows the highway the entire distance, passing through De-

Witt, Fayetteville and Manlius en route. From Dewitt, 5%
miles from Syracuse, a three-mile branch runs in a southerly

direction to Jamesville, N. Y. Two miles of this branch are

on private right of way. When the road was constructed in

1897-8 the decision to follow the highway precluded the pos-

sibility of grading or straightening and resulted in an arduous

alignment and profile, in which several extremely sharp curves,

and grades as steep as 11 per cent, occur frequently. While
such a physical condition increases the difficulty and cost of

operation, it is offset by the fact that the highway route is

populous, and the majority of the local villages cluster along

the roadside, whereas it would have been necessary to develop

the territory through which a graded line might have been

built.

Syracuse, with a population of 137,249 in 1910, contributes

most heavily to the system's traffic, especially because of the

two miles of double-track main line in the heart of the city.

Between Syracuse and Edwards Falls the traffic demand is at-

tested by 64 local stopping points, or an average of over five

per mile. All this traffic is handled over a single track with

ten turnouts, or passing sidings, distributed between the two
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points. Power for the operation of both the main line and

branch is generated in a hydro-electric plant at Edwards Falls,

and at Orville a rotary converter and three transformers are

supplied with current by a generating company in emer-

gencies.

The two new cars are mounted on Brill No. 27-M.C.B.-1

trucks, capable of a speed of 50 miles an hour, and have a

wooden bottom frame in which the side sills are 4 by 7j4-in.

Cars for Syracuse and Suburban. Cars follow highway; 64 stops en route. Total mileage, 18.

yellow pine, reinforced their full length with % by 15-in. steel

plate; end sills of 5% by 6%-in. oak, and crossings of 4j4 by

5y2 -in. oak. Under the center of the car body, where the bot-

tom frame is subject to brake-lever strains, 4^ by 2^ -in. oak

diagonal braces provide both lateral and longitudinal rein-

forcement. An undertruss of 1% in. diameter under each

side sill reinforces the entire frame and preserves horizontal

alignment.

The platforms, which are supported on oak knees, rein-

forced with 3 by 4 by j4-in. angles, are each 5 feet long, and

have a step on the controller side only. They are enclosed

and have three windows with drop sashes, and sliding doors

manually operated by the conductor. In the body framing
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Cars for Syracuse and Suburban. Platform openings on controller side only. Sliding doors manually-
operated by conductor. Brill No. 27-M.C.B.l trucks

are 3fg-in. ash corner posts and 2% -in. side posts, 2 ft. 8 in.

between centers and with a sweep of 1^ in.

The interior is divided into two compartments, between

which is a bulkhead writh a sliding door 27 in. wide. The

Cars for Syracuse and Suburban. Smoking compartment seats 16 passengers on longitudinal seats;
main compartment, two longitudinal corner seats, 4; Brill "Winner" reversible

seats. 28: total, 48. Brill semi-convertible window system
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smaller, or smoking, compartment occupies the length of four

windows and has two rattan-covered longitudinal seats for 16

passengers. The main compartment is provided with 14 Brill

"Winner" reversible transverse seats and two longitudinal

seats at the end. The entire car has a seating capacity of 48

persons. Ventilation is secured through eight Brill "Exhaust"

ventilators, placed in rows of four, in the plain-arch roof, and

the windows are of the Brill semi-convertible type that dis-

appear in roof pockets. The interior of the car is finished in

mahogany inlaid with white holly.

Length over corner posts . . 34 ft. 4 in. Seating capacity .... 48
Length over platforms . . 44 ft. 4 in. Type of trucks . . Brill No. 27-M.C.B.l
Length of platforms . . 5 ft. in. Wheel base 6 ft. in.

Length of passenger comp. 22 ft. 6 in. Diameter of wheels .... 34 in.

Length of smoking comp. . 11 ft. 10 in. Size of journals 3^x7 in.

Centers of side posts ... 2 ft. 8 in. Type of motors GE8S—4-40 hp.

Width over sills 8 ft. 0}4 in. Weight of carbody less elec-

Width over posts 8 ft. 4 in. trical equipment .... 20,180 lb.

From track to side sills . . 2 ft. \\% in. Wt. of electrical equipment 2,000 lb.

From rail over trolley Wt. of air-brake equipment 1,500 lb.

board 12 ft. 1 in. Weight of trucks 14,320 lb.

Track to step 18^ in. Weight of motors 12,000 lb.

Step to platform 15>^ in. Total weight 50,000 lb.

Platform to floor 8^ in.

PREPAYMENT CARS
FOR STo THOMAS, ONTARIO

BRILL SEMJ-COMVERTHBLE WJMD0W SYSTEM

THE St. Thomas Municipal Railway, St. Thomas, Ontario,

Canada, placed in service, about a month ago, three new
double-truck prepayment cars, built by the G. C. Kuhl-

man Car Company. St. Thomas is in the southern part of

the Province of Ontario, about half-way between Buffalo, N. Y.,

and Detroit, Mich., and is served by the Michigan Central,

Wabash, Canadian Pacific, Grand Trunk and Pere Marquette

Railroads. It has a population of 13,414, and owns and oper-

ates the street railway system.
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Cars for St. Thomas. Steel bottomframe. Two-leaf folding entrance and swineing exit doors and
single folding step at rear. Sliding exit door at forward end. Brill No. 39-E trucks

The new cars are mounted on Brill No. 39-E single-motor

trucks, having solid forged side frames and pedestal jaws that

are integral with the forgings. A steel bottom frame supports

the upper structure, in which the ash corner posts are 3*4 in.

and side posts 3% in. thick. Eight exhaust ventilators are

placed in the Brill plain-arch roof. The roof is supported on

ash carlines, reinforced with concealed steel rafters.

There are two prepayment platforms, 6 ft. 6 in. long,

separated from the body by bulkheads. Each bulkhead has

two sliding doors, with a common central pocket. The cars

are arranged for double-end operation, and, therefore, each

platform has an entrance and two exits. The combined

entrance and exit at the left of the motorman's position is

divided by a door post, shown in the accompanying engraving;

behind this is another post, reaching from the floor to the hood,

and a pipe railing, fixed to this post, extends back to the conduc-

tor's position. The openings are fitted with a two-leaf folding

entrance door and a swinging door for exit, both hinged to the

door post. A folding step operates in conjunction with the

entrance door and on the other side is a sliding exit door and

synchronous folding step, operated by the motorman.

The cars are equipped with the Brill semi-convertible

window system, in which both sashes, when raised, disappear
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Cars for St. Thomas. Cross seats. 20 ; longitudinal corner seats,
Brill semi-convertible window system

total, 28

in roof pockets. The seating arrangement provides for 28

passengers, of whom 20 occupy Brill "Winner" reversible

seats, and eight, longitudinal corner seats. The roofs are

ceiled with three-ply birch veneer and the sides and bulkheads

are cherry, rubbed to a smooth, dull finish. Push buttons

are provided for signaling motorman and conductor. Sand

boxes, alarm gongs, signal bells and other accessories are of

the builder's manufacture.

Length over corner posts

Length over platforms
Length of platforms .

Centers of side posts

Width over sills ....
Width over posts . . .

Extreme width ....
From track to side sills

From side sills over trolley

boards 8 ft. 11# in.

Track to step 15T
7
6 in.

25 ft. 4 in.

38 ft. 4 in.

6 ft. 6 in.

2 ft. 8 in.

8 ft. 6 in.

8 ft. QU in.

8 ft. 8^ in.

2 ft. 83/s in.

From floor to center of
headlining 7 ft. 10X in.

Step to platform 14>£ in*

Platform to floor 9^ in.

Seating capacity 28

Type of trucks Brill No. 39-E
Wheel base 4 ft. 6 in.

Diameter of wheels .... 33 and 21 in.

Wt. of carbody, less elec.

equip 27,380 lb.

Weight of trucks 9,560 lb.
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THE NEW PITTSBURGH AUTOBUS LINE

THE Pittsburgh Auto Transit Company was organized

for the purpose of supplementing existing street railway

lines and providing a frequent, fast and comfortable

means of automobile transportation through a high-class resi-

dential district. Eight large single-deck omnibuses with

Brill-built bodies, mounted on White chassis, were placed in

the new service, which will probably be extended into other

parts of Pittsburgh. The machines run from the City Hall,

past the Union Station, along the Grand Boulevard section to

Highland Park. The route is about six miles long. Near

Highland Park, the east end of the route, the east and west-

bound lines separate, passing through a well-developed busi-

ness section.

The route selected is ideal for autobus operation; the streets

are wide and well paved and are used almost exclusively by

pleasure motor cars; it passes through a populous district that

promises ample traffic, even with the very large vehicles that

uaiHWUaaiLiii

Autobuses for Pittsburgh. These are the longest and widest closed bus-bodies ever built. Note
supporting angles under chassis for extra strength. Show extent to which one man can

handle large seating capacity and difficult operation on heavy traffic streets
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are operated. Furthermore, the route is almost a mile shorter

than competing electric lines, and with the type of automobile

that is used, a fast and regular schedule can be maintained.

The new omnibuses are noteworthy in several respects

:

they have an unus-

ually large seating

capacity for a sin-

gle-deck vehicle

—

34 persons—which

is equal to that

of the standard

double-deck m a-

chines used in

London, England;

they have longer

and wider bodies

than any that we
have ever built

and are operated

on the one-man
prepayment prin-

ciple. The latter

point is especially

interesting be-

cause it demon-

strates the extent

to which one man
can control both

car and passengers in a heavy-traffic zone, with a seating

capacity greater than that of a single-truck electric car,

and operating methods requiring not only greater atten-

tion, but more skill and a higher degree of mentality.

The doorway, which is clearly shown on this page, is used

for both entrance and exit. The chauffeur's seat is directly

opposite, giving him a clear view ahead and to both sides. The

Autobuses for Pittsburgh. Passengers alight before others board,
to prevent confusion. Chauffeur controls two-leaf folding

doors and collects fares. Narrow window at right,

with stationary sashes, preserves uniform
side post centers on both sides
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lever by which he controls the double-leaf folding door is in

convenient reach of his left hand. A wood partition, with a

pipe stanchion extending to the roof, is placed next to the

doorway to prevent interference between passengers in the

longitudinal seat on that side and those boarding or alight-

ing. A stationary cross seat is backed against that occu-

pied by the chauffeur ; the remaining seats are also of the

stationary transverse type. An emergency exit is placed in

the rear end, and when closed is covered by a portable seat.

The windows, which are arranged in the same manner as

in the light-weight cars built for Meridian, Miss., Waco,
Tex., Muskogee, Okla., Missoula, Mont., and other cities

by the American Car Company, have an interesting feat-

ure in the stationary upper sashes set in a single frame

that extends from end to end ; the reinforcement so given

Autobuses fob Pittsbubgh. Small panel and stanqhion at right hand longitudinal seat prevents inter-
ference between seated passengers and those boarding and alighting. Note chauffeur's

clear outlook. Passengers signal for stops by push-buttons
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the body structure is obvious. The lower sashes are made to

raise their full height. The bottomframing is much the same

as in other buses built by this company, with the crossings as

the principal carrying members. Owing to the great length

and width of the body, however, it was found necessary to add

materially to this construction. Consequently, heavy forged

angles were bolted to the undersides of the chassis frames and

attached to the side sills. These are readily seen in the illus-

tration on page 155. The body framing follows light-weight

street car practice very closely, having 3 ^2 -in. corner and 1%-
in. ash side posts, with a sweep of 2}4 in.

Reference to the illustration on page 155 will also show how
the bottomframe was made to suit the rear wheels, without

interfering with the interior body arrangement, making it

possible, also, to remove or retire these wheels, without having

to raise the body from the chassis.

The following are the principal dimensions:

Length of body 23 ft.

Centers of side posts ... 2 ft.

Width over sills 7 ft.

Width over posts (rear) . . 8 ft.

Width over posts (front) . . 7 ft.

Extreme width 8 ft.

From pavement to side sills 2 ft.

From side sills over roof . . 7 ft.

From floor to center of
headlining 6 ft.

Q l/2 in. Street to first step 14 in.

\y2 in. First to second step .... 11 in.

7 in. Second step to floor ... 11 in.

in. Seating capacity 34

in. Type of chassis ...... White 5-ton

Wheel base 19 ft. 1 in.2% in.

9 in. Diameter of wheels : front 36 in. ; rear 40 in.

5 in. Weight of chassis 8,500 lb.

Weight of body 5,100 lb.

O'A in. Total weight 13,600 lb.

UNUSUAL AIR-CONTROLLED SAND CARS
FOR PHILADELPHIA

FOR the better, quicker and cheaper distribution of dry

sand among the 17 car barns on the extensive lines of the

Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company, two extremely

interesting and ingenious sand cars were recently built for that

system by the J. G. Brill Company. The purpose of the car

is not to replace existing sanding devices on regular passenger
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Sasd Car for Philadf.lphia. For distributing sand among car barns quickly; not for track sanding.
Tank filled at top by gravity: emptied from hopper below or 4-in. standpipe above car

floor by 60-lb. air pressure. Brill No. 50-E truck: see Brill Magazine,
December, 1912, for description of truck

equipment, for it has no track sander, other than that necessary

to insure its own traction; its function is merely to transport

dry sand quickly between any points on the lines, for future

consumption.

The car consists, chiefly, of a heavy steel bottomframe,

mounted on Brill No. 50-E arch-bar trucks, and a double-

riveted conical-bottom tank, as may be seen in the engraving

on this page. The discharge of sand from the tank is effected

by a simple method of uniform air pressure, and loading is

done by gravity.

From a central depository, sand is poured into the tank

through the large, domed opening at the top. A valve, 19 in.

in diameter, like an inverted poppet valve on an automobile

engine, controls the opening, and permits the sand to rise to

within 5 in. of the top of the tank. A motor with a centrifu-

gal pressure blower, having a capacity of 50 cu. ft. of free air

per minute—enough for both the sand and air-brake require-

ments—charges two 16 by 60-in. auxiliary tanks to GO lbs. per

square inch. The tops of the two tanks are piped to a central

supply pipe that has two sand connections: one to the top of

the sand tank, where its supply is governed by a pop safety
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valve set for 60 lbs.; the other leads down to the cast-steel

hopper underneath the tank. The line from each air tank to

the central supply pipe, and the pipe leading to the hopper

casting underneath, are controlled by individual quick-acting

gate valves. Opposite the point in the hopper where the pipe

from the air tanks is tapped into it, a 4-in. pipe is flanged, and
passes through the floor of the car, projecting up 3 ft. This

is clearly shown in the engraving. When the car reaches a

receiving station, and can unload over a pit, the valve in the

air pipe leading to the hopper is closed, and that leading to the

tank opened, permitting the air pressure in the sand tank to

force the material through; if a pit is not at hand, a hose is

coupled to the pipe passing through the car floor, and by open-

ing the valve leading to the hopper and keeping the hopper

closed, the pressure in the tank forces the sand down, and the

air entering the hopper through the small pipe blows it

through the long delivery pipe, much like an injector on a

steam boiler, so that it may be placed where convenient.

The bottomframe is built of commercial steel shapes; the

side sills are 15-in. I-beams; the 15-in. cross channels form the

ends of the open space for the tank. Eight-inch channel end-

sills, channel bumpers of the same dimensions and minor

pieces, complete the structure. The tank is secured to the

bottomframe by 4*% -in. Z-bars, riveted to the side sills. Each
end has a motorman's cab containing the usual operating

apparatus. The Brill No. 50-E arch-bar trucks on which the

cars are mounted were fully described in an article in the

December, 1912, issue of Brill Magazine.

Length over bumpers . . . 34 ft. in. Wheel base 6 ft. in.

Length over platforms and Diameter of wheels .... 33 in.

cabs 33 ft. 2 in. Size of journal A% in. by 8 in.

Length of each cab . . . . 4 ft. in. Type of motors .... GE210—2-70hp.
Width over sills 8 ft. 4# in- Weight of car body less elec.

Width of cab 7 ft. 6# in. equipment 20,320 lb.

From track to side sills . . 3 ft. 2 in. Weight of elec. equipment . 1,240 lb.

From floor over cab roof . . 7 ft. 1% in. Wt. of air-brake equipment 600 lb.

Track to stirrup step ... 19 in. Weight of trucks 15,880 lb.

Step to floor 34 in. Wt. of motors 6,760 lb.

Type of trucks Brill 50-E 2 Total weight 44,800 lb.
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THE BRILL
RETRIEVER SIGNAL BELL
Ding ! Ding ! You've heard that ring hundreds

of times. Think whether each ding comes from

a gentle pull or a heavy jerk? When the con-

ductor's busy watching passengers getting on or

off, closing doors, or collecting fares in the car,

he hasn't time to mentally calculate the pounds

of pull to put on that cord ; he needs a bell that

will ring with the slightest pull—and then, only

one loud, clear ring with each pull—but it must
be positive ! And to be positive the cord must
be instantly retrieved after each pull. It takes,

first, good stuff in the bell, and then, a long

clapper with a heavy head, able to retrieve the

cord and hit the bell hard—then it takes a simple

cam arrangement to operate it, so that the pull

starts with a small leverage and instantly jumps

to a large one. If you've seen a bell act and look

like that, it was a Brill Retriever Signal Bell.

THE J. G. BRILL COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
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Vice-Pkkbtdent and General Manac.kr
Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company



Street Railway Management

Managing a street railway system has to do with men

and their manners on the one side, and the public

and its maneuvers on the other side.

Managing a street raihvay system demands directness

and discretion, ambition and ability.

Modern enterprises are but units of men—the public

but a collection of units. Naturally the successful

manager must necessarily be one of special train-

ing, particular fitness for handling men.

He should be regarded as a friend at court whose sug-

gestions are accepted as inspiration, and not as

criticism or complaint.

The general manager of the hour must have the faculty

of selecting the right men for the right place

choosing dependable department managers, who say

"Come on, boys"— not "Go on, boys." He

always brings out the best in others, sees the equity

in all situations -has a true regard for the rights of

the public—is a tactful, resourceful result-getter.

If he has risen from the ranks, so much the better-

he knoius.

The post of general manager calls for a special appre-

ciation of the word Service, a moral understanding

of the word Safety, and a commercial value on the

word Success.
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[10HN FRANK CALDERWOOD, vice-president and general

|| M* || manager of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company, was

II
^W || born at Reford, near Detroit, Michigan, May 27, 1859.

—i He received Ms education in the public and high schools

of Fenton and the University of Michigan. After teaching a year

in a normal college, he entered the employ of a lumber company of

Bay City, and later became accountant and credit manager of a large

carpet concern in Minneapolis. In 1888, he was elected comptroller

of the city of Minneapolis, and at the close of the term accepted

the office of comptroller of the Minneapolis Street Railway Company,

which was consolidated with the St. Paul City Railway and afterward

became the Twin City Rapid Transit Company, with which he was

connected in various capacities for a number of years, being closely

associated with the late Thomas Lowry and C. G. Goodrich. During

his association with the company, its accounts were placed on a scientific

basis and the company's prestige in financial circles greatly enhanced.

He resigned, in 1902, to become assistant to the president of the Brooklyn

Rapid Transit Company, and later its vice-president and general mana-

ger. The lines under his management constitute a system of 5421/2 miles

of surface single track, and 71 1
/4 miles of elevated single track, while

the extensive subway system, under the dual plan now under construc-

tion, will add very considerably to what is now the largest trackage

under any one city railway company in the world. Mr. Calderwood

was one of the founders of the American Electric Railway Accountants'

Association and one of its first presidents. He was largely instrumental

in the establishment and adoption of the standard system of accounts

of that association.
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Conditions Which Govern the Type of
(Sin? Soa* 11

p Service

Seattle^ Washington

=

—
i I III

|EATTLE—site of the

Alaska-Yukon-Pacific

Exposition, in 1909

—

typifies western

progress and stabil-

ity. Like other far-western cities,

it has rapidly grown from a very

small beginning to metropolitan

proportions in a metropolitan way.

Look over the pictures with this

article and let the city create its

own impression. It looks solid,

permanent; everything savors of

healthy progress. The city's natu-

ral advantages of climate and lo-

cation surely had much to do with

the attainment of its present pres-

tige and the general development

of the Pacific west must have
pulled Seattle with it. Yet, the

fact that its size is next to San
Francisco's, on the Pacific slope,

argues well for the spirit of its

people and the basis on which it

was founded.

Seattle's biggest asset is its lo-

cation—then its climate. It is the

northernmost of the big western
cities—not over 200 miles south of

the Canadian boundary. It is on
the eastern shore of Puget Sound,
that immense arm of the Pacific

that extends south through the

State of Washington for perhaps
250 miles, and is at least 100 miles

east of the ocean itself. The per-

fect harbor protection that such a

situation affords is almost too ap-

parent to mention. Furthermore,
the city is in the trough of the long
valley between the coast and Cas-
cade ranges of the Bockies, 865
miles north of San Francisco, and,
while surrounded by the high
mountains of the Olympic and Cas-

cade ranges, easy mountain passes

to the east are within convenient
reach. Puget Sound is of suffi-

cient depth to accommodate the

largest vessels afloat, and for this

reason, and some others, many of

the transpacific lines have termi-

nals there. The climate of the en-

tire northwestern corner of the

United States is exceptional for so

high a latitude. The warm Japan
current counteracts the effects of

the cold currents from the Arctic

regions ; so Seattle 's climate is

equable and temperate; the sum-

mers are pleasantly warm and cold

weather in winter is practically

unknown.
Imagine, then, a full-fledged sea-

port, 250 miles from the ocean, with

the largest steamships as regular

callers; the situation is unusual.

No wonder that commerce and

industry have grown to large pro-

portions; no wonder the creation

of a metropolis could have been ac-

complished in less than 20 years.

Seattle speaks for itself. In 1851,

a little place, New York by name,

was founded on the western shore

of Puget Sound ; what is now Seat-
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tie, began its existence on the op-

posite shore the following year.

Stagnation seemed certain; de-

velopment appeared impossible, the

illustration on page 167 shows the

reason as late, even, as 1882. The
first railroad came in 1884, and
opened a new world from without,

80,671, in 1900, it jumped to 237,-

194, in 1910, and is now growing
faster than ever.

Seattle almost immediately be-

came one of the business centers

of the northwest. Several trans-

continental railroads terminating

there—the Northern Pacific, Great

Seattle Traffic Conditions and Cars. Looking west toward Puget Sound and
Olympic Range from highest building. This is in center of heavy traffic zone

but in 1889, fire devastated the en-

tire community—almost a habit
with new towns—and the panic of

1893 helped hold things back.

But the beginning of the Alaskan
"gold rush," in 1897, made things

different. It put Seattle on its

feet, gave it the opportunity to

grow, and the result was, that from
a mere 42,800 people, in 1890, and

Northern, Canadian Pacific, Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and
the Oregon-Washington Railroad

& Navigation Company—put it in

close touch with the rest of the

country; steamship lines were

established to the Orient and Aus-
tralasia, Pacific coast ports and
Alaska. After the first "gold
rush," Seattle took almost the en-
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tire Alaskan trade and handled ap-

proximately 80 per cent, of the

gold shipments ; it became the larg-

est seaport in Washington. In

1908, its commerce had reached

$18,400,000 in exports and $28,-

800,000 in imports, and a year

later the net tonnage of vessels

for the State and 66 per cent, more
than five years before. This sum
is the result, principally, of manu-
facture in flour, packed meats and
slaughter-house products, malt

liquors, articles from foundry and
machine shops, of which nuts and
bolts are made in the biggest lots;

Seattle Traffic Conditions and Cars. South from 2nd Avenue and Stewart
Street. The wide streets and modern structures add to metropolitan character

of city. Mt. Rainier is 14,526 ft. high

entering its harbor was 2,467,351.

AYith this growth in commerce
and population, the city expanded
industrially; many factories were
built to supply a large territory

otherwise remote from industrial

centers. By 1905, the latest year

for which figures are available, the

factory value of its products was
$25,400,000, one-fifth of the total

lumber and timber, confectionery,

prepared fish, ships and boats and
cedar shingles. These products

are listed in the order of their im-

portance; the influence of Alaskan

needs is strongly apparent in the

predominance of foodstuffs.

Seattle's location has been

shown to be clearly strategic in

its commercial effect. The city it-
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self, by way of adjacent waters and
form, possesses much to aid in its

progress. The original city, now
almost entirely devoted to business,

though extensive residential dis-

tricts are found in certain locali-

ties, occupies a curiously-shaped

neck of land. Elliott Bay, an arm
of Puget Sound, is the salt water

harbor on the west side. The
Duwanish River meanders south-

east from the bay and separates

Seattle from West Seattle. On the

east side, and only three or three

and a half miles from Elliott Bay,

is Lake Washington, a fresh water
lake twenty-two miles long and
from one to four miles wide. Near
the north-central part, Union Bay,

an arm of Lake Washington, pene-

trates the city to a depth of about

a mile and a half, and is connected

by canal with Lake Union, in the

northern part of the peninsula.

.Another canal and Salmon Bay, a

short, narrow penetration of Pu-
get Sound, separate the original

city from the new section to the

north, known as Ballard.

Most of the waterfront and a

considerable part of the frontage

on lakes and canals are given over

to shipping. The business portion

of Seattle is near the west-central

part of the peninsula, where the

majority of the car lines show on

the map. This part of the city is

low—scarcely above sea level—but,

Seattle Traffic Conditions and Cars. Offices of Puget Sound Traction, Light
and Power Company. Besides Seattle city lines several interurbans are operated
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Seattle Traffic Conditions and Cars. This is how Seattle looked in 1882; the
picture on page 168 shows how same spot looks now; present population, 237,000

with this exception, the hills on
which the greater portion is built,

are high, and steep and numerous,
reaching an altitude of almost 500

feet at Queen Ann Hill, in the

north-central section. Scattered

throughout Seattle are many parks
—some large, some small—with an
aggregate of 1,058 acres. Some of

these are on the lake shore and are

preserved in the natural state.

The high Olympics and Cascades,
with the snow-capped Mr. Rainier,

14,526 feet high, in the distance,

present a more beautiful landscape
than may be seen in many parts

of the world.

Seattle streets are, for the most
part, wide, well-paved and clean;

those in the pictures are typical of

the entire city, except, of course,

that they are devoted to business.

Throughout the residential districts

of Ballard, on the north, Interbay,

Queen Ann and Capitol Hill, in

the central part, and Mt. Baker

Park, Beacon Hill, Georgetown,

Youngstown and West Seattle, on

the south, the plan shows the rec-

tangular arrangement with north

and south as the chief directions.

Streets in these sections are lined

with shade trees, and are distin-

guished by individual homes and

modern apartment houses. In the

business district, the street layout

leans toward the radial plan, with

Pioneer Place as the center; a big

Alaskan totem pole is planted here.

The principal streets in the district

are First, Second and Western

Avenues, running in a northwest-

erly direction ; Yesler Way and

Main Street run east and west;

James, Madison and Pike Streets,

northeast. Of these, Madison is the

longest, terminating at Madison

Park, where Union Bay joins Lake

Washington. They are all heavy-

traffic thoroughfares, and are typi-

cal of "downtown" Seattle.

The entire street railway system
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Seattle Traffic Conditions and Cars. This photograph was taken recently from
the same point as that in 1882. Phenomenal growth attributed to Alaskan trade

is operated as the Seattle Division

of the Puget Sound Traction, Light

& Power Company, with 212.54

miles of electric and 7.96 miles of

cable lines. The cable lines run
on Madison Street and in the

northeastern part of Seattle, where
some of the grades are too long

and steep to be ascended by other

means of traction. The railway, a

combination of several old com-
panies, grew with the city, and was
extended into the more remote re-

gions as necessity arose. Conse-

quently, the concentration of busi-

ness, in the district near Elliott

Bay, was followed by a concentra-

tion of street car lines—a logical

sequence; however, during the

morning and evening rush hours,

the large number of heavy traffic

intersections and the volume of

vehicular movement, create a fairly

congested condition.

Usually, where a single union

railroad station serves a large city,

it is at or near the business center,

or on one or more of the principal

arteries of traffic, within conven-

ient reach of the center of urban

activity. And when it occupies

such a position, it is generally be-

cause the site is central and streets

and car lines radiate in all direc-

tions. Pioneer Place, the operating

center of the street railway system

in Seattle, is within a very short

distance of the Union Station, and
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for tha. reason ooth may be re-

garded as the focal points of all

street railway lines. The map
shows very clearly the multiplicity

of car lines about Pioneer Place,

aDd especially noticeable are the

large number of loops just south.

near the Union Station, between

Main and Jackson Streets, and a

few blocks north, between Union
and Pine Streets, with Pike Street

between. The way in which car

lines from all parts of Seattle come
together between those two systems

of loops—the actual car-distribut-

ing agencies—and how most of

them are led toward Pioneer Place,

is interesting.

The entire track plan is a logical

outgrowth of the concentration at

that point; obviously, the scheme
serves the whole city without dis-

crimination in favor of any partic-

ular locality. However, there is

this to it : the whole street car traf-

fic must be cared for in some way
on a few parallel streets leading

to one or two closely associated

points. Up to a certain maximum
number of cars per mile, for in-

I

Seattle Traffic Conditions and Cars. Second Street, with tall building, heaviest
traffic thoroughfare in city. Residential district covers hills in background
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stance, the greatest average run-

ning speed, consistent with local

conditions, may be maintained ; but

when this speed must be increased,

which is unlikely, or the number
of cars increased, which is very

probable—when Seattle's rate of

growth is considered—it means an

appreciable increase in necessary

track capacity; that is, the track

capacity per seated passenger.

The extent to which this condi-

tion has grown in Seattle, is best

shown at the corner of Second Ave-

nue and Pike Street, a short dis-

tance northeast of Pioneer Place.

During the rush hours—both morn-
ing and evening—165 cars, or one

every 21 4/5 seconds, pass this in-

tersection. True, the number is

far exceeded in some of the larger

cities, especially New York City

and Newark, N. J., where the con-

ditions are unparalleled ; but is the

number of cars, in the case of Seat-

tle, a good barometer of the extent

of the traffic? Is not the fact of

Seattle's relatively small popula-

tion, coupled with the use of very
large car bodies with seating capac-

ity for 48 persons—not to speak of

standing room—more significant ?

Then, too, during these heavy traf-

fic periods, 375 large capacity cars

are in use—not quite two per mile

in a city of large area and small

population. Hereto may be added
20 further cars that are called upon
in periods of abnormally heavy
movement ; it is a considerable drop
to 180 for normal daily operation

and shows the effect of the rush

periods.

During 1912, the operation of

the system developed 12,675,000

passenger car miles, but with

freight, which is carried on some
lines in connection with inter-

urban routes from outlying dis-

tricts, the total car mileage on the

Seattle Division was 13,025,000.

The large capacity of the cars had
its effect in keeping car mileage

low as compared with the number
of persons carried— 72,212,000

revenue, 22,942,000 transfer pas-

sengers, and, including free pas-

sengers, a total of 100,192,000.

This shows the ratio of traffic den-

sity, on the basis of passenger car

r

Seattle Traffic Conditions and Cars. Standard car for Seattle city service has
prepayment platforms arranged for double-end operation. Brill No. 39-E trucks
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Seattle Traffic Conditions and Cars. Seating capacity for 48 people and ample
standing room keeps ratio of car miles to passengers low. Entrance and exits

adequate for quick movement

mileage and revenue passengers, to

have been 1 to 5.69.

These conditions certainly indi-

cate the reasons for the adoption,

as standard for the Seattle city

lines, of the type of long prepay-

ment car, shown on page 170; in

short, a heavy traffic density; more
or less limited track capacity in

the congested district—though this

lack is apparently offset by an ade-

quate number of loops; long dis-

tance runs, with moderately great

sneed requirements in outlying dis-

tricts : the desire to increase track

capacity by use of large units, and
to reduce operating expenses by the

economy of single motor trucks.

The single motor trucks on which

the cars are mounted are the Brill

No. 39-E type, and with a weight

of approximately 4,900 pounds
each, are the lightest bolster type

of single motor truck made.

Designed for double-end opera-

tion, the car bodies have the usual

prepayment platform at each end.

There is nothing new or untried in

the arrangement—double-leaf fold-

ing doors at the rear, controlled by
the conductor, and the customary

single sliding exit door and fold-

ing step at the front, under con-

trol of the motorman, are old de-

vices that have long ago demon-
strated their usefulness. An inter-

esting departure, however, from
usual prepayment practice, is the
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omission of bulkheads, and the sub-

stitution of a single pipe stanchion.

Obviously, the gain in space for

both entrance and exit tends to re-

duce the time of stops—an import-

ant feature where great traffic den-

sity and comparatively fast operat-

ing schedules are co-ordinated.

The interior arrangement follows

standard practice where cross-seats

are employed, all being of that type

except longitudinal seats for four

passengers each in the corners. The
total seating capacity is 48. The
windows, in which the upper
sashes are stationary and the lower

raise their full height, together

with sheet steel side panels, lend

the exterior a neat and symmetrical

appearance.

It would be hard iojind anything more interde-

pendent than a city and its street railway system

Standard W _ _- :;~ oi:M Car Jteciies

|pr:===:j|HEN a street railway

in the United States,

like the Union Street

Railway, in New
Bedford, Mass., for

instance, orders cars mounted on
radial axle trucks, it usually ex-

cites immediate curiosity ; it makes
as wonder why; what are the con-

ditions that supposedly make car

bodies on such a truck more eco-

nomical to operate and more effi-

cient than the same or larger

bodies, mounted on double trucks,

or a smaller one on rigid single

trucks? There may be, of course,

many influences at work leading

to the final choice for such trucks,

and some will undoubtedly be
purely local; in some cases it may
be due to the preference of the

particular operator. But in our
experience we have generally

found the underlying causes to be

one or more of several; these are

oftentimes definite and point con-

clusively to a radial axle type like

that shown under the car in the

illustration on page 173.

We assume that in this case the

size of the city, upon which, of

course, the volume of traffic de-

pends; the physical characteristics

of the road, the kind of service to

be given, the average running
speed, and, perhaps, weight, with

a view toward economy in the end,

were among the chief factors in-

fluencing the choice. Our view of

the situation showed New Bedford
to have 96,652 inhabitants; that a

total of 21,251,731 passengers were
carried and 2,514,728 passenger

car miles run during the fiscal year
1912—a traffic density of 8.45 per

car mile. So much for traffic.
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Car for New Bedford. Brill Radiax trucks permit double-truck carbody that
can be maintained and operated on single-truck basis. Long wheel-base and

excellent curving qualities assure easy riding

Ordinarily, it would seem that a

good design of single or double-

track car were physically suitable

for the road. Track conditions,

we assume, compare favorably

with those in other cities of simi-

lar size, and judging by the general

topography of eastern Massachu-

setts, the profile will reveal heavy
grades. However, the radius of

the shortest road curve in New
Bedford is 30 feet, and curves

leading to shops and car barns have
radii as short as 28 feet. We will

assume, too, that service and run-

ning speed are much as in other

cities of that size and that weight,

of course, is kept consistently low.

Judging by the traffic density, it

appears that single-truck cars of

the usual length—20 feet 8 inches

or slightly over—will barely suf-

fice for the traffic, and then, too,

the increased power and platform

expense of numerous small cars

are well-known disadvantages; it

may be that large double-truck cars

are too large to be profitable with

the existing frequency of service.

It remains, then, for a car between

these two extremes to give the

most economical results, and till

r "ZM *" * *
=.

1 =1 11-

p T J3-4 4-2" 8
- SEATING CAPACITY 34

11

rtO*iL-2li"-**—3-2I--H! izi—2-8'—M
«" " „,.„.

* *

Car for New Bedford. Track to side sills, %\}/% in.: side sills to trolley boards,
8 ft. 9 in.; floor to headlining, 7 ft. 8% in.; track to step, \b\\ in.; step to plat-
form, 14^ in.; platform to floor, %M in. Weight of body less electrical equipment,

11,960 lb.; weight motors, 4770 lb.; weight Radiax truck, 8240 lb.
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the successful radial axle truck ap-

peared this was not economically

possible. The car body that was
chosen is a standard design, with

steel bottom frame, longitudinal

seats—the seating capacity is 34;

single drop-sash windows; 4 feet

6-inch vestibule platforms, with

The foregoing are what we
judge to be the general conditions.

There are other, more specific

points, that, no doubt, were care-

fully considered, and some of these

probably were : that with a Radiax-

E2 truck with the wheel base as

long as 11 feet—ample for a 26-

Car for New Bedford. Longitudinal seats increase full-load capacity. Especi-
ally desirable for cross-town service in which car is used

folding doors and stationary steps

and a Brill plain arch roof, for

saving in weight. The 26-foot

body length is too great for a

single truck, and though other cars

of this and even smaller sizes have
been mounted on single-motor

trucks, the advantages peculiar to

the Radiax were marked in this

instance.

foot body—28-foot curves can be

taken without trouble owing to

the large radial limit of the axles;

that the weight of the truck is

about 16 per cent, less than that

of two of the lightest single motor

trucks made; that with a lighter

truck, with improved curving

qualities, and equally powerful

motors, the total weight is used for
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traction, rather than but 70 per

cent., as with the single motor

type; that, despite the increased

wheel pressure on the rail head,

the greatest safe wheel load is not

reached. The whole truck is based

on the principle that the permis-

sible wheel base of a rigid single

truck, with given curve conditions,

may be almost doubled, for the

radiating feature allows the wheel

flange to accommodate itself to the

rail groove; excessive flange wear
is naturally avoided and there is

little danger of derailment. It is

clear, then, that wheel maintenance
may be calculated on the basis of

the single, instead of the double-

truck car. Furthermore, the riding

qualities of such a truck are really

comparable with nothing but a pair

of good pivotal trucks. In short,

from the basis of first and main-

tenance costs, the truck combines
the advantages of the good riding

qualities and increased capacity

that, heretofore, were limited to

double trucks.

On the other hand, however, the

truck has its marked limitations ; it

cannot replace double trucks in

every instance, and because those

limitations are not reached in New
Bedford, it is applicable there and
in like situations. It should be

looked upon as merely filling the

demand as a suitable means for

carrying car sizes between a 20 foot

8-inch rigid single-truck car and
one of 26-foot body length. Right

here, though, let us see where the

limitations commence and why
they exist : the length of wheel base

is necessarily dependent on the

curve radius and this factor natu-

rally limits the length over plat-

forms ; not so much because of any
maximum length car that the truck

can carry, for a steel bottom frame
can take care of any overhang, but

rather, because of the limitation of

side clearance at curves; then, too,

with the axle capacity of the stand-

ardized motors used by many rail-

ways an axle of sufficiently large

diameter could not be used to give

a reasonable factor of safety in

carrying the load of a car body
longer than 26 feet.

Like in New Bedford, there are

many places in the United States

where cars between the small

single truck and the large double-

truck type could be used to further

economy, and the successful re-

sults of Radiax truck installations

in many parts of this and other

countries, have opened a wide field

for its use.

A few years ago ifyou asked a railroad man
how much one of his cars weighed he was
likely to think it over for a while and say,

"Oh, about blank tons." Nowadays he

is as prompt and exact as a man giv-

ing the weight of his day-old Jlrst-born
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cSlMmips in Platfo

Ventilators on the

,
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'

=l
ii N interesting change

has been made in the

arrangement of the

platform and the

ventilating system on

the new Near-Side cars for the

Philadelphia Rapid Transit Com-
pany. The changes do not affect

the structural features of the car

in any way, but they will materi-

ally shorten the time of stops, make
fare collection easier and quicker,

give the conductor a better outlook

over the carbody than he has had
heretofore, and lessen the risk in

the use of the emergency exit door

at the rear when unloading at term-

inals; so much for the platform.

The new ventilating system is to

assist the exhaust ventilators in the

roof, not to replace them, and to

keep the carbody cleaner in passing

dusty streets by taking in fresh air

at the roof, rather than through the

car floor.

In the old design both motorman
and conductor were on the front

platform; while the division of re-

sponsibility between the two was
fully established, and the time

generally lost in stopping and

starting other types of cars was re-

covered by eliminating the usual

exchange of bell signals, the in-

ability of the conductor to admit

enough people to the platform and
carbody before starting to make a

decided reduction in the length of

stops, suggested a rearrangement

that would probably have been un-

necessary in most other cities. Of
course, traffic conditions in Phila-

delphia—with more than a million

and a half inhabitants—are en-

tirely different than in most com-

munities; the absence of subway
and elevated railroads, except for

one line running west in a straight

line from the Delaware River.

throws the entire burden of rush-

hour transportation upon the sur-

face lines. Some of the lines are

very long; others not so much so;

but the headway of cars on all lines

is short, and in the older part of

the city, where the bulk of business

is done, the many narrow streets

are conducive to congestion. In

addition hereto, the fact that the

configuration of the city and the

location of the various residential

districts naturally create a modi-

Changes in Near-Side Car. The numbers on the seats show seating capacity, 51;

the ovals represent 36 standing passengers; total, 87
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Changes in Near-Side Car. Imagine yourself looking down with the roof re-

moved: the full complement of passengers occupies the same positions as the
ovals and numbers in the other diagram

fled radial system, over which
carefully planned through-routes

are operated, places cars of many
different routes on the same tracks

for considerable distances from the

center ; it is clear, then, that any re-

duction in the length of stops will

permit a higher average speed,

without increasing the running
speed, and have the tendency to re-

duce congestion and increase the

track capacity.

Let us see how the new platform

arrangement reduces the time of

stops; how it lessens the tendency
toward congestion. Instead of the

conductor's being on the platform

with the motorman, as heretofore,

he has been placed within the body,

just behind the front corner post,

x^side from the direct shortening

of stops, this has its good effect,

also, in avoiding interesting discus-

sions between the two; in placing

the conductor in closer touch with
passengers; making his voice more

Changes in Near-Side Car. By placing conductor within carbody, platform capac-
ity is 11, after doors are closed: an increase of 120 per cent, over the old design
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audible in announcing streets.

Surely all these factors make for

more efficient operation; they rivet

the attention of the crew to their

respective duties and avoid uncer-

tainty, and its consequent waste

of time, among passengers, as to

whether or not their street has

been reached. It is true that by
moving the conductor into an en-

closure in the carbody three places

in the left hand longitudinal seat,

and standing room for at least one

passenger, had to be sacrificed;

but this seeming disadvantage is

more than offset by the number of

passengers who can be accommo-
dated on the front platform after

the car has been started and be-

fore their fares have been paid.

Under the new arrangement, shown
very clearly in the illustrations

with this article, it will be seen

that three extra places are gained

Changes in Near-Side Car. Released platform
space increases platform capacity and prevents
conversation between motorman and conductor

on the front platform in the con-

ductor's old position; in addition

to these, three boarding passengers

can stand opposite his new sta-

tion. Under the old arrangement
no more than five passengers could

be admitted without having paid.

The increase in available platform

space, therefore, is 120 per cent.,

and while average stops would
hardly be shortened to so great an

extent, owing to the fact that

alighting passengers move no faster

than in the old design, it appears

safe to assume that stops, at points

other than those of origin or ter-

mination, should consume consid-

erably less than half the time. It

goes without saying, then, that

cars will be kept moving ; that con-

gestion at heavy traffic corners will

be reduced ; that in spite of smaller

seating capacity, the number of

passengers per car per day will

increase, other things being equal;

for, with the heavy schedules run

in Philadelphia, the natural con-

clusion would be that some cars

could be released for service on

other lines without affecting the

rapidity of service or the comfort

of the traveling public.

The modification of the ventilat-

ing system is simple but effective;

it should supply the car with far

more fresh air than the health

board requires for a total capacity

of 87 passengers. The air vents

that are usually placed under the

heaters in the car floor are sup-

planted by two louvres in the roof

;

large galvanized ducts—one on

the platform in front of the left

corner post and one in the body

just behind the corner post on the
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Changes in Near-Side Car. Conductor can be heard better from new position.
Space in carbody at conductor's station practically acts as part of platform.

New air ducts at front corner posts

right—conduct the air to long pas-

sages running along each side of

the car floor as far back as the

last row of cross seats. The
heaters are placed within the

ducts, so that in cold weather the

fresh air is easily maintained at

the proper temperature and in

summer, the absence of dust adds

much to the comfort of passengers.

It would seem, then, in survey-

ing the changes, that a long step

has been taken toward higher ef-

ficiency, cheaper and faster opera-

tion, better sanitation and greater

comfort. The benefits should ac-

crue profitably to the operating

company and the public alike.

Seven thousand five hundred copies were

printed of this issue of Brill Maga-
zine. Since the first of the year the

monthly average has been seventy-four

hundred. About two thousand so abroad
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it Car for the

Brill MEx&amstfi Ventilator

if HE convertible prepay-

II ment car built by

I)
The J. G. Brill Com-
pany, that is shown
in this article, was

adopted by the Slate Belt Electric

Street Railway Company as its

new standard type for the reasons,

we believe, that similar cars have

been in successful operation in the

same territory for several years;

that its form of construction suits

it equally well to city and to light

interurban work ; that its large seat-

ing capacity—44—is well adapted
for handling summer excursion

crowds, and that it is equally

serviceable as a closed and an open
prepayment car for either winter

or summer.
This company operates an 18-

mile electric railway between
Bangor, Belfast, Pen Argyl, Wind-
gap and Nazareth, near the south-

eastern limits of the Pennsylvania

anthracite coal fields. It is an im-

portant link in a chain of suburban
and interurban lines that afford an
uninterrupted electric route be-

tween Philadelphia and Delaware
Water Gap, the famous Pennsyl-

vania mountain resort. It ap-

peared at least significant that a

type which follows so closely those

used in other links in the chain

should have been chosen.

The removable window frames

and platform arrangement are the

most conspicuous features. Each
end window is built in solidly. It

has stationary glass and the panel-

ing below is part of the car body.

Car for the Slate Belt Electric Railway. Prepayment. Window sashes and
upper side panels removable in single-frame ; wire-mesh guards substituted in

summer. Protection in folding platform doors and steps. Entrance at rear, and
exit at front only, accelerate movement. Photographed on temporary trucks
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Car for Eastern Pennsylvania. Conductor's position in body proper eliminates
platform railings, enabling him to collect fares after car has started. All-year
service— because of convertible feature—and large seating capacity, 44—good

for heavy excursion service. Attractive mahogany interior finish

The other nine windows are indi-

vidual removable steel frames with

stationary glass and a steel panel

extending down to the light-

colored lower panel that runs

along the entire body. The illus-

tration shows it clearly. To be

sure, there is nothing distinctly

new in the arrangement. All rail-

way men are familiar with the

clamps that are attached to the

posts, for holding the windows in

place; with the wire-mesh guards

that are set into the sides when
the car is opened for summer
service.

The platforms are six feet long

and have double-folding doors and

Car for the Slate Belt Electric Railway. Track to side sills, 35 lA in.: side
sills to trolley boards, 8 ft. 1 l^e in.; floor to headlining, 7 ft. 10^g in.: track to
step, 18H in.; step to platform. 16 in.; platform to floor. 9 l

/& in. Weight of body
less electrical equipment, 18,000 lb.
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folding steps. In other words,

they are very nearly danger-proof

and large enough to give the con-

ductor a chance to collect fares

after the car has started. The

fact that the conductor's place is

within the body proper looks like

a good feature where operating

conditions such as these are en-

countered. Platform railings and
a rear exit are eliminated; exit at

the front, only, induces passengers

to fill the forward end first; the

load is, obviously, better dis-

tributed than in the case where

either end may be used as an exit;

it prevents confusion at stops

among boarding and alighting pas-

sengers—and nothing gets a car

over the road faster than the

absence of confusion.

The choice of a steel bottom

frame savors of good judgment in

the entire design. The sides alone,

of course, cannot be so strong, nor

so well able to maintain their

alignment, when the window
frames are removed as when they

are in place, though the factor of

safety is more than enough to off-

set any difficulty in that direction.

The steel bottom frame, however,

is of sufficient strength to maintain

alignment even were the super-

structure not strong enough to

support itself. The bottom frame
affords an excellent base for the

otherwise unreinforced side posts

and holds them precisely in the

position in which they should be.

The side sills are % by 14-in. steel

plates, reinforced along the top

and bottom edges with % by

3y2 -in. bars and 6 by 3% by %-m -

angles, respectively. There you
have the lower side panel and side

sill in one, and much space that

a heavy wooden member would
have taken has been saved. The
side sills in themselves have suffi-

cient stiffness to hold the struc-

ture, but 4-in. channel stringers,

crossings of 4 and 5-in. channels

and 10-in. channels for end sills

make the bottom frame sufficiently

rigid to stand the most severe serv-

ice for many years without heavy

maintenance cost.

If "Brill Plain Arch Roof" takes too long to say,

call it "Brill Roof"—we have no objections

Dps'ii imct Cfeseci Compartment

JN regions like southern

|| l» 1| California, there is

l| need for a car be-

ll || tween the open sum-
mer type and the

car that is entirely closed. To be

sure, many of the days are warm,

but, as a rule, the nights are cool.

The little rain that falls isn't of

the long, drawn-out variety that is

generally found in temperate and
tropical countries, but it comes in

light showers. The climate has its

effect on the populace, for 90 per
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Cars for San Dikgo. The forward section has double-sash windows; lower
sashes raise; rear section has no sashes; considered open, but retains all ad-

vantages of closed construction. Composite underframe. Brill No. 39-E trucks

cent, of the people prefer an open

to a closed car, and many who ride

now would forego the convenience

if they had to use the closed body.

The popularity, then, of the old

California type, and kindred car

arrangements, is quite evident.

The new center entrance car that

was recently built for the San
Diego Electric Railway, by the

American Car Company, not only

retains all the advantages of the

older designs, but embodies im-

provements that make for quicker

transit, greater safety and com-

fort and a stronger car body; in

other words, it is a car that will

promote the riding habit, lessen the

activity of the claim agent and live

through a long life of low main-

tenance costs.

The distinctive feature, of

course, is the use of a protected

center entrance with adjacent open

and closed compartments. Provi-

sion is made for exit beyond the

capacity of the opening at the cen-

ter, in two doorwaj^s at the diagonal

right hand corners of the vesti-

bules. The usual objection to cen-

ter entrance cars, that delay is

caused either through conflict of

boarding and alighting passengers,

or through having the former wait

while the latter get off, can hardly

hold water when the doors are ar-

ranged as they are here; for it is

reasonable to expect that passen-

Cars for San Dif.go At center entrance : Track to side sills, 27 in.: side sills to

trolley boards, 10 ft. 1 in.; track to step, 15 in.; two steps to platform, each 10 in.;

platform and floor flush. Seating capacity, 5i

ls.3
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gers themselves will appreciate the

advantage of retreating before the

oncoming crowd to save time, and,

incidentally, unpleasant jostling

when alighting at their corners.

Another good feature in this center

entrance arrangement is that the

conductor is in closer touch with

all passengers, than when his posi-

tion is on a rear platform; and
while it is true that he has to watch

both right and left, he has shorter

body lengths to cover on each side

;

in short, he is always within hear-

ing distance of every passenger.

Protection of the center entrance

is novel; it is especially interest-

ing, because access to the platform

is different than in most center

entrance types ; there are three

steps from pavement to car floor,

and to bring step-heights down to

convenient dimensions, the floor in

each compartment is ramped and
let flush into the platform floor at a

point five inches lower than the

ends of the car. Two wire-mesh

gates, swinging inwardly, guard
the divisions for entrance and exit,

and the first step folds together

with their movement. When
the gates are closed, the opening

over the second step is covered by
traps hinged to them; when they

are open, they form the division

between the entrance and exit sides.

This is a good point. It provides a

clear space after the car has started

and accommodating more passen-

gers, makes it possible for the con-

ductor to collect fares then. It is

certainly an effective traffic ac-

celerator. From the standpoint of

safety, the scheme speaks for it-

self; it is effective in preventing

boarding and alighting accidents,

for it embodies nothing new or un-

tried; it is simply a new applica-

tion of successful principles.

As for the open and closed com-
partments: they have a combined
seating capacity of 52; the closed

section is substantially the same as

the general run of closed cars with

cross seats, other than the fact that

there is no drop platform at the

front, and that the motorman is

actually within the car body. To
prevent interference with his ac-

tivities, his station is guarded by a

pipe railing ; the floor plan on page

183 shows it clearly. The open

compartment is interesting, how-

ever, because it has the same ele-

gance of finish, the same appoint-

ments, as the closed section. But

it is not separated from the center

platform by a bulkhead, like the

closed section, nor are sashes fitted

into the window openings. It dif-

fers from the popular center aisle

open design in that an actual

straight car side, like in the closed

compartment, is used, instead of the

customary wire-mesh guards. There

is hardly any comparison in the

relative strength of this con-

struction and that used in open

cars, for railroad men are fully

aware of the degree of reinforce-

ment that the full side lends the

side posts. The method of con-

struction, then, has all the advan-

tages of both straight open and

closed types, yet hardly any of

their disadvantages. Compensation

is made for the absence of sashes

by pantasote curtains, sliding be-

tween the posts. The arrangement

is thoroughly protective in stormy
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weather—a rare occurrence—and is

principally provided as a protec-

tion against strong sunlight.

The structural features of the

car embody several interesting

points. The design, as such, is not

exactly new, for the San Diego
Electric Railway has been operat-

perceptible. The longitudinal

members of the bottom frame are

the principal load carriers. There

are two 5-inch I-beam center sills

extending through from bumper to

bumper; they are the backbone of

the structure. The direct weight

of the sides is taken by two dis-

CARs for San Diego. When gates open they fold back, separating platform
entrance and exit. Auxiliary exit doors at diagonal right-hand corners. Car
floor ramped 5 in. from body bolsters to eliminate step from platform to floor

ing similar cars for sometime.

However, some important changes

were made in the new car, partic-

ularly the increase in seating ca-

pacity from 44 to 52, and the elimi-

nation of the 5-inch step from plat-

form to floor. This was done by
sloping the floor from the body
bolsters to the sides of the center

entrance—the incline is almost im-

tinct sets of side sills; one set un-

der each body end, running from
the sides of the center entrance to

the bumpers. Yellow pine, with a

4 by T^-inch cross section, rein-

forced by 7 by 7/16 by 3y2-inch
angles, is utilized for this purpose.

And while the yellow pine com-

ponents end at each side of the cen-

ter entrance, the continuity of side
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support is not lost, for the 7-inch

angles run through, like the center

sills, and are bent in under the

floor at the center platform. The
inherent weakness of a center en-

trance is overcome by placing stiff

upper trusses in the car sides of

each compartment; their pull is

counter-balanced by stiff under

trusses passing under the steps

—

the step risers acting as queen

posts. It is evident, then, that the

car side is practically self-sustain-

ing; that the bottom frame is re-

lieved of a heavy bending moment

;

that, consequently, the factor of

safety is high, and that, clearly,

the rigidity of the structure should
indicate easy riding qualities and
low maintenance charges. The
structure of the body proper shows
careful design, with a view toward
the greatest possible inside width,

consistent with strength, for which
reason the lower window sashes are

made to raise. The Brill Plain-

Arch roof, too, with its strong

structure, adds to the stability of

the body. The cars are mounted
on Brill No. 39-E single-motor

trucks.

The late John A. Brill used to say, "Don'tforget
that some day the center-entrance car will arrive"

Storage Battery Cars for th>& l^Bmrmmt
Traffic Street in the World

a half. The heavy traffic is due to

the presence of piers and docks of

the great trans-Atlantic steamship

lines; the coastwise lines; count-

less railroad freight stations and
the docks of steamboat lines for

Hudson River points. And while

similar shipping facilities are

found in many other parts of the

city, the natural advantages of the

Hudson River shore and the width

of the river, have made the section

along West Street the center of

shipping activity.

West Street is a part of the route

of the old Belt Line horse cars.

In the old days, these were oper-

ated around a triangle with the

apex at the Battery, West Street

i|F you know New York

f|l
you probably know

[I West Street—and to

|1 New Yorkers the
suM,z=:z;:s=M,n name stands for
trucks, wagons, traffic, congestion,

loads of it. If you don't know
West Street, picture this : a long,

wide street, following the Hudson
River from 23d Street, past the

old Gansevoort Market to the Bat-

tery—in all, about 2% miles, lined

with docks and warehouses and
thick with traffic. The Battery is

the southernmost point on Manhat-
tan Island; the heaviest vehicle

traffic in the world is found along

West Street, from the Battery to

Canal Street—perhaps a mile and
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Cabs for New York. This stor-ge battery car is same as successful Third
Avenue Railway type. Run on West Street, where vehicular traffic is heaviest

in the world. Brill Standard Storage Battery single-truck

and Tenth Avenue as the west side

leg, South Street and other thor-

oughfares as the east side leg and
with 59th Street from First to

Tenth Avenue as the base.

After the first installations of

storage battery cars on some of

the lighter traffic lines of the

Third Avenue Railway had demon-
strated their usefulness, their suc-

cess, and horse-car line after horse-

car line was replaced, it was finally

decided to instal cars of the same
type on the "West Belt," the west

leg of the old Belt Line. You can

appreciate the vehicle traffic to a

degree. Add to this, though, the

inconvenience of having long
freight trains of the New York
Central Lines operate over the

same tracks as the storage battery

cars, from Canal Street to Ganse-
voort Market, where the battery

cars turn off into Tenth Avenue.
To be sure, wagon traffic above
Canal Street, while heavy, falls off

as compared with that on the lower

end, but does not the interspersion

Cars for New York. Track to side silK 29 l/2 in.: side sills to roof, 8 ft. 2 lA in.: floor
to headlining, 7 ft. 9% in.; track to step, 157s in.: step to platform, 12 in.: platform

to floor, 6< in. Weight of body, 484o lb.: total weight less batteries, 8740 lb.
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of frequent, long, slow-moving

freight trains more than offset the

reduction in other vehicles? Of
course, from Gansevoort Market,

up Tenth Avenue to 54th Street,

the end of the line, conditions are

better; more like those found in

other cities on wide avenues de-

unlimited; fourthly, a line con-

struction is necessary that requires

very little repair work on the

permanent way, because other

forms of traffic really take pre-

cedence and cannot be interrupted.

It is clear, too, that long cars would
much augment the difficulty of

msmmmmr^m
f

m

f

Cars for New York. The cars are airy and have large full-load capacity for

their size. Fumeless, odorless " Hycap-Exide" batteries under seats

voted to many kinds of manu-
facture.

It is clear, in looking over the

situation generally, that any street

car operating method employed,

must be, first, absolutely reliable;

secondly, have the ability to start

and stop quickly; thirdly, must
have fair speed capacity to hold

even an easy schedule, for the

chances of interruption are almost

operation—that short units are

much better adapted to a line

where street space is at a premium
and where the passage of a car,

though a dire necessity, is almost

looked upon as the extension of a

courtesy.

In writing us of the traffic that

is handled on this route by the

storage battery cars, the Belt Line

gave some interesting figures. It
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was shown that with a schedule

averaging a car every seven min-

utes, on a round trip of ten miles,

547 passengers were carried per

car per day between May 24th and
May 30th. The average per car

per trip, then, can be taken as

about 78. The number of miles

per car are about 70, and show an

approximate traffic density of 7.8

passengers per car mile. The seat-

ing capacity of the car is, of course,

not great, only 24, for the bodies

are but 18 ft. long, and when it is

considered that the line is prac-

tically in competition with fast

elevated and subway lines, as well

as many other surface lines, and
that most of its passengers ride

very short distances, the body
length that was chosen evidently

meets the situation perfectly.

Like on other New York sur-

face lines, the same peculiar rush-

hour conditions obtain. From six

to nine in the morning almost all

traffic moves south; from four to

six at night the reverse is true;

this, together with the existing

operating difficulties, leads us to

believe that these little cars are

successfully fighting their way
through about as difficult a

situation as any in which a battery

car, or, for that matter, almost any
other, is ever expected to render
service.

The important feature of the 40
new cars that The J. G. Brill Com-
pany recently built for the Belt

Line for this service is extremely

light weight, consistent with

strength. Naturally, economical

battery operation requires light

cars, to conserve electrical energy;

in other words, to reduce operating

expenses. On the other hand, how-
ever, though the weight be light,

there is an increased dead weight

per passenger, for the batteries

must be carried, in addition to the

usual electrical equipment, and
the light construction has to be

sufficiently strong to insure a rea-

sonable factor of safety above that

required for the usual load alone.

With the low weight of the car

body a standard form of wood bot-

tom frame, with 4 by 4-in. yellow

pine side and end sills and 2% by

3% crossings, has ample strength

to carry the batteries in addition

to the usual load. The side con-

struction has been kept light, of

course, so the corner posts are 2%
in. and the side post 1% in. thick.

The interior is especially inter-

esting ; longitudinal seats—with

capacity for 24 people—are em-

ployed, and the "Hycap-Exide"
storage batteries are placed under

them. The advantage of this ar-

rangement is clear, for it removes

the necessity for battery boxes un-

der the car, and certainly makes
battery inspection very much
easier. During the long time in

which cars of this type have been

in operation on lines of the Third

Avenue Railway, there have been

no instances of noxious gases escap-

ing from the batteries; this is the

only objection to their location un-

der the seats
;
years of service have

shown that it has no foundation in

fact. The platforms have folding

doors and folding steps. The
truck, which is of structural steel,

is the Brill standard for single-

truck storage battery cars.
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ADDRESSED TO MEN
Mam ©if -^m Wmswrnr^, (Olmss WMmm wSa© siwwb a piasp©g<i

to rise in rank lien who woili regard their calling
as something more than a mere means ®l livelihood

The man who has learned to obey is in position to successfully

command.

Spend more time looking for the good in your organization. It will

elevate you and those about you.

Brand this truth on your forearm. No man can succeed in life

without work, and the greater the success, the greater the necessity for

work.

There are always two sides to any situation—more than one angle

to an argument, and when men are calm and deliberate, much trouble

is averted.

The man that continues to work, and work hard, is usually the

genius of the pay-roll. Genius has the power to light its own fire. Genius
is the reward of energy, and of industry. You can be a genius if you
will.

Postpone a plan, and you lose time ; and eventually these postpone-

ments will cause you to lose the power to begin. And wher you do lose

this power to begin, you have lost your greatest value to yourself and to

others.

The highest authorities claim that 68 per cent, of the failures in

business can be traced to the lack of energy, enthusiasm and experi-

ence; while less than 1 per cent, is due to extravagance; 3 per cent, to

competition, and 14 per cent, to lack of capital.

All about us we see mechanics, motormen, conductors, clerks, rising

out of the ranks. They are always the result-getters, the always-willing-
to-work fellows, the tireless thinkers, the men that syndicate sunlight.

These men are safe men, because they begin at the botton, and learn to

climb.

There are three sets of men. One set always fails to follow direc-

tions. Another set does as instructed. The third set does more than it

is told to do. These three degrees represent the hazy-minded, who
become slaves; the uncertain-minded, who work hard; the creative-

minded, who are eventually called as managers.

In many communities, labor has discarded the term "strike vote,"
and introduced the words "adjustment vote." They have also named
"adjustment committees" in place of "grievance committees." This
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changing of phrases leaves a better impression, and when published in

the newspaper, has a tendency to calm and not to excite.

The man that is honest, healthy and experienced, possesses three

qualities that are in great demand. There is a keen competition among
corporations for strong men, good men, capable men. Transporting
thousands of people a day, without delay, without accident, without
public annoyance, requires the best brand of human effort—the most
perfect organization.

The man with a permanent position, a clear conscience, a good appe-
tite and regular pay, is wealthy, not rich. Every big man who has his

heart, his head and his hands weighted down with great responsibility,

envies the earnest working class. Riches only add responsibility, multi-

ply care and increase trouble. The real wealth that has no wings is

found by the willing worker.

Go ahead! And if you make mistakes, do not toll the bell, or hang
crepe on your ambition to try again. Do several small jobs at a time. It

will fit you to do some great, big job. Be a booster. Be a kindler of the

fire of enthusiasm in others. Keep right on going. Going is the word.
Measure your own results and not your expectations. Keep up your
expectations by getting results.

The whole world wants robust, cheerful, healthy-minded men—men
who are willing to work in order to win. Every corporation sends out

a loud cry for men with the inside monitors of optimism, energy and
enthusiasm, the vital currents that send them on to success, men who
believe in team play, in the power of pulling together. In every plant,

in every office, in every corporation, there is room for these men.

There is no influence like the influence of home. Worry, trouble

and differences unnerve a man, unfit a man to win the work of a day.

Human skill, human energy, mechanical perfection all compel a man
to do his best, to have a full measure of every faculty. When a man
has peace, comfort and real rest at home, he can work and do his best.

And this best will be a standard for other men, which is doing double
duty for the employer.

The most peaceful, the most prosperous corporations, the most nota-

ble successes in this country today are founded on mutuality of minds.

Men of the forward movement know that the heart must follow the

hands. They know that capital cannot command labor and get the

best results, that labor cannot force capital without suffering severely.

All men in their thinking, calm moments, know that a scheme to have
the inefficient, the irresponsible, the irrational control or act for the

industrious class is a theory, not a practice. Capital and labor are

correlated. Any foreign ideas, any element from either side, that dis-

turbs this association of mutual minds, destroys business, eventually

proves a disaster to the individual worker.
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Occasionally, you see some young man at work over a desk long after

his associates have left the -office. Not often, you see a chap tugging
at a balky piece of machinery in the engine-room, while his fellow-

workers are taking in the movies.

Once in a long while you see a young man go back to the plant to

make sure the night shift is under full head.

And as you look at this man, he appears small and of no great import-

ance. He looks like a car in the distance, a speck on the horizon. Keep
your eye on this man. Watch him as he comes nearer and nearer to

you. Watch him get bigger and bigger, and you will find in later years

that he will majestically ride the great line of business, and finally land
in all his prestige and power with a full train-load of Success.

.

T@mf Success
Your success depends on yourself, and nothing will influence your

personal action, your individual effort, more than that of your associates,

the men who surround you.

Success is contagious, and you cannot contract success unless you
are where it is.

Keep pushing, driving, forcing your way to the front. Keep away
from the unsuccessful, the indifferent.

Mix with men who think and act. Listen to leaders, step out of the

crowd, and get in the atmosphere of result-getters.

Courtesy pays more than legal interest. It pays in human interest.

Courtesy is the poor man's capital, the workingman's guarantee of

a higher position.

There is always time to be civil, always opportunities to be polite,

always chances to be considerate.

The public regard you as the personal representative of the corpora-

tion you serve. And this corporation is weighed by your actions on
the scale of public sentiment.

Your manners mean much to the success of this company.
If you are constantly having trouble with the public, look within.
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THIS man has a cinch— and little responsibility—fit-

ting Master Car Builders'-Brill type Journal Boxes.

The perfect machined pedestal fit sets the box right and
holds it so; then, too, the safety equalizer pockets, the

dust and oil-proof machine-fit pressed steel lids, save

boxes, brass, oil; save parallelism in axles; squareness

in trucks; in other words, time and money. Of course,

it is packed in the usual manner.

PHIloAD^lLF^n^n W>\
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THIS battery of looms turns out Brill Twill-Woven
Rattan—the rattan that cuts down car-seat mainte-

nance—that knocks the bottom out of the price of seat

cleaning. Unlined, it makes comfortable seat backs;

canvas-lined, it makes soft, easy-riding cushions. If

you're rushed, big stocks of rolls from 18 to 36 in. wide,

any length, are ready for immediate shipment.

THE J. 6. BRILL COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, PEllSYLflNM
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Human Efficiency

The pillars that support a success—the principles that

perpetuate a man's reputation for commercial results—are commonly called Efficiency. But underneath

all this, is the rock-foundation of moral worth.

Men do not rise ivithout a reason. Big men are where

they are by what they are.

When a man begins at the bottom rung, and slowly but

more surely climbs to the top of the ladder of re-

sponsibility, this position can only be gained by an

individual conquest. It is economy of space and

of time to call this Efficiency.

A well-known street-railway manager explains Efficiency:

"Honesty, like electricity, can be felt, but not

seen. Honesty is the imperative demand of the hour.

A dishonest man is the most flagrant example of the

lack of Efficiency.

' Perseverance, energy, enthusiasm, guided by

special knowledge and common sense, are the high-

est types of Efficiency.

"Confidence, self-confidence, is standing on the

vantage ground of past performances ; and this

is the knowledge that educators must have to be

Efficient.

"Loyalty means the always-dependable man—
the man who can serve and subserve."

Round out this measure of Efficiency with the addi-

tional value uf good Character, Credit, Health,

Habits, and a liberal supply of Optimism, and you
have the component parts of Human Efficiency.
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IpsBssag ONSTANTIN DE BURLET, president of the Interna-

CH tional Union of Tramways & Local Railroads, was born

II at Ixelles, Belgium, May 14, 1846. He obtained his early

=""'"'" Si education in the elementary and high schools of Nivelles;

he was graduated from the University of Gand with high honors.

His predeliction was for literature and engineering, and on De-

cember 14. 1870, after scoring second in a competitive examination,

he was appointed assistant engineer in the national Department of

Bridges and Highways; advancing through various positions, he

became inspector general December 22, 1908. In these positions he

did notable railroad work, and the Belgian government, appreciating

his capabilities, made him director general of La Societe des Chemin

de fer Vicinaux in 1885, a year after its formation; shortly thereafter

he became president of the International Union. However, he retained

his connection with the Department of Bridges and Highways. His

activities, in Belgium alone, wrere responsible for the subscription of

Fr. 350,144,100, the construction of 5000 kilometers of track and tlu

proposal for 4000 additional kilometers. That his reputation as &

manager and organizer was far-reaching, is evident from the fact that

he is a director of railways in the Congo, Spain, Russia and otli-jr

countries. As an active member of the Permanent Commission of the

International Railway Congress, he has been instrumental in the solu-

tion of many financial and economic problems. In recognition of his

ability, Mr. de Burlet was at one time Mayor of the Commune of

Baulers and was decorated as a Commander of the Order of Leopold

;

Grand Officer of the Order of the Crowns and received the cross of the

Commander of the Norwegian Order of St. Olaf; Commander of the

Austrian Order of Francis Joseph; Officer of the Legion of Honor and

Chevalier de l'Ordre du Lion Nederlandais.
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Conditions Whie]
>r tit

Jersey CityP Mew Jersey

11 HE traffic situation and
the local and con-

tributing conditions

that have been influ-

ential in determining

the standard form of car used in

Jersey City by the Public Service

Railway, are so different from
those found in any other city of

which we know that their analysis,

their study, has been unusually in-

teresting. Jersey City's location,

its proximity to New York, New-
ark and other large communities,

has done more to divest its street

railway of the purely local char-

acter that generally attaches to

urban lines, than any other feature.

Its size, of course—267,778 inhabi-

tants in 1910—and its large area,

together with that of the adjacent

municipalities of Bayonne, Hobo-
ken and Union Hill, makes urban

a large part of the system, but

other agents, other aspects, that

will be discussed as we go on, make
it distinctive, make it stand out in

a class of its own.

The location of New York fixes

Jersey City's. The two communi-

ties, except for a political distinc-

tion, are practically one. The
Hudson River separates them
physically, with New York on the

past and Jersey City on the west

bank; there is this difference, how-

ever, that Jersey City extends only

along the southern end of New
York, while Bayonne fronts on

New York harbor and on the Kill-

von-Kull, a narrow strait on the

south, between Staten Island and
New Jersey ; Hoboken is just north

of Jersey City.

Jersey City's growth is attribu-

table to two reasons; namely, the

fact that it and Hoboken are the

principal mainland gateways for

the west from New York and be-

cause they afford large and ex-

cellent accommodations for trunk-

line railroad terminals, almost near

enough to New York to be con-

sidered within its confines. The
string of cities and towns is long

and narrow; from the southern-

most point in Bayonne—the Port

Richmond Ferry—to the northern-

most point in Weehawken—near

the beginning of the famous Pali-

sades—is, perhaps, 10 miles; the

average width will run between

one and three and a half miles.

Newark—the operating center of

the western portion of the Public

Service Railway, by the way—is

seven miles or so, across unde-

veloped salt marshes and is larger,

even, than Jersey City.

The topography of the territory

is highly peculiar; the map indi-

cates the physical and political for-

mation; but to comprehend sur-

face conditions, imagine a wide,
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Jersey City Traffic Conditions and Cabs. Bayonne in the south, Hoboken on

the north and Jersey City between form an unbroken community. The land

rises from Bayonne and forms a high . steep ridge through the center of Jersey City
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Jersey City Traffic Conditions and Cars. Exchange Place, Jersey City, a multi-
track loop terminal; second heaviest traffic point. Bulk of traffic from New

York ferries and tube trains

Jersey City Traffic Conditions and Cars. Hudson Place Terminal, Hoboken, a
two-level structure; heaviest traffic point on system. New York ferries and

tunnel trains contribute most of traffic
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salt marsh, extending from the out-

skirts of Newark eastward to the

western limits of Jersey City, but

separated from them by the Hack-
ensack River; the Hudson and New
York Bay are the bounding waters

on the east. Starting at Bayonne,

on the south, there is a moderate

rise in the land until it forms a

Jersey City the ascent is so severe

that the summit can be reached

only by long inclines and wagon
elevators. And following the pat-

tern of other hills, other moun-

tains, one slope—that on the west

—is gentle as compared with the

sharp descent on the other side

;

it is not too steep for roads and

\-

'*•
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Jersey City Traffic Conditions and Cars. Corner Broadway and 4th Street,
Union Hill, in northern part of Jersey City. View is typical of average streets

but does not show irregular topography

plateau; it rises higher and higher

and becomes continually narrower,

with its eastern slope assuming a

gradually more abrupt incline,

until, at a point somewhat north

of the Pennsylvania Railroad cut

—clearly shown on the map—it has

risen to 200 or 300 ft. above the

surrounding waters and continues

northward as a precipitous bluff

—the forerunner of the Hudson
River "Palisades." Just north of

trolley lines and leads into the wide

salt valley.

The street plan in Jersey City is

odd. This is due to the enormous

areas occupied by the railroad

freight yards. It is, in every sense,

a terminal city, a freight inter-

change city. Hoboken is not so

much affected in this regard as its

southern neighbor and is, in addi-

tion to being a railroad town, the

terminal point of some of the larg-
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Jersey City Traffic Conditions and Cars. The Summit car house typifies the
newer houses on the Jersey City portion of the Public Service Railway. Large

houses are scattered along the important lines

Jersey City Traffic Conditions and Cars. Bergen Avenue and Montgomery
Street is an important transfer point. One of the heaviest traffic junctions

in local Jersey City traffic
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est trans-Atlantic steamship lines.

As a result of this condition, streets

approach the shore at only four

points : the Port Richmond Ferry,

Bayone; Exchange Place, where is

the Pennsylvania Railroad Sta-

tion ; Pavonia Avenue, the Erie

Railroad Station; and at Hoboken,

where they follow the waterfront

for the greater part. As the streets

tain small groups. In the low
levels, north and south streets con-

nect the various communities, but
the number of obstacles in their

paths create circuitous routes for

the street railway lines that operate

over them.

Local traffic in Jersey City and
Hoboken is not heavy—that is, of

course, traffic that both originates

Jersey City Traffic Conditions and Cars. Palisade Station. Jersey City Heights:
end of trestle shown on page 200. Elevated road turns south to center of Jersey

City: connects with lines from Newark

leave the shore, they spread over

the territory farther inland to form

a continuous city on the high crest.

From each point where the streets

reach the shore, thoroughfares radi-

ate north, west and south, the most

important leading west. In Ba-

yonne and Hoboken, the rectangu-

lar plan is followed with a certain

degree of uniformity; but in Jersey

City, by far the largest and most
complex of the three, the streets

are very irregular, except in cer-

and ends there. The large sub-

urban sections in the surrounding

parts of New Jersey, as well as

other cities in the immediate vi-

cinity, bring the resident popula-

tion of that region to well over a

million ; the majority of these in-

habitants have their places of busi-

ness in New York, and must, of

necessity, pass through either Jer-

sey City or Hoboken to reach their

destinations. To be sure, a very

large proportion of these commu-
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ters use the steam railways, which

operate across the salt meadows at

very high speeds; however, owing

to the very low rates of fare and
the diversity of routes, the Jersey

City and Hoboken lines of the

Public Service Railway carry enor-

mous numbers each day. So, be-

cause of the peculiar position, traf-

fic throughout the day is very

heavy ; during the rush hours, from
7 to 9 A. M. and 4.30 to 6.30 P. M.,

the lines in Jersey City average

about 40 passengers per car per

hour.

A good idea of the distribution

of the traffic, and its intensity, is

obtained upon consideration of the

several terminals—the focusing

points. The important traffic point

in Jersey City is the loop terminal

at Exchange Place, where the

Pennsylvania Railroad Station and
the Ferries from Cortlandt and
Desbrosses Streets, New York, are

situated; the large traffic via the

ferries is augmented by that of the

tunnel trains of the Hudson &
Manhattan R. R. Almost the en-

tire burden of this traffic falls on

the street railway lines. From
here, all parts of Jersey City, Ba-

yonne and Hoboken may be

reached; two suburban lines to

Newark—via the Plank Road and
the Turnpike—take a heavy quota

of passengers, many of whom go to

residential sections along the lines,

or transfer to other routes on the

high plateau. At the Erie Rail-

road Station, on Pavonia Avenue,

Jersey City, is another terminal,

but of far less importance and with

a much smaller traffic. The most

Jersey City Traffic Conditions and Cars. Trestle from Hudson Place Terminal
to surface lines and elevated road in Jersey City Heights. Car is turning

off for surface line
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Jersey City Traffic Conditions and Cars. Grand Street and Communipaw
Avenue—an important point in southern Jersey City. Through cars for Bayonne

and Newark via Plank Road pass here

important terminal of all is the new
two-level terminal station at Hud-
son Place. Hoboken. The engraving

and plan views shown with this

article impress the size of the struc-

ture. Its position next to the de-

pot and ferries of the Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western Railroad

and the underground station for

Hudson & Manhattan tunnel

trains, justifies its size, as the traf-

fic that is developed at that point

is exceedingly great. While it

taxes the present track capacity of

both levels heavily, ample provision

was made, in its construction, for

heavier demands in the future.

The terminal is at the end of a

long viaduct that leads to the top

of the Palisades, crossing high

above the extensive yards of the

Lackawanna and Erie Railroads.

All cars, except those of a few

lines, traversing Hoboken locally

and going to the northwest, use the

viaduct in gaining the plateau. At
Palisade Station, the edge of the

cliff, lines diverge, but one con-

tinues west on an elevated struc-

ture for perhaps a third of a mile,
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and then turns south, terminating

at Pavonia Avenue, in the center

of Jersey City.

With the view toward eliminat-

ing confusion by hastening move-

ment through the separation of

those coming in and going out, the

method of handling passengers at

the Hudson Place Terminal has

been carefully worked out. The

two levels are arranged in much
the same way; each is provided

with one loop, used by all cars, and
with four tracks, to relieve the

pressure on the many car lines.

The lines that end in the elevated

part of the terminal, however,

carry the heaviest traffic, and it is

possible for passengers to pass un-

der cover between the terminal and
the upper decks of New York ferry

boats or the trains of the Hudson
and Manhattan Railroad. The
scheme evolved for collecting ini-

tial fares on lines leaving the ele-

vated part of the structure is in

fare payment upon passing the

turnstiles that admit to the station

platforms. Upon boarding the car,

the conductor registers each pas-

D. L. & W. R.R. Train Shed

Jersey City Traffic Conditions and Cars. Lower level of Hudson Place Terminal
provided with one loop and four outgoing tracks; this level confined to lighter
traffic and lines local to Hoboken. Upper level arranged like lower, but devoted
to heavier traffic. Ticket and turnstile admission hastens car movement

(From Electric Railway Journal.

J
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Jersey City Traffic Conditions and Cars. Standard Jersey City car has double-
end prepayment platforms and folding doors. Mounted on Brill No. 27-Gl trucks

senger on a separate terminal regis-

ter, and his total is checked against

the number that passed through

the turnstiles. This arrangement
has shown its ability to prevent

overcrowding, with its resulting

delays, and allows the starting

of the many cars with despatch.

Another traffic point is at the

14th Street ferry in Hoboken, but
its traffic is confined, generally, to

that city and points in the north-

west, beyond the city limits—it is

hardly of sufficient importance to

be considered with the three cities.

It has been shown, that because

*i.xrro*u to trr* >Jta.

j re*m -* or *au. rr

'

,-,

m m. n c,

Jersey City Traffic Conditions and Cars. Standard car is arranged for heavy
passenger loads and easy ingress and egress
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Jersey City Traffic Conditions and Cars. Heavy rush-hour traffic necessitates
longitudinal seats. Wide opening in bulkhead reduces possibility of confusion

of the city's peculiar conditions,

both topographical and commercial,

necessity and convenience are

chiefly responsible for the existence

of three distinct terminals and
three radial street railway systems,

that are, however, closely con-

nected by north and south routes

operating locally within their

boundaries. The traffic that is de-

veloped on the Jersey City lines

—

among which we include those of

Bayonne and Hoboken—amounted
to 89,935,493 revenue and 25,993,-

701 transfer passengers in 1912

—

a traffic density of 2188 per track

mile. The mileage over which this

large number was transported is

145; it required 402 cars for the

rush hours, and the maximum at

any one terminal was at Hudson
Place, where there were 188 cars

per hour, or one every 20 seconds

during the rush periods.

The type of car that has been

found best suited to meet these se-

vere conditions is the same that has

been adopted as standard for city

service on all the lines of the north-

ern divisions of the Public Service

Railway's system. The car was de-

scribed in detail in the article on

traffic conditions in Newark, N. J.,

in the April, 1912, issue of Brill

Magazine. The illustrations with

this article show its general ar-

rangement clearly. It is designed

for double-end operation and has

the customary prepayment plat-

forms with two double-leaf folding
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doors on one side, and a single slid-

ing exit door on the other. The
position of the pipe railings on the

platform is much as in other pre-

payment types, establishing the

usual conductor's station; fares are

deposited in a fare box. In order

to retain a large seating capacity,

and much standing room with a

wide aisle space for free move-

ment during the heavy traffic

periods, full-length longitudinal

seats, with capacity for 44 persons

are used. The cars are well

adapted to summer service, for the

lower sashes of the double-sash

windows raise their full height.

There is nothing uncommon in

the structural details; the rein-

forced wood bottom frame follows

the usual design for prepayment
cars with 32-ft. bodies and the

framing of the superstructure re-

veals standard dimensions and
spacing of parts. The cars that are

operated in city service and on

some suburban routes have Brill

No. 27-G trucks, while most of

those which are restricted to longer

runs through country districts are

mounted on trucks of the Brill No.

27-M. C. B. type.

Every city has a distinct individuality

resulting from a peculiar combination

of natural and acquired characteristics.

This individuality does not find its best

expression in its finest street nor its

greatest building, but in its street car,

its chief servant.

i
(ENTER entrance cars of

Cjj
one type or another

|i are certainly establish-

II ing themselves more
B

firmly in city service

from year to year. Last month we
showed an interesting type that

is in service in San Diego; now
Santa Barbara, not many miles

away, and in the same state, finds

it best fitted for its requirements.

When the late John A. Brill said,

a goodly number of years ago, that

the center-entrance car will arrive,

he displayed either rare powers of

deduction and foresight, or a mys-
terious inkling as to the future.

Conditions in Santa Barbara are

much like those in San Diego; a

warm, sunny climate, with cool

nights; a beautiful surrounding

country that attracts thousands of

tourists all year; a thriving city

that grows, like so many in the

Golden State, through a highly

developed fruit culture.

The Santa Barbara & Suburban
Railway Company writes us that

the fundamental requirements

pointing to the center-entrance
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Cars for Santa Barbara. Both open and closed compartments have Brill semi-
convertible windows. End doors hasten unloading. Brill No. 62-E trucks

type, were : a prepayment car to

give the public the best possible

service; a car that will operate

economically—and that includes

light weight, low power con-

sumption, quick acceleration, gen-

erous seating and standing space,

safety and first-class materials and
construction. That the car should

be arranged for prepayment opera-

tion was determined as necessary.

Stops on the near side of the street,

argued for a car with entrance

and exit near the cross-walk; the

center-entrance type was chosen

because it offered that requirement

and, in addition, was strucutrally

well adapted to the maintenance
of distinct open and closed com-

partments, both immediately under
the eye of the conductor and
governed by the prepayment
system.

The car that was adopted re-

sembles that built for San Diego

in many respects, but differs in

some of its structural details.

This is due to the fact that instead

of having three steps at the center

platform, it has but two—a good

point for hastening ingress and
egress and minimizing step acci-

dents. The arrangement of the

two compartments, of which one is

open and the other closed, follows

the plan of the San Diego car very

closely, as do the supplementary
exit doors at diagonal corners for

Cars for Santa Barbara. Track to side sills, 26 1/ in.: side sills over trolley boards,
8 ft. 9 l

/s in.; floor to headlining, 7 ft. 10% in.; track to step, 8 in.: step to plat-

form, 8 in.; platform to floor, 8 in. Weight carbody complete, 19,000 lb.: total

weight, 34,800 lb.
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use in emergencies or when traffic

is heavy. The biggest difference

lies in capacity—52 seated passen-

gers in the San Diego design and
44 in this one. But the difference

in length—7 ft. 8 in.—has some

advantages in reducing weight and
simplifying construction, espe-

there are two longitudinal seats at

the center-entrance that may be

used when the doors on one side

are closed. When out of use they

slide under the longitudinal seats

in the two compartments. The
longitudinal seats increase the aisle

width; they make movement easy;

Cars for Saxta Barbara. Arrangement of both compartments alike. Open
compartment has no bulkhead. When platform gates open they separate

boarding and alighting passengers

cially where a car of so large a

seating capacity as San Diego's is

unnecessary. The seating and
platform plans are simple, allow

quick movement and take advan-

tage of all possible seating space

without crowding. In each com-

partment there are five reversible

cross-seats and two longitudinal

seats for three passengers each

near the center platform ; then

the cross-seats are comfortable and
increase the riding habit; and the

value of the riding habit is almost

immeasurable where a city and its

surroundings are so conducive to

pleasure trips.

\Vhen the road designed the five

cars, that were subsequently built

by The J. G. Brill Company, the

question of low step heights

—

comfortable, effortless boarding
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Cars for Santa Barbara. Gates and steps operate together.
Plate construction under platform forms the well and
relieves the upper structure of all strain. Platform seats

slide under longitudinal seats in compartments

and alighting, especially for aged
and infirm passengers—was con-

sidered carefully; a low-level plat-

form, 16 in. from the rail-head,

with a folding step, half-way be-

tween, and another step of 8 in.

from the platform well to the car

floor seemed easy enough for any-

one. Hereto, the platform floor

is ramped 1 in. from its edges to

the center—good for drainage,

too, in wet weather—and the car

floor rises gradually till it is 6 in.

higher at the bolster than at the

center. There is no doubt that

such construction spells safety

—

more safety than if

the heights were
greater; and this is

added to by the fold-

ing step that operates

together with the
swinging wire mesh
gates—gates are airy

;

doors would be hot,

would make the car

too close, in southern

California's climate,

and defeat the pur-

pose of the open com-

partment.

The bottom frame

is very simple; yet

the support under the

center-entrance is

sturdy and relieves

the superstructure of

all stress. Yellow

pine side sills, cov-

ered on the inside

with wide steel plate,

are the principal
carriers. They run

from the edges of the

center-entrance to

the corner posts.

Two I-beam center stringers, ex-

tending from bumper to bumper

tie the structure at the center and
support the crossings. The method

by which the side sills were con-

tinued under the center-entrance

bespeaks the care shown in the

whole design. Two large triangu-

lar steel plates are riveted to the

side sill plates—the sides of the

platform supports; other plates

and channels are riveted to these,

taking the direct load of the plat-

form and form the connecting

link between the side sills. Truss

rods extending between the corner
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posts and passing under the center-

entrance stiffen the entire side.

Two wood sills extend across the

car at the entrance and form step

risers to the car floor; the simplic-

ity of the design is apparent in

the rabbeting of these sills to lend

extra support to the platform floor.

The way in which the ramp of the

car floor is produced, without hav-

ing to take the side sills out of the

horizontal, shows a careful con-

sideration of the engineering

questions involved in center-en-

trance car design : the center

stringers slope down from the body
bolsters to a point under the cen-

ter-entrance, and are sufficiently

low to come under the wood cross-

ings; the crossings are set gradu-

ally lower, forming the support for

the inclined floors between the

risers at the platform and the body
bolsters.

The car body presents noth-

ing novel—both compartments are

identical, except for a small feat-

ure ; both have the Brill semi-con-

vertible window system. The dif-

ference lies in the omission of a

bulkhead in the compartment that

goes as open; the other compart-

ment has a bulkhead with mutually

operated sliding doors. Brill No.

62-E single-motor trucks are used;

from records of similar trucks

used on other roads, long life, easy

riding qualities and economy in

operation may be expected.

Someone has said, "Money that buys
health is not spent." In other words,

maintenance is investment.

jdj IE)«<£r©a3 Umfei Mm^wwj

ERE are two city cars

—each is one of an
order of one hun-
dred; both are mod-
ern, and embody the

same principles in a general way.

Both are prepayment types and
were designed to meet differing

conditions in Detroit. The double-

truck car is a development of an

earlier, non-prepayment type with

a "Detroit" platform, and has

proved unusually successful in

meeting local conditions; the sin-

gle-truck car, while differing in de-

tails from the larger type, is, in

principle, really an outgrowth of

that car; it shows an interesting

adaptation of prepayment methods

to city lines where traffic is not

heavy enough to warrant double-

truck service.

Somewhat less than two years

ago, the Detroit United Railway
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Cars for Detroit. Standard double-truck car is for single-end prepayment
operation. Double-leaf folding doors and steps, rear; sliding door and folding

step, front, controlled by crew. Photographed on temporary trucks

placed 85 cars, like the large one

shown with this article, in heavy

city service, and the hundred re-

cently received from the G. C.

Kuhlman Car Company are exactly

the same, except for certain very

minor details. An article in the

April, 1912, issue of Brill Maga-
zine, described them fully and
among other things explained the

interesting platform arrangement.

After an exhaustive analysis of

the local traffic situation had been

made, the original cars of this type

were installed and showed that the

"Detroit" platform, or another

much like it, as well as a front

platform with a distinct motor-

man's cab and folding doors and

folding steps, would best fill the

city's needs. So the prepayment
idea was adapted to the "Detroit"
platform.

One of the first considerations

was the shortening of stops;

by the omission of bulkheads

and a simple arrangement of

pipe railings, the free spaces for

boarding and alighting were en-

larged over those found in general

practice; the conductor was al-

most surrounded by the railing

—

from his position he had the clear

outlook necessary to control his end

of the car; in short, whatever pro-

vision could have been made to

make stops short, was made—

a

look at the floor plan on this page

Cars for Detroit. Double-truck cars: Track to side sills, 33 in.: side sill« to

trolley boards, ffft. s in.; floor to headlining, 8 ft. 2 lA in.: track to step, 15 in.:

step to platform, 14 in.; platform to floor, ll in. Weight of body less electrical

equipment, 18,280 lbs.
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Cars for Detroit. Single truck cars: Track to side sills, ibVz in.; side sills over
trolley boards, 9 ft. 8 in.; floor to headlining, 8 ft. 5^ in.; track to step, \l l/2 in.;

step to platform, 14 in.: platform to floor, 7 in.

will impress the simplicity and ef-

fectiveness of the scheme. The
front platform retained substanti-

ally the same cab arrangement as

the earlier non-prepayment types,

except that the platform was in-

creased in length to furnish a

pocket for a single sliding exit

door; this, of course, resulted in

an added amount of platform

space, equal, in length, to the door-

pocket—it provided standing room
for eight people. The seating plan

follows the desire for quick move-

ment to and from the car, for the

division of longitudinal and trans-

verse seats is almost equal, and
were it not for the advantage of

losing two seats at the rear end
to prevent the slightest obstruction

of the entrance and exit passages,

the number of places in each would
be the same. So wT

e have capacity

for 22 passengers on the longitu-

dinal and for 24 on the cross seats

—46 in all—without crowding the

aisles or making seated passengers

uncomfortable by having the

standees tread on their toes; and
beyond this, the greater aisle-

width not only increases standing

capacity without reducing seating

space, but renders less annoying

the jostling of boarding and alight-

ing passengers.

The success of the double-truck

Cars for Dktroit Single-truck car is development of larger type. Roomy plat-

form and door arrangements nearly identical. Photographed on temporary truck
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cars, it appears, led to the use of

the single-truck prepayment type.

This was built by the American
Car Company. Naturally, there

are some details, both at the plat-

forms and in the body, that were

changed to fit the new conditions;

it is reasonable to believe that traf-

count in the platform designs and
seating plan. The arrangement of

folding doors and folding steps, as

well as the platform railings at

the rear, and the omission of bulk-

heads, is the same as in the larger

type; the ease of boarding and
alighting should naturally be

Cars for Detroit. Seating space of double-truck cars almost equally divided
between longitudinal and cross seats to increase aisle space at ends. Motor-

man's cab is company's standard design

fic density, or at least seat-mileage,

is less on the single-truck lines;

it follows then, that platform space

does not have to be so great, for

less rushing, less crowding are

normally to be expected—there-

fore, the front platform could be

shortened 8 in. and 6 in. were

taken from that at the rear. How-
ever, the probability of abnormally

heavy traffic was taken into ac-

greater, even than with the double-

truck car, for the reduced seat-

mileage should have its effect. The
decrease in the length of the front

platform made the use of two-leaf

folding doors necessary, in place of

the sliding door with its pocket;

still it allows standing room for

about four or five passengers. An-
other factor that argued for the

reduction of platform length was,
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that with an 8-ft. wheel-base single

truck—the size on which the ear

bodies are mounted—the over-all

length, even with the shortened

platforms, is about as great as it

is practicable to make, and any
additional length would make the

overhang excessive and side clear-

passenger at full load, and after a

year's operation should show a

greater net return per passenger

carried, than even the double-truck

car.

There is nothing of unusual in-

terest in either the single or double-

truck cars from a structural stand-

Cars for Detroit. Arrangement of platform railings same as in double-truck
car to care for heavy rush-hour traffic. Longitudinal seats increase standing

room without reducing seating capacity

ance on curves dangerously close.

The fact that longitudinal seats

in the ends worked out so well in

the larger cars must have influ-

enced the designers in equipping

the single-truck cars with seats of

that type also, for in this design,

the greater aisle width with its

larger standing capacity and ease

of movement, will effect a propor-

tional reduction in dead weight per

point. Both follow standard prac-

tice closely in the design of the

principal members. In the upper
structure, the side posts have

standard dimensions and standard

spacing and are arranged for

double-sash windows with the lower

sashes made to raise—mainly to

do away with the weight of the

wall window-pocket lining and to

increase the inside width.
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cites

==i|P in east-central Penn-

sylvania, the Na-

tional Transportation

Company—a new or-

ganization—h as i n-

augurated a fast autobus service

"between several towns along the

Lehigh River. The new company's
close affiliation with electric rail-

way interests in that part of the

;state is evident, for its president,

Mr. L. H. Mountney, is general

manager of the Slate Belt road,

whose new cars were discussed in

last month's Brill Magazine.

The line is in direct competition

with passenger trains of the Cen-

tral Railroad of New Jersey, be-

tween Slatington and Lehighton,

busy little river towns, and while

it has no direct connection with

its electric parent road, it is virtu-

ally one of its extensions. At any
rate, it opens the way for the elec-

tric line in the new territory, until

sufficient traffic develops to justify

track laying. However, the bus
line is a part of a system of un-

interrupted transportation in the

Lehigh valley, since, at Slating-

ton, its southeastern terminus, it

connects with the Lehigh Valley

Transit Company, and at Lehigh-

ton, the northwestern end, meets

the Carbon Transit Company for

Mauch Chunk, Tamaqua and other

towns in the anthracite coal region.

It stands to reason that a fairlv

fast and frequent service is neces-

sary; the bus bodies, then, must
follow closely successful electric

car practice to get the best results,

the service being practically the

same. The only difference is that

in this case they are mounted on

chassis and in the other on elec-

tric trucks. Prom a traffic stand-

point, they are subject to the same

hard usage, for with the two routes

now in operation, each of the three

machines carries about 250 passen-

gers per day; one route requires

17 round trips of ten miles each

—170 miles a day; the other, 14

round trips of 8 miles—112 miles

per day. The fact that roads in

that region are fairly good, con-

tributes to their low operating and

maintenance costs; the wear and

tear and the racking of road sur-

face and powerful motors is some-

what relieved, but that factor is

hardly important enough to advise

or condemn an auto-omnibus route,

our experience having shown that

the machines and bodies stand up
when road conditions are far from

satisfactory.

Several large manufacturing

establishments along the route are

the principal sources of traffic.

Some of these are of such a nature

that a number of shifts must be

operated. At Bowmanstown, this

has created five distinct rush-hour

periods each day; surely such con-
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Buses for Lehigh River Valley. Light-weight body with left-hand entrance-
exit. Follows electric car practice, but crossings, rather than side sills, carry lo*d

ditions point to a relatively uni-

form traffic density—and with the

rapid growth of local industries,

as well as increases in population

and a greater familiarity with the

new service, it appears that the

new company has embarked on a

healthy venture. It is purposed,

however, to amplify the service by

a line of fast auto trucks to carry

freight between Slatington and
Mauch Chunk, five miles above

Lehighton. The field for this

seems to be assured, for the bulk

of railroad freight in that region

is purely of the tonnage variety

—

anthracite coal—and no effort is

made to provide local freight

schedules beyond the minimum
recommendations of the railroad

commission. Garden truck and
other food products would prob-

ably constitute the majority of

shipments.

In the design of the passenger

bus bodies, of which three were

*6--^2i

Buses for Lehigh River Valley. Ground to side sills. 38 in.: side sills over roof,

7 ft. 2f§ in.: ground to first step, 14^ in.: first to second step. IS in.: second step

to floor. IS in. Weight of body. 4600 lb.: weight Packard chassis, 6300 lb.;

total weight, 10.900 lb.
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built by The J. G. Brill Company,
four factors were considered

—

first, that the seating capacity must
be ample to take care of the traffic

;

secondly, that it must not be too

great to exceed the capacity of one

man to act as both chauffeur and
conductor; thirdly, that weight

ger, and when it is considered that

in the Pittsburgh buses, which
were shown in the May, 1913, issue

of Brill Magazine, 34 passengers

can be accommodated, the capac-

ity of the chauffeur is not over-

taxed in the performance of his

double duty.

Buses for Lehigh River Valley. Lower window sashes raise full height. Emer-
gency exit at rear. Longitudinal seat at front simplifies boarding and alighting

must be kept to the lowest possible

point to keep down operating ex-

penses and wear on the chassis;

fourthly, that with provision for

all the foregoing factors, strength

must be sufficient to give the body
a long life of low maintenance

costs. Therefore, a cross-seat ar-

rangement for 26 passengers was
devised. This gave a comfortable

amount of space to each passen-

Due to a structural peculiarity

in the Packard chassis, upon which

the bodies are mounted, the en-

trance-exit had to be placed on the

left, instead of the right side.

However, that is hardly objection-

able, for in country districts and
small towns a matter of right or

left is of little consequence. Like

in other bus bodies that we have

built, the load is transferred to the
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chassis frames by the crossings.

By using 4-inch channels, with

wood filler, for this purpose, the

body is given a strong and re-

silient foundation—a necessity in

motor vehicles—and forms a sim-

ple support for the side sills.

These are oak, with a 2% by 4

5/16-in. cross-section, and extend

through from end to end, except

that the left sill is interrupted at

the door post. The body fram-

ing is practically a duplicate of

light-weight electric car practice.

Its chief interest lies in the use of

very light posts—the corner posts

are only 3y2-in. and the side

posts 1%-in. thick—and in a

single frame for the upper sashes

of all the windows. The reinforc-

ing powers of this construction

are self-evident.

The facilities for ingress and
egress are simple and practically

like in electric cars; the driver

operates a set of two-leaf folding

doors from a lever near the steer-

ing wheel; access to the body is

had by double steps that are en-

tirely covered when the doors are

closed, so boarding or alighting are

out of the question when the ma-

chine is in motion. One other

point is an emergency exit door

at the rear; it is for use in case

of danger only, and when shut is

covered by a longitudinal seat.

Nothing is easier to ventilate than a trolley

car— if iempei-ature be disregarded

^
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||K5rssssssss|| t is surprising, at first

Sl| thought, that so many
|| single-truck cars are

|| still built for Ameri-
* can cities, despite

the undeniable domestic tendency
toward double-truck equipment,

and the use of more cars of that

variety in this country than any-

where else in the world. But on

second thought, reasons appear on
all sides that argue, we think, for

the use of single-truck cars in most
instances of their application.

Where a city is small, as is the

case with Muscatine, for instance,

there are factors that govern not

only the choice of single-truck cars

as such, but oftentimes point to a

specific design for the best results.

It can hardly be argued that any
single-truck car fits in where a car

of that general type is required,

for there are generally local needs

that call for a very definite car

body arrangement. In Muscatine,

it would appear that the primary

reason for single-truck service is

the desire to furnish a frequent,

fairly rapid schedule and at the
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Cars for Muscatine. A small prepayment ear, well adapted to smaller cities
with fairly heavy traffic. Straight sides simplify construction. Brill No. 21-E truck

same time keep ears as nearly full

as possible. The use of the pre-

payment system would indicate a

traffic density that argues against

the conductor's pushing his way
through crowded aisles in quest of

the coveted nickel; it would make
it appear, too, that traffic is heavy
enough to advise such safeguards

as folding and sliding entrance and
exit doors with mutually operated

folding steps.

That the cars are intended for

an arduous service, where quick

movement—quick boarding and
alighting—is of vital importance

in preserving schedule require-

ments, grows out of the use of a

separate entrance and exit at the

rear, and the customary sliding

exit door at the front end. With
facilities like these, that make ac-

cess easier and render alighting

quicker and less troublesome, it is

usually possible to secure a uni-

form load distribution; passengers

31-10"

Cars for Muscatine. Track to side sills, 27^ in.: side sills over trolley boards,
8 ft. 9 lA in.: floor to headlining, 7 ft. 9% in.: track to step, U lA in.: step to plat-
form, 12 in.: platform to floor, 8 in. Weight carbody, less elec. equip., 12,000 lb.
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are less prone to hug the rear end
for fear of their not being able to

reach the door at their destina-

tions; the exit at the front is the

greatest filler for that end that

man can devise ; it eliminates
'

' Lots

of room in the front end of the

car." and makes the jingle, ''Step

was developed to help these things

along; the floor plan on page

shows four reversible cross-seats on

each side; but by using two-pas-

senger longitudinal seats in the

ends, and folding seats for one pas-

senger each at each bulkhead en-

trance door, the seating capacity is

(. 4 / '

i

^0* "
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Cars for Muscatixe. Folding seat at entrance door does not obstruct passage.

Longitudinal seats at ends increase aisle space ; permit freer movement

lively, please!" far less necessary,

for passengers naturally avail

themselves of the ease of front

alighting, and, furthermore, peo-

ple who occupy the middle seats

have the choice of two exits. The-

oretically, their fears of inability

to get out at the proper point

should then be cut in two.

Very evidently, the seating plan

brought up to 26, and the wide

aisle, conducive to free movement
and much standing room, is

secured.

\Vhen the American Car Com-
pany commenced building the

eight cars for the Citizens' Rail-

way Company of Muscatine, the

conclusions which we have just

drawn were the factors influencing
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practice to make a sturdy, eco-

nomical car. A standard wood
bottom frame proved correct as to

strength and weight; straight ash

corner and side posts of the usual

dimensions and a strong arch roof

with provision for ventilation as-

the design. But it was not found

necessary to deviate from standard

sured a long-lived body; at the

same time, however, the use of

straight sides offered an admirable

opportunity for a strong rein-

forcement with steel side panels.

Track scrapers, gongs, bells and
other specialties were made by The
J. Gr. Brill Company.

Ten years ago there were nearly as

many different types of cars as there

were railways— now there are more

ar fidf
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|p:;=z=^N these days of radical

fll car designs, the ap-

|| pearance of a new
l| car, following old

" F
' standards to a large

degree, and built, evidently, with
an eye to hard service and operat-

ing economy, lends color to the

belief that radicalism has not

influenced designers where the

older prepayment types meet local

conditions. Undoubtedly, the

Springfield Consolidated Railway
Company, in ordering the car

shown on this page, from the

American Car Company, showed a

careful consideration of its local

requirements, for, from our own
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Cars for Springfield. Well adapted to moderate speed suburban service where
schedules are infrequent and traffic moderately heavy. Brill No. 27-G trucks

Folding and sliding doors and folding steps are accident preventives
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acquaintance with the needs of the

territory, we would be led to be-

lieve that the car is intended for

suburban service. And the car is

to be used in suburban service;

certain characteristics of the new
car, therefore, compared with

similar features of other cars in

use there for less than a year, are

of more than ordinary interest.

The other cars wrere described in

the January issue of Brill Maga-
zine.

In the first place, the use of Brill

ranged for double-end operation;

they are suitable, then, for a line

with fairly heavy traffic and a more
or less infrequent schedule, say, a

car each hour, or thereabouts. The
actual carrying capacity is in-

creased, too, by use of longitudinal

seats, so that the aisle will accom-

modate almost twice the number
of standing passengers that it

would were cross seats used. Run-
ning at high average speed is

helped by generous entrance and
exits that permit quick boarding

Cars for Springfield. Track to side sills, 325i in.; side sills to trolley boards,

8 ft. 9 7A in.; floor to headlining, 7 ft. SY% in.; track to step. 15^ in.; step to plat-

form, 14^ in.; platform to floor, 10 in. Weight of body less electrical equipment,
19,000 lb.

No. 27-G trucks instead of the No. and alighting; the omission of

39-E single-motor type, used under
the other equipment, allows a

higher operating speed; the car

body is considerably larger, and,

no doubt, 100 per cent, traction

and four-motor equipment are

necessary to hold to the schedule.

The lines of the car; its straight

sides; the substantial construction,

make it suitable for something

more than service in the city.

Springfield's population is 51,678,

and from that it would appear that

the older prepayment cars, seating

43 passengers, are large enough,

even for certain types of suburban
work. The new cars seat 52 pas-

sengers and have large prepayment
platforms, and, besides, are ar-

bulkheads tends to avert conges-

tion and confusion at stops. It

isn't always necessary to run so

fast to make the time, if the time

of stops is cut down.
The interior of the car is unusu-

ally plain, very probably to reduce

first and maintenance costs, and
weight, and to discourage the artis-

tic efforts of some classes of pass-

engers—peculiar,the more elaborate

the finish, the greater the tempta-

tion in some passengers to improve

the existing decorative effects.

There is nothing of particular

interest in the bottom frame; it

follows the standard practice

for wood structures, with which

every railroad man is familiar.
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SIGNALS TO GO

Elf y©i& as1® running a street-cery the teac& will nevei 1

tafe® you t® the superintendent's ®ffieeP if you are
©©aastantly 1m need of s®ni€ n€ t® superintend y®M

The more a man does, the more he fits himself to do.

Work for, not against, the corporation that pays you.

Do a little more than is expected of you, and some day you will stop

punching the time-clock.

There are three principles that pay big dividends—Punctuality,

Politeness and Perseverance.

An honest man is the finest piece of workmanship on the job. You
can see in a man's face moral health.

Start up your mental motor; turn on the current of your physical

force; be a power—don't be a trailer.

It is a mistake to regard the strength of an organization as sur-

passing that of the individuals that make it.

It is a false position to feel that you have to work. This is a slave's

version. Always feel that you are to be congratulated on having good
health and being able to work.

The call for common-sense, practical men, was never so loud. An
energetic, hard-working man without education is more valuable to

himself and to others than the technically trained man without common
sense.

Honesty is defined as the "New Virtue." Men have tried every

other method to win, and now they are trying Honesty. An honest

man is the compass of a corporation—the North Star that guides the

company to success.

The conductor that can conquer himself, can conquer others. There
is nothing that will shunt a man on to success faster, more surely, than
by proving he can handle the public. It is the stepping-stone for

something higher up.
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Without the current in the over-head the car stops, it stalls. With-

out the power of ambition, man will never move ahead another foot.

Without power, the over-head wire may as well be hay-wire. Without
ambition, a man mav as well be a wire-worm.

A little trouble, a big difficulty, is only a stimulus to a good man—
only a condition that indicates the degree of strength you require to

overcome the situation. Troubles, disappointments, difficulties, are

placed in your way to tell how big you really are.

On your face you carry the definition of your inside, inmost, inward

thoughts. Your thoughts create an atmosphere of antagonism or of

respect—one or the other. Antagonism does not pay. Get your face

on straight. Bring up the corners of your mouth, and then watch the

corners of the other fellow's mouth mould into a smile.

The foreign class in America are beginning to realize that war
between labor and capital is contrary to progress, and will never bring

about better conditions. They are beginning to understand that peace-

ful co-operation must rule the mature nation in the future. Anarchy
and violence have put an awful crimp in their courage to fight.

The conductor that can listen to complaints, and accept them as im-

personal favors—tips on how to improve the service; the conductor that

lends his ears and not his tongue to a kick, saves a great waste of time

and energy. It takes two to quarrel, and a quarrel never accomplishes

anything in your favor. Self-control is a supreme asset in street-car

service.

Link yourself to the big man. Don't trail after the down-and-outers.

If there are no chances where you stand, step up a few paces and create

a chance. Opportunities will never make you. Opportunities never

made any man—a man makes opportunities. What would an oppor-

tunity avail you if you were not able to improve it. Opportunity is

but an empty word without the man behind it.

Man's mind is a magnet that either attracts or repels other minds,

depending wholly on the current of this man's thoughts. If you start

out in the morning with a chilling, blighting, cross-grained lot of

thoughts, you are sure to find plenty of trouble before the clock strikes

six. The day will be a mirror, and reflect your own disposition—it will

reveal your actions. Xo one has a little bit of use for a crabbed char-

acter. Everyone, eventually, will smile at the good-natured, cheerful,

optimistic man.
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A PAGE OF PLACARDS
OBJECT : To associate ideas that should inspire indi»
wMmal <sf2ostf and ^m^l^ase mei ""•"" Ideas that may fee

Mi©mMed tot© form Made to lit tocal corporations

Give Us Two Men
Give us two men with the red blood of honest purpose—a conductor

that is courteous—a motorman that is mindful of the rights of others

—

give us these two men.
Give ns these Apostles of courtesy and caution.

Sws^i^B Omw Slogan
This company is composed of units—of individuals—men selected

for their special fitness—men who are expected to make the word Service
—good Service, the slogan of our success.

Employees understand that good Service is the vehicle that will

carry them to higher positions.

Good Service includes good manners, courtesy; that costs so little

and returns so much.
It is the purpose of this company to render the best possible Service,

and we will welcome any suggestion for the betterment of our business,

which, after all, hinges largely on the one word—Service.

Tolerate Weakness In Others
It is not necessary to use a club of sarcasm or a battering-ram of

argument to gain a point with a passenger or with anyone—to convince

a fellow who is full of friction, or at cross-purposes with the world.

As we grow older, we are bound to see where life might have been
more serene, more successful, had we been more charitable, more
generous, more tolerant.

It pays always to be patient with men and with mules.

Getting on with other people is a great gift.

The man with a small mind has a tendency to pick flaws, to argue,

to find fault.

Some men always find some old bone to pick. Instead of dropping
the misunderstanding, they insist on "having it out."

The man with the large mind rides over these little annoyances

—

the petty things over which the small man trips and stumbles.

The student of human nature knows that tact is a great producer
of success. Genius without tact is about as valuable as an expired
transfer.

A street-car conductor is not merely a collector of fares—he is the

personal representative of a responsible corporation

—

the actual contact

between citizen and company.
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Confidence—Respect—Reward

The president of an electric railway company,

who has a practical, personal knowledge—an

intimacy of the different details of a public

service, occupies a commanding position—
stands where a survey of the future, an in-

telligent perspective, is possible.

Such an office may be considered as a com-

manding position; but the word "command-
ing" does not imply individual monarchy,

kinghood.

"Commanding," here, means position and

power—means making the best use of the

most complete knowledge—of knowing what

is right, and then having it done right, at

the right time.

The individual influence of a president should

permeate the whole fabric of an organiza-

tion—should direct the course of a corpora-

tion in the right channel.

When the president is the right man, his ability,

his energy, his nerve, is reflected in public

sentiment, in results, in dividends.

The man that can introduce new principles into

an old company—that can approach the pub-

lic with a feeling of good will—that can pass

promptly on important matters—that has a

practical knowledge of his responsibilities,

and can impart this knowledge to his asso-

ciates—that has courtesy without descending

to the lower level of loss of discipline—that

can exercise patience with impatient patrons,

wins confidence, wins respect, wins the re-

wards for which we all work—profits.
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|ALPH PETERS, president of the Long Island Railroad, the

| New York & Rockaway Beach Railway, the Montauk

| Steamboat Company and 18 other subsidiary companies,
!?-MimiuiMii iilltlllll Ilf= =

was born at Atlanta, Ga., November 19, 1853. In 1872,

he was graduated from the University of Georgia and embarked on

his varied and interesting railroad career. Late in the year of his

graduation, he entered railway service; he rose rapidly, and, in 1874,

resigned as superintendent of the Atlanta Street Railway to join

the operating staff of the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.

Louis Railway. From February, 1881, to October, 1885, he filled

various railroad superintendencies, after which he was elected vice-

president of the Cincinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth Railroad; in

1888, he became its president and retained the position till April, 1905.

During that long period, he was also general agent of the Pittsburgh,

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway, at Cincinnati; superintendent

of the Cincinnati, Lebanon & Northern Railway; from June, 1901, to

April, 1905, general superintendent of the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chi-

cago & St. Louis Railway, the Cincinnati & Muskingum Valley Railroad

and the Cincinnati, Lebanon & Northern Railway—all components of

the southwest system of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh.

April 6, 1905, Mr. Peters was chosen president of the Long Island Rail-

road, which, since his incumbency, has electrified more steam railroad

mileage than any other railroad in the world.
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Conditio hich Govern the Tyj
for City Service

ILines of the Washington Water Power

HE rapidity with
which the large cities

in the Northwestern

United States have
"" ' ""n grown to their pres-

ent metropolitan proportions be-

comes more impressive with each

one that is studied. In the

June issue of Brill Magazine we
discussed traffic conditions and

cars in Seattle; now we present

some interesting observations on

Spokane—Washington's largest in-

land city and the center of a rich

country, locally known as the

" Inland Empire."
Spokane lies midway between

Washington 's boundaries with

British Columbia on the north and
Oregon on the south; it is but a

few miles west of the Idaho line,

242 miles east of Seattle and Puget
Sound and a hundred miles far-

ther from the Pacific Ocean. The
comparatively thin population of

the vast surrounding country has

made Spokane the metropolis of a

district within a radius of about

150 miles of the city—a rich terri-

tory of approximately 70,600

square miles, containing every im-

portant commercial raw product.

The district to the east—Coeur

d'Alene—and other rugged, moun-
tainous sections of northern

Washington andIdaho, eastern

northeastern Oregon, are rich in

gold, silver and lead, and the inter-

vening flat-lands and rolling coun-

try produce enormous quantities of

grains and fruits. The so-called

"Palouse" and "Big Bend" coun-

tries to the south and west of the

city are famous for the quantity

and quality of their wheat. Spok-

ane has naturally become the job-

bing and distributing center of the

"Inland Empire."
The city is young—its entire

history, from the first settlement

until today, has been made during

the lives of comparatively young
men, and for that, its present con-

dition is the more remarkable. It

was founded as Spokane Falls—

a

mere trading post until that time

—in 1874. In 1881 the Northern

Pacific Railway came; it gave

Spokane its real start; in 1889

—

the year in which almost the en-

tire business section was destroyed

by fire—the Union Pacific interests

built the present Oregon-Washing-

ton Railroad & Navigation Com-
pany's line into the city; three

years later, and just after the name
had been changed to Spokane, the

Great Northern Railway reached

the city. Its growth since then has

been a repetition of the wonder-

stories that are told of most of the

big far-western cities. A most
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TRACK SYSTEM
or THE

WASHINGTON WATER POWER CO
SPOKANE. WASH.

Spokane Traffic Conditions and Cars. In addition to the lines shown on the
map, another street railway is operated by the Spokane Traction Company

convincing picture of this develop-

ment is presented by Spokane's
importance as a manufacturing
and commercial center, when it is

considered that, beginning with
nothing in 1872, it has developed
a business that was represented by
151 concerns with an aggregate

capital investment of $48,300,000
in 1910. Unfortunately, there are

no figures at hand to trace the

rapidity of growth, but it is a well-

known fact that between 1900 and
1905, capital investment and out-

put increased 145 and 135 per
cent., respectively. The principal
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products of manufacture are those

of lumber and planing mills;

rough lumber and timber mills;

flour and grist mills; breweries

and foundry and machine shops.

Spokane's city limits form an

almost perfect square. The Spok-

ane River enters the city on the

east; then it turns south till it

reaches a point perhaps l1/^ miles

east of the business center. From
here it follows a crooked course

through the center, and just be-

fore reaching the western city

limit meanders north, finally cross-

ing the western boundary to join

the Columbia River. The river

plays an important part in Spok-

ane's arrangement and in the de-

velopment of its industries; it di-

vides the city into distinct north

and south divisions, and it is es-

timated that its two falls, in the

center of the city, can generate

over 35,000 hydro-electric horse-

power at low water. Of these,

about 17,000 are utilized for com-

mercial and railroad purposes in

the city and 9,000 are transmitted

to the mines at Coeur d'Alene.

A park system, made up of vari-

ous small parks, aggregating about

320 acres that are scattered about

the city, and a large tract of 1,022

acres, just beyond the western out-

skirts, are ample in area for a city

with a population of 104,402. Un-
like many of the newer cities, the

street plan and park system are

not definitely linked; they have no
connection through park-like bou-

levards; the street plan was de-

veloped independently along rec-

tangular lines. The passage of the

river through the city disturbed

the arrangement but very little;

even there the rectangularity seems

to have been maintained with as-

siduity. In the southern part of

Spokane, between the river and
Manito Park, there are several

small irregular sections; the pres-

ence of hills and a comparatively

high plateau in that region has

made this necessary, but the sec-

tions so affected are such very

small parts of the city, and are

not at all traversed by lines of The
Washington Water Power Com-
pany, that they play no part in

the operation and track system of

the street railway.

The main business section, the

focal point of the surface lines,

is near the city's geographical cen-

ter, just south of the Spokane
river; its most active part lies be-

tween the Great Northern and
Northern Pacific Railway Stations.

While all the lines of the Washing-
ton Water Power Company con-

verge in this district, they cannot

be said to lead to a single point;

the whole territory is grid-ironed

with the company's lines. The
largest amount of trackage is prob-

ably in the northern part of Spok-

ane; here the parallel routes aver-

age perhaps half a mile apart, and
gradually come closer together as

the center is approached; in the

southwestern and western portions,

the map indicates clearly how the

lines serve the local residential

sections.

There is naturally a heavy daily

traffic movement from the outly-

ing residential sections to the cen-

tral business district, and while

the track capacity by no means
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has been reached, the Washington
Water Power Company has made
ample provision for the future in

both the arrangement of tracks

and storage facilities, and in the

car design that may be considered

standard on the system. During
the summer months and during the

it has an unusually good locatiou,

being but two and a half miles

from the center of the city. The
haul is short, and during the sum-
mer season the immense cars—and
they are among the largest ever

built for city service—are filled to

capacity; the ratio of net earnings

Spokane Traffic Conditions and Cars. The Washington Water Power Company,
which occupies this structure, operates a street railway, an interurban line and

hydro-electric plants in the Spokane district

winter, too. to a certain extent,

large numbers of passengers are

transported to Xatatorium Park,

near the western city limits. The
park is operated by the Railway

Company and is used, of course, to

stimulate traffic—a rather simple

problem when an amusement re-

sort is as attractive and complete,

in its appurtenances, as this one.

From the company's standpoint,

to operating expenses should be

particularly attractive on that line.

The various public parks scattered

throughout Spokane vie with each

other for public popularity; much
extra business is derived from

these sources.
*

Here, too, may be added the heavy

passenger traffic developed along

the Washington Water Power
Company's high-speed interurban
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line, that runs between Spokane,

Medical Lake and Cheney, in

the southwest. The line is 29

miles long, on a single track

basis, and is thoroughly pro-

tected by automatic two-position,

upper-quadrant electric motor sig-

nals, actuated by 2,200 volt alter-

nating current. It is one of the

very few roads in this country on

which automatic train stops, oper-

ating in unison with all home sig-

nals, have been installed. After

the interurban trains leave the

high-speed line, they proceed to

the interurban terminal through

the city streets. Quite naturally

they add to the burden of car

movement, and it is assumed that

their tendency is to impair the

speed on city lines; not for any
lack of speed capacity, of course,

but for their slower passenger-

handling facilities. However, the

effect of the loss of time that in-

terurban trains on the streets

might entail, would not be great,

and with the speed capacity that

Spokane Traffic Conditions and Cabs. The high-speed interurban line to
Medical Lake and Cheney is equipped with automatic electric motor signals

and integral train stops
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Spokane Traffic Conditions and Cars. Standard car of the
Washington Water Power Company. Brill No. 27-E trucks

the city cars possess, they should

be well able to regain any loss with

comparatively little effort.

The heaviest traffic point on the

system is the intersection of How-
ard Street and Riverside Avenue;
the view on the front cover was
taken almost at that crossing. This

is in the heart of Spokane—the

focal point of the street railway

lines. In order to pass from one

extremity of the city to another

it is necessary for passengers to

pass through or near this point.

The map shows plainly the track

plan at the city's center; the ar-

row points to the heaviest inter-

section, where 104 cars pass each

hour during the morning and even-

ing rush hours, or at the rate of

one every 34.6 seconds; in other

words, more cars pass this crossing

in each hour than the total num-
ber of cars in service at such times

—83. Normally, 51 cars are suf-

ficient for all the lines, but 144

are available for unusually heavy
traffic demands. The city lines of

the Washington Water Power
Company amount to about 80 miles

on a single-track basis; the Spok-

ane Traction Company—a subsid-

iary of the Spokane and Inland

Empire R. R.—operates a city sys-

tem also. During 1912, the opera-

tion of the Water Power lines re-

sulted in 3,394,018 passenger car

miles and the transportation of

17,449,757 revenue passengers; in-

cluding free passengers, 20,726,-

062 people in all were carried. On
the basis of revenue passengers,

only, this would indicate the traffic

density to have been 5.14 passen-

gers per car mile. These figures

include the interurban line to

Medical Lake and Cheney, but

that being so small a part of the

m%i

Spokane Traffic Conditions and Cars. These are the longest closed prepay-
ment cars which have ever been built for surface railways. Seating capacity, 58
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system, from a traffic standpoint,

figures for the city lines, only,

would hardly be much at variance

with those given here.

Several years ago the Washing-
ton Water Power Company, in go-

ing over the question of new city

cars with The J. G. Brill Corn-

ranged for single-end operation, in

the use of an emergency exit door

on the devil-strip side of the rear

platform. The car bodies measure
38 ft. over the corner posts and
51 ft. over the bumpers; the seat-

ing capacity is 58. The figures

convey at once the great size of

Spokane Traffic Conditions and Cars. The upper window sashes are stationary
and the lower raise full height. The deck sashes are operated in pairs, with

single fixed sashes between each operating pair

pany, decided on a type of prepay-

ment car that was fully discussed

in the May, 1911, issue of Brill
Magazine. While the cars pre-

sented no radical departures from
standard forms of prepayment
cars, they were noteworthy in their

extremely large size; in the use of

sliding entrance and exit doors at

the rear platform; and, being ar-

the car, and the seating capacity

is large, even for today, when rad-

ical designs have produced large

seating capacities through extreme

economy of floor space. However,
58 is a large number for a stand-

ard type of car, with platforms at

both ends. The rear platform is

very long—6 ft. 10y2 in.—largely

on account of the door arrange-
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ment, it seems. In-

stead of the usual

double-leaf folding
doors, two sliding

doors, with a common
central pocket, are

provided. At first

glance, this would
seem to rob the pas-

sages of too much
necessary space, and,

while it does narrow

them a trifle, they are

amply wide for the

volume of traffic that

may be expected in

Spokane, and have an

advantage in separat-

ing boarding and
alighting passengers

more effectually than

would otherwise be

the case. The con-

ductor's position is

the same as in other

prepayment types ; the

arrangement of the

pipe railings is simple.

The body contains twenty-two

stationary back cross seats—

a

large number—but experience in

other cities showed the wisdom of

longitudinal seats at the ends; this

practice was followed. The front

platform is interesting in some re-

spects. About iwo-thirds of the

space is allotted to a motorman's
cab ; this left a space sufficiently

wide for a two-passenger longitud-

inal seat on the devil-strip side.

This is an unostentatious economy
of space, but the application is

worthy of emulation, for so long

as passengers are to be accommo-
dated on the front platform, there

Spokane Traffic Conditions and Cars. The entrance and
exit doors are separated by a panel into which they
slide. The doors are operated singly or together by a

pair of levers

is no apparent reason why they

should stand, rather than sit, pro-

viding seats are not obstructions.

Beyond this the illustrations and
the floor plan make every feature

of the cars clear.

There is nothing of especial note

in either the bottom or upper
framing. Standard practice was

preserved as far as possible. The
side sills are wood, with steel plate

reinforcement; the crossings and
truss rods are standard. The cars

are mounted on Brill No. 27-E

high speed trucks, to give extra

speed capacity in the open coun-

try beyond the city limits.
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TM& M^(0&lilyM Center-Entrance Car

I EAVY traffic condi-

I tions, in a large com-

| plex city with a mul-

I tiplicity of car lines,
" ';;==;iii ''""" ;i

require very special

treatment when the question as to

the most economical, the most ef-

ficient, car type, arises—a car type

inland points on Long Island is

marked; the regular, heavy all-

year-around traffic to and from
the borough of Manhattan (New
York City) is the agent that

actually shapes the operation of

the surface lines. The city cov-

ers a large area, but practically

Cars for Brooklyn. The interior of the car and the mounting of equipment
was completed by the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company. Mounted on Brill

single-motor trucks

that is best fitted for maintaining

a high schedule speed, carrying a

large number of passengers com-

fortably, reducing accidents to the

lowest point and reducing operat-

ing costs.

Traffic conditions in the borough

of Brooklyn (New York City) are

not duplicated in any other city in

the world; the influence of sum-

mer traffic to seashore resorts and

only one-third, or at best, one-half,

is densely populated. This pecul-

iar situation has created an exceed-

ingly heavy car movement on cer-

tain arteries leading from the two

principal termini, which becomes

lighter as some of the lines branch

off for various parts of the bor-

ough. At some points, particularly

Borough Hall, one of the heaviest

traffic centers, loops have been es-
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tablished to expedite movement,

With all this, and with the assist-

ance of the elevated railways, the

traffic has continued to increase

steadily; the use of many of the

city's outlying sections for resi-

dence purposes has imposed so

heavy a burden on most of the

lines that some means had to be

devised to bring about one or all

of the following results : to main-

tain a given number of passenger

seats on a route and at the same
time reduce the number of cars

and increase the speed; to in-

crease the number of seats with-

out increasing the number of cars

and improve the running time

;

to maintain the present running

time and increase the number of

cars and seats ; in each of the fore-

going cases to reduce operating ex-

penses per car and render a gen-

erally better service to the public

When the question concerning

the design of new cars arose, the

conditions which have just been

discussed were considered as the es-

sentials in any design ; careful in-

vestigations were made by the

Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company
of the way in which somewhat sim-

ilar operating problems were
solved in other cities ; of course, the

solutions applied in other cities

were not wholly applicable to

Brooklyn. Further investigation

showed the need of an absolutely

new design. With the results to

be achieved it soon became appar-

ent that structural features of the

most radical nature would be in-

volved; that the entire car would
be the product of a careful engi-

neering analysis of every phase of

the situation.

A sample car was built; and,

after an experimental period, an

order for the entire framing and
the trucks for 100 cars was placed

with The J. Gr. Brill Company. An
all-steel center-entrance design of

maximum capacity, lightest safe

weight, and, apparently, the great-

est ease of handling, was chosen.

The most startling features are, of

course, the light all-steel structure

and the large seating capacity,

coupled with means for unusually

quick boarding and alighting. The

T'VZNJQ^

him iimini
Cars for Brooklyn. The bottom frame is relieved of nearly all strain by the
side girders, which are made up of the side plates, door posts and letter boards

over the doors
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Cars for Brooklyn. Composition flooring is laid on the arch metal sub-floor.

The long ramp from the platform well to the bolsters is almost imperceptible

use of pressed-steel shapes made
possible so light a structure that,

fully equipped, the weight is but

638 lbs. per seated passenger as

compared with 1,085 lbs. for the

recent convertible car in use there.

Surely, this reduction in weight

alone should prove a big factor in

reducing operating and mainte-

nance costs; the seating capacity,

by careful arrangement, has been

brought to 58—an increase of ten

over a former typical car—with

but a 3-ft. 3-in. increase in over-all

length. The increase in track ca-

pacity and the improvement in the

ratio of passengers carried to car-

mileage, or any other item of oper-

ating or maintenance expense,

should have a marked effect on net

earnings.

The important structural point

is a side construction designed to

carry the bulk of the load, and
a proportionately light bottom

frame that is so much a part of

the entire structure that the two
parts must be considered as a

whole. The bottom frame, as such,

is given only sufficient strength to

tie the sides together, and to carry

the weight of air-brake and elec-

trical apparatus, the composition

floor, the seats and passenger load.

The side structure is in the form
of a single truss on each side, in

which the bottom frame side sills

—3 by 2y2 by %-in. angles

—
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Cars for Brooklyn. Compressor and other air equipment between
the center platform and pony wheels of the single-motor truck

merely give the sides lateral stiff-

ness by securing them to the bot-

tom frame. The system of stresses

that are set up is interesting to

trace. From the front corner

posts to each door post the entire

side below the belt rail is a single,

steel plate girder. Each door post

is a built-up pressed-steel box sec-

tion, with suitable openings for the

sliding doors, and at the upper end

is fixed to a deep, steel letter panel,

with a pressed-steel reinforcing

member behind it, that binds the

two posts together. The members

just discussed form the side truss;

the binding letter panel between

the door posts is its highest point.

It would be too much a matter of

unnecessary detail to repeat here

the actual calculations, the fibre

stress, or the section modulus of

the load-bearing pieces; suffice it

to say that the side girders from

the ends to the door posts have

the tendency to sag away from the

bolster, putting their upper edges

in tension and the lower in com-

pression ; the upright door posts,

too, are mainly in tension, though
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Cars for Brooklyn. Electrical apparatus in same relative

position as the brake equipment, but at the opposite end

the tendency to bend inwardly sub-

jects them to certain compressional

strains. The letter panel between

them is in compression, for the

tendency of the structure is to

spread at the bottom of the center

entrance. However, while the

bending moments at the angles are

great, the liberal allowance of

metal, where it does useful work,

and the form of the shapes give a

large factor of safety and, in ad-

dition, the continuity of the bot-

tom frame side sills gives further

reinforcement at the entrance

—

normally, the weakest part of the

structure. The letter panels be-

tween the door posts and the ends

are not properly load carriers ; but
they are in tension, and with the

side posts, the lower ends of which
are riveted to the side girders and
are subsequently parts of them,

they assist in stabilizing the ends

of the car framing.

One of the most difficult ob-

stacles that had to be overcome in

designing the car, was the placing

of air-brake and electrical appara-

tus beneath the bottom frame and
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still maintain a reasonable clear-

ance over the pavement. For this

reason, a well, rather than an en-

tire low floor, was adopted; the lib-

eral areas between the edges of the

well and the trucks, whose pony

wheels are nearer the center-en-

trance, gave admirable space for

this purpose, coupled with the fact

of the absence of motor obstruction

by having the motors near the car

ends.

An ingenious method was pur-

sued to get the low, stepless floor

at the center-entrance, and still use

standard Brill No. 62-E single

motor trucks. The side sills were

depressed enough to bring the

floor-level within 16-in. of the rail,

while the belt rail remained hori-

zontal; consequently, the steel side

plates were made deeper toward

the center and gave the car side

—the main supporting truss—its

greatest vertical strength where it

was most needed. However, in or-

der to retain the usual truck bol-

ster height, the car floor could not

be depressed as deeply as the plat-

form floor; so it was ramped 5-in.

from each body bolster to the edge

of the center platform, where it

ends at the step riser, 10-in. above

the floor. Pressed steel channel

Cars for Brooklyn. Center entrance is 6 ft. 6 in. wide. Conductor controls
electro-pneumatic sliding doors, and registers fares by means of push buttons
on column in center. Seats opposite closed doors slide under longitudinal

seats in compartments
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Cars for Brooklyn. Ingenious arrangement of hinged partitions, fold-
ing seats and roller curtain to provide motorman's cab. See next page

crossings and similar stringers

support the floor and give the

structure lateral bracing. Pressed-

steel channel crossings of a 3-16-in.

thickness act as step risers ; their

under sides are fixed to pressed-

steel platform floor supports.

But the chief features of the

whole car, its most interesting

points, are its passenger accom-

modations, its means of rapid in-

gress and egress and their effect

on traffic. The heavy traffic on

the Brooklyn lines has already

been pointed out, as has the ad-

vantage of short stops and large

seating capacity. That the no-step

arrangement at the platform is an

accelerator goes without saying,

but the opening itself is 6-ft. 6-in.

wide, allowing a generous middle

passage for entrance and two am-

ply wide side passages, for exit.

The conductor is stationed behind

a thick column that is in the cen-

ter of the platform; so it follows

that passengers for both ends

must pass in front of him, and
with the large dimensions, conges-

tion is practically out of the ques-

tion. The seating arrangement,

while designed for maximum use,

consistent with comfort, takes into

consideration the necessity for free

movement, so the seats next to the

center-entrance are longitudinal
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and give a big aisle width; follow-

ing these are four reversible cross-

seats, and beyond, a small longitud-

inal seat on each side. Provision

is made for motorman's cabs at

each end, but they are so arranged

that the partitions at the end not

introduced that aid in shortening

stops: several switches with push
buttons are placed in both sides of

the conductor's column, from
which he opens and closes the elec-

tro-pneumatic sliding doors and
can also register fares. The ele-

Cabs for Brooklyn. Metamorphosis of end of car shown on pre-
ceding page. Arrangement increases seating capacity by five

in use can be folded down to form
a series of folding semi-circular

seats. Obviously, this is economic

use of space, but the seating ca-

pacity is further increased by

placing two sliding longitudinal

seats opposite the exit doors on the

closed side, immediately behind the

conductor, so a total seating ca-

pacity of 58 is obtained. Beyond
this, several novel contrivances are

ment of safety that is brought in

in this way, especially when it is

considered that the doors cannot

be opened while the car is in mo-

tion and that no current can be fed

into the motors before they are

closed, certainly makes for safe

and quick operation. Heaters are

installed in ducts along the car

side in the usual manner; an in-

teresting point is the use of the
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Cars for Brooklyn. With this seating plan and form of steel construction,
the weight per seated passenger is only 658 lb.; complete weight. 37,104 lb.

pressed-steel channel step risers, at

the center-entrance, for additional

heaters. The entire construction

of the interiors of the cars, as well

as the roofs, and the installation of

the equipment was completed at

the shops of the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit Company.

These cars are among the most

interesting and boldest develop-

ments for city use, and seem ap-

plicable particularly, with their

many valuable refinements, where
extremely heavy traffic conditions

exist. They undoubtedly point to

a marked reduction in operating

and maintenance costs and to a

well-satisfied traveling public.

Add to a man's knoivledge of electric railway opera-

tion and railway commercial and economic conditions

in general, mechanical engineering, electrical engi-

neering, wood and steel working in all their branches,

brass, iron and steel foundry practice, ventilation,

lighting and heating, painting and decorating; then

through long and intimate acquaintance and dealings
with railway managers and operators let him be-

come thoroughly ingrained with a practical knowledge

of the more or less widely divergent railway traffic

problems of the big cities, the peculiarities and lim-

itations of electric traction in the smaller cities, the

pros and cons of the passenger and freight business

of big and little interurban systems, and much more,

chiefly relating to motors, electrical equipment, over-

head and track, etc., and he may eventually become
an electric car builder.
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T&d IEwDl ;nil©5m of the Califoral

S^g ID<B^i&®p8ttosit on the United Railn
of Saa Francise®

HEN the first Cali- tirely adequate from every stand-

fornia type cars were

used in the far-west-

ern cities, a good
=
"

"'in »" -B .
-," """ mr

' many years ago, they

excited uncommon interest. They
seemed admirably adapted to lo-

calities with warm, semi-tropical

climates. Their fitness for the cit-

ies of California soon found a

place for them on the principal

city lines, and before many years

they became the standard type of

city car on several systems. The
older form of the California type

—which, by the way, is still in

active service in most of the cities

where it was originally introduced

—followed standard electric street-

car practice very closely from a

structural standpoint. It had a

wood bottom frame like that found
on the average summer car, but

the side posts were more like those

found in closed cars; the reason

for this is apparent, in that the

open sections were usually pro-

vided with center or side aisles,

without running boards. In most
cases drop-platforms were not

used; this carries with it the ad-

vantages of lower first cost and
continuous framing, from end to

end, in the same plane. Cars of

this type, as they were used in the

west, retained the advantages of

both open and closed cars, and so

far as wooden cars went, were en-

point.

With the advent of steel in elec-

tric car construction, great operat-

ing economies, reduction in

weight per seated passenger, and
a stronger structure, requiring less

maintenance, were possible of

achievement with but slight

changes in design. Furthermore,

by a slight manipulation, the well-

recognized principles of bridge en-

gineering could be adopted, with

the result of self-sustaining car-

bodies; that is, the conversion of

the car-body into a structure that

does not depend on the bottom

frame as a means of support, but

rather as a means to tie the sides

and ends together—to preserve a

definite lateral and longitudinal

spacing of parts—and to carry the

direct load of the floor, seats, pas-

sengers and electrical and air ap-

paratus.

In the design of its new steel

California type cars, of which the

American Car company recently

completed 65, the engineering

force of the United Railroads of

San Francisco used, as a premise

to any design, the climatic require-

ments, the evident wishes of the

traveling public and the desirabil-

ity of the prepayment system. The
use of steel for the greater part of

the structure was determined

upon, largely for its probable re-
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duction of maintenance costs; the

reduction of fire hazard; its

greater resistance in collisions,

when properly distributed, and its

ability to be so placed as to give

the structure the greatest possible

strength for each pound of mate-

rial used—a reduction in weight

per seat, stability being equal.

Traffic conditions in San Fran-

cisco were thoroughly considered

in addition to questions of pure

engineering. Time studies were

ter fitted for the work than two
motors with only about 70 per

cent, of the weight on the driving

wheels.

The greatest point of difference

between the new California type

cars and those of older design,

aside from the use of steel, is the

fact that the car sides below the

belt rail extend the full length of

the body, including the open sec-

tions; while this robs the car of

the true characteristics of the orig-

igfllPilLLfJlMB1
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Cars for San Francisco. California prepayment type with steel side-
girders as main support. Semi-steel construction. Brill No. 27-G trucks

made to determine the length of

time required for each passenger

in boarding and alighting and

from these the most economical

widths for entrance and exit

spaces were computed; the ar-

rangement of seats was arrived at

in a similar way; the use of pipe

stanchions instead of hand-straps

is the result of another investiga-

tion. In the same way Brill No.

27-G short-base pivotal trucks

were chosen ; they presented better

speed capacity than single motor
trucks on San Francisco's exces-

sive grades, since four motors with

100 per cent, traction seemed bet-

inal California type, the omission

of sashes in the window frames
keeps the sections open. The par-

ticular advantage of the form of

construction adopted for the San
Francisco cars is purely struc-

tural; it provides closed car con-

struction, with its inherent

strength, in the whole body.

The car's main strength lies in

its side construction. A 3-32-in.

side plate, together with yellow-

pine side sills as the bottom chord,

and angles, broken for each side

post, as the top chord, form a plate

girder that stiffens the whole car-

side and relieves the bottom frame
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of most of the strain that tends to

deflect it from the horizontal.

Hereto, the side posts are relieved

of the usual racking of car-body

upper-framing in that they sim-

ply support the roof and its ap-

purtenances ; where they pass the

side plate, they are set between

vertical angles that act as stiffen-

ers for the side girder—a function

often performed by the posts. The
decision to use drop platforms ne-

cessitated a revision of usual Cali-

fornia type design ; they were used

because they made for greater

safety and speed in boarding and
alighting. Built-up, steel-plate

platform knees were brought well

back to the body bolsters; their

factor of safety allowed a big mar-
gin with even 25 persons on the

platform. However, to relieve the

side girders of too heavy a load

due to the leverage of the plat-

forms, flat-bar upper trusses pass

along their upper edges through

the full length of the car and an-

chor under the corner posts. Very
light weights were secured in us-

ing the side-girder construction ; it

made possible the use of very light

posts and allowed a considerable

reduction of cross-section in the

crossings, end sills and other mem-
bers of the bottom frame. The
Brill plain-arch roof simplified

construction considerably and,

while it reduced weight, its form

Cars for San Francisco. Most of these cars have longitudinal seats in closed
compartment, but some have cross seats on one side, increasing seating capacity

by two. Folding seats used on front platform
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Cars for San Francisco. By swinging prepayment railing, it
forms either conductor's station or guard to motorman's space

of construction added to the ag-

gregate strength.

The arrangement of the plat-

forms, and the open and closed

compartments, is based on a scien-

tific study of San Francisco's re-

quirements. Stop-watch observa-

tions that were made indicated the

advantages of large prepayment
platforms. It was found, subse-

quent to their being placed in

service, that with these cars, load-

ing required only 1.1 second per
passenger and unloading at the

front exit, 0.95 second. The nor-

mal time of stops, therefore, com-
pares favorably with that in other
cities and points to a close adher-
ence to schedules, even though
these may call for comparatively
high speeds and frequent stops.

The platform railing at the con-
ductor's position is made to serve
a double purpose; the floor-plan

above shows how, in the one
case, it gives a wide passage for

entering passengers, and in the

other, acts as a guard rail to the

motorman's place.

Two seating plans are used, the

difference being in the closed com-
partment on some of the cars.

Each open compartment is the re-

verse of the other; when the plat-

forms are considered as being in

the rear, three reversible pivoted
cross seats for six passengers are

on the exit side; two cross seats

and a longitudinal corner seat, to

give greater clearance at the en-

trance, are on the opposite side.

In most of the cars the closed com-
partment has longitudinal seats on
both sides; however, some are

equipped with cross seats on one

side. The purpose of this arrange-

ment is probably to have cars of

the utmost comfort, or capacity,
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on various lines, according as they

are better fitted. The seating ca-

pacity is further increased by two
longitudinal platform seats, that

are used only at the front end ; a

long seat is on the devil-strip side

and a shorter one between the

right-hand vestibule post and the

exit. The total seating capacity of

the cars having both cross and
longitudinal seats in the closed

section is 52 ; those having longitu-

dinal seats, only, seat 50, but their

standing capacity is relatively

greater. Much care was given the

question of standing space; this

is reflected in an aisle width of

33 in. between cross seats in the

open sections.

In all, the car shows what can

be done to attain the greatest

economy of space, without sacrifice

of comfort; it shows the extent to

which the judicious use of steel

and wood can be made to produce

a light, resilient and strong body.

This form of California type un-

doubtedly will be watched with

much interest, and the results of

its operation should prove a valu-

able contribution to the art of elec-

tric railroading.

The priming, paint and varnish on a

double-truck city car of average length

weigh close to 500 pounds.

The Jaeto®a Ught A Traction C®mpaay

'""'if
T IS not very often

fll that we find a road

I| using both double

|| and single-truck cars

with practically iden-

tical body designs. Let us qualify

;

there are naturally physical

changes that make the bodies dif-

fer in some respects—shorter

length; proportional changes in

platform dimensions ; seating ca-

pacity. But these changes affect

the structure, as such, very little;

they actually tend to increase its

efficiency, since they provide for

the greater or less traffic that the

car is expected to handle; they es-

tablish its greater ultimate

economy.

Both of the cars in question are

standard forms of Brill Semi-Con-

vertible prepayment types; that is

to say, they follow the lines of

previous prepayment designs that

have now come to be looked upon
as successful, where they are fitted

to the needs of their territories. It

is safe to assume that in the case

of the Jackson Light & Traction

Company the single-truck car is,

in a measure, the forerunner of

the larger type. This is assumed
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Cars for Jackson. The single-truck car is a duplicate of the double-truck car
shown on page 250, except for length. Mounted on Brill No. 21-E truck

because of certain local conditions

that point to the former prevalence

of smaller cars : the city is in the

south central part of Mississippi;

it is the State capital, and while

its resident population is only 21,-

262, a political center is always a

mecca for visitors; so the popula-

tion is barely a safe guide to the

extent of traffic. But the rate of

growth of many southern cities

has been rapid and bids fair to

continue so ; in that event the next

ten years may show sufficient

growth to affect the transit lines

very materially. Jackson plays a

fairly important role in a commer-
cial way; the principal industries

are lumbering and cotton-raising;

it is served by the Illinois Central,

Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, Gulf

& Ship Island, New Orleans Great

Northern and Alabama & Vicks-

burg Railways.

A discussion of the double-truck

car applies equally well to the

other ; the points of difference will

be brought out as we proceed. The
important feature is the Brill

Semi-Convertible window system.

AYhile the distinct advantage of

these windows lies in their absolute

Cars for Jackson. Track to side sills. 27 1/ in.: side sills over trolley boards, 8 ft.

% lA in.; floor to headlining, 7 ft. 6}$ in.: track to step, 12^8 in.; step to platform.
12 in.; platform to floor. 9f6 in.
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Cars for Jackson. A standard form of Brill semi-convertible prepayment car
with Brill No. 47-G short-base pivotal trucks. Platform doors and folding steps

are a safety feature

adaptability to any locality, any
climate, they are particularly well

fitted to the southern cities of the

temperate zone, and aside from
their advantages from a climatic

standpoint, improve traffic-hand-

ling facilities to a considerable ex-

tent. The factor that is chiefly re-

sponsible for their popularity is

that both the upper and lower

sashes can be raised at will into

the roof pockets by any passenger,

which, during the heated term,

converts the car into an open one,

without danger of breaking the

glass in the sashes nor dislocating

their frames ; also, all the good
points of closed car construction

are retained. For smaller roads,

like that in Jackson, and for

larger ones, too, it is not necessary

to indulge in the luxury of open-

car equipment—a big saving in

equipment investment and the ex-

pense of storage space. From a

traffic standpoint their advantage
lies chiefly in the greater inside

width—from six to seven-and-a-

half inches—that they allow, with-

out increasing the outside width;

a wider aisle with a given width
of seat, or a given aisle with a

wider seat make for freer move-
ment through the car or increased

comfort for passengers.

The platform arrangement of

both cars is alike; it is a typical

adaptation of the prepayment sys-

tem. The plan is for double-end

operation, so each platform is a

Cars for Jackson. Track to side sills, 31^4 in.; side sills over trolley boards. 8 ft.

x% in.; floor to headlining. 7 ft. 6 lA in.: track to step, l5Ys in.; step to platform,
U lA inches; platform to floor, 9Vs in.
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duplicate of the other. The en-

trance and exit sides have two-leaf

folding doors for ingress and a

single, inwardly swinging door for

egress ; a common folding step acts

in unison with the doors; the con-

ductor has the controlling mechan-

ism within easv reach. The exit

The use of the prepayment plan

presages large increases in the

number of passengers—if this is

not already large; the Brill Semi-

Convertible window system shows

a high regard for the public com-

fort and welfare.

The seating arrangement in-

Cafs for Jackson. Interiors of double and single-truck cars identical except for
seating capacity. Both have standard bulkhead arranged for prepayment operation

door at the front is of the cus-

tomary form that slides back into

a pocket ; when it is opened or shut

by the motorman. the folding step,

shown in the side views, acts with

it. That both the double and sin-

gle-truck cars are identical, up to

this point indicates that their de-

signs must have been chosen with

great care; with a minute knowl-

edge of Jackson's requirements.

eludes nothing unusual or untried;

it is the same, in both cars, as

many that are used in other cit-

ies, and except where traffic den-

sity is extreme, like in New York
City or Newark, N. J., for in-

stance, it affords the greatest de-

gree of comfort that can be ob-

tained in a city car with platforms

at both ends. In the larger type,

four reversible cross seats are op-
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posite the four windows near the

center. Corner longitudinal seats,

for five passengers each, give a

much increased aisle-width with-

out reducing the number of seats;

the car will accommodate 36 pas-

sengers. The smaller car is pre-

cisely the same in its seating plan

as the floor plan on page 249 will

show, except that it has two cross-

seats on either side instead of four

;

its seating capacity is conse-

quently reduced to 28. The large

cars are mounted on Brill No. 27-G

trucks and the smaller ones on the

Brill standard single truck—No.

21-E.

In both cars the structural feat-

ures are simply applications of

standard practice. Railway men
are familiar with every detail, and
a glance at the illustrations will

reproduce the images of the stand-

ard wood bottom frame and stand-

ard upper structure in the mind's

eye.

The cars were built in the shops

of the American Car Company

—

five of the larger and four of the

smaller type.

If a real name like "Radiax" could

have been found for each of our other

trucks, you can wager we never would
have resorted to "57-XYZ," etc.

Steel Mi : i : mfi u 1

1

jj'fHIS interesting car was

II built for the Dallas

II Consolidated Electric

SI Street Railway Com-
pany by the American

Car Company. The economy of

such a car is obvious, and the

design and construction unusually

well suited to the purposes for

which it is intended. Mounted on
trucks with 6-ft. 6-in. wheel base
and equipped with four 65 hp.

motors, give it ample capacity for

general hauling and switching ser-

vice. The frame is made up mainly
of 10-in. channel side sills and 10-

in. I-beam center sills, 8-in double

channel crossings and body bolsters

made of two 10-in. I-beams with

12-in. by 1-in. top and bottom

plates, with pressed steel spacer.

The sills run through from end to

end. The outside sills are brought

around to form the end sills and
heavily reinforced and braced; an

8-in. channel bumper extends 20

in. beyond the end sill.

The cab, which is 10 ft. long over

the ends and 5 ft. wide over the

sides, is mounted on a light 8-in.

channel bottom frame and sup-

ported 18 in. clear of the floor of

the car by means of angles stoutly

bracketed to the center sills and
center crossings. These support-

ing members of the cab take up a

floor space of but 1 ft. by 4 ft.

6 in. A simple mechanism for
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raising and lowering the tower

consists of a drum and ropes, lo-

cated at the other end of the cab

from the controller, and operated

on the outside of the cab by a

hand wheel.

The car measures 40 ft. long

over the floor ; 42 ft. 6 in. over the

bumpers; 44 ft. 2 in. over the

couplers; width over the floor

9 ft. ; height from the rail to top

The car is an important addition

to the considerable number of spe-

cial purpose types produced during

recent years and for which the

demand appears to be increasing.

If desired, a crane could be in-

cluded without interfering with its

present uses, and for northern

climates a removable snow-plow
equipment could be added.

It is probable that there are few

Construction Car for Dallas. The tower can be lowered to the cab roof.
Elevated cab increases rail-carrying capacity : weight of lading gives adhesion

for locomotive work

of floor 4 ft. 8 in. ; from floor

over cab roof 9 ft. 4 in. ; from
roof to upper surface of floor of

tower in lowered position 6 inches,

and when raised, 4 ft.

roads, city or interurban, that

could not use a car of this kind
to good advantage and find it

economical.

Back numbers of Brill Magazine are unavailable in

many cases, as requests for certain issues are increas-

ing. Ask for a binder and commence your own Jile

now. A back number that could not be obtained

might some day seem of considerable importance.
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INDIVIDUAL INTEREST

Suggestions that may be the means of bringing about
a rising scale ©I personal interest *That kind ©I indi-

vidual effort that brings your success

Employees that recognize the rules of a corporation, please the public,

and promote their individual interests.

The path to a good position leads through a jungle of experience and
over the hill of self-faith.

•

A grouch will upset a well-organized working force. Do not be a

grouch. Be cheerful. A cross-grained, deformed temper is a big

handicap.

Picture yourself in the position you would occupy. You will never

realize your ambition until, like an architect, yon have first finished in

all the details your plans of this position.

Some men frown, fumble, and falter—never rise from a certain

position. The man that is not constantly forging ahead, is certainly

going back. Nothing stands still—not even a situation.

Some day the man who depends on his physical force will be com-
pelled to discount machinery on account of wear and tear. The man
who works with his head will find his mind always getting brighter.

The point is, the more you work with your head, the less you work with
your hands.

Your promotion depends on . your perseverance. Your prosperity

hinges on your position. You cannot hope to gain position without

hard work, nor promotion without deserving it. If you are not getting

on as you think you should, read this over again.

Always talk when it will do good. Never argue with a passenger

in a rage. Be polite, be punctual, be persistent. Smile. Think of the

victories in life. Forget the failures. Smile again. Fill your lungs with

a long, deep breath of optimism, of enthusiasm. Work. Rest and restore

your mind and your body. Work more. Be ready for promotion ; and
when you are ready for this promotion—it will come.
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A street-car conductor is the direct contact between the public service

corporation and the public at large. It is an exceptional position for

personal advancement—a university of human experience. It touches

universal knowledge. The position is a splendid stepping-stone to a

higher situation. It is more than a fare and transfer collector. It is a

poistion tliat will issue a transfer—carry any worthy man into any field

of the organization. The position of a conductor is a means to an end,

and not the end of means.

The modern corporation is compelled by modern competition, by pub-

lic requirements, to measure your results, and not your intentions. The
modern corporation must judge you by what you do, and not by what
you would do. A corporation must necessarily estimate on production,

but it puts the rule on your output. Your personal success is automatic.

The work you put in your position will weigh on the one side—the

money put in your pay envelop will weigh on the other side. And did

vou ever notice that thev are usuallv well balanced?

Live for some great, big object. Working to see the minute hand
point a perfect antithesis of the hour hand—working for the pay
envelope is a mistake—it is a narrow, contracted scheme. The world

will look bigger and better just the moment you realize that you are

working for some bigger and better object. You will be surprised, when
your mind changes, how soon you will discover unknown values in your
own make-up, and how soon others will discover these unknown values.

And this is what puts coin in the envelope for you Saturday night.

The world owes every man a living, but every man must collect it

himself. Life is one sweet song, but each man must sing his own song.

If you would get on in the world, employ some strong husky chap to

rub your ears until you get real angry; until you get going. Then do
something if you get done while doing it. Build up your fire of

ambition, and melt your veins that are filled with snow-broth. Warm
up, think up, brush up. Stop singing the song of the dying swan. If

you are not doing what you would like to do, get a mirror, and see who
is at fault.

All men have failings, but fortunately they are not fixed failings.

All men occupy some position in life, but fortunately, this position is

not a final position—not fixed. Personal failings, and personal posi-

tions, are subject to change. Hard work combined with right thinking

can change your course for the better. And this change is up to you
personally. There are plenty of positions for the man that can make
good. Corporations are scouring the country for a Man. Just try

being bigger than your job, and see how soon someone will tap you
on the shoulder and say: ''We have something better for you."
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THE MAMNERS OF H
M I§ m©t wtaf w@ insist upon saying p tout wliat we
suaggastg tlfe&t feitaeeg a rigid rule to a more powerful

Halter' Mitral inspiration! moral influence

Watch T©mr Step

A doctor can bury his mistakes. Unsatisfactory goods can be

returned under guarantee. But apologies made in street-car service are

seldom accepted.

Passengers will put up with inconvenience, but not insult. Watch
your step

!

During the congested hours it is physically impossible to improve this

service.

We shall expect our employees to so conduct themselves as to more

than compensate for the inconvenience of customers—make special efforts

to please, while patrons have real reason to feel displeased—make human
service help out a handicap.

A little diplomacy, a little tact, a little patience, on the part of the

conductor, counts more at this hour than at any other.

Moral :—Whatever you may lose, never lose your patience.

Result :—Promotion.

The Failure of One
The management of this company aims to serve the public faithfully

and well.

Officers and employees are working together—doing their level best

to bring about the best possible service.

The failure of one is a reflection upon all.

That this corporation may better understand the requirements of

its patrons, and be more promptly acquainted with any oversight or

laxity in service, the management would respectfully request the public

to advise on any method that might be improved—on any manners that

might need mending.

It is hoped that public criticism or comment will be tempered with

human tolerance; for, after all, service is largely human. Men have

many perplexing situations to meet, to overcome—trials that test the

best of them.
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Brill Snow Plows are built like modern battle-

ships with big displacement and heavy ram-

ming power. The plowshares are shaped to

reduce the impact of the snow to a minimum
and thus enable them to roll aside deep drifts

and drive their way through deep level snow
at a good speed. Raising and lowering the

plowshares is done by hand or air or both.

The hand-hoist is operated by a large horizon-

tal wheel with worm and gear; the heavier

plowshares are counterbalanced. If air power
is also used, the arrangement provides for a

quick interchange. The guides on which the

plowshares are raised and lowered are power-

fully bolted and braced to the heavy side

sills and in every particular these plows, both

of the double and single truck type, are built

to stay in fighting trim from start to finish.



Vice-President. New York State Railways
In Charge of Rochester Lines



Organization and the Man

Some men are born organizers. Some men have

the faculty of selecting associates that base

their expectations of reward on the solid,

foundation of service.

Some men have the courage to begin at the be-

ginning, and then continue to look upon work,

hard work, as an opportunity, and not as

something to be reluctantly endured.

Some men can set an example—can inspire oth-

ers to do their level best.

There are men, capable of assembling associates,

that make a study of business, of duty. Some
men can bring out all the good qualities in

other men, and send them on the trip of life,

smiling, working.

Occasionally a man can carry, with respect, his

convictions into the court of public sentiment,

and win. This is because he is. big, construc-

tive, fair. And this is why important inter-

ests are entrusted to him.

There are those who have the energy of younger

years, the knowledge of technical training, the

power of physical and mental force—men that

hold the reins of responsibility—that guide

and mould public sentiment.

Such men are valued by the corporation—by the

community.
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jjDWARD J. COOK, vice-president of the New York State

|| Railways, with headquarters at Rochester, N. Y., was born

If in Springfield, Ohio, in 1865. After a preliminary educa-

tion in the common and high schools of his native city, he

prepared for an engineering career at the Stevens Institute of Tech-

nology, Hoboken, N. J., graduating in 1886. He was engineer of con-

struction and later superintendent of the Brooklyn Edison Company,

and was vice-president of the Field Engineering Company of New York

City during the period when many electric railway and lighting prop-

erties were designed and equipped, the railways changing from horse to

electric cars. In 1895 he was associated with Tom L. Johnson in the

reconstruction and development of the Detroit Railway, and in 1896

he was appointed electrical engineer of the Cleveland Electric Railway

Company, which was then known as the "Big Consolidated." He be-

came electrical engineer of the Cleveland City Railway Company, known

as the "Little Consolidated," in 1901. When these two properties were

consolidated in 1903, Mr. Cook became electrical engineer of the entire

system, remaining until 1907, when he was sent to Rochester, N. Y., as

general manager of the Rochester Railway Company and the subsidiary

electric railway companies in that vicinity which, together with other

properties in Northern New York, had been acquired by the Central

Syndicate. AYith the consolidation of these subsidiaries into the New

York State Railways, Mr. Cook became vice-president and is today vice-

president of the New York State Railways in charge of the Rochester

Lines, which are made up of about 249 miles of city, suburban and

interurban track, with 531 cars. Mr. Cook is a member of the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers and the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers.
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ILWAUKEE is not

only the metropolis

of Wisconsin—there

being within the
-m, territory served by
the city system of street cars about

one-fifth of the total population of

the State—but it is the greatest

manufacturing locality, in propor-

tion to its population, in the United

States, and, while it is essentially

a manufacturing city, it is one of

the greatest of the lake ports and
also enjoys a large and developing

jobbing trade.

Milwaukee's situation is one of

advantage both climatically and
commercially. Climatically it en-

joys the usual temperate zone sea-

sonal changes, but the severity of

the winter and the intensity of the

summer are both modified by Lake
Michigan, that great body of pure

water whose vapors move over the

city, giving cool, refreshing nights

in hot weather and breaking the

bitterness of the cold waves. It

also tends to protect Milwaukee
from storms of exceptional

severity.

Commercially the city is located

on the line of crop movement from
the western fields to the eastern

markets, and on the line of the

coal movement from the eastern

mines to the western consumers.

Its lines of railways reach to Lake

Superior on the north, the Gulf of

Mexico on the south and the Pa-

cific on the west, and to southwest

and northwest they cover the west-

ern continent like a fan, while

through the rail gateway of Chi-

cago and the water gateway of the

lakes its communications reach all

the east. It is the direct route and
within easy reach of the ore ports

of the north and the coal ports of

the lower lakes, while its steamer

communications give it ample fa-

cility for package freighting busi-

ness with all the lakes. It is one

of the most important ports on the

lake and rail transcontinental

route. It has one of the best har-

bors in the world and a large sys-

tem of internal waterways through
which the largest and most heavily

laden lake steamers make their

way.

As the largest coal receiving and
distributing port, a grain trans-

shipping port of consequence, the

first leather city, the second flour

city and ranking near the top in

the total of iron and steel, brew-

ing, malt and packing-house prod-

ucts, with a host of other manu-
factures, its commercial importance

is great.

There are three divisions to Mil-

waukee—the three rivers so cut

the city into sections that there is

no need for arbitrary lines. The
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Milwaukee flows through the city

from north to south, carving a

deep valley through the clay de-

posits, practically parallel to and
half a mile west of the shore of

Lake Michigan, separating the east

division; the Menomonee flows

through the city practically from

shore in the center of the beautiful

bay shore and flow into the lake.

Milwaukee's industrial and com-

mercial greatness is indicated by
the statistics for the year 1912. In

that year its manufactures totaled

$388,219,278, and its industries

paid the sum of $260,000,000 in

EiKhorn T"

Fonlana

Milwaukee Traffic Conditions and Cabs. The entire territory is covered, prac-
tically, by the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Company, which also
operates three interurban systems. There are also the Chicago & Milwaukee
Electric Railway, operating from Chicago, and the Milwaukee-Northern,

operating to Sheboygan

west to east, separating the south

division from the west and the

east, the west division lying within

the ane^e of those two streams; the

Kinnickinnic flows through the

south division. These three rivers,

each of which is navigable for

some distance, join at the lake

wages. Its jobbing trade reached

the total of $446,150,000, including

that done in the city's manufact-

ures. There were 45,000,000 bush-

els of grain received and 27,000,-

000 bushels shipped, which means
that 18,000,000 were manufactured
into malt or flour or breakfast
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Milwaukee Traffic Conditions and Cars. East Water Street at Wisconsin; one
of the heaviest traffic points in center of business section; important through-

routing junction. City Hall in background

Milwaukee Traffic Conditions and Cars. Wisconsin Street at intersection of
Broadway. Bend in background on a bridge over Milwaukee River; Grand Ave-
nue, running west, beyond. Many junctions in this district aid through-routing
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foods. There were also 5,097,000

tons of coal received and either

consumed or reshipped to western

points. Most of that coal came
by water. The value of the flour

manufactured reached $7,647,000.

In Milwaukee and the manufactur-
ing suburbs served by the city

street-car system there are now
425,000 inhabitants.

also at Milwaukee the Chicago and
Milwaukee Electric Railway, oper-

ating an interurbaD from Chicago,

and the Milwaukee-Northern, oper-

ating to Sheboygan. Both of those

companies operate city cars over

their lines from the limits to the

downtown section, practically sin-

gle street operation.

In spite of the rather irregular

c*.

Milwaukee Traffic Conditions and Cars. Standard prepayment car has steel bottom-
frame and steel sides below the belt rail. It

Milwaukee's entire territory is

served, practically, by one system

of street railways, that of The Mil-

waukee Electric Railway and Light

Company. This company also

operates three extensive interurban

lines, one reaching west to Water-

town, 51 miles; one southwest to

East Troy with a spur to Burling-

ton, 35 and 36 miles from Mil-

waukee, respectively, and one south

to Kenosha, 34 miles. There is

s arranged for double-end operation

shore line and the penetration of

the three rivers, the original plan-

ners of the city must have foreseen

the advantages of a careful, regu-

lar street system ; they must have

seen the additional value, to future

generations, of occasional streets

radiating from the center. Some
streets, particularly East and
West Water, which parallel the

Milwaukee River, and a few others,

near the other rivers, are somewhat
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irregular, but the plan of the en-

tire city is uniform; it is simple

to locate any point, and the occa-

sional radial streets always pro-

vide a short and direct route to

a destination. Much has been

made of the attractive environs.

A boulevard system, that covers

the three divisions, affords pleasant

routes to the large number of pub-

the northern limit is probably Jun-
eau avenue and Chestnut street,

and at the south it extends to some-

where below the Menomonee and
Milwaukee Rivers. This territory

is included within a radius of a

mile from the City Hall.

However, it is difficult to say

exactly where the center of this

district would come, from the
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Milwaukee Traffic Conditions and Cars. The city, with a population of 373,857, is the
metropolis of Wisconsin. This view is toward the west from the center of the city

lie parks. That at the northern

corner of Milwaukee, at the shore

of Lake Michigan, Lake Park, is

one of the most attractive, and
combined with the Lake Shore
Drive, following the shore from the

business center, is one of the city's

show places.

As for the street plan : the prin-

cipal business section lies between
Lake Michigan, on the east; a

point near 6th street on the west;

standpoint of business enterprise.

The best guide, in such cases, is

usually the point where the street

railway system centers, and this

being between Grand and West
Water and Wisconsin and East

Water streets, with only the Mil-

waukee River between, it is rea-

sonable to assume that locality as

the actual business center. Begin-

ning here, the streets in the three

divisions follow a uniform rectan-
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Milwaukee Traffic Conditions and Cars. North on Third Street from Public

Service Building—the railway offices and interurban station. View is typical

of business district
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gular plan very closely, north and
south and east and west being the

principal directions. Beyond the

limits of the one-mile circle a few
radial thoroughfares render outly-

ing districts more easily accessible;

farther on they become country

roads, leading to the larger sur-

rounding towns and villages. The
street plan in the residential dis-

tricts, that are generally within

parallel lines that the street plan

necessitates. But instead of bur-

dening the operating center with

a system of loops, or some other

means of despatching cars to the

various parts of Milwaukee, a very

logical and comprehensive system

of through routes has been worked
out. By this method the advan-

tages of radial service are retained,

and in so doing, the arrangement
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Milwaukee Traffic Conditions and Cars. Grand Avenue looking east from
Third Street. This is the western division of the city. The Milwaukee River

flows past the large building in the background

and beyond the two and three-mile

3ircles, is much the same as in the

business district, except for slight

differences in the arrangement of

squares ; these are unimportant and
do not influence the scheme as a

whole.

The character of the city lines

of The Milwaukee Electric Rail-

way and Light Company is dis-

tinctly radial, despite the many

of car lines places all the extreme

points in direct touch with each

other, cars passing through or near

the center in completing their trips,

except in some instances. Despite

the fact that reference has been

made to an operating center near

the Milwaukee River, perhaps a

truer analysis would show the rail-

way company's immense interurban

station and office structure, the
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Public Service Building, at Third

and Sycamore streets, directly op-

posite the Union Depot, to be the

actual focal point of the system.

However, the two are so near each

other—a block apart—that they

may be said, practically, to coin-

cide. In studying the large num-
ber of through routes that have

been established the point that

stands out as the most impressive

is the thoroughness with which the

entire city is covered ; the resulting

reduction in transfer points, or

rather, the necessity for transfer-

ring, is at once apparent, for the

endeavor of the street railway

company appears to have been to

provide through routes from any

one part of Milwaukee to any other

as far as that has been possible.

Two or three routes, typical of the

scheme, come to mind readily; they

will perhaps make the workings of

the system clear. There is, for in-

stance, a route known as "AVells

Street-Farwell Avenue. '

' From
above Lake Park, in northeastern

Milwaukee, it runs south and west,

and passing through the operating

center, continues west almost four

miles, where it branches into su-

burban lines; another route orig-

inates in the northwestern part of

the city, and then coming south

and east, close to the Milwaukee

River, continues south across the

Menomonee, finally ending in the

sparsely settled districts of West
Milwaukee. This plan has been

carried through to completion, and

its effectiveness in quick transit,

with a minimum of changing and

delay has developed a heavy traf-

fic throughout the day, with large

increases during the morning and

evening rush hours.

After an extensive investigation

of Milwaukee's traffic conditions

had been made several years ago,

it was found that a large percent-

age of passengers used the traction

Milwaukee Traffic Conditions and Cabs. Floor plan and elevation. Large
prepayment platforms handle traffic without overcrowding. Rear doors and
steps operated by conductor: motorman controls front exit door and step
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system to go from the north or

northwest to the west and south-

west of the city or vice versa. In

the first place there appeared to

be no necessity for taking these

passengers through the business

center. That section was already

heavily burdened as the principal

area for discharging and receiving

passengers. A long viaduct over

the Menomonee River Valley, over

which no car lines were operated,

suggested itself as a means for

through-routing cars between the

city's extremities and affording

perceptible relief to the heavy traf-

fic lines in the central district.

Thereupon, a few years ago, the

railway company was granted per-

mission to construct a line over this

viaduct ; the effect has been as was
anticipated; the time and oper-

ating expenses of long haul service

were reduced; the mid-city lines

were relieved of an unnecessary

burden. Another factor that adds
materially to the comprehensive-

ness of the lines is their close af-

filiation with high-speed, long-dis-

tance electric interurban lines that

terminate in the Public Service

Building.

The lines of The Milwaukee
Electric Railway and Light Com-
pany serve the city's entire popu-
lation. From the foregoing discus-

sion of the situation it is apparent
that the amount of riding done is

relatively great per capita per an-

num; the results of operation for

1912 show that 96,607,406 revenue

and 35,602,061 transfer passengers

were carried; the car mileage run
in carrying these passengers was
14,561,258; therefore the traffic

density, on the basis of revenue

passengers only, was 6.635 passen-

gers per car mile. This business

was done over 71 miles of double

track. For normal daily service

205 cars meet the requirements, but

during the rush hours, from 6:00
to 8:00 A. M., and 5:00 to 7:00
P. M., this number is increased to

500. The concentration of traffic

in the business section is reflected

in the fact that with this number
in service cars pass 3d and State

streets, the heaviest traffic point on

the system, during the rush hour,

at the rate of one car each 30

seconds.

There are two types of cars in

Milwaukee, the pay-as-you-enter

open platform type with closed exit

doors, and the outward folding

door, all closed, pay-within type.

The car that has been found best

suited to the traffic needs is a large

outward-folding, pay-within type

developed in the company's offices

and of which the latest additions

were built in the company's shops.

They are arranged for double-end

operation. Some trailers are used

during the rush hours. The eleva-

tion and floor plan on page 265

show the general arrangement very

clearly.

That the car is intended for

heavy traffic may be seen at a

glance, for the generous platform

doors, arranged to fold in unison

with folding steps, indicate the

necessity for safeguards that would
hardly be required were it not im-

perative to cut the time of stops

to the lowest possible point. The
interior arrangement, while un-

questionably designed for rapid
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Milwaukee Traffic Conditions and Cabs. The total seating rapacity of this car
is 5i. The longitudinal seats at the ends widen the aisles without reducing the

seating spate

boarding and alighting, and free

movement with the body, has the

merit of large seating capacity

—

52—and shows an effort to pro-

vide the utmost comfort for pas-

sengers. This grows out of the

use of reversible-back cross seats.

The size of the car to some ex-

tent governed the choice of semi-

steel construction ; the body meas-

ures 33 ft. 8 in. over the corner

posts; the length over the vesti-

bules is 46 ft. 6 in. and 47 ft. 2 in.

over the bumpers, while the ex-
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treme width is 8 ft. 5 in. These

dimensions are as large as are us-

ually met with in city cars where

service conditions are the same as

they are in Milwaukee. The semi-

steel structure is designed to give

the requisite strength without an

appreciable increase in weight.

The bottom frame is entirely of

steel, and the use of steel-plate bol-

sters permits the channel center

sills to run through between the

end sills. The whole structure is

well reinforced by the use of sheet

steel side plates below the belt rail

;

the entire frame below the win-

dows consequently acts like a large

channel.

The strength of the body would
appear, then, to be ample to with-

stand ordinary usage and any rea-

sonable shocks. Beyond this the

construction follows standard up-
to-date practice, including the use

of pressed steel carlines, metal
sash, composition head-lining, etc.

The cars are mounted on a type

of MCB truck that was built es-

pecially for service in the city of

Milwaukee.

An electric railway car belongs very dis-

stinctly in the category of things which

improve in appearance as they improve

in utility.

Double-End Type for ©regoa

i:fjAVING the distinction

|| of operating one of

If the longest electric

II railways in the coun-
%ss==sssSM tr% the oregon Elec .

trie Railway Company has added
to its equipment 25 double-end,

single-compartment trailer coaches

which were recently delivered from
the plant of the American Car
Company at St. Louis.

Built originally as an indepen-

dent interurban line between Port-

land and Salem, Ore., the road

came under the control of the pres-

ent owners about three years ago.

Since then all extensions have been

built according to steam railroad

standards and the original section

is being rebuilt along similar lines.

The road now extends from Port-

land south through the picturesque

and fertile Willamette Valley to

Salem, Albany and Eugene, a dis-

tance of approximately 122 miles,

with branches to the west as shown
on the accompanying map.

In the construction of the main
line and branches some remarkable

conditions were successfully met.

It has been found necessary, how-

ever, to forbid passengers access

from one car to another while run-

ning through Portland, owing to
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the fact that there are several

curves in the city with a radius of

70 ft.

The road was equipped originally

for operation with 600 volts, but

with the building of the extensions,

more feeder capacity was neces-

sary and a change was made to

of the change from 600 to 1200

volts was that all of the work was
done without interruption to the

service.

Although the company's right-

of-way is sufficiently wide to ac-

commodate a double track, the line

is now single track south from Gar-

Double-End Type for Oregon. In addition to the bronze basket-racks, the inte-

rior fittings of the cars include a fire extinguisher and a water-cooler, which are
not shown in the illustration

1200 volts. In addition to its va-

rious standard sub-stations, the

company has a 500 kilowatt, 1200

volt portable sub-station in a steel

car. This is used for taking care

of unusual load conditions and the

car can be run into any standard

sub-station and coupled up with

the station equipment. A feature

clen Home, which is about eight

miles south of Portland. With
future double-tracking in mind,
however, the company has so con-

structed its turnouts, each of which
is 2,000 ft. long, that the second
tracks can eventually be made a

part of the double-track system.

While the new cars recently com-
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Double End Type for Oregon. The cars have a buffer beam at each end made
up of 8-in channels and are equipped with an equalizing spring buffer arrange-

ment designed to take a radius curve of 60 degrees

pleted by the American Car Com-
pany are designed primarily for

use as trailers, they were so con-

structed that they may be suitable

for motor service. To that end, a

complete four-motor electrical

equipment has been installed.

Each car has a body length over

vestibules of 56 ft. 4 in., with

an extreme width of 9 ft. 4 in.

These dimensions give a seating

capacity of 62. The platforms are

reached by 33-in. triple steps on

each side, the bottom step being

17 11-16 in. above the tracks.

The bottom frame has for its

principal members side sills of 4%
by 8-in. yellow pine, reinforced

the full length inside with 8-in.

channels. The center and inter-

mediate sills are 6-in. I-beams,

with 3 by 6-in. yellow pine fillers

on both sides. These run the full

length of the car and extend

through the end sills to form the

platform sills. End sills are of

oak, 4i/2 by 8 in., reinforced on

the inside with 6 by K-in. steel

plates which are turned to form
angles against the longitudinal

sills.

Corner, side and door-posts are

Double End Type for Oregon. Track to side sills, 43 in.; side sills over trolley
boards, 9 ft. 6}4 in.; floor to headlining, h ft. 7H in.; track to bottom step,

17tb in.; bottom step to platform, 33 in.
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Double-End Type for Oregon. The main line of the system extends from Port-

land through Salem and Albany to Eugene, a distance of about 122 miles. The
company controls the Portland Railway, Light and Power Company

of ash, the end posts being rein-

forced with %-in. wrought-iron
plates bent at right angles and

bolted to the end sills and end

plates, the latter being of 3y±-m.

oak with 6 by j6-m. mild steel re-

inforcing plates bolted to the side

plates.

The Pullman standard cantilever

truss is used with l^-in. con-

tinuous blocking below the belt rail

and %-in. above. Truss planks

are of 2 by 10-in. yellow pine,

running the full length of the car

body.

The cars are sheathed with nar-

row-width poplar and have moni-

tor deck roofs with trolley bridges

running the full length. The in-

side finish is of natural color Mexi-

can mahogany, and the windows
are of the twin Gothic style. Side

windows are arranged to raise,

while those in the vestibules are of

the drop type. The upper sashes

are of opalescent glass as are those

in the upper deck. Each car is

provided with a saloon floored with

cement and fitted with a glass-pan-

elled roof. There are 24 heaters

of the truss plank style to each

car.

Twenty-seven cross seats, pro-

vided with bronze grab handles

and mahogany arm rests and four

stationary corner seats give com-

fortable seatroom for 62 persons.

All seats are upholstered in green

plush of the company's standard

pattern. The cars are ventilated

by means of four natural draft

ventilators on each side, and the

lighting is accomplished by means
of 25 single bracket lamps on the

sides of the deck rails and eight

single pendants in the ceiling.

Each vestibule is fitted with a sin-

gle lamp.

The trucks have a wheel-base of

6 ft. 6 in. and 37-in. wheels
The cars are equipped at each end
with an equalizing spring buffer

arrangement designed to take a

radius curve of 60 degrees.
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New Type of Stepless Car for Syracuse

Hjramse Rapid T n . Rail . n iny

FEW weeks ago the

All G. C. Kuhlman Com-
|l pany delivered to the

II Syracuse Rapid
1 """"""""" "i,=

' Transit Railway

Company a center entrance, vesti-

bule, pay-as-you-enter car of a dis-

tinctly new type and embodying a

number of very interesting feat-

ures. The car was built principally

as an experiment, being in no way
the company's standard, but with

the city's growing population, the

company set about providing

means of caring for the increased

traffic and avoiding congestion, es-

pecially during rush hours.

The bottom framing is formed of

steel side girders, the lower, or ten-

sion member being of 2% by 2 by
5-16 in. angle, running the entire

length of the car and reinforced

at the doorway by a 6-in. channel.

The upper, or compression member
is broken at the doorway and con-

tinued up on either side of the

door framing. The strain is car-

ried across the doorway by 10-in.

channels located at each side and
connected at the upper extremi-

ties by a 7-in. channel extending

across the doorway. The crossings

are formed of 4-in. channels, ex-

tending the full width of the car

and having below a 4 by /i -in. plate

shaped like a truss. At the cen-

ters of the crossings between the

14-in. plates and 4-in. channels, are

struts formed of 7-in. channels to

which the %-in. plates are riveted.

These plates extend upward toward
the extremities of the 4-in. chan-

nels and are riveted thereto at the

ends. Gusset plates are installed

New Type of Stepless Car for Syracuse. Track to well, 14 in.; well to floor.

11 in. Weight of body less electrical equipment, but including forced ventilation
heater, 21,020 lb.
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New Type of Stepless Car for Syracuse. The center doorway has a 6 ft. 8 in.

opening which is divided into a center entrance with exits at either side

at the intersection of each cross-

ing and the side walls. On the

devil-strip side, the top girder is

carried intact from end to end of

the car. The car is mounted on

Brill No. 62-E single motor trucks

with 4-ft. 10-in. wheelbase.

All posts are of ash and the sides

are sheathed wTith sheet steel. On
the entrance side, the sheathing is

in two pieces, running from either

side of the center doorway to the

corner posts.

The roof is of the arched type

and extends the full length of the

car. The deckboards are supported

on ash rafters, placed two between

each two posts. Over each side

post is a l^i by %-in. steel carline

to which ash carlines are bolted.

Stationary vestibules are provided

with three single sash windows in

front and one at each side ar-

ranged to drop into dirt-proof

pockets. The lower portion out-

side below the windows is sheathed

with sheet steel. The front vesti-

bule is provided with a door on the

right-hand side for the convenience

of the motorman.
The center doorway is divided

into an entrance and two exits, the

doors of which are operated from
the conductor's station immedi-

ately opposite the entrance. The
center well is sunk 11 in. below

the floor, which is ramped from the

well to the bolsters of cast steel,

at each end.

On the entrance side there are

placed 12 windows, six on either

side of the doorway, while the

New Type of Stepless Car for Syracuse. On the devilstrip side of the car, the win-
dows are protected by screens 26 in. high, which are not shown in the illustration
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devil-strip side is provided with 15

windows screened on the outside

to a height of 26 in. The Brill

semi-convertible window system is

incorporated, as it is a standard

feature of the cars of the Syracuse

Rapid Transit; Brill "Exhaust"
ventilators are used, four on each

side of the roof.

verse seats and four longitudinal

seats forward of the entrance, and
a longitudinal seat in the well be-

hind the fare-box. To the rear of

the entrance are two longitudinal

and eight transverse seats with a

longitudinal seat running around

the entire rear end. All seats are

upholstered with rattan, and the

New Type of Stepless Car for Syracuse. Door control and fare-box at con-
ductor's station opposite entrance. Heater is placed in forward end of

car on devilstrip side

The interior finish of the car and
vestibules is of cherry, and there

are seating accommodations for 58

passengers. There are eight trans-

transverse seats are provided with

grab handles. The seat panels

above the guard rail are of sheet

steel.

When a ramped floor was suggested for

a car platform, few thought the idea of

much account. A year or two pass and
now it is common for car floors as well

as platforms.
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If AVE for increased

If seating capacity and

11 a few minor details,

11 five double-deck, sin-

gle-truck cars re-

cently shipped by the J. G. Brill

Company to the Compania Elec-

trica de Concepcion, through W. R.

Grace & Company, New York, are

similar in type to those delivered

to the same company a little over

two years ago.

Lying about 350 miles south of

Santiago, Concepcion is the third

city of importance in Chile, and is

situated on the Bio-bio River, which

is spanned by a railroad bridge

over a mile long. The city is very

well planned, and the adjoining

hills have been laid out as parks,

from which a fine view of the city

and surrounding country may be

had. The electric railway system

consists of two lines. One of these

serves the city proper, and the

other runs to Telcahuano, the port

of Concepcion, which is about 10

miles from the city, on Concepcion

Bay. Here, in one of the finest

harbors on the Chilean Coast, are

located the government ship-build-

ing yards.

Double-Deck Cars for Southern Chile. Length to corner posts, 16 ft.; plat-
forms, 5 ft.; extreme width, 6 ft. 7 in.: track to step, 13 in.; step to plat-
form, 13 in.; platform to floor, 8 in.; track to side sills, 25 in.; side sills to trolley
boards, 12 ft. 10% in.; floor to roof boards. 6 ft. SM in.: weight of body less

electrical equipment, 8,270 lbs.
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Being the commercial center of

a large and fertile territory, and
with important manufacturing in-

terests, the necessities of rapid

transit in Concepcion are con-

stantly growing, and it was to meet

the demands of increased traffic as

well as to render unnecessary the

ings. Ash corner posts 3% in.

thick are used and the side posts

are of 2% -inch ash.

In order to relieve the strains

from the trolley apparatus ^8 -in.

steel rafters are sandwiched between
the wooden rafters.

The platforms are 5 ft. long,

Double-Deck Cars for Southern Chile. Wilton carpet-covered seats with
ash finish and bronze trimmings give an attractive appearance. The window

sashes drop into wall pockets

use of trail cars except during

rush-hour service, that the present

order was placed.

The new cars have a seating ca-

pacity of 24 on the lower deck and
20 on the upper deck, and are

mounted on Brill No. 21-E trucks.

The side sills are of 4% by W2
-

in. yellow pine, with 3% by 4%-in.

end sills, and 3V> by 4-in. oak cross-

with the stairways to the upper

deck so arranged as not to inter-

fere with the entrance or exit of

passengers from either side of the

car.

The interior of the cars presents

a very attractive appearance, be-

ing finished in ash with bronze

trimmings and cherry slat seats

covered with Wilton carpet.
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llPECIAL type cars in

If wide variety have

If been built in years

I
past by the J. G-.

Brill Company for

various South American countries

and a shipment recently made to

Bahia. Brazil, comes under this

classification. The order com-

prised three funeral cars of two

distinct types.

In most cities of Central and
South America the cemeteries are

located at a considerable distance

from the center of population, in

order to prevent any possibility of

contamination. On that account,

and also because, in many in-

stances, the tropical sun makes a

carriage journey from city to

cemetery an event accompanied by
great discomfort, both to passen-

gers and horses, the funeral car is

coming into general use. The cars

recently shipped are to supplement

others which were delivered a feu-

years ago.

Situated on Todos, or Santos

Bay. about 800 miles from Rio de

Janiero, Bahia is the capital of

the State of Bahia, and is the sec-

ond city in size and importance in

Brazil. It has one of the finest

harbors in the world, and is the

terminus of a number of railroads.

The city is divided into two dis-

tinct sections. The commercial

portion is located on a crescent-

shaped strip following the shores

of the bay, while the residence dis-

trict and the more important re-

tail business section are situated

on a high bluff which rises sharply

from the lower part of the town,

Fcserai Cars for Bahia. Brazil First-class car: In stormv weather, ornamental
tops to the urns are substitut< <1 for the feather plumes
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Funeral Cars for Bahia, Brazil. First-class car: Length over corner posts,
20 ft.; over platforms, 29 ft. 5 in.; extreme width, 7 ft. 8% in.; track to side sills,

2 ft. 5 in.; side sills to trolley board, 9 ft. 2^ in.; floor to headlining, 7 ft. 10fs in.;

track to step, 19^ in.; step to platform, 16J4 in.; platform flush with floor.

Weight of body without electrical equipment, 10,860 lbs.

and is reached by an inclined plane

and an elevator. Inasmuch as the

cemetery lies some distance back

of the city, and is uphill most of

the way, it will readily be appreci-

ated that the electric funeral cars,

which run direct to the cemetery

gates, afford a welcome means of

accomplishing what otherwise

would be a most tedious journey.

In Brazil, as in practically all

South American countries, class

distinction continues even after

death, and therefore, of the present

shipment of funeral cars, one is

first class and the other two are

third class.

The first-class car is mounted on

a Brill No. 21-E truck, with a 7-ft.

wheelbase, and is strongly framed

Funeral Cars for Bahia, Brazil. Third-class car: Length over corner posts,
20 ft.; over platforms, 29 ft. 5 in.: extreme width, 8 ft.; track to side sills, 2 ft.
9 in.; side sills to trolley boards, 8 ft. 8^ in.; floor to headlining, 8 ft.; track
to step, 19J4 in.; step to floor, \6 l/2 in. Weight of body without electrical

equipment, 14,815 lbs.
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with 3% by 5%-m. yellow pine

side sills, and 4y2 by by2-m. oak

end sille. The crossings are of 3/4

by 3%-in. oak. In conformity

with La tin-American ideas, the in-

terior is finished with a degree of

elaborateness not usually found in

car decoration. The single corn-

are two windows on each side and
two of leaded glass at each end.

Draped curtains at the sides are

of heavy black broadcloth,

fringed and tasselled. Brazil being

a Catholic country, one end of the

car is equipped with an altar fin-

ished in white and gold, with can-

Fcneral Cars for Bahia, Brazil. First-class car: Mahogany-finished cherry,
with dark carpet and black hangings, relieved by the white and gold of the

ceiling and altar, make a handsome interior

partment is finished in cherry

stained mahogany, with a white

veneer ceiling divided into panels

by gold mouldings. Double sliding

doors fitted with large, plain glass

windows give access from either

side to the handsome polished oak

bier in the center of the car. In

addition to the door lights, there

die brackets and vases for flowers.

This altar is on a dais, and is so

arranged that religious services

may be conducted in the car. The
entire floor of the car and the dais

are covered with fine velvet carpet

of a subdued tone.

The exterior finish of the car is

of black relieved by gold lining.
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On each side of the roof, which is

of the monitor deck type, running

the full length of the car, are seven

plumes set in ornamental urns.

No seating accommodations are

provided on this first-class car, it

being intended that mourners shall

follow in a separate car.

In the third-class cars, however,

six transverse seats, placed three

at each end, are provided. The
bottom frame and roof construction

of these cars is identical with that

of the first-class car and the same
type of truck is used. There are

no doors, black curtains being pro-

vided for closing the cars at the

sides. At each end is a bulkhead

containing three windows arranged

to drop into wells and between the

bier compartment and the first seat

at each end is a glazed partition,

the glass of which is protected by

three bronze window rods. All

trimmings are of solid bronze, and

the bier is of chestnut.

While funeral cars are not in

general use in the United States,

the idea is spreading, with Chicago,

Cleveland, Buffalo and Baltimore

in the lead. The cars used in this

country are considerably larger

than those built for Bahia, and are

usually divided into a compartment
for the casket and one for the pas-

sengers, or mourners. In some

instances, notably Chicago, the

pallbearers are provided with a

compartment separate from the

other mourners.

First came the horse car, next the cable

car, then the electric car, then the semi-

convertible car, next the prepayment car,

after that the light-weight car, later the

near-side car and the low-level car, now
the center-entrance trailer. Next f

I&imberley & M^mimmM^%lmm>tmkm lligM© Hallway

r;!lBOUT a year ago The
J. G. Brill Company
built for the Kimber-

ley & Alexandersfon-

tein Electric Railway

open car. This was
followed a short time ago by the

shipment of a supplementary order

of two cars which are practically

of the same type.

The railway is controlled by the

a 14-bench

De Beers Consolidated Mines Com-

pany and operates over a route

mileage of a trifle over five miles,

according to the latest available

information. The service was in-

augurated in 1905 with cars built

by the John Stephenson Company.
These were of a type similar to

those recently shipped by The J. G.

Brill Company, the climatic con-

ditions in the railway's field being
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such that open cars are used

throughout the year.

Kimberley is one of the impor-

tant cities of the Union of South

Africa, and is well known as a

great diamond mining center. The
population, according to the latest

figures at hand, is 13,600, but the

city has a large floating popula-

tion. The last report of the rail-

intermediate reversible seats and
four stationary bulkhead seats of

ash slats. Waterproof curtains,

pulling down to the floor, are pro-

vided at the sides, and a single

curtain at each end covers the three

bulkhead windows, which are ar-

ranged to drop into wells and are

protected on the outside by three

brass window rods.

hi iiiiii iniiia 1
j^tXAND£R5FONTEIN ELCCTRIT RAILWAY

Open Cabs for South Africa. Length
posts, 6 ft. \X% in.; track to side sills, 3

2% in.: floor to headlining, 7 ft. 2^ in.

step, 12 in.: second step to floor, 12

equipmen

way shows a total of 165,140 pas-

sengers carried during the year,

with a total car-mileage of 18,648.

The new cars are mounted on

Brill No. 27-G.E.-1 trucks to con-

form to the 3-ft. 6-in. gauge. The
framing is of yellow pine, and the

interior finish is of natural ash, with

ash side post handles. They have

a seating capacity of 56, with 10

over platforms, 37 ft. 5 in.; width over
Its in.: side sills to trolley boards, 8 ft.

: track to step, 15 T
3
« in.; step to second

in. Weight of body less electrical
t, 12,500 lb.

The floor is reached by a double

step, running the full length of the

car. Finished in cadmium and
white, picked out with silver and
with black lettering, the cars pre-

sent a very attractive appearance.

All hardware fittings are of fin-

ished brass. The roof is of the

steam car type, with 12 deck sashes

on each side.

Some day some one will write a book

on the psychological effect of color on

the people of cities. The largest and
most interesting chapter will be on the

color of street cars, as they present the

most conspicuous note in a city's color

scheme.
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Special Features on Multiple Hump-Cars

Tlie Connecticut Company

fESIGNED for heavy

1| service in carrying

II trap-rock and gravel

l| from the crusher to
s""" mSZSmm™s

points on the railway

where the material may be needed,

or to draw material for state road

work, five multiple dump-cars de-

livered to the Connecticut Com-
pany from the plant of the Wason
Manufacturing Company, Spring-

field, Mass., contain a number of

very interesting features.

During the past three or four

years the Connecticut Company
has done a great amount of carry-

ing for the road work of the state,

and the new cars will greatly re-

duce the cost of this service. The

reason, aside from the capacity of

the cars, is that only two men are

required to operate the car and
handle the dumpies.

The cars are constructed entirely

of metal, with the exception of the

cabs at each end, which are of

wood, strongly framed. The car

bodies are mounted on Wason No.

30 heavy service motor trucks, with

33-in. wheels and 5 by 9-in. jour-

nals. Each car underframe car-

ries four independent dumping
bodies, each having a capacity of

162 cubic feet, or a total car ca-

pacity of 24 cubic yards. The ar-

rangement is such that the oper-

ator can dump each body sepa-

rately from the cab, a crane motor

Special Features on Multiple Dump-Carp. Length over bumpers. 48 ft.

8 in.; extreme width. 8 ft. 3 in. The four dumpies operate independently
on either side from the end of the car. Two men only are necessary to

run the car and operate the dumpies
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being used for operating the mech-

anism.

The side boards are so arranged

that they open and close automati-

cally with the raising or lowering

of the dumpy body. A very im-

portant feature of the mechanism
is that with the opening of the side

boards, the lower section acts as

an apron and delivers the contents

of the dumpy at a sufficient dis-

tance from the track to avoid anv

interference with the car steps.

The hoisting devices are ar-

ranged to cut out automatically, so

that when the dumpy body is

raised high enough to empty the

contents the motors immediately

stop working, as they do also

when the body comes back in

place. This feature renders both

motors and dumping mechanism
safe from damage by inexperienced

operators.

Four hydraulic presses, ranging from

3000 to 4000 tons pressure each, are used

in maMng Brill solid forged truck frames

Lightweight Storage Battery Car

BiSlaaigs TsfiS'ltoa ©©smjpaaay

w
l=
ijHEN but a few days in

service, a storage bat-

tery car designed and
built by The J. G.

Brill Company for the

Billings Traction Company, Bil-

lings, Montana, made a record day's

run of 107 miles, returning to the

car sheds in excellent condition.

Inasmuch as the car, with all acces-

sories, weighs only 16,400 lb., this

run is a sufficient demonstration
that light weight is by no means
detrimental to service of this char-

acter.

While practically the entire bot-

tom frame is constructed of very
light commercial steel shapes, the

members are joined in a very sub-

stantial manner. The side sills are

formed of latticed box girders, the

top and bottom members of which
are of 1 by 1 by -ft in. angles with

vertical, horizontal and transverse

lattice of 1^ by -ft- in. flat bars.

End sills are of l

/i in. pressed steel

channels. On either side of the

longitudinal center of the framing
are two crossings of % by V\ by
yb in. angles. Intermediate cross-

ings of 2% by Wi in. yellow pine

are carried by -ft in. steel channel
clips riveted to the bottom of the

sill truss. The platform knees are

of 2 lA by 3 by % in. angles and
are attached to crossings formed of

2 by 2 by -ft in. angles.

In the body framing, the corner

posts are of 2^i in. and the side

posts of lY% in. stuff. Back of the

corner posts are Y\ by ^ by }i in.

angles, extending from side sill to
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Lightweight Storage Battery Car. Length over corner posts, 18 ft.;

over vestibules, 25 ft. 6H in.; extreme width, 7 ft. 7^ in.; track to side
sills, 2 ft. 8t"5 in.: side sills to roof, 8 ft. 3 in.; floor to roof, 8 ft. 1% in.;

track to step, 15% in.; step to platform, 11% in.; platform to floor, 5 in.

Weight of body less electrical equipment, 4853 lb.

side sill and riveted to the sill

members.
At the belt rail a 1 by 1 by ^

in. angle and at the top a 1 by 1

by A in. angle are fastened by

means of gusset plates. Back of

the second window post from each

end is a H by ?4 by }i in. T ex-

tending from sill to sill and let

into the back of the posts.

Lightweight Storage Battery Car. The battery equipment consists of 58
MV21 '"Hycap-Exide" cells, assembled in 29 two-cell traps
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1|HE two illustrations ac-

jjjfi rj I!
companying this article

|| are from photographs

II sent to Brill Maga-
'="""""==i zine by Paul E.Wilson,

secretary to John J. Stanley, presi-

dent of the Cleveland Railway Com-
pany, who found
them during a recent

classification of the
(
^,

old files of the com-
pany.

They show the type

of snow-fighting
equipment in use 28

years ago, during

horse-car days, and
are particularly ap-

propriate in this issue,

as they show means
of comparison with the modern
type of Brill snow-plow and
sweeper illustrated on the covers

of the magazine.

of railway electrification, so that

sweeper and plow were both prac-

tically perfected about the begin-

ning of the present century. The
old method of propelling the

brooms by axle-drive carried over

from the horse -car period, but

The necessity of snow-fighting

equipment came early in the days

gave place later to electricity when
a suitable type of motor was ob-

tained, thus increasing the speed

of the brooms as well as permitting

them to handle deep-

er snow.

It is interesting to

note that the first

electric sweeper ever

put in operation was
built without aprons

to prevent the snow
from being driven

upward . The result

was that pedestrians

and shop windows
were pelted with snow, ice and
mud.

Have you a file for Brill Magazine?

One will be sent if you ask for it.
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SUGGESTI¥E
Note.—The purpose of these last pages is to supply executive officers with material

suggestions—ideas that may prove useful in preparing their printed matter, plac-
ards, pay-envelope stuffers, magazine material for employees, heart-to-heart talks

in letters and in literature.

The future welfare and present prosperity of millions of people is

intimately concerned in the intelligent application of certain principles

that are quite generally agreed upon—principles that prove that a con-

tinuous, uninterrupted street railway service, extending over a wide

area, cannot be operated with a high degree of success—service and
dividends considered, unless this corporation be given the freedom
usually granted privately managed interests.

The narrow lines of limited personal interest often mark the latitude

and the longitude of a man's success. Just as soon as you begin to

work for something bigger and better, you immediately become a bigger

and a better man. Try forgetting your selfish self for a week, for a

month. Work in sympathy with your organization, with the manage-
ment, and see how soon you will attract the attention of men higher up.

And when you attract the attention of men higher up, it is easy to get

higher up.

Perhaps nothing is less understood by the public, less valued, than street

railway service. It is one of those things that are accepted as a matter of

course, and rarely spoken of except in condemnation; its benefits usually

passing unnoticed. And yet nothing can add more to the upbuilding of a

city than the extension of street railway service. An intelligent campaign

by local corporations, through the press, could change this attitude of the

public. Not subsidized, so-called news stories, but the use of paid-for

advertising space filled with matter of vital public interest.

The injury of individuals is an incident of street railway operation.

In cities where the streets are thronged with children—streets that seem

to be the only playground—accidents are bound to happen. It is a pity

that cities do not take a greater interest in the public playground idea—

a

plan that would prevent the loss of many innocent lives. The city of

New York has invested over sixteen million dollars in playgrounds

—

Chicago over eleven million dollars, and some smaller cities in propor-

tion. The permanence and the prosperity of any city rests on the rock

foundation of its coming generation. And the city that fails to protect

and to foster its poor—to provide human needs—lacks foresight.
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The street-car company owns one of the best opportunities for advertis-

ing ; but it seldom carries its own advertisements. The street-car company
does not talk direct to its customers, but often hangs a dodger, a hand-bill,

in some out-of-the-way place—often does advertising beneath the dignity of

a street-car corporation. Plain, unvarnished, human-interest talks—talks

on service, on courtesy, on the corporation and the community, on rights

that are bound to be respected, and the many more intensely interesting

subjects—heart-to-heart talks with customers, with passengers, with

the public, would surely pay. It would pay in dividends, pay in public

sentiment; pay, and pay big. These talks would be directed to the

passenger, on board—to the mind, right while the mind is in the receptive

mood. For illustration, take some excitable, perhaps petulant, cross

and irritable passenger, and place before him a fair, square, honest

statement of the corporation's intention—the company's attitude toward

the public, and much of the prejudice would be melted. And the best

place to do this is right where the customer looks for advice, for counsel

—the street-car ads. Here are a few ideas:

The motorman and conductor

of this car represent this com-
pany in the service to you
which began when you en-

tered the car.

This company serves its own
interests best by serving yours

best. The reward of good ser-

vice is more service— more
service for us, better service

for you.

When you paid your fare you
paid for the service of a power
house, tracks and trolley wire,

motorman and conductor, man-
ager and entire staff, and you
are entitled to the entire ser-

vice.

Please call, 'phone or write

about any trouble you have
with our service, any sugges-

tion you have to offer, any
information you need, to Good
Service Department, Street,

Room No. , 'Phone No.

Caution and courtesy are the

watchwords of the crew of this

car. Thank you for every as-

sistance that you give them.

This company is doing its best

to give its patrons a service

of which they may be proud,
and helpful suggestions to this

end are always welcome.

The fact that there is but one
trolley company in this city

does not mean that there is no
competition— this company is

competing with itself and try-

ing to make the competition
keener every day.

For articles left on cars call at

Room No. , Street.

This is close to the business

center and it is hoped the lo-

cation will suit your conven-
ience. It may save time and
steps to 'phone first to find

-whether the article has been
received—'Phone No. .
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Some Safety Slogans

It is better to be always careful than always crippled.

Remember that little things—some of the things that seem small,

have caused the bad accidents.

Safety means fewer accidents. Fewer accidents result in less time

lost.

Never take a chance anywhere, at any time, when a safe way will

prevent an accident.

Every man should appoint himself a Committee of One, to prevent

accident.

Eemember, a stitch in time saves a wreck.

Safety means more than property—it means life
;
perhaps your life.

Carelessness often descends to criminality.

Safety first—Safety last—Safety always.

This company would not only have patronage, but it would deserve it.

Our employees are instilled with the importance of giving the public

due consideration—patrons of this company, the best service.

A public service corporation is the result of public faith. Any
courtesy the corporation can extend to the public, as acknowledgment of

this trust, will be considered a pleasant privilege, not a commercial

duty.

Courtesy
Courtesy is the stroke of genius.

The conductor that constantly keeps in mind true courtesy, gives

outside evidence of his inside worth.

Genuine courtesy costs little, and produces much.

Most people measure courtesy as the infallible evidence of early

training.

Carelessness in manners is always found on the scrap-heap of human
endeavor.

Courtesy is the hall-mark of higher manhood. It creates harmony,

gives happiness, and returns compound rewards.

Courtesy puts your mind in the right attitude, and when you are

fair with others, others will be fair with vou.

The man that conforms to the convenience and comforts of others

—

the man that is thoughtful and considerate, is always in demand.
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The Brill Standard Snow Sweeper has endu-

rance and efficiency records in the cities of

our Northern States, Canada and Northern

Europe. It is built the same today as ten

years ago. There has been no call to change

any part—not a replacement order has been

received in all this time for anything but

the wear parts, such as sprocket wheels and

sprocket chains. On heavy traffic lines like

New York and Montreal, the machine has

been used for years because it works fast and is

dependable. Write for Catalogue No. 183.
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VJ17ITH his car sliding on a grade or the

wheels refusing to bite on slippery rails,

the motorman must have a sand-box upon

which he can rely absolutely. The Brill

"Dumpit" Sand Box has a double hopper,

the inner one being enclosed by a rocker cast-

ing which closes the outlet. Thus, the moist-

ure which forms the usual sand wick in the

tube is prevented from entering the hoppers,

keeping the sand absolutely dry and ready

for instant use. A slight pull on a lever or

pressure on a pedal starts an immediate and

continuous flow of sand. A blade in the

rocker casting prevents the sand from caking.



General Manager. Portland Railway, Light & Power Company
President. Pacific Coast Elv.ctric Railway Association



Management

As organizations increase in size and scope, the

scientific, tactful handling of men is of much
more significance than the stroke of a punch,

the speed of a drill, or the color of a car.

In years gone by, we have been absorbed in me-

chanical and material improvements. The
hour is here for human improvement.

Chemistry, physics have conquered the secrets of

raw material; inventive genius has overcome

the tangible obstacles; nature furnishes fab-

rics, ivoods and metals.

Now comes the demand for the man that can

get the maximum amount of energy, enthusi-

asm, desire to do, into the heads and the hearts

of men.

Now comes a loud call for a real Manager.

A public service corporation is indefensible, un-

less it is actuated by the wholesome ambition

to render the best possible service, consistent

with the idea of permanent business and rea-

sonable profits.

A public service corporation is successful for

the same reason that other important interests

are successful—because it is managed by men
of special fitness—because these men find their

own interests are best conserved by satisfying

the public, by pleasing patrons, by construct-

ing a business.

Successful men do not ignore the rules of busi-

ness, or of common sense. Certainly, it is an
evidence of common sense to please the public,

if you expect permanent profits. And this is

real Management.
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IjREDERIC W. HILD, general manager of the Portland RaiJ-

|i way, Light & Power Company, Portland, Oregon, was born

|| in Hoboken, N. J., January 25, 1873. Receiving his early

jl education in the public schools of New York and Brooklyn,
* he began his business career in January, 1888, as apprentice

boy with the Edison Machine Works, Schenectady, N. Y. Completing
his apprenticeship, he became successively shop foreman and student in

electrical test—this last while attending Union College, from where he

graduated with the Class of '98. Later he became draughtsman, design-

ing engineer, construction engineer and commercial engineer. His

experience in the electric and railway field has been very broad as, in

addition to being assistant engineer of the Chicago district of the Gen-

eral Electric Company and later railway sales engineer for the same
company, he was in charge of the electrical construction and partici-

pated in the early operation of the Utica Light and Power Company,
Trenton, N. Y., a high-tension hydro-electric system; the Economy
Light and Power Company, Joliet, 111., a hydro-electric plant; the Chi-

cago and Joliet Electric Railroad Company, an interurban system, and

the Aurora, Elgin and Chicago Railroad Company, a high-speed third-

rail system. Later he practiced as a consulting engineer with head-

quarters in Chicago and Dubuque, having as clients the Tri-State Light

and Power Company and several smaller lighting properties in Iowa,

Wisconsin and Illinois. In 1907, he became assistant general manager
and chief engineer of the Havana Electric Railway Company, Havana,

Cuba, and after nearly four years in charge of that property was, in

March, 1911, made general manager of the Portland Company. Mr.

Hild's interest in public utility economics and operation, particularly

that phase which deals with public relations, led him to take the initiative

in the formation of the Pacific Coast Electric Railway Association, which

includes all of the leading electric railway interests on the coast. He
was made its first president and holds that office today. He has

always taken a keen interest in civic and commercial affairs and is

prominent in the work of the Portland Chamber of Commerce and
Commercial Club. He is a member of the Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity

and of many clubs in various cities.
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Car tor City Service

Syracuse^ lew Y^rk

=1 ITUATED almost mid-

11 way between Albany

I) and Buffalo, at the

|| foot of the Onon-
i;;i:::s::::t daga Valley, New
York State, Syracuse is often re-

ferred to as the Central City on

account of its location. It is the

county seat of Onondaga County
and is one of several cities of New
York whose important develop-

ment dates from the opening of

the Erie Canal. Notwithstanding

the decline in canal traffic, how-

ever, Syracuse has continued to

grow both in population and

manufacturing and commercial

interests. A reason for this

growth, aside from the central lo-

cation of the city, is the fact that

it is on the direct route to Albany,

Boston and New York, and is a

railroad center of considerable im-

portance, the freight yards at East

Syracuse being among the largest

in the world. The population, ac-

Syracuse Traffic Conditions and Cars. Thirteen steam railroad crossings at
grade and four canal lift-bridges do not seriously affect traffic
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Syracuse Traffic Conditions and Cars. A typical view of the business district.

Salina Street, the main thoroughfare, looking south from Genesee Street

Syracuse Traffic Conditions and Cars. James and Warren Streets, showing
curve to grade leading to bridge over the Erie Canal
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cording to the census of 1910, was

139,249, but at the present time,

conservative estimates place the

number of inhabitants at about

150,000.

The Erie Canal passes through

the city from west to east and is

joined near the center of the city

At Solvay, a village of about 5,000

inhabitants, lying west of the city

and about three and one-half or

four miles from the center, is lo-

cated one of the two immense
plants of the Solvay Process Com-
pany, where 2,500 hands are em-

ployed. The wholesale drygoods

Srracuse Traffic Conditions and Cars. One of the handicaps. Salina Street,
showing cars blocked by train on Washington Street crossing at grade

by the Oswego Canal. A further

division is formed by Onondaga
Creek, which flows from the Onon-

daga Valley northward through

the city until it empties into Onon-

daga Lake.

Syracuse is a city of widely di-

versified manufacturing interests,

chemicals, automobiles and type-

writers being among the leaders.

trade is an important factor, sup-

plying hundreds of retail stores in

the city and surrounding country,

which is one of the most fertile

portions of the State.

The main business center is on

fairly level ground, but the resi-

dential districts are located on the

hills to the west, southwest and
southeast. The northern part of
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Syracuse Traffic Conditions and Cars. This photograph was taken while the
car was mounted on temporary trucks. Trucks in service are Brill No. 27-FEl

the city slopes upward from the

Erie Canal to the northern bound-

ary. With the exception of a few

that follow independent courses

and thus form triangular blocks,

the streets are regularly laid out

on a rectangular scheme. The
average width of the streets is

about 66 feet, although some are

narrower and a few are consider-

ably wider.

In the city proper and extend-

ing outside the limits in several

directions, the Syracuse Lines of

the New York State Railways pro-

vide efficient service. In addition,

several interurban lines enter the

city and handle a small portion

of the urban traffic. The Auburn
& Syracuse Electric Railroad and
the Syracuse & South Bay Electric

Railroad use the tracks of

the Syracuse Lines, while the

Syracuse, Lake Shore & Northern

Railroad, the Rochester, Syracuse

& Eastern Railroad and the Syra-

cuse & Suburban Railroad have

separate entrances. All interurban

lines, however, and the Oneida

branch of the New York State

Railways use a common loop at

the interurban terminal station.

The Syracuse Lines operate over

51 miles of double and about 19

miles of single track, and have

some rather remarkable traffic

problems to overcome. In the first

place, steam railroads cross the

principal streets at grade. There

are 13 of these grade crossings in

the city, and Salina Street, the

main thoroughfare, is crossed at

Syracisf. Traffic Covi.itions and Cars. The standard type of car has se ting
accommodatioi.s lor 44 persons. Rear door operating mechanism is indicated
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three separate points. Naturally,

this makes for congestion, but the

running time of the surface lines

is so arranged that remarkably lit-

tle delay results. Another handi-

cap to the service, but one that

has also been successfully over-

come, is the canal. This is spanned
by four lift-bridges over which

On the highlands, east of the

center of the city, is Syracuse Uni-

versity, attended by an average of

3,200 students. Heretofore this

has been served by a belt line and
a short branch from the Genesee

Street tracks, known as the Uni-

versity Line. Very recently this

has been extended to run past the

Syracusk Traffic Conditions and Cars. In the rear of the 20 transverse seals

are two longitudinal seats. Vestibule windows are arranged to drop into pockets

cars are run and, while canal

traffic is by no means what it once

was, it is sufficient to cause an-

noying interruptions. To reach

the residence districts on two sides

there are grades, some of them as

heavy as 9% per cent., to be over-

come. In spite of these handicaps,

however, the service, as has been

said, is thoroughly efficient.

University and reach the new sta-

dium, which is one of the largest

in the country. Travel both on

the belt and the University lines

is naturally heavy, but as it does

not conic during the morning and

evening peaks, it is easily cared

for in spite of the grades.

The rush hours cover a some-

what longer period than is usual,
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Syracuse Traffic Conditions and Cars. The city has a population of about

150,000, and is an important manufacturing, commercial and railway center

Syracuse Traffic Conditions and Cars. Junction of Genesee and Warren Sts.,

an important traffic point. In the distance, eastbound train crossing at grade
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especially in the morning, for the

reason that a number of factories

do not open until 8.00 o'clock.

As a rule, the peaks are from 6.00

to 8.30 o'clock in the morning and
from 5.00 to 6.30 o'clock at night.

During these periods the company
operates from 165 to 175 cars, the

normal service being about 112

cars.

In addition to the city service,

the company's lines extend to

Liverpool, about five miles north-

west of the center of the city on

the shore of Onondaga Lake; to

Solvay on the west, and through

East Syracuse to Minoa, a little

more than eight miles to the east.

Just outside the city limits to the

south, in the Onondaga Valley,

about three and a half miles from
the center, is the Valley Theater,

a summer amusement project

owned by the railway. Still

farther south the lines reach Rock-

well Springs, a popular resort.

During 1912 the Syracuse Lines

carried 33,000,000 revenue passen-

gers over a car mileage of 6,000,-

000, the traffic density therefore

being 5.50 passengers per car mile.

The equipment of the Syracuse

Lines includes 212 passenger and
12 service cars, 3 sweepers, 1

express car and 11 snow-plows.

These last are a very necessary

feature, owing to the severity of

the Central New York winters.

The repair shops in the northern

part of the city are rated among
the best in the country and can

take care of 400 cars. The car

house and open yards at this point

will accommodate about 200 cars.

There is also a smaller car house

nearer the center of the city.

Niagara Falls hydro-electric power
is transmitted 167 miles at a volt-

age of 60,000. This is transformed

to 600 volts at the company's
power station.

Two types of cars are used in

the city service. One is a Brill

Grooveless Post Semi-Convertible,

arranged for two-way operation,

with double folding door at each

end. These have seating capacity

for 40 persons. The company at

present is trying out a low-center

car, described in the September
issue of Brill Magazine, but the

standard car is the single -end,

pay-as-you-enter type, shown in

the illustrations. These have the

steam-coach roof and the Brill

Semi-Convertible Window System.
The rear platform is equipped

with folding entrance and exit

doors, independently operated,

while the front exit door is hinged

to the vestibule corner post and is

operated in conjunction with the

step from the motorman's posi-

tion. The interior finish is of

cherry, with rattan upholstered

seats.
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WmwRtB^L Typ^ii for Interurbaii Service in

Southern Illinois Railway & Power C@nipaiiy

i'i HE American Car

ll Company has de-

ll livered to the South-

|| ern Illinois Railway
sssasssBBiBBa g. power Company

seven cars of varied types for in-

terurban service. The railway at

present connects Eldorado, 111.,

with Carriers Mills, running

through Wasson, Muddy, Harris-

burg, Domesville and Ledford, a

distance of about 17 miles. It will

be seen, therefore, that the terri-

tory served includes urban as well

as interurban features and to main-

tain a fast schedule, cars are re-

quired which are capable of being

loaded and unloaded with all pos-

sible despatch. The passenger cars

included in the present order were

designed with this in view, having

long platforms, wide steps and
wide aisles.

Two of the cars are of the com-

bination passenger and smoking

type. The bottom framing is made
up of 5 by 7%-in. yellow pine side

sills, reinforced on the inside by
15 by %-in. steel plates. End sills

are of 514 by 6-in. oak and the in-

termediate and center sills are

formed of 6-in. I beams with yel-

low pine fillers. Cross sills and in-

termediate framing are of 3% by
6-in. yellow pine. Corner posts are

3%-in. and side posts 2%-in. thick,

mortised into sills and fastened

with strap bolts.

The Brill Plain Arch Roof is used,

with six Brill "Exhaust" Ventila-

tors on each side. Bulkheads at

each end of the car are fitted with

single swing doors as is the parti-

tion between the passenger and
smoking compartments. All doors

are glazed in the upper part. The
windows are arranged 12 on one

side and 13 on the other. The
square-head top sashes are sta-

tionary, while the lower sashes are

Varied Types for Interurban Service. All passenger cars are of practically
the same length. Track to side sills, 42^ in.; side sills to trolley boards, 9 ft. 4 in.;

floor to headlining, 8 ft. 1 3A in.
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Varied Types for Intkrurban Service. Passenger and smoking cars are
provided with a saloon in one corner

Varied Types for Tnterurbax Service. Both passenger and smoking
compartments have continuous bagsrage racks
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Varied Types for Ivterurban Service. Folding slat seats across baggage com-
partment entrances increase seating accommodations

arranged to raise. Each vestibule

has a train door in the center and

is fitted with Brill folding vestibule

doors at the sides. The interior is

finished in quartered oak. In the

passenger compartment are six

Brill "Winner" reversible seats

and two longitudinal corner seats

on each side, while the smoking
compartment is provided with two
transverse and one longitudinal

seat on each side.

Two other cars are combination

passenger and baggage cars, but the

baggage compartment is arranged

with reversible transverse and fold-

ing longitudinal slat seats so that

it may be used as a smoking com-
partment. The under and body
framing is similar to that in the

cars described above, and the Brill

Plain Arch Roof is used. The
sides, however, are sheathed with

steel, and there are mutually-oper-

ating, double sliding doors at each

end of the car body. There is also

a sliding door on each side of the

baggage compartment. The interior

of the passenger compartment is fin-

ished in birch, stained mahogany,
with 10 Brill "Winner" reversible

seats and one longitudinal corner

seat on each side.

The remainder of the order is

Varied Types for Inti-rurban Sekvick. The baggage and express car can be
used also as an electric locomotive
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Varied Types for Intf.rurba>- Service. Illumination is provided by a row of
lamps on each side.

Varied Types for Interurbav Service. Heavy wooden slats protect baggage
car doors when open
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made up of two closed trailer

coaches and one baggage and ex-

press car. The former are similar

in under and body frame con-

struction to the cars already de-

scribed and are finished inside in

oak. Nine transverse and two

longitudinal seats of ash slats are

placed on each side of the aisle.

The baggage and express car can

be used also as an electric locomo-

tive. It has side sills of 4% by
8-in. yellow pine, reinforced inside

by a 15 by %-in. steel plate which

is bent down at the door openings

and reinforced by heavy angles

riveted to the top of the plate.

The side sills are further rein-

forced underneath by heavy angles

riveted to the steel plate and ex-

tending from the corner posts to

the truss rod strut supports. Two
center and two intermediate sills

are formed of 7-in. I beams with

heavy pine fillers and extend from
bumper to bumper. Crossings are

of yellow pine. A iy2-m. truss

rod extends from bolster to bolster.

Needle beams are formed of 8-in. I

beams. Two sliding doors are

placed on each side and when open,

are protected inside by heavy
wooden slats. Extending from the

door posts down to the sills at the

corners is an upper truss formed
of a 3 by y2-m. plate. The roof is

of the Brill Plain Arch type with
ash car lines having forged steel

car lines bolted to every other one.

Each vestibule is provided with a

swing door at the left-hand corner.

^es Moines City Railway Company

ii ERVING a population

|| of 86,000, which is

|| being augmented

II daily, and operating
* over 85 miles of

track, the Des Moines City Rail-

way Company has urgent need for

15 single-end, double-truck, pay-as-

you-enter cars recently delivered

by the American Car Company.
The city is situated in the southern

central part of Iowa, of which it

is the capital, is the center of a

rich coal mining district and has
within its limits a wide variety of

manufacturing industries It is

intersected by the Des Moines and
Raccoon Rivers, both of which are

spanned by several bridges, and is

well laid out for electric railway

service.

The cars included in the present

order have side sills of 4 by 7%-in.

yellow pine, reinforced with 1W±
by 5/16-in. steel plates, which have
2 1/2 by 2y2 by 5/16-in. angles at

the top and 4y2 by 3 by %-in.

angles at the bottom. These angles

are so bent and riveted that they

take the general form of Z bars.
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Single-End Prepayment Cars for Des Moines. The cars are mounted on Brill

No. 47-GE3 trucks, each having a wheelbase of 4 ft. 10 in.

The end sills are of b 1/^ by 7%-in.

oak with 6 by 2y2-in. steel plates

on the inside extending the full

length of the sills and bolted to the

side sills. The crossings are of Sy2

by 5!/2-in. oak. There are eight

to the ear, placed one on either

side of each bolster and four

spaced at equal distances between

the bolsters, which are of the open

Single-End Prepayment Cars for Des Moines. Hot air. forced ventilation heater
is installed in front vestibule. Hand-straps are provided over longitudinal seats
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Sisglk-Evd Prepayment Cars for Des Moines. Track to side sills. SOt% in.; side
sills over trolley boards, 9 ft 3 3/i in.: floor to headlining, 8 ft. \V% in. Track to

step, 15H in.; step to platform, 11 in.

truss type, with 9 by %-in. upper

and 9 by 1-in. lower members.

The crossings are supported on

pressed steel sockets riveted to the

side sills, are fastened with %-in.

iron tie-rods and are strengthened

with diagonal bracing of 1% by
3%-in. oak.

Ash is used for the body fram-

ing. The posts are spaced 30 in.

between centers and are 2*4 in.

thick by 4 in. wide at the arm rail.

The truss rods are of 2 1/? by %-in.

iron and l 1/^ by %-in. tie rods

extend the entire length of the car

fiom corner post to corner post.

The roof is of the monitor-deck

type. On either side are 11

pivoted ventilator sashes and three

stationary transom sashes are

placed at each end.

The interior is finished in light-

colored cherry. Eleven double-

sash windows on either side are

fitted with stationary arched upper

sashes. The lower sashes are ar-

ranged to raise and are protected

by five %-in. iron window rods.

The front bulkhead is provided

with two lifting windows and an

open doorway, while that in the

rear has one swinging and one slid-

ing door and is fitted inside with

a rattan folding seat.

Platforms are supported by two
6 by 31/2 by 9/16-in. Z bars, the

rear platform being reinforced by
a 4 ft. 3 in. by 5 in. by %-in. steel

plate and two 3y2 by 3%-in. T
beams bolted to buffer and end sill.

Side strain is provided against by
two 4 by %-in. flat steel bars

hooked behind the end sill plate

and diverging at an angle of ap-

proximately 45 degrees to the Z
bar supports at the front. The
front vestibule has a sliding door

and folding step, while at the rear

there are double-folding doors

operated by the conductor.
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ci=>

I
= = if DDING to its equip-

A||
ment in order to care

|| for the constantly in-

[| creasing traffic, the

Lima Tramways Com-

pany a short time ago placed an

order with The J. G. Brill Com-
pany for six combination first and

second-class closed cars. The ne-

gotiations were conducted through

W. R. Grace & Company, New
York, and the cars were shipped

within the past few weeks. The
new cars differ in a number of

features from others built for

Lima by The J. G. Brill Company.
Lima has a population of about

150,000 and is growing rapidly.

Besides being the capital, it is the

chief commercial and manufactur-

ing city of Peru. Its buildings

compare very favorably with those

of other leading South American

cities and are mostly of reinforced

Combination Cars for Peru. The cars have seating accommodations for 32 first

class and 20 second class passengers
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Combination Cars for Peru. The windows on both sides of the car are protected
by six bronze window rods running the full length

concrete construction. The city

has a very fine park system in

which the residents take great

pride, and has often been referred

to as the Paris of America on ac-

count of its beauty and gaiety.

Situated on the Rimac River,

about seven miles from the coast,

Lima has an extensive electric rail-

way system connecting with the

coast and numerous neighboring

towns. The three electric railway

properties are consolidated under
the name of the Empresas Electri-

cas Asociades. The high falls of

the Rimac River furnish an abund-

ance of power and in addition to

the railway service, the company
also supplies electric light and
power for commercial use from

hydro-electric plants equipped with

American machinery.

Callao, which is the port of Lima,

has one of the finest harbors on

the Pacific coast, and in addition

to its electric railway connections

with the capital and surrounding

towns, is also the terminus of a

steam line which runs through

Lima and about 200 miles into the

interior.

The cars included in the present

order are mounted on Brill No.

27-MCB1 trucks, with Brill ''Half-

Ball" brake hangers. The side

sills are of 4 by 8%-in. yellow

pine, reinforced with 15 by %-in.

steel plates running the full length

of the car.

A 1/^-in. truss rod runs under

Combination Cars for Peru. Track to side sills, 2 ft. 8% in.; side sills over trolley
boards, 9 ft. lY% in.; floor to headlining, 8 ft. 8 in. Track to step, 16 in.: step to
platform, 14 in.; platform to floor, 10K in. Weight of body less electrical

equipment, 14,200 lbs.
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each side sill. Crossings and end

sills are of oak, the latter being

5V4 by 6% in.

Corner posts and side posts are

of ash, 3% in. and 2% in. respec-

tively. The side sheathing is of

poplar. The roof is of the steam

car type, with pivoted ventilator

sashes of wire glass on either side.

Platforms are provided with Brill

"Automatic" doors at the steps

and are enclosed in permanent

vestibules, which are provided with

three windows. That in the center

is adjustable, while those at the

sides are arranged to drop into

pockets.

Cars for Latin-American coun-

tries are elaborately finished as a

rule and these are no exceptions

as far as the first-class compart-

ment is concerned. Outside the

color is maroon with gilt trim-

mings. The interior finish of the

first-class compartment is mahog-
any with ceiling of birdseye maple
veneer. Fourteen transverse re-

versible seats, placed seven on a

side, and two longitudinal corner

seats are upholstered in leather. All

hardware is of bronze. The sec-

ond-class compartment is finished

in ash with birch veneer ceiling

and eight transverse reversible

seats and two corner seats of ash

slats. The trimmings in this com-

partment are of malleable iron.

At each end of the car are mutu-
ally-operating double sliding doors,

while a single sliding door sepa-

rates the two compartments.

Windows are placed 13 on either

side and of these eight are in the

first-class compartment. Lighting

is accomplished by means of side

lights and three clusters, of which
two are in the first-class compart-

ment.

MMs%lol)B2 iglB'S-tTls O^iritai Company

LIT

IpSSSSSijN November, 1911, the

Ji $F%l II American Car Com-

! "<lJJ M pany shipped to the

II [j Muskogee Electric

Traction Company.
Muskogee, Oklahoma, ten cars of

a most interesting type. The prin-

cipal feature was their extremely

light weight—the car body, exclu-

sive of electrical equipment, weigh-

ing only 7,000 pounds. At the

time they were put in service,

these cars were commented upon
quite freely in all parts of the

country, many railway men being

of the opinion that they were en-

tirely too light and would rack to

pieces within a short time.

Recently one of these cars was
put to a remarkably severe test. It

is, perhaps, unnecessary to state

that the test was not deliberately
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contemplated, and, therefore, the

results were all the more thorough
This was the situation : The car

and a switch engine belonging to

the Midland Valley Railroad at-

tempted to negotiate a 90-degree

crossing at one and the same time.

The car was struck just behind the

forward corner post. When the

resultant excitement had abated to

some extent, it was found that the

Therefore, when a thorough exami-

nation of the car showed that the

only damage was a hole in the for-

ward panel and a little splintering

here and there, it was put back on
the rails and retained in service.

It would seem from the result of

this accident that lightweight ears

of this type are eminently practi-

cal for such conditions as exist in

the Muskogee and similar proper-

Sevf.re Test for a Lightweight Car. Knocked 71 feet from the track by a switch
engine, this car, weighing only 7,000 lb^., was returned to the rails and

continued in service

car had been knocked 71 feet from
the track.

Now, while the Traction Com-
pany is well equipped as to roll-

ing stock, Muskogee is a rapidly

growing community and has need
of every facility for rapid transit.

ties. In these cars the elimination

of all unnecessary weight is com-

pensated for by the continuous

longitudinal body framing, a de-

tailed description of which was
published in Brill Magazine for

December, 1911.
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Nearside Cars for Atlantic City. The new cars are mounted on Brill No. 39-E
single-motor trucks

Msaa-gMs (gas's 2ms JMMmMg. @Mj mm§,
^<a a Mi

HD?ffi £T©3 3fK^ Ita^l^©? '.fraeass

ii if OR fall and winter

I| n^T] II service the Atlantic

II ii II
Ci1T and Shore Rail "

11 II road Company have

placed in operation

26 Nearside cars, recently com-

pleted by The J. G. Brill Company.
The new cars will replace all of the

old closed cars formerly operated

on the Atlantic Avenue division.

Inasmuch as the company has had

its cars make nearside stops for

some time, the installation of the

new equipment will make practi-

cally no change in the stopping

points.

The transportation problem in

Atlantic City is one requiring great

elasticity of service. Not only

does the population vary tre-

mendously, ranging from 50,000 in

the fall and winter, to 200,000 and
over during the spring and sum-
mer months, but, being entirely a

pleasure and health resort, with

practically no manufacturing of

consequence, there are no morning
and evening peak loads as is the

case in most cities. Then, too, the

city is located on an island which

limits the area of growth, notwith-

standing the fact that the perma-

Nearside Cars for Atlantic City. Length over corner posts. 34 ft. \V% in.; over
vestibules. 45 ft. 2 in.: platform. 7 ft. 6 in.: width over posts at belt, 8 ft. 5 in.:

track to side sills, i ft. 6% in.: side sills to trolley boards. 9 ft. M in.: floor to
headlining. 7 ft. 11 \h in.: track to step, lSri in.: step to platform, 18 in.: plat-

form to roof 10H in.
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Nearside Cars for Atlantic City. The entrance and exit doors are fitted with
narrow glass panels

Nearside Cabs for Atlantic City. An emergency exit in the rear of the car is

operated from the conductor's position
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nent population is steadily increas-

ing. All of this makes for conges-

tion, which the company believes

will be overcome by the use of the

new and larger cars.

As the salt air of Atlantic City

is very hard on paint and iron-

work, the company is now build-

ing a modern car shop, which will

torn frames, the side sills being

formed of 5/16-in. plates, 18 in. at

the widest part. These are rein-

forced top and bottom and verti-

cally by light angles. At the front

end an upper truss rod is designed

to prevent deflection of the over-

hang of the main frame. Cast

steel body bolsters have ends lipped

Nf.arsidk Cabs for Atlantic City. View of Atlantic Avenue, the main
thoroughfare, showing new cars in operation

not only afford facilities for re-

pair work, but will provide storage

room under cover for all equip-

ment. The new building will also

contain the general offices of the

company and will care for the

equipment of the Shore Fast Line,

as the interurban division, run-

ning to Ocean City, is known.
The new cars have all-steel bot-

down under the side sills and are

designed to carry 10,500 lbs. at

each end when supported at the

center. Between the bolsters are

eight crossings build up of angles

with diagonal cross members, form-

ing light but powerful trusses.

The cars are mounted on Brill Xo.

39-E single-motor trucks.

The side posts are tenoned into
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a yellow pine sill, which is bolted

to the lower angle of the sill plate,

and are additionally bolted

through the vertical angles riveted

to the sill plates. The wooden
side panels are covered with cold

rolled sheet steel, and at the bottom

is a 2 by 3/16-in. steel molding

beveled on the top edge. Com-
pound car lines with iy2 by %-in.

front platform are operated inde-

pendently or in unison by mecha-

nism controlled by the motorman,
while an emergency exit at the

rear is operated from the conduc-

tor's position shown in the illus-

tration . Brill Semi - Convertible

windows are used. There are 14

transverse seats placed seven on

either side of the car. Forward of

OCEAN CJTV A T LA IM T I C

Nearside Cars for Atlantic City. The trip on the Shore Fast Line is very
popular with Atlantic City visitors

steel members at each post and
wooden car lines between support

the roof, which is of the Brill Plain

Arch type.

Entrance and exit doors on the

these are two longitudinal seats,

while another longitudinal seat

runs around the rear end, the

whole providing accommodations

for 51 passengers.
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"il WELVE cars of a very being of steel to the belt rail, with

II interesting type were plain arched roofs.

If delivered by the The last census gave Mobile a

If American Car Com- population of 51,500 and the city

pany to the Mobile is growing rapidly. Situated on

Light and Railroad Company a the Mobile River at its entrance to

II 5j1p

Steel-Frame Cars for Mobile. According to law, white passengers are required
to use the front seats, while negroes sit in the rear of the cars

short time ago. Four of the cars

were mounted on single Brill No.

21-E trucks with a 7 ft. 6-in.

wheelbase, while the remainder

were on double trucks of the Brill

No. 27-G1 type. Although there

is a difference in length in favor

of the double-truck cars, the con-

struction details of all are identical,

Mobile Bay, 33 miles from the

Gulf and 180. miles from Montgom-
ery, the capital, it is one of the

most important commercial cities

of the South, besides being the port

of Alabama. Vast quantities of

cotton are exported annually as

well as cottonseed oil, coal, lumber,

livestock and naval stores. The

:n:i
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Steel-Frame Cars for Mobile. Single-Truck—The lengrlh of this oar over plat-
forms is 33 ft. 6 in. Otherwise tlio dimensions are similar to those of the

double-truck car

city has widely diversified manu-
facturing interests. It is laid out

for the most part on a level, sandy

plain, which rises gradually to low

hills. The streets are admirably

adapted to electric railway traffic,

being broad and, as a rule, follow-

ing a rectangular plan.

The new cars are of the closed

prepayment type, for two-wTay

operation. Side and end sills are

formed of two 5 by 3y2 by 5/16-in.

angles, each extending the full

length of one side, bent at right

angles at each corner, extending

half way across either end and
joined to the other piece by plates

and rivets. Gusset plate stiffeners

are used at the four corners. The
crossings are of 5-in. I beams.

In the body framing all posts

are of 2 by 2 by V4-in. T iron in

one continuous piece from side sill

to side sills, forming curved car-

lines as well as posts. The belt rail

is of angle iron and the side sheath-

ing is of 3/16-in. sheet steel in one

piece from coiner to corner. Tak-

ing the place of bulkheads are

%-in. steel plate diaphragm arches,

riveted to the sill angles, the steel

posts and carline.

There is no interior lining be-

low the window rails, the steel side

Steel-Framf Cars for Mobile. Double-Truck—Track to side sill, 32|i in ; side
sill over trolley boards, 9 ft. 5 in. Track to step, 15 in.: step to platform, 15 in.;

platform to floor, 10 in.
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plates and T posts being exposed.

From window rail to curtain

moulding the posts are covered

with wood trim to provide window
and curtain grooves. There is no
roof lining except at the sides,

where it is required for advertising

racks. Such trim as is used is of

natural finish cherry, and the re-

versible transverse seats are of

cherry slats. There are no longi-

tudinal seats. The seating capacity

of the double-truck cars is 4S,

while 32 passengers can be accom-

modated in the single-truck cars.

The side windows have stationary

upper sashes, but the lower sashes

are arranged to lift, and are pro-

vided with five y±-in. iron pipe

window bars. Each vestibule has

three windows. Those at the sides

have drop sashes in the lower part,

while the center ones have drop

lower sashes and upper sashes ar-

ranged to raise.

Each vestibule has two double

folding doors on the controller side,

operated in conjunction with a

folding step by mechanism con-

trolled by the conductor. The
doors can be operated separately

or simultaneously. The brake-

staff side of each vestibule is fitted

with a sliding door with folding

step, which is controlled by the

motorman.

=j. i, J XE of three gas-electric

Off motor cars, built by

H the Wason Manufact-

|| uring Company for

the Midland Valley

Railroad Company, has recently

been placed in operation for sup-

plementary service on the com-

pany's main line between Wichita

and Arkansas City, Kansas. The
railroad's complete system extends

from Wichita through Muskogee,

Oklahoma, to Hove, Arkansas, and,

including numerous branches, em-

braces a total of 365 miles. The new
car makes one round trip a day over

a distance of 102 miles at a sched-

uled speed of 18..5 miles an hour.

The cars have all-steel frames,

consisting of I beams and chan-

nels, with side sheathing of steel

plates. The underfloor is of wood
with heavy felt lining between it

and the car floor. There is also a

felt interlining to the car sides.

On either side of the center, sepa-

rating the passenger and smoking
compartments, is an entrance with

three inside steps leading to the

car floor. There is also an entrance

at the rear leading from the open

platform.

The cars are of the General

Electric Company's standard com-
bination passenger, smoking and

baggage compartment type, and are
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Steel Gas-Ei.ectric Motor Cars. The radiators are located on the roof of the
car, while a gasoline tank of 150 gallons capacity is suspended underneath

handsomely finished in mahogany,
with plate glass windows. The
transverse seats are of sufficient

length to accommodate three per-

sons and are upholstered with

plush in the passenger compart-

ment and with Spanish leather in

the smoking room. The total seat-

ing capacity is 86 persons.

The generating unit consists of

an eight-cylinder, four-cycle gas

engine, direct connected to a 600-

volt commutating pole electric

generator designed to meet the

special conditions demanded by
the service. The engine is started

by compressed air from the main

reservoirs of the air brake system,

which are built with surplus capac-

ity for this purpose. The engine

can rotate at normal speed and de-

liver its maximum power irrespec-

tive of the speed of the car, which

is of great advantage on grades

and in emergencies. There is also

an auxiliary equipment consisting

of a two-cylinder, four-cycle gas

engine, direct connected to a

single-cylinder air compressor and

lighting generator. Two 600-

volt railway motors of 100 horse-

power each are mounted on the

axle of the forward truck.

ffiffiBBBBeBapfflgam to

fcm
•>- 77ttJ*"

f*
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Steel Gas-Electric Motor Cars. Track to step, \8\i in.; step to platform 31% in.,

with three l0>i-in. risers. Track to center entrance step, 22K in.; step to floor,

30iHi in., with three 9%-in. risers
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.','ll Railways, Lemoyne,

Pa., by The J. G.

Brill Company, present several in-

teresting features and are intended

principally for interurban service.

The Railways, however, run

through several populous towns

and operate over something like 44

miles of track. The company con-

trols Boiling Springs Park, a very

popular resort.

The new cars have underframes

constructed entirely of steel. The

side sills are formed of 18 by 3-16-

in. steel plates, reinforced at the

top by a 3 by y2-in. plate and at

the bottom by a 2y2 by 2y2 by

y2-m. angle. End sills are of

10-in. channels. There are two cen-

ter stringers to the car, formed of

4-in. channels. Two of the cross-

ings are of 5-in. channels and two

more are of 4-in. channels. The

latter are in the form of a truss

of which the 4-in. channel forms

the top chord, while the bottom

chord consists of a 4 by %-in. steel

plate. These are dropped at the

center to pass under the center

stringers and are reinforced by

steel gussets at the junction with

the side sills.

Corner and side posts are of ash,

Cars for the Valley Railways. The cars are mounted on double trucks of the

Brill No. 27-MCBl type.
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the former being 3% in. and the

latter 2% in. thick. The cars have

straight sides and are sheathed

from the under side of the side

sills to the window rail with sheet

steel. The roof is of the plain arch

type and is provided with eight

Brill "Exhaust" Ventilators

placed four on a side.

The interior is finished in ash,

with 11 double sash windows on

each side. These have square top

stationary upper sashes, while the

lower sashes are arranged to raise.

Seven transverse, reversible seats

of the Brill "Winner" type, and

two longitudinal corner seats are

placed on either side of the aisle.

Bulkheads at each end are closed

by mutually-operating double slid-

ing doors.

Stationary, round-end vestibules

at each end are sheathed with sheet

steel below the window sills and

are provided with Brill double

folding doors, which are operated

in conjunction with folding steps

by means of a simple mechanism.

Each vestibule has three windows,

of which the center is adjustable,

while those at the sides are ar-

ranged to drop into pockets.

Cars for the Valley Railways. Track to side sills. 2 ft. 9% in.; side sills to trol-

ley boards, 8 ft. 9Vs in.; floor to headlining, 8 ft. % in.; track to step, \7% in.; step

to platform, 1454 in.; platform to floor, 8% in. Weight of body less electrical

equipment, 18,500 lbs.

Correction

j|s::i::::::s:::::::::!!:|i n THE caption under the map of the Oregon Electric Rail-

fll way's system, on page 271 of the September Brill Maga-

II zine, it was stated that the company controlled the Port-

[:!,„,,,,„»„.>,„-,, m.mjl land Railway, Light & Power Company. This was a

mistake. The Oregon Electric Railway Company controls

the Valley Railway Company.
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Note.—The purpose of these last pages is to supply executive officers with material

suggestions—ideas that may prove useful in preparing their printed matter,

placards, pay-envelope stuffers, magazine material for employees, heart-to-heart

talks in letters and in literature.

The modern city might well be called a mobile community. In this

progressive age, everyone is on the move. It is marvelous, when you stop

to consider, with what extreme caution, with what cool and calculating

accuracy, motormen manage to save the lives of so many men, women and

children. And. then with what sullen looks, and with what unprintable

language these self-same people pay the motormen for their life-saving

care.

Recently a Missouri man confessed that he purposely lost Ids leg

by thrusting it under the wheel of a locomotive to recover $3,000 damages.

A Chicago jury found a woman guilty of perjury. She claimed to have

been knocked down and dragged by a trolley car, and made deaf and

dumb. A woman taught her children to injure themselves by trolley

cars, so that she might claim damages. One man in New York sand-

papered his knee, and then applied a fly blister to it, and claimed he had

synovitis.

To prevent the waste of human life, our cities spend 33 cents per

capita. To prevent fire loss, we spend $1.65 per capita. The fire loss

amounts to two hundred and fifty millions a year. The annual economic

loss, due to preventable disease and death, is one billion five hundred

million dollars. It pays to conserve human life, which explains why the

Safety First slogan has fixed itself so firmly in the minds of managers,

and of men.

All good men are striving for success. Most men are capable, but all

men are more or less a bit careless when it comes to meeting the public,

all of which has inspired this observation: Whatever you are the world

will be to you. The man that would rise in rank—who would be a "Top
Xotrher" —who would be a manager of men—must necessarily, first, be a

manager of himself— manager of his own manners. Xo man can get on

in this modem day of close competition without he carefully considers the

other fellow.
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Premium ®a Imagination

But a few years ago people were saying, "There are a couple of

chumps out in Dayton, that think they can fly in a machine. '

' Nine men
out of every ten lack imagination—lack the power of an Edison, of a

Wright; the power that made men like Watt, Franklin. They have the

same five senses that animals have, but they do not employ their higher

sense—imagination. A lot of men never get beyond the pulling and
pushing, shovelling and shoving stage. Most men do what animals do.

Some men rise above this position ; and they do it through their imagina-

tion. A lot of men believe in what they see—what has already been

done. Few men have faith in possibilities; and here is where they lack

that great power—imagination.

A street sweeper can see a dollar after it is made. The imaginative

mind can see the dollar long before it is made. Imagination is foresight.

The mule has hindsight.

If you can only see your present position, if you fail to see ahead,

if your ambition is tongue-tied, you probably lack one important factor

—imagination.

The most important man in an organization is the man who can

create, suggest, plan ahead. Anyone can walk on the tread-mill of regu-

lar business. There is a premium on men with imaginations.

Caution and Courtesy

The public is more deeply interested in the character, in the caution

of a street car motorman—the public is more deeply interested in the

courtesy and the character of a street car conductor, than in the case

of an ordinary industrial employee.

A reckless motorman is a menace to the public, A discourteous

conductor, an expense to the corporation.

The men entrusted with the responsibility of representing this com-

pany in its transportation department, are selected with a view of

establishing two important rules

—

Caution and Courtesy.

Your Conduct

You are the man by which the public measures this company.

You are trusted with the responsibility of making and unmaking
your company's reputation.

There is a bigger and better job always waiting for men that are

builders.
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Our Atlantic City
Convention Exhibit

CONFORMING to custom, the Con-

vention of the American Electric

Railway Association this year promises

to eclipse all preceding meetings in point

of attendance and general interest. No
effort has been spared to make the Brill

Exhibit in every way worthy of such

a gathering. Our spaces are Nos. 4, 6, 8

and 10, immediately to the left of the

entrance to the Main Building. In addi-

tion to numerous specialties, we shall show
five trucks of more than ordinary interest.

These include the No. 27-GE2 short-base

double truck, the No. 39-E1 single-motor

type, the No. 27-MCB2 high-speed truck,

the well-known "Radiax," and the No.

21-E, on which one end is fitted with the

Brill Wide -Wing Journal Box and the

other end with the Brill Short-Wing Box,

THE J. G. BRILL COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
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Railway Buying

Knowledge of materials and markets, however

profound, will not of itself fit a man to he

head of the purchasing department of the

modern electric railway.

This is a big position—one of the most impor-

tant in a railway organization—and like all

big positions, it requires a big man; a man

who possesses qualities that are not generally

apparent on the outside.

Knowing where to buy is important. Knowing

when to buy is more important.

This last requires constant study and broad ex-

perience. Study of politics and finance not

only as they affect the individual railway, but

as they affect the entire country.

The man who combines the knowledge gained by

this study with initiative, unflagging energy,

conservative judgment, the ability to read and

handle men and, of course, the absolute integ-

rity that is inherent in such a character, pos-

sesses the attributes of a railway buyer.
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j LLEN F. EDWARDS, vice-president, in charge of pur-

A|[
chases of the Detroit United Railway, and an officer and

II director of many of the Detroit United Lines, was born in

i«—-sssij Oglethorpe County, Ga., in 1876. He received his early

education in the public schools of Memphis, Tenn., and later at a private

school at Charlottesville, Va., and at Columbia University, New York

City. His first railway position was that of cashier of the Yonkers

Railroad Company, Yonkers, N. Y., with which company he became con-

nected in 1897. After serving also in the mechanical and track depart-

ments and later as superintendent in charge of operation, he was, after

the acquirement of the Yonkers Railroad by the Union Railway of New
York City, made general superintendent. In 1899 he went to Petersburg,

Va., displacing the horse car lines of that city with au electric railway;

acting as general manager of the railway, lighting and water power

companies. In 1901 he came to Detroit as general manager of the Toledo

& Monroe Railway, then in course of construction from Toledo to Detroit.

During the same year he was made general manager of the Detroit &

Toledo Shore Line Railroad, then being built between the same cities

by the Everett-Moore Syndicate. A year later Mr. Edwards was made

receiver of the Detroit & Toledo Shore Line Railroad, and completed

the construction of that property to Detroit, when it was sold to the

Grand Trunk and Clover Leaf Railroads. In 1904 he became purchasing

agent of the Detroit United Railway and has been identified with that

property ever since, he being recently elected by the board to the office

of vice-president, in charge of purchases. Mr. Edwards is a member of

the Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity and a number of Detroit clubs and com-

mercial and civic organizations. He is also a director of the Union

Trust Company of Detroit.
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NOWN at home and

abroad as
'

' The Steel

and Iron City of the

J South" and also as
l
"== ''The City "With a

Payroll of a Million a Week,"
Birmingham, Alabama, is beyond
all question one of the most richly

endowed industrial centers of the

United States. It is the county

seat of Jefferson County, one of

the wealthiest and most populous

of the State, and has had a most
remarkable growth in population.

The somewhat hackneyed expres-

sion "growing by leaps and
bounds," best describes Birming-
ham's increase in industrial im-

portance and population, for this

has occurred only during the past

few years and is due, more than

anything else, to the development
of the enormous natural resources

of the adjacent territory. The
1910 Census gave this Southern
metropolis first place, in point of

growth, among American cities of

over 100,000 inhabitants. At that

time the population of 132,685

represented an increase of 245

per cent., which, it must be admit-

ted, is a very remarkable showing.

The present population is reliably

estimated at about 170,000.

In addition to being magnifi-

cently endowed by nature with a

remarkable combination of coal,

iron, and limestone deposits, which
lie almost together and in appa-

rently unlimited quantities, Bir-

mingham is one of the most im-

portant railroad points in the

South and the principal manufac-
turing center of the State. Numer-
ous large industrial enterprises

are located within and just out-

side the city limits. These include

railroad repair shops, car wheel

works, cottonseed oil mills, furni-

ture factories, cotton goods and
yarn mills and, of course, iron and
steel mills. As well as these, the

city carries on a large trade in raw
cotton and is the location of im-

portant lumber interests.

It would be indeed difficult to

find a more beautiful location than

that of Birmingham. Situated 96

miles northwest of Montgomery,
the capital of the State, the city

lies in a valley enclosed by moun-
tain ridges, which extend princi-

pally to the east and west. The
residential districts, with their

many handsome homes, are located

on these highlands, from which can

be had an unsurpassed view of the

developments and activities in the

valley below. The streets are wide,

as a rule, and are well laid out for

electric railway service. There

are 16 parks of varying extent, the

principal ones being East Lake,

Avondale and Capitol.
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Birmingham Traffic Conditions and Cars. In addition to its city lines, the
company operates an extensive suburban system, as shown on the map

Owing to the necessity of pro-

viding for its almost unparalleled

growth, the city has found it neces-

sary to extend its boundaries at

frequent intervals during the past

few years. In this way many
localities, which had previously

been regarded as unavailable for

the purpose, have been opened up

by real estate promoters and vari-

ous civic organizations and devel-

oped into highly desirable manu-
facturing and residential districts.

With this steady expansion of the

city has come a correspondingly

steady growth on the part of the

Birmingham Railway, Light and

Power Company, which owns and
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Birmingham Traffic Conditions and Cars. View toward the east at the
intersection of Third Avenue and 19th Street, in the Delivery District

Birmingham Traffic Conditions and Cars. Second Avenue looking east from
19th Street. One of Birmingham's busiest corners
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operates practically the entire

street railway, electric light and
power, gas and steam heat busi-

ness in the city, together with

numerous lines covering the munic-

ipal district and reaching out into

various parts of the surrounding

country. A very good idea of the

railway's growth may be obtained

from the company's records, which

show a total of 46,000,782 passen-

With this condition the problem of

adequate car service became seri-

ous, and was finally solved by the

construction of some seventy-odd

trail cars. During the rush hours

on the suburban lines, one of these

trailers is coupled to each motor
car, thus allowing seating accom-

modations for about 100 passen-

gers on every train, with room for

approximately as many more

Birmingham Traffic Conditions and Cars. Fairview, location of State Fair
Grounds. South Ensley car at left, branching off from North Bessemer line

gers carried during 1912, as com-

pared to 16,428,374 during 1902.

Birmingham, therefore, with its

expanded city limits, has become
a typical city of suburbs, which

are at distances ranging from five

to ten miles from the City Hall.

In consequence of this, the railway

has established numerous suburban
lines, practically all of which have

a considerable density of popula-

tion between termini to draw from.

standing passengers. The trailers

are operated by one man, and their

introduction into service was re-

garded as a novel experiment for

a Southern city. It has proven a

very fortunate step, however, as it

enables the railway to move, in a

proper and convenient manner, a

large part of the population to the

suburbs, where land values are not

so high as in the city and where

the cost of living, with a consider-
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Birmingham Traffic Conditions and Cars. The central traffic point at Bessemer,
19th Street and Second Avenue

Birmingham Traffic Conditions and Cars. Ensley, a suburb of Birmingham.
Cars leaving for Pratt City, Fairfield and Birmingham
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Birmingham Traffic Conditions and Cars. The cars are constructed with semi-
steel frames and are arranged for one-way operation

able degree of comfort, is not too

great for the wage-earner. The
trailers have also been of great

assistance in the proper handling

of occasional peaks, such as base-

ball crowds and the large number
of visitors who every year attend

the Alabama State Fair at Fair-

view, on the company's lines.

With the exception of 17, which are

of the open type, all of the trail

cars are of the closed, stepless,

center-entrance type, with trans-

verse seats.

Eeduced to single-track basis,

the Birmingham Railway, Light

and Power Company has a trackage

of approximately 150 miles. Over
this, during the morning and even-

ing rush hours, about 200 cars are

operated. About 10 per cent, of

these are single-truck cars, which

are used on the short city lines.

All of the cars make a loop in what

is known locally as the delivery

district, comprising an area about

four blocks square. The most con-

gested points of this district are

shown in the illustrations which

accompany this article.

Being a strictly "South of the

Mason and Dixon Line" city,

Birmingham has always favored

the "Jim Crow" law; in fact, the

city is perhaps somewhat more in-

sistent on this question than* is the

average town in its part of the

country. Many of the city cars

have two compartments with sepa-

rate entrances, thus effecting a

complete segregation of the two

races. The space for the negro is

Birmingham Traffic Conditions and Cars. Track to side sill, 32 in.; floor to

headlining, 7 ft. 9 in. Track to step, 18 in.; step to platform, 12 in.; platform to

floor, 6 in. Weight of body, less electrical equipment, 19,975 lbs.
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in the front of the car, with en-

trance from the platform at that

end. Both platforms on the city

cars are provided with high, wire-

mesh, platform gates operated by
the motorman and conductor. Con-

siderable delay resulted when these

gates were first installed, but this

has been srraduallv overcome as

Ensley Line cars. This, it will be

noted, has both white and colored

passengers in one compartment,

although certain seats in front are

set apart for the use of negroes.

This car is of semi-steel construc-

tion and is arranged for one-way

operation. Mounted on double

trucks, the car has a length over

Birmingham Traffic Conditions and Cars. Signs attached to the seat backs
indicate the part of the car intended for negro passengers

the car crews became more efficient

in handling them. The company
has found the gates of considerable

value in the prevention of acci-

dents.

Not all of the cars are equipped

in this manner, however, nor have

all of them two compartments, as

will be seen by the accompanying
engraving of one of the South

corner posts of 33 ft. 10y2 in., with

platforms 5 ft. 8 in. in length.

These have double, two-leaf folding

doors, which operate in conjunc-

tion with folding steps. The roof

is of the arch type, but is separate

from and rises above the hoods.

Inside the car is finished in natural

oak with seats upholstered in rat-

tan. There are 22 transverse seats
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and four longitudinal corner seats,

giving a seating capacity of 52.

The transverse seats are provided

with grab handles, but there are no

hand-straps. Bulkheads are re-

placed by three iron stanchions at

each end. "Windows are of the

double-sash type, the upper sashes

being stationary and the bottom

sashes arranged to raise. The
usual push-buttons are installed

in the side posts. As well as the

regulation platform gong, the car

is provided with a compressed-air

whistle supplied from the air

brake reservoir.

Ba¥eip®Ftp lowi

il ERY recently the
American Car Com-
pany completed de-

livery to the Tri-City

Railway Company,
Davenport, Iowa, of 35 composite

frame, prepayment cars which dif-

fer in some respects from the type

which has been regarded as the

railway's standard. The bottom

frame is composed of 4% by 6%-in.

yellow pine side sills and 4% by
5 13-16-in. oak end sills, with four

center crossings of 3 by 5Vs-m. oak.

L L i n o i s

INTERURBAN RAILWAY

TRI-CITY RAILWAY & LIGHT SYSTEM

Courtesy of Electric Railway Journal

Composite-Frame Cars for Iowa. Operating in Iowa and Illinois, this street
railway is under jurisdiction of Interstate Commerce Commission
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These last are plated on one side

with a 5 by ^-in. steel plate, which
is turned at the ends and bolted

through the side sills. The weight

of the body is supported on the

Brill No. 51-E1 trucks by body
bolsters of truss form, the mem-
bers of which are formed by 9 by
24 -in. and 9 by 1-in. steel plates

the window sill joint, where it is

covered by a steel moulding run-

ning the full length of the car.

Platforms are supported on

heavy steel angles and are enclosed

in vestibules, which are covered

outside and paneled inside below

the windows with sheet steel. Ves-

tibule and body doors are arranged

Composite-Frame Cars for Iowa. The longitudinal seat at the left has a hinged
section which covers the door at the forward end

with cast-iron fillers. Additional

strength is given the bottom frame

by diagonal braces running from

the end sills to the body bolsters.

A steel plate 33 by 3-16 in., run-

ning the full length of the car

body, acts not only as reinforce-

ment for the side sill to which it

is bolted, but as side sheathing.

This plate terminates just below

for the prepayment system, the for-

mer consisting of two two-leaf fold-

ing doors, one hinged to the rear

vestibule corner post, and the other

to a post set in the center of the

opening, and which, in conjunction

with an iron pipe railing, divides

the platform for entrance and exit

purposes. Both doors, together

with a folding step, are operated
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Composite-Frame Cars for Iowa. Folding entrance and exit doors are con-
trolled by the conductor. Car photographed on temporary trucks

by the conductor by means of a

lever mechanism. Passengers en-

ter the car body through a two-

way swing door, and depart

through a door which slides into

the center bulkhead. On the

brakestaff side of the vestibule is

a single sliding door, operated by

a lever controlled by the motorman.

The body framing is of ash, with

the posts so arranged that the bot-

tom sashes of the windows may be

dropped to clear the arm rail and
the opening covered by a hinged

cap. Steel carlines at each post,

interspersed with ash carlines, sup-

port the monitor deck roof. The
interior of the car is finished in

quartered oak.

Some unusually interesting con-

ditions prevail in connection with

the Tri-City Railway Company.
Operating in two States, Iowa and
Illinois, this street railway not

only comes under the jurisdiction

of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, but it serves a population

of over one hundred thousand dis-

tributed in 10 cities and villages

which are separated only by their

respective corporation lines, as

shown on the map which accom-

panies this article. It draws from

a very rich agricultural territory

and the cities and villages through

which it runs contain large manu-
facturing interests. These include

plow and wagon works which, to-

Composite-Frame Cars for Iowa. Track to side sills, 31 in.; side sills to trolley
boards, 8 ft. 6% in.; floor to headlining, 7 ft. 7% in. Track to step, 14 in.; step
to platform, l$% in.; platform to floor, 10 in. Weight of body less electrical

equipment, 20,000 lb.
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gether with the shops of the Rock
Island Railroad, employ several

thousand men.

The railway also serves the Rock
Island Arsenal, where 3,000 men
are employed by the Government.

This is situated on an island in the

Mississippi River and is reached

by means of the Government bridge

connecting Davenport and Rock

Island, which extends across the

end of the island. In addition to

its urban service, the company
operates a high-speed interurban

line between Davenport and Mus-
catine, la. It owns Watch Tower
Park at Rock Island, and Prospect

Park at Moline. Its lines reach

several other parks and amuse-

ment resorts at various points.

Whether the motor bus is going to find a
place in city and interurban transporta-

tion in the near future is problematical,

but a good many railway managers are

keeping close tabs on it.

Semi-Conveit£bl< IF &±1

P©r£ssBa<swi2a Wiml-mmj §2 Mg)M @©mp®.mj

©
Portsmouth

Company,

N October 9th at 6.20

P. M., note the time

carefully, a semi-con-

vertible, prepayment
car built for the

Railroad and Light

Portsmouth, Ohio, by

the G. C. Kuhlman Car Company,
was struck by a freight engine.

The car was turned completely

over and the engine was thrown

off the track. At 4.30 P. M., Oc-

tober 12th, the car was back in

service in as good condition as ever.

Semi-Convertible Car Hit by an Engine. Three days after the accident this car
was back in service as good as ever
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When the accident occurred the

full impact of the blow was re-

ceived in the center of the car body.

The only damage resulting to the

car was one panel destroyed and
several windows broken. Curi-

ously enough, all of the damage oc-

curred on the side opposite to that

struck by the engine and was oc-

casioned by the car turning over.

Of 21 passengers on the car only

five were hurt and their injuries

were very slight, being caused by
broken glass.

The car is one of a number built

by the G.C.Kuhlman Car Company
for the Portsmouth Company, and
is the identical one shown in the

illustration. The bottom framing is

of composite construction, with 4 by
7%-in. yellow pine side sills, rein-

forced with 6 by 3y2 by %-in. an-

gles on the inside of the sill, with

the lower flange under the sill, and
also a 15 by %-in. steel plate in-

side of the angle. Inside trusses

of 2y2 by %-in. section are sup-

ported on the posts 23 in. from the

floor and anchored under the end
sills to aid in preventing deflection

of the sills by the long platforms.

The center sills and the crossings

are 3y2 by 4 7-16 in. ; the end sills

are S 1
/^ by 6% in., reinforced by a

6 by y2 -in. plate carried around

tH ends and bolted through the

side sills. The platforms are sup-

ported on channel steel outside

knees of open truss form and in-

side knees of 4 by 3 by V^-m- an-

gles, which extend 3 ft. 10 in. back

of the bolster.

At one time it was said that if motormen
were given seats the number of accidents

would mount up. Since it has become

common practice to furnish motormen's
seats it is said accidents have

been thereby decreased.

Twenty^SIx^Passcnger Omnibus

lew Y@Fk State Railways

ij S a feeder to trolley

H JI|, [1 lines and as a means

(I JB^ 11 of transportation in

H sections not served

by electric railways,

the motor omnibus has no equal.

A 26-passenger bus, built by The
J. G. Brill Company for the Utica

Lines of the New York State Rail-

ways, is being used for this pur-

pose, and is at present in service

along the New York State High-

way between Utica and Sauquoit,

a village about 10 miles distant.

The conditions in this section are

ideal for motor bus operation, as

there are a number of important

manufacturing establishments em-

ploying large numbers of hands in

the district which, at present, is
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Twenty-Six-Passenger Omnibus. Door and step arrangements obviate the
necessity of a stairway well

wholly unsupplied with trolley

service. Then, too, the condition

of the State Highway permits good
running time with none of the

racking so common on the ordinary

country road.

The bus just delivered is

mounted on a special three-ton

Mack chassis equipped with West-

inghouse air springs at the front

and rear. The underframe is

formed of the usual side and end
sills, properly reinforced, and has

as its most interesting feature

seven crossings formed of 3-in.

channel steel, which are placed

with the web in a vertical position,

with ash crossings between on

which the floor is laid. The use

of 3-in. channels in this position

reduces the weight of the under-

frame without taking from the

strength.

Door and step arrangements are

out of the ordinary in this type of

vehicle, and permit the utilization

of practically the full width of the

floor. This is accomplished by

Twenty-Six-Passenger Omnibus. Roadway to side sills. 3 ft. iVx in.; side sills to
roof, 7 ft. 2K in.; floor to headlining. 6 ft. "K in. Roadway to bottom step,
18^8 in.: bottom to top step, 13 in.; step to floor, 13 in. Weight of body. 3,750 lb.
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means of a two-leaf folding door

operated by a lever mechanism at

the driver's left hand. This door

closes against the edge of the top

step tread and the lower step folds

up even with the bottom edge of

the door. The location of the

driver's seat on the left-hand side

of the bus, directly opposite to the

at the aisle ends, together with the

cushion supports and seat-back

braces, are made of pressed steel

in one piece. This method gives

strength combined with light

weight and facilitates cleaning.

Curtains and fixtures, sanitary

hand-straps, push-button signal

system and seat-back grab-handles

Twenty-Six-Passenger Omnibus. An ash panel and iron stanchion separate the
door from the first seat on the right-hand side

door, permits of one-man opera-

tion, a decided advantage in serv-

ice of this character.

Standard trolley car practice is

followed very closely in the interior

fittings. The finish is of ash with

maple veneer ceiling. There are

10 transverse seats of Brill manu-
facture, built without cross frames
under the cushions. The pedestals

are such as are used in regular

trolley car equipment. A trans-

verse seat running across the entire

rear end of the bus, rattan uphol-

stered like the others, has a remov-

able center section which gives ac-

cess to an emergency door.

There are two double sash win-

dows in front, which are particu-

larly interesting in that the lower
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sashes are stationary while the up-

per sashes are hinged at the top to

open outward. A glass hood,

placed at the top of the lower sash

in front of the driver, prevents

rain or snow from obscuring the

section of glass in the line of his

vision. All of the side windows
have stationary upper sashes, but

the lower sashes are arranged to

raise. Ventilation is further pro-

vided for by four slat ventila-

tors placed two on each side. A
single electric headlight is placed

under the front projection of the

plain arch roof. A row of electric

lamps set on either side of the

ceiling provide for illumination at

night. The bus is heated from
the exhaust of the engine.

An interesting improvement to the Brill

Xo. 39-E truck is fully described in the

new Brill Truck Catalog, Xo. 206.

(Qmr&mlmmm Tafaaaawa^s ©©asnpsaay
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OME very interesting

construction prob-

lems confront the

Cataluna Tramways
Company and three

construction cars recently shipped

to the company at Barcelona,

Spain, by The J. G. Brill Company
through the Pearson Engineering

Corporation, Ltd., will have hard
service almost from the moment
they are placed on the rails. The
railway is primarily an interurban

operating out of Barcelona. At
present cars are being operated

over an eight-mile stretch from
Barcelona to Sarria in the Province

of Cataluiia. Eventually the sys-

tem will embrace about 22 miles of

double and single track, reaching

Sabadell, to the west of Barcelona.

The completion of its lines will

give the company an interurban

territory having a number of small

towns between termini, with any-

where from fifty to seventy-five

thousand population to draw from.

Before this is accomplished, how-
ever, there are four tunnels, the

longest being about a mile and a

quarter, to be driven through spurs

of the Pyrenees and numerous cuts

and fills to be made. The country

covered by the railway is ex-

tremely hilly with an average

grade of 4.1 per cent. At one

point a funicular runs from the

main line up to Mont Vallio, a

popular mountain resort.

The three cars recently shipped

by The J. G. Brill Company are

to be used in connection with the

construction work and for hauling

cars of earth and rock from the
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tunnel borings. They are power-

ful pieces of rolling stock, each

having a normal carrying capacity

of 50,000 pounds, with the center

of the car figured out to support a

concentrated load of 15 tons dis-

tributed over an area approxi-

mately 9 ft. square. The under-

framing is built up of steel plates

and structural shapes, connected

by suitable angles. The side and
end sills are formed of 15-in. chan-

channels support the body on Brill

high-speed trucks.

Gondola sides, 18 in. high and
in three sections, are hinged at the

bottom and arranged to drop out-

wardly. There are also four stake

sockets on each side. A cab at

each end has one window in front

and three on the left-hand side.

The right-hand side carries the door

and two windows. The fronts of

the cabs below the window sill

Construction Cars for Spain. Length over bumpers. 46 ft. Width over sills, 9 ft.

Track to side sills. 3 ft. 1% in.; track to floor, 4 ft. iVi in.; floor to trolley board,
7 ft. 2% in. Track to step, 25 in.; step to floor, 30J4 in. Weight of body, less

electrical equipment, but including cranes and air equipment, 34,300 lb.

nels connected by gussets. Two
center stringers, also of 15-in.

channels, run from end sill to end
sill. Crossings are 6-in. channels.

Yellow pine nailing strips bolted

to the frame carry the double

floor of 1%-in. and %-in. yellow

pine. Bolsters built up of 15-in.

are covered with sheet steel, and
the backs are heavily plated to pre-

vent damage from the load. One
cab is fitted with a pantograph

trolley, while the other carries the

ordinary installation. Each car is

equipped with a crane hoist of

ample capacity.

Construction cars, with and without
cranes, combination tower and construc-

tion cars, multiple dump cars, sand, coal

and ash cars appear to be profitable in-

vestments in many quarters.
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" ITHIN a comparatively

W|[
short time, The J. G.

II Brill Company eom-

l! pleted the delivery to
e

the Wilkes - B a r r e

Railway Company of 10 motor

cars, six of which are intended for

use on the railway's interurban

lines, while the remainder are for

city service. Both types embody
all of the Brill Semi-Convertible

Window features and have plain

arch roofs provided with Brill

"Exhaust" Ventilators. The in-

terior finish of all cars is cherry.

The interurban cars have power-
fully constructed underframes with
side sills formed of 18 by 5-16-in.

steel plates, reinforced at the top

by a 3 by y2-in. plate and at the

bottom by a 2y2 by 2y2 by V^-in.

angle. End sills are 10-in. chan-

nels. The crossings are built up
in the form of an open truss, the

City and Interurban Cars for Wilkes-Barre. The Brill Semi-Convertible
Window System adds much to the brightness of the interior
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City and Interurban Cars for Wilkes-Barre. The cars for interurban service
are mounted on Brill No. 27-MCB2X trucks

top chord being a 4-in. channel,

while the bottom member is formed
of a 4 by %-in. steel plate. These

are dropped to pass under the

center stringers of 4-in. channels.

In addition to the truss-form cross-

ings, there are two crossings of

5-in. channel which extend the full

width of the car between side sills.

Platforms are supported on cen-

ter knees of 5-in. channel steel ex-

tending from end sills to bumpers,

and, in addition, there are two
skeleton knees made up of 4-in.

channels arranged to form a truss

support. The platforms are en-

closed in vestibules provided

with folding doors built in two
sections. The section hinged to the

body corner post is used as an exit

and is larger than the other sec-

tion, which is hinged to the vesti-

bule corner post.

The body framing is of ash with

straight corner and side posts, the

former being 3% in. and the latter

3Vi in. thick. To these is bolted

the side sheathing of 3-16-in steel

plate, which is carried around the

corner posts to form the body end
panels. The bulkheads at each end

of the car are provided with inde-

pendently operated, double, sliding

doors.

Like the interurbans, the city

cars are provided with Brill
'

' Win-
ner" Reversible Seats upholstered

in twill-woven rattan, "Dumpit"

City and Interurban Cars for Wilkes-Barre. Track to side sill, 2 ft. 11^8 in.;

side sill to trolley board, 8 ft. 1'yk in.; floor to headlining, 7 ft. "iY% in. Track to
step, 18^8 in.; step to platform, 15% in.; platform to floor, 9 in. Weight of body,

less electrical equipment, 28,000 lb.
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City and Ixterurban Cars for Wilkes-Barre. City cars are mounted on trucks
of the Brill No. 39-E type, with 4 ft. 6 in. wheelbase

Sand Boxes and platform gongs

and signal bells of Brill manufac-

ture. Both types have a 9-inch

wire screen running the full length

of the car above the belt rail. Aisle

and seat width, in addition to that

permitted by the Brill Semi-Con-

vertible Window System, is gained

by the elimination of wall-pedes-

tals, the wall ends of the transverse

seats being supported on angles

riveted to the side plates.

Although the city car bodies

are shorter than the interurbans,

the platforms are longer and are

arranged for the prepayment sys-

tem of fare collection by means of

iron pipe posts and railings. The
door system also is different. At

each end of the car body are single

entrance and exit doors which slide

together into a center bulkhead.

Vestibule doors on the controller

side are of the two-leaf, folding

type, controlled by a lever oper-

ated by the conductor. On the

brakestaff side is a single sliding

door operated by a pedal device.

The underframing of these cars is

built up of steel plates and struc-

tural shapes. Corner and side

posts are of ash and poplar side

panels are covered with a 3-16-in.

steel sheathing.

In addition to its own system,

the AVilkes-Barre Railway Com-
pany leases and operates the

Wilkes-Barre and Wyoming Val-

41-10"

28-0"

24i'

nnn^,nnnn
SCATING CAPACITY 38

City and Ixterurban Cars for Wilkes-Barre. Track to side sills. 2 ft. 8 in.: side
sills to trolley board, 8 ft. 8 3A in.: floor to headlining, 7 ft. 8 1/ in. Track to step,
16T% in.; step to platform. 14% in.: platform to floor, 8 T

/{ in. Weight of body less
electrical equipment, 17,665 lb.
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ley Traction Company and its sub-

sidiaries. The system comprises

100 miles or more of track and,

outside of the city limits, the cars

are operated for a considerable dis-

tance over a private right-of-way,

where, it is possible for a speed of

from 25 to 30 miles an hour to be

Harvey's Lake Division there is a

steady climb of 12 miles to an alti-

tude of 1,450 feet. The altitude of

the city is 550 feet at the central

part. The lake has a circumfer-

ence of about 90 miles and is the

largest body of fresh water in the

State of Pennsylvania. The rail-

City and Ixterurban Cars for Wilkes-Barre. City cars have accommodations
for 38 passengers on 16 transverse and four longitudinal seats

maintained. The country traversed

by the company's lines is hilly, but

in spite of this the grades are not

severe. On what is known as the

way draws its patronage from a

population of somewhat over 300,-

000. The company controls Fern-

brook and Sans Souci Parks.

The invention that is in wider use than

any connected with car construction is

the Brill Semi- Convertible
Window System.
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HE Philadelphia Rapid

Transit Company re-

cently placed in serv-

i c e an interesting

type of milk car,

built by The J. G. Brill Company.
The car makes daily trips between

Philadelphia and the dairy dis-

tricts to the north.

Arranged for two-way operation,

the car has a length over corner

posts of 36 ft., with platforms

4 ft. long, enclosed in vestibules.

These are fitted at each side with

a single door hinged to

the corner posts. Two
bulkheads form a pas-

sageway at the center

and divide the car into

two compartments. In

the center of each bulk-

head is a single sliding

door opening onto the

center passageway. The
car is fitted with a cool-

ing apparatus, consisting

of a 2 ft. 3 in. by 3 ft.

8-in. brine tank, ice chest

and the necessary fan,

motor and piping. Along
either side of each com-

partment are sectional

tables for carrying milk

cans. These tables are

hinged to the sides of the

car, and, when lowered

into position, rest on pipe

supports set into floor

sockets. Along the outer

edge of each table is a

T-iron, with one leg projecting to-

ward the aisle, to act as a support

for shelving placed across the

aisle. The floor is insulated with

mineral wool and covered with gal-

vanized iron.

Side sills are formed of 5Vi in. by
8-in. yellow pine, reinforced on the

inner side by 8-in. channels. The
end sills consist of 8-in. channels.

There are four center sills formed

of 7-in. I-beams running from end

silJ to end sill. Crossings consist

of 4-in. I-beams, with 6 by 6 by

Milk Car for Philadf.lphia Service. Motor for
operating fan is suspended above folding tables
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s de sill to trolley-
board, 8 ft. 8% in.; floor to headlining, 7 ft. 8% in. Track to step, 24^ in.; step
to floor, 2irs in. Weight of body, less electrical equipment, but including

cooling apparatus, 33,340 lb.

%-in. angles at the ends, turned

and bolted to the side sills. Body
bolsters are built up in truss form.

Bolster crossings are 6-in. chan-

nels. The car is mounted on Brill

No. 50-E2 diamond frame trucks

with large diameter coil springs

which cushion any side sway.

Milk Car for Philadelphia Service. When not in use, the tables can be folded
up against the sides of the car
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OUR combination pas-

Fll senger and smoking

If cars were recently

H delivered by the G.
'— C. Kuhlman Car

Company to the New York State

Railways for interurban service

on the Utica Lines. The interior

of the cars is handsomely finished

in African mahogany, with rubber
tiled floor. All transverse seats

are of the reversible type, and
those in the main compartment are

upholstered in plush of the rail-

way company's standard pattern,

while those in the smoking com-

partment are covered with leather.

The underframing is entirely of

steel, with the side sills formed of

16 by %-in. plates. These are re-

inforced at the top edge by a 2

by y2-in. steel bar and at the bot-

tom edge by a 2i/
2 by 2 by 5-16-in.

angle. There are three inter-

mediate sills formed of 2y2 by 2y2
by %-in. T-bars, which are stopped

off at each side of the body bol-

sters to which they are bolted by
means of gusset plates bent to

shape. This is done in order that

Ikterurban Combination Cars. African mahogany finish with rubber-tiled floor

and bronze fittings make a very handsome interior
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Interurban Combination Cars. Brill No. 27-MCB2X trucks on which this car is

mounted are built for high-speed motor service

the bolster may be removed in case

of necessity without cutting the

sills. The bumper construction is

interesting. Each bumper is made
up of a 6 by 3y2 by %-in. angle,

bent to shape in one continuous

piece. On the closed side of the

platform, this is extended back

under the sill plate angle, to which

it is bolted. On the open side it

is secured to the side knee by
means of connection angles, which

are also used to secure the inter-

mediate sills to the bumpers.

Posts and carlines are formed of

T-bars, which are bent to shape

in one continuous piece. The car

has a plain arch roof which is pro-

vided with Brill "Exhaust" Ven-

tilators, and which is supported on
ash rafters set two between each

post.

Vestibules have stationary steps

and two-leaf folding doors; in one

vestibule is installed a hot water

heater. There are mutually oper-

ating, double, sliding doors in the

bulkheads at each end of the car

and a single sliding door in the

partition separating the main and
smoking compartments. This par-

tition is glazed in the upper part

and paneled below, as are the bulk-

heads and doors, thus affording a

clear view the full length of the

car. Windows have stationary

upper sashes and lower sashes

arranged to raise.

Interurban Combination Cars. Track to side sill, %*\i in.; side sill to trolley board,
9 ft. l\% in.; floor to headlining, 8 ft. Track to step, 17 JX in.; step to platform,
16 in.; platform to floor, 9 in. Weight of body, less electrical equipment, but

including 1280-lb. heater, 21,380 lb.
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HE South Carolina

Light, Power and
Railway Company,
Spartanburg, S. C,

B=Ss has placed in service

a number of closed vestibule cars,

recently delivered by the American
Car Company. The railway com-
pany operates over about 20 miles

of city and interurban track, and
draws its patronage from a popula-

tion of about 20,000. In addition

the company does all of the electric

light and power and gas business

in Spartanburg. It maintains a

car house and repair shops at East

Spartanburg, and a hydro-electric

plant on the Broad River.

A number of the characteristics

of the type built by the American
Car Company for Muskogee, Okla.,

are embodied in the new Spartan-

burg cars. There are no bulkheads
or doors in the car body, and this

feature, together with the plain

arch roof and the elimination of

heavy platform knees by the use of

flush platforms, results in a con-

siderable saving of weight. There

are no openings in the roof, but

Closed Cars for South Carolina. The straight sides and absence of bulkheads
add greatly to the roominess of the car
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Closed Cars for South Carolina. The continuous framing of the upper window
sashes adds to the strength of construction

suitable ventilators are installed

in the side sills. Vestibules have,

on the brakestaff side, a single

door, which is arranged to slide

from the body corner post toward
the vestibule corner post, and is

operated by means of a lever con-

trolled by the motorman. This
door is for use as a front exit and
is provided with a folding step.

On the controller side there are

two single-leaf, pivotal doors, op-

erated in conjunction with folding

steps by means of a lever mech-
anism controlled by the conductor.

Vestibules are sheathed with sheet

)6<I2

steel below the window sills, and
have three double-sash windows,
The underframing is made up of

3% by 7%-in. yellow pine side

sills, plated on one side with a 12

by %-in. steel plate, and end sills

and crossings of 2% by 4 1-16-in.

oak. Corner posts are 2% in.

and side posts 1% in. thick. The
sides are straight and are sheathed

with insulated sheet steel, applied

in sections between each pair of

posts. Inside the car is finished in

ash. Brill "Winner" seats are

used, with ash slat seats and
square spindle backs.

Closed Cars for South Carolina. Track to side sill, 24 xi in.: side sill to trolley
board, 8 ft. 11% in.; floor to headlining, 8 ft. Track to step, 17 in.; step to floor,

UK in. Estimated weight of body, less electrical equipment, 8000 lb.
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jlHE three new Brill cat-

|l alogs, the front covers

H of which are reproduced

[I on this page, were given

their initial distribution

at the recent A.E.R.A. Convention
at Atlantic City. ,_.

TheTrnck Catalog,

No. 206, contains

many illustrations

and full descrip-

tions of the prin-

cipal members of

the Brill Truck
family and will be
of great assistance

to the truck buyer.

The Genera] Car
Catalog, No. 207,

is beyond doubt the

most complete pub-
lication of its kind
ever issued. It

contains illustra-

tions of 86 differ-

ent types of city

and interurban passenger cars as

well as many types of funeral,

baggage, freight and service cars.

The illustrations are accompanied
by floor plans showing seating ar-

rangements and by dimensions and
weights. The Motor
Omnibus Catalog,

No. 208, is unique.
Exterior and inte-

rior views and floor

plans of eleven dif-

ferent types of pas-

senger buses and
a funeral bus are

shown, together
with complete di-

mensions and de-

scriptive matter.
The catalogs will

be sent on request

to anyone interest-

ed in the subjects

covered. Please
address the Pub-
licity Department.
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Note.—The purpose of these last pages is to supply executive officers with material
suggestions— ideas that may prove useful in preparing their printed matter and
placards, also pay-envelope stuffers, magazine material for employees, heart-to-

heart talks in letters and in literature. For such purposes the copyright is waived.

In the last analysis, work properly done requires less time and effort

than work improperly done. Moreover, it leads somewhere. For the

man, be he laborer with a track-laying gang, or superintendent, who}

accomplishes his allotted task in a proper manner, has time and ability

to reach out for the things beyond. And the opportunities with a railway

organization are past counting.

Conservation of energy is one of the surest methods of attaining

efficiency. That man counts who can so systematize his own work that

the relatively unimportant tasks can be delegated to someone below him,

in order that he may have time to study methods and to relieve the man
above him of some of his work. The man who has so much to do in his

own position that he cannot make room for other and higher work, is

not employing his time and efforts to the best advantage.

There is no position or office in a street railway organization that

cannot be attained by any normal-minded man connected with that

organization, provided that man is earnest and steadfast in his efforts to

advance. Every corporation, every business organization in the country

is constantly on the lookout for quality in labor, whether in the shops or

the executive offices. The day has gone when "good enough" will do.

It is the best that is wanted. And the man who proves himself the best

in his line cannot be kept down.

Coming in direct personal contact with the public—the company's

only customer—motormen and conductors are in a position to work for

the permanent good or the incalculable harm of the company. And the

reward for good or bad service is certain. The motorman or conductor,

or, in fact, any employee who, constantly alert in the company's service,

attends properly to his health, appearance and observance of rules, who

combines courtesy with common sense, who employs his off hours in

studying and fitting himself for a higher position, is the man who stands

out among the hundreds of employees; is the man who will attain that

for which he is working.
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It is the endeavor of this com-
pany to keep its cars as clean

as possible. Your help to this

end will be appreciated.

This company's transfer sys-

tem is fully explained on the

back of each transfer. Pas-

sengers desiring transfers are

requested to obtain them from
the conductor at the time of

paying fare.

By concluding her shopping
early, the woman who has

been sitting in front of the

counter may avoid occupy-
ing the seat of the girl who
has been standing behind the

counter all day.

For every seat occupied by
a shopper during the rush-

hours, some tired sales-girl or

business man has to stand.

Do your shopping early. It

will be much easier for you
and for others.

Christmas shopping is weary-
ing alike to buyers and sellers.

Do your part to relieve the

strain on yourself and others

by concluding your shopping
and returning home on an
early car.

It is the aim of this company
to provide comfortable serv-

ice for all. Shoppers can be
of great assistance to us and at

the same time avoid personal
discomfort by returning home
before the evening rush-hours.

In order not to inconvenience
passengers entering or leaving
the cars, baggage, bundles, etc.,

cannot be carried on platforms,

nor can the company under-
take to carry packages large

enough to interfere with the

comfort of passengers.

Municipal ordinances pre-

scribe the number of car ven-
tilators to be open under vary-
ing weather conditions. The
conductor has no discretion in

the matter.

Efficient street railway service

is one of the best advertise-

ments a city can have. This
company is endeavoring to ad-

vertise Blankville, and will ap-

preciate helpful suggestions to-

ward improving its service.

Passengers will add to their

own comfort and greatly fa-

cilitate the service by passing

well into the car away from
the doorways.

By pressing the signal button

at least half a block from the

point where they wish to

alight, passengers will afford

themselves ample time to

leave the car with comfort
and safety.
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i| HE man who attends well to his personal appearance, who
|I

keeps himself and his clothing clean, who preserves his

[I health by eating proper food and securing enough sleep,

!! is the man who has the energy and determination to succeed.
"s A worn suit will harm nobody, but an untidy appearance

and an unclean body and mind are inexcusable.

T® Railway Maaagers
|psr=rB|| NQUIRIES regarding the matter published on the three last

fl| pages of Brill Magazine impel the direction of attention

|| to the note published at the head of page 350. It is the

|i intention of the publishers that railway managers be in-
*"""""' " ' re

vited to make such use of any of the material as they de-

sire, without regard to the general copyright.

Th© Christmas P^ak
^ HE time is rapidly approaching when cars will be filled at

all hours with Christmas shoppers. Most of them will be

women and many of them will carry bundles, which will

add to the general discomfort. Passengers will be tired,
r ' """ ,,II" ,,,,I"",,,,K

irritable and impatient. It is at such trying times that

courtesy and never-failing patience on the part of motormen and con-

ductors is especially necessary.

The A.Ea ILAB Convention
|p===||HREE excellent views of the Brill Exhibit at the recent

If HH| II
Atlantic City Convention of the American Electric Rail-

|| I II way Association, together with a general view of the Main

|| || Convention Building, are published as a supplement to
5 " ' """"s

this issue of Brill Magazine. That each succeeding Con-
vention will surpass all preceding gatherings in point of attendance and
general interest has come to be regarded so much as a matter of course

that comment on this subject is unnecessary.

The space occupied by the Brill Exhibit was one of the most promi-

nent in the building, and the continuation of the pleasant custom of

preceding years of making this place a rendezvous, not only during the

day, but during the evening entertainments as well, was a source of

extreme gratification to the Company. The space was used during the

evening as headquarters for the officers of the American Electric Rail-

way Association and the American Electric Railway Manufacturers'

Association. It was also very pleasing to note the general interest dis-

played in the various types of Brill Trucks and the numerous Brill

Specialties included in the Exhibit.
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TARGE window openings, six to seven and

one-half inches more seat and aisle room,

elimination of unsanitary wall-pockets, low

maintenance charges—these are some of the

important advantages gained by the use of the

Brill Semi-Convertible Window System. The
Brill Semi-Convertible Car has the largest use

of any type in service.





^^ Individuality

111 Tt has ^een said that
t
in business, men are ma-

Wjm chines or parts of machines, and that the moreI mechanical they become in their actions, the

jjj
more can be accomplished by or with them.

^^ This is not altogether true.

jjj
The man who can perform his allotted task with

jH the energy and precision of a perfectly geared

j= machine is of value, but only to the extent that

IB he does the work in hand properly and well.

m Unlike a machine, he has entity, but, like a ma-
^^ chine, he lacks individuality.

Wm And without individuality—without individual

^^ thought and action, there can be no progress.

Ill The oi9 men of today and tomorrow are those

III that combine with mechanical precision, the

111 broad, strong individuality that accomplishes
^s things.
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B. HAMILTON, general manager of the Leeds Corporation

Tramways, Leeds, England, was born in Lanarkshire,

Scotland, December 27, 1855. Having received his educa-

tion at Uddingston and Hamilton Academy, his first ap-

pointment in connection with public transit was in 1884, when he was

made general manager of the London Tramway and Omnibus Company.

Ten years later, when the Glasgow Municipality formed its department

for the operation of tramways, Mr. Hamilton was appointed traffic mana-

ger under John Young. In this capacity he assisted in the building up
of the organization which has been so frequently copied by municipali-

ties throughout che L^nited Kingdom. In 1901, when the Corporation of

Leeds desired to appoint a general manager of their tramways, Mr. Ham-
ilton was invited to take the position. The growth of the department in

Leeds under his management has been little short of phenomenal. The

revenue has nearly doubled and the single-track mileage has been in-

creased from 71 to 112. In 1903 Mr. Hamilton was asked by the Cor-

poration of Birmingham to advise them in regard to their tramways

policy. They adopted his report and the municipal operation has been

a great success. Notwithstanding many offers of more lucrative positions,

Mr. Hamilton has remained in Leeds where, during the years of his

service, he has advised many corporations in connection with their

tramways undertakings, has frequently given evidence both before Par-

liament and in valuations and arbitrations in practically every large case

which has been dealt with during that period. It is no exaggeration to

say that, at the present time, he is the leading witness in all tramways

cases, and is universally accepted as an expert in everything connected

with the work. Under Mr. Hamilton's direction Leeds has become the

pioneer in the new method of traction termed railless or trackless trolley,

and its success there has induced many authorities to take it up. He is

one of the original members of the Municipal Tramways Association, of

which he was president in 1905, and of which he has been a member of

the Executive Committee since its formation. He was also vice-president

of the Tramwavs and Light Railway Association in 1904-6.
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'=1 ITUATED on the east

coast of the Island of

Zealand, at the south-

ern end of the Sound,

Copenhagen, the capi-

tal of Denmark, with a population

somewhat in excess of 400,000, has

approximately the same latitude

as Moscow and Berwick-on-Tweed.

The central part of the city is built

on low-lying ground between the

sea and a series of fresh water

lakes. A southern section of the

city occupies the northern part of

the Island of Amager, and the nat-

ural channel between the two
islands provides excellent harbor

facilities.

The older portion of the city,

both on Zealand and Amager, was
formerly surrounded by a complete

system of ramparts and moats, but

these have given place on the west-

ward, or landward side to magnifi-

cent boulevards and public gar-

dens. Outside the city limits, es-

pecially on the Zealand side, are

extensive suburban towns. The ac-

tivities of the city life focus at

Kongens Nytorv, or King's New

Copenhagen Traffic Conditions and Cars. The King's New Market Place.
Several lines have their terminals at this point
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Marketplace, a view of which is

published in connection with this

article. This is an irregular, open

space at the head of a narrow arm

classed as an industrial town. The
only manufacturing is such as is

done in practically every large city

of similar character to meet the de-

C&iM(Mfr$Wfy.

J(>ctUtu^t

c&wnZhfity.

Sied&i\!li6frvi%. X.

Copenhagen Traffic Conditions and Caps. Copenhagen's street railways
operate also in several suburbs, as the map shows

of the harbor. It is the center of

road communication between the

city and suburbs, and is surrounded

by handsome buildings.

By far the most important com-

mercial city of Denmark, Copen-

hagen can by no means be

mands of local consumption. As
has been stated, the harbor is thor-

oughly adequate and is situated in

the narrow strait between the outer

Sound and its inlet, the Kallebo

Strand. Some years ago the city's

trading facilities were increased by
35.")
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Copenhagen' Traffic Conditions and Cars. Holmens Bridge and Canal seen
from Christianborg Castle. An important traffic point

Copenhagen Traffic Conditions and Cars. The Triangle. Junction at Eastern
Bridge, across which run six different lines of cars
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the construction of what is known
as the Frihavn, or free port. This

is situated at the northern end of

the city and is well supplied with

warehouse accommodations and
means of transportation, being con-

nected with the main railway sta-

tion by means of a circular railway.

The greater part of the street

railway traffic is handled by Koben-

mon to both systems and parts of

the lines of one municipality are

located within the limits of the

other. The lines north of the city,

along the coast and extending to

different suburban and residential

districts, are owned by a private

company. The uniform rate of

fare is 10 ore, or about 2% cents,

both for a straight ride and for

Copenhagen Traffic Conditions and Cars. Vesterbros Passage. Termination of
Vester Farimagsgade. Abandoned Central Station in background

havns Sporveje (Copenhagen's
Street Railways), which have been

operated by the municipality since

August. 1911. Tn addition, there

is also the Frederiksberg Sporve-

jsselskab (Frederiksberg Street

Railway Company), whose lines are

located principally in Frederiks-

berg, as the name indicates.

There are no fixed boundaries, how-
ever, as certain sections are corn-

transfers. The transfer privilege

is most liberal, permitting the pas-

senger to change to cars running

both in the same and opposite di-

rections, but only on the lines be-

longing to the company issuing the

transfer.

Besides the uniform rate of 10

ore, most of the lines have shorter

zones where the rate is 5 ore. This

rate, however, carries with it no
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Copenhagen Traffic Conditions and Cars. On weekdays 210 of these motor cars
and 180 trailers are in service

transfer privilege. Children under
five years of age ride free when
carried on the lap of a fare-paying

passenger and two children, under
12 years of age, are carried on a

single full-fare ticket. Otherwise

reduced rates are granted only on

school tickets which are issued to

children under 15 years of age, at

the rate of 2y2 krone (67 cents)

per month for a single line and
at 3 krone (80 cents) per month
for several lines. The method of

fare collection is interesting, the

passengers being supplied with

tickets which are retained and
shown on demand during the trip.

During 1912 the average receipts

were 41.5 ore per calculated car

kilometer, one trail car kilometer

being calculated to equal one-half

of a motor car kilometer. This

would figure about 18 cents per car

mile.

During 1911 the Kobenhavns
Sporveje carried 78,566,000 rev-

enue and 28,102,000 transfer pas-

sengers. Owing to the introduction

of a new ticket system in 1912, no

figures are available regarding the

number of transfer passengers car-

ried, but the number of fare-pay-

ing passengers during that year

was 83,929,000, over a total car

mileage of 14,083,000 divided as

follows: 8,750,000 motor car miles,

5,110,000 trail car miles and 223,-

000 horse car miles, some horse

Copenhagen Traffic Conditions and Cars. Length over corner posts, 29 ft. 4%
in.; over bumpers, 31 ft. 9 lA in. Extreme width, 6 ft. 10% in. Weight of car

fully equipped, 23,200 lbs.
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cars being operated on a few of

the lines. It will be noted from

the foregoing that a large part of

the traffic is carried by the trailers,

which are used principally during

of which appears on the cover of

this issue. Most of the lines pass

through the square and a number
have their terminal stations at this

point. On Sundays and holidays

Copenhagen Traffic Conditions and Cars. The draped side curtains look odd to

American eyes, but they add to the appearance of the interior

the rush hours from 6 to 9 o'clock during the summer, when traffic is

in the morning and from 5 to 8

o'clock in the evening. During the

rest of the day the trailers are not

operated to any great extent. The
densest traffic is at Raadhusplad-
sen (City Hall Square), a picture

heaviest, an average of 108 motor

cars and 101 trailers per hour pass

through the square in all direc-

tions. The traffic to that part of

the city, which is situated on the

island of Amager and separated
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from the main part of the city by

the harbor, runs over two bridges,

one a lever draw-bridge and the

other a swing-bridge. Both bridges

are double-tracked for cars.

Kobenshavns Sporveje own 319

motor cars and 256 trailers, and the

greatest number in use at one time

is about 230 of the former and 220

and for this reason, the double-

shaft, single-truck car is used al-

most exclusively. Nearly all of the

trailers have longitudinal seats ac-

commodating 24 passengers and
have open platforms. The newer
trailers, however, are provided

with transverse seats and windows
arranged to drop into pockets.

Copenhagen Traffic Conditions and Cars. Long Bridge connects Vester Boule-
vard, Copenhagen, with Amager Boulevard, Amager

of the latter. The standard type

of motor car is the single-deck car

with longitudinal seats, shown in

the illustration accompanying this

article. These cars have seating ac-

commodations for 20 passengers

and places for 14 standing passen-

gers on the platforms, which are

enclosed in vestibules with mov-
able windows. The length of the

cars is limited by the rather sharp

curves found in several parts of

the city, especially in the older sec-

tions where the streets are narrow.

There are a number of open trail-

ers which are used only during the

summer, and also rebuilt horse cars

of different types.

In the inner part of the city,

omnibuses are used on some of the

streets where traffic is heaviest, but

the distances are short and the om-

nibus service is of little importance

as compared to the car service. The
omnibuses are used only in streets

which are too narrow, considering

the great amount of traffic, to per-

mit the running of cars.
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it IXCE the reconstruc-

|i tion and electrifica-

|| tion of its city lines

|| several years ago, the
'" "'" Compania Tramways

Laeroze de Buenos Aires has used

Brill Semi-Convertible Cars exclu-

sively in its passenger service.

Cars recently shipped by The J. G.

Brill Company, however, differ ma-

terially from the railway's stand-

ard type, in that they have steel

underframes instead of the wooden
underframes heretofore employed.

The Laeroze system is one of the

pioneer tramways of South

America, and was one of the first

to change from horse to electric

cars, as well as to develop its sub-

urban service on the plan followed

in the United States, with private

right-of-way and high-speed cars.

It has done its full share in the

remarkable development of Buenos

Semi-Convertible Cars for Lacroze System. This double-truck car is provided
with 11 transverse reversible seats on each side
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Semi-Convertible Cars for Lacroze System. Double-truck: Track to side sill,

33% in.; side sill to trolley board, 9 ft. sH in.; floor to headlining, 8 ft. 4% in.
Track to step, nH in.; step to platform, 14% in.; platform to floor, 9 in.

Aires during the past ten years by-

extending its electric and steam
lines into the fertile territory sur-

rounding the city and providing

efficient passenger and freight

service between the metropolis and
the numerous outlying cities and
towns. The trying out of steel un-

derframe cars is entirely in line

with the progressive policy of the

present management.
In the underframe construction,

the new cars conform to The J. G.

Brill Company's standard for the

types concerned, retaining the wide
steel side plates which are a

feature of Brill Semi-Convertible

Cars. Steel underframe construc-

tion has the advantage over wood
of greater rigidity and greater

resistance to cornerwise strains. It

also provides for the proper sup-

port of the drop platforms against

deflection, permits the car to be

carried lower, and at the same time

allows more room for the air-brake

apparatus. These features will be

noted on the accompanying dia-

Semi-Convertible Cars for Lacroze System. Underframe plan of double-truck
car, showing construction to reduce floor height
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Semi-Coxyertible Cars for Lacroze System. Car is mounted on Brill No. 27-El
trucks, with 6 ft. 6 in. wheelbase and 54 in. wheels

grams, which, render unnecessary a

detailed description of the con-

struction.

Aside from the steel underframe.

the smaller car differs from the

standard Lacroze car of its type,

in that it is mounted on a Brill

''Radiax" truck instead of the

V,
l\ A
\ /

m
liii Hi tm itli

/
/

>

lift

I

I ft V

Slmi-Convertible Cars for Lacboze System. Single-truck car: Note seat and
aisle width permitted by Semi-Convertible Window System
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Semi-Convertible Cars for Lacroze System. Underframe plan of the
single-truck car

Brill No. 21-E1 used on the other

cars. Inasmuch as the use of sin-

gle-truck cars is made advisable by
traffic conditions on certain parts

of the Lacroze system, the railway
is endeavoring to adapt a longer

car body to this service, and, to

that end, is experimenting with a

"Radiax" truck having an 11-ft.

wheelbase. It will be noted that

this car is equipped with air

brakes. While this is not cus-

tomary on single-truck cars, it is

generally considered good practice

where the car is over the usual

single truck length.

Semi-Convertible Cars for Lacroze System. Single-truck: Track to side sill,

-27/s in.: side sill to trolley board, 9 ft, Wx in.; floor to headlining. 8 ft. 5
lA in.

Track to step, 14ft in.: step to platform, 13 in.: platform to floor, iVs in.
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Semi-Cosvertiblf. Cabs for Lacrozf. System. The Brill "Radiax" truck on which
this car is mounted has a wheelbase of 11 ft.

Except for the features noted,

the new cars conform in every re-

spect to the Lacroze standard, the

interior finish and arrangement of

seats and doors being identical with

that now in service.

As an illustration of the Brill

method of shipping cars on foreign

orders, a number of photographs

were taken of the present Lacroze

order in process of shipment.

Brill cars are shipped knocked
down, with the various parts

packed in boxes designed to

Semi-Convertible Cars for Lacroze System. Loading double-truck steel under-
frame with floor on flat car at the Brill plant
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Semi-Convertible Cars for Lacroze System. Large box on traveling crane
contains an entire side of a car as well as other parts

withstand the rough handling in-

cident to marine shipment. As it

is the practice in many cases to

build cars in sections, such as en-

tire sides, ends, vestibules, plat-

forms, roof, bottom with floor, etc.,

Semi-Convertible Cars for Lacroze System. Boxes containing the double-truck
car shown on page 363, on lighter alongside ship
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the only material difference in

construction between cars for do-

mestic and foreign shipment is that

in the latter, the corner posts are

made double so that, in reassem-

bling, they can be bolted together

in a manner which makes them in

no wise less strong than single

posts. In long cars, where the sides

are built in two sections, a similar

arrangement obtains, the sections

being bolted through double posts

at the junction. In long as well as

short cars, the large members
which carry the principal part of

the load are shipped in one piece.

The Brill method of packing and

shipping for export has been scien-

tifically worked out, and is the out-

come of long experience combined

with engineering skill. Cars

shipped in this manner arrive in

such shape that the reassembling

can be done by the railway's shop

force, thus avoiding the expense

of having an expert from the Brill

plant accompany the shipment.

In the present order, as the pho-

tographs show, the steel under-

names wTere shipped whole and un-

boxed. The larger boxes shown are

arranged to contain an entire side,

together with various other parts

and fittings.

Have someone in the car-barn keep on hand a

bottle of raw linseed oil with a brush run

through the cork, to touch up damaged spots on

the outside of cars. This will prevent moisture

from doing further damage before the cars are

revarnished.

Cars of Various Types for Brazil

Sao Paulo Tramway, Light 6c Power Company

^ HREE distinct types

Tjj
of cars were included

|| in an order shipped

II to the Sao Paulo
Tramway, Light &

Power Company, Sao Paulo, Brazil,

by The J. G. Brill Company. Of
these, there were two types of Brill

Semi-Convertible Cars, one being
a passenger car for city service and
the other a combination passenger
and baggage car for use on the

railway's suburban lines. The
third type was a baggage and ex-

press car.

Comparatively little difference is

noted in the underframe construc-

tion of the two types of passenger

cars. The side sills are of yellow

pine, and are in two sections, with

a 15 by %-in. steel plate between

;

the outer section being 4 by 7% in.

End sills and crossings are of oak.

The body framing is of ash, with

straight sides and conforms in all

respects to the Brill standard con-

struction for this type. The cars

have the monitor-deck roof, with

pivoted wire-glass ventilator sashes.

The Brill Semi-Convertible Win-
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Cars of Various Types for Brazil. The three types of cars shown on this page
are mounted on Brill No. 27-GEl trucks

Cars of Various Types for Brazil. Folding steps on the passenger cars are
operated by levers controlled by motorman and conductor

Cars of Various Types for Brazil. This car is 40 ft. long over corner posts, with
a vestibule door at diagonal corners
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dow System, which is a feature of

these cars, is particularly suited to

Sao Paulo, where the climatic con-

ditions render advisable a car that

can be open or closed as occasion re-

quires. The window sashes are pro-

vided with brass stiles, insuring

particularly easy operation and
freedom from sticking in damp

door at each side. The baggage

compartment is provided with fold-

ing slat seats so that, on occasion,

it may be used for the accommoda-

tion of passengers. The ceiling has

a carline finish, with the roof

boards exposed. The interior fin-

ish of the passenger compartment
is in light-colored quartered oak,

Cars ok Various Types for Brazil. The quartered oak interior finish and oak
slat seats present a very attractive appearance

weather. Access to the passenger

compartment of the combination

car is through mutually operating,

double, sliding doors at the plat-

form end. At the platform end of

the baggage compartment, and also

in the partition separating it from
the passenger compartment, is a

single sliding door. The baggage
is handled through a single sliding

with oak veneer ceiling. The fit-

tings are of bronze.

The interior of the passenger car

is finished in a similar manner,

with Brill "Winner" seats of oak

slats. There are mutually oper-

ating, double sliding doors at each

end of this car. Both types are

provided with the usual push-but-

ton signal system, and have whis-
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39-0

Cars of Various Types for Brazil. Track to side sill, 2 ft. %M in.; side sill to
trolley board, 8 ft. VA in.; floor to headlining, 8 ft. 4K in. Weight of body, less

electrical equipment, 15,700 lb.

ties operated from the air-brake

system in addition to the usual plat-

form alarm gongs. The platforms

are enclosed in round-end vesti-

bules, fitted with drop sashes, and

forcement, the construction is nat-

urally heavier than that of the pas-

senger cars, in order to compensate

for the greater length, and the

weight of the dead load. Then, too,

i.i -..?g^: "?
m

Cars of Various Types for Brazil. Framing plan of baggage and express car,
showing method of trussing

are provided with Brill folding

gates and folding steps operated by
means of a lever mechanism.

Although the underframing of

the baggage and express car is of

wood, with the steel-plate rein-

the method of trussing is different,

as will be seen by the framing plan

which accompanies this article.

With this type of car, the plain

arch roof replaces the monitor-

deck type, as permitting the addi-

Cars of Various Types for Brazil. The vertical dimensions of the combination
car are practically identical with those noted above. Weight of body, less

electrical equipment, 16,500 lb.
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tional headroom necessary for

handling baggage and heavy par-

cels. The car is provided with four

windows on each side, protected on

the inside by upright iron window
rods. In the center of the car, on

either side, there are double, slid-

ing doors, permitting an opening of

5 ft. These doors are paneled in

swing door, giving access to the

platforms. The vestibules are of

the round-end type, with two drop
sash windows in front and a swing
door at diagonal corners. These

doors are glazed in the upper part.

The vestibule and side doors are

provided with the usual stirrup

steps and grab handles. The plat-

Cars of Various Types for Brazil. The Semi-Convertible Window System adds
much to the roominess and brightness of the car

the lower part and glazed above
and, when open, are protected by
heavy wooden slats.

The car is sheathed inside with
hardwood and, as in the baggage
compartment of the combination
car, the ceiling has a car-line finish

with the roof boards showing. At
each end of the car, but at diagon-
ally opposite corners, is a single

form gongs are supplemented by a

compressed air whistle, as in the

passenger cars.

Sao Paulo has a population of

between 400,000 and 500,000, and
is the capital of the State- of Sao

Paulo, one of the wealthiest in

Brazil. It is one of the largest cof-

fee centers in the world. Although

situated inland, it carries on a
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large export trade through the Port

of Santos, about 25 miles south.

The city was founded in 1554, but

has been extensively rebuilt, and
is thoroughly modern in practically

all sections.

There seems to be no practical reason why a

well-organized movement in the direction of

standardizing car construction and types shoidd

not be successfid.

Bombfe-Beck Cars for South, Africa

C^p€ Electric Tramways Cumpaay

""ilTHIN the past few

weeks, The J. G. Brill

Company completed

the shipment of a
aiissssi&g number of double-

deck cars to the Cape Electric

Tramways Company, Limited.

These cars, which are intended for

service on the lines of the Cape
Town Tramway Companies and the

Port Elizabeth Electric Tramways,

have large seating capacity, and

Double-Deck Cars for Sodth Africa. Curtain pockets are formed simply by the
strips running along tops of lower sashes
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Double-Deck Cars for South Africa. Cars are mounted on Brill No. 22-E trucks.
Arrangement of stairway provides for an easy climb
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Doublf.-Df.ck Cars for South Africa. In addition to the reversible seats shown,
each of the upper platforms has seats for seven persons
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Double-Deck Cars for South Africa. Tiack to side sill, 2 ft. 8% in.; side sill to roof,
7 ft. 8% in.; to trolley board, 14 ft. 5% in. Floor to headlining, lower deck, 6 ft.

9% in. Track to step, 13% in.; step to platform, 13 in.; platform to floor, Q5A in.

are of an extremely interesting

type.

The underframe construction is

of wood, the side sills being in two
sections with a 12 by %-in. steel

plate between. The arrangement

of trusses and braces is, of course,

calculated to stand the strain of

the superstructure, and the bolster

construction is interesting, as will

be seen by the accompanying dia-

gram.

It is in the window system and
the general interior arrangements,

however, that the cars are especi-

ally noteworthy. Both the roof of

the car and canopy are of the plain

arch type, in order to allow maxi-

mum headroom without unduly in-

creasing the total height. The up-

per deck is open at the sides, with

canvas drop curtains as a provision

against inclement weather, the cur-

tains running in channels formed
of two plates with wood fillers to

carry the grooving.

The lower deck is provided with

double sash windows. The lower

sashes drop into pockets, but the

upper sashes are arranged to swing
inward, thus providing ventilation

without subjecting the passengers

to danger from drafts. Spring

bolts on the upper sashes prevent

rattling when the windows are

open. The arrangement of the cur-

tains on the lower deck is out of

the ordinary. While the usual type

of curtain is used, it is hung at the

junction of the upper and lower

sashes in pockets formed by a strip

running the full length of the car.

Double-Deck Cars for South Africa. Underframe plan, showing: arrangement
of double side sills with steel plate between
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Longitudinal-Seat Car for Concepcion. The car is intended for second-class
passengers only. Mounted on Brill No. 27-GEl trucks

IL©2i|Qg.a*Q£l-aaaa!l=§®a s

i gas 2m SDmespe:
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COMPARATIVELY
little used type of

car, especially in the

United States, was
involved in a recent

shipment by The J. G. Brill Com-
pany to the Compania Electrica de

Concepcion. through W. R. Grace
& Company. New York. Cars of

this type are used by the railway

company for the transportation of

second-class passengers, and the ar-

rangement of seats is interesting,

rs will be seen by the accompany-
ing illustrations.

The use of the bench in the cen-

ter of the aisle makes it practically

unnecessary for passengers to

stand, except during periods of un-

usual congestion. In such cases,

the divisions of the center bench
and the arrangement of the backs

so distribute the seated passengers

that aisle room is afforded at inter-

Longitudinal-Seat Car for Concepcion. Track to side sill. 2 ft. ~V% in.: side sill

to trolley board. 9 ft. \
34 in.: floor to headlining, 8 ft. lH in. Track to step,

16/a in.: step to platform. ISV2 in.: platform to floor. 9 in. Weight of body, less

electrical equipment. 13.160 lb.
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Longitudinal-Seat Car for Concepcion. Side view of underframe, illustrating
the method of trussing

vals on either side of the car, with-

out discomfort to the feet of stand-

ing or seated passengers. For such

cases, also, the car is provided with

hand rails and straps. The car has

the monitor-deck type of roof, and

the interior is finished in ash and

cherry, with maple veneer ceilings,

giving a particularly bright ap-

pearance. Double-sash windows

have stationary upper sashes and

lower sashes arranged to drop into

pockets, and are protected on the

outside by six bronze window rods

Longitudinal-Seat Car for Concepcion. The seat running along the center of
aisle practically eliminates standing passengers
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running the full length of the car.

The diagram shows the under-

frame construction and the method
of trussing. Yellow-pine side sills

are used, reinforced by 6 by y2-m.
steel plates, with oak end sills and
needle-beams. The vestibuled plat-

forms have three drop windows and
are provided with gates on either

side. Access to the interior is ob-

tained through mutually operating,

double, sliding doors, which allow

an opening of 40 in. at each end.

Brill "Dumpit" Sand Boxes are

operated by means of a lever on

the platforms.

In addition to cars of the type il-

lustrated, the Compania Electrica

de Concepcion operates a number
of double-deck cars. These also

were built by The J. G. Brill Com-
pany, and are of an extremely in-

teresting type. They were fully

described in an article in the Sep-

tember issue of Brill Magazine,

which also included a few facts con-

cerning the city and the railway

system.

Nothing could be more distinctly utilitarian than

an electric railway truck. The greater the util-

ity, the greater the harmony in appearance.

That is why Brill trucks are said to be good-

looking.

WmMwmi^m w&fk ^©IgSit Ca,ra for Pteaju

Haraaa Sfe. 1^=©!!3L Ysreadfes

HE J. G. BRILL Com-
pany recently
shipped cars of two

widely different types

to the Tramway Elec-

trico Municipal de Piraju, Piraju,

Brazil. This city is in the State of

Sao Paulo, lying about 200 miles

northwest of Sao Paulo, the capital

of the State, on the Paranapanema
River. It is the center of a rich

agricultural district, and an im-

portant shipping point for live

stock and farm products.

Of the types included in the

present shipments, one was a box
freight car, with a plain arch roof,

covered with corrugated iron. The

underframe is of wood, as will be

noted in the illustration, which also

shows the method of trussing. The

interior of the car is sheathed with

yellow pine to the height of the

beltrail, and the ceiling is finished

with the rafters showing, after the

usual practice in freight-car con-

struction. There are single sliding

doors running on steel sheaves on

each side of the car at the center.

These are the only openings to the

car, and the fact that they are

hung on the outside of the car

body permits the space which oth-

erwise would be used for pockets

to be utilized for stowage purposes.

Freight-car steps of the usual type
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Passenger and Freight Cars for Piraju. Framing plan of freight car.
the interesting arrangement of braces and truss

Note

are provided at each side of the

platforms. The car is further

equipped with Brill "Dumpit"
Sand Boxes, angle-iron bumpers,

drawbars, brakes and gongs.

The other type is a 12-bench

open car, of which the railway uses

a number, both as motor cars and
trailers. With the exception of the

four end benches, the seats are re-

versible, and are of ash and cherry

slats to conform to the interior fin-

ish of the car. The roof is of the

monitor-deck type, with birch ve-

neer headlining and stationary

deck sashes. A bulkhead at each

end is provided with three win-

dows, and the sides are fitted with

striped duck curtains running in

grooves.

Passenger and Freight Cabs for Piraju. This car has a length over corner posts
of 20 ft. and a height from side sill to trolley board of 8 ft. 1% in. Weight of

body, less electrical equipment, 12,000 lb.
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ii inmi«mill 1

Passenger and Freight Cabs for Pirajc. Like the freight cars, this car is
mounted on Brill No. 27-GEl trucks

As will be seen by the accom-
panying diagrams, the underframe
is of wood, with the yellow-pine

side sills reinforced on the outside

by 8 by %-in. steel plates. The car

has a length over crown-pieces of

35 ft., and is 7 ft. T^-in. wide over

posts at the seat ends. Other di-

mensions are as follows: Track to

side sill, 30 in.; side sill to trolley

board, 8 ft. 5% in. ; floor to head-

lining, 8 ft. 1 in.; track to step,

19% in.; step to floor, 17y2 in.

The car body, not including the

electrical equipment, weighs 8,435
pounds.

Passenger and Freight Cars eor Piraji:. Details of underframe construction,
showing method of trussing
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IVE SUBJECTS
Note.—The purpose of these last pages is to supply executive officers with material

suggestions— ideas that may prove useful in preparing their printed matter and
placards, also pay-envelope stuffers, magazine material for employees, heart-to-

heart talks in letters and in literature. For such purposes the copyright is waived.

There is no place in the world, let alone in business, for the incom-
petent or the whiner. The only dissatisfaction that is worth while is

that which forces a man to continuous effort to improve his condition.

Disregard of signals and safety rules often results in serious, if not

fatal accidents and legal proceedings unpleasant alike to the company
and the employees directly concerned. All rules are made for the pur-

pose of avoiding difficulties. Remember this.

Remember also that the company can make rules, but it cannot fol-

low the employees around to see that those rules are obeyed. That rests

entirely with the individual and upon his regard for the rules depends
his standing with the company. Like everything else that is wrong, dis-

regard of rules will sooner or later result in trouble.

The company would prefer to keep its long-service men on the pay-

roll. Every time a new man is taken on, no matter in what capacity,

he has to be instructed—to be broken in. That takes time. It takes less

time, however, than to correct the mistakes of the man who knows his

work, but does not combine effort with his knowledge.

Work alone will not gain advancement for a man. Something else

is needed. Turn off the current and the car will continue to run—down-

hill. Just the same with men. Knowledge is the power that makes work

count; that forces the man who possesses and applies it up the steep

grades. Learn your work thoroughly and then use your knowledge.

Cleanliness used to be classed as a virtue. It is not any more. In

these days it is a necessity. This company expects its employees to keep

mentally, morally and physically clean, not alone for the good of the

service, but for their own sakes as well. Cleanliness is one of the few
things that cost practically nothing and yet yield big returns.

When a man tells you that there is no future in this business for the

man in the ranks—the clerk, mechanic, conductor, motorman—that man,

to put it mildly, has been misled by his own lack of foresight. A com-

bination of work, study and common sense is all that is needed to put a

man ahead. But it must be a strong combination, because competition is

keen.
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Talking to the Public

THERE is a great and lasting value to be obtained by the street

railway or, in fact, any public utility, that takes the public into its

confidence and explains its position with perfect frankness. This has

been demonstrated on too many occasions to require supporting argu-

ment, and there is no record of a properly conducted public service pub-

licity campaign which has failed to create a better understanding and,

consequently, a more friendly feeling between the company and the

public.

It has been said that the public is a difficult customer to deal with

;

that no matter how nearly perfect the service, there is always an element

of discontent.

Experience has shown, however, that, all things being equal, the dis-

content is almost entirely due to misunderstanding, and where the com-

pany has come out openly and stated its position with the reasons

therefor, the discordant note has been silenced.

Opinions differ as to the proper method of conducting a publicity

campaign of this character ; whether through the daily newspapers, or a

widely distributed house organ or by means of car cards. The principal

objections to the two last mentioned are that they are cumbersome, and

that they provide no means by which the public interest can be held until

the company has finished telling its story.

Remains, therefore, the daily newspaper and possibly this is the best

means that can be utilized. A plan that has worked out with great suc-

cess in a number of cases is for the company to contract for a certain

amount of advertising space in the newspapers. This is filled each day

with arguments in support of the company's attitude, the matter being

changed each day and forming practically a continued story. In this

way the company can state its position, give its arguments the broadest

possible circulation and the public interest will not only be held, but

will increase from day to day.

Needless to say, the matter must be prepared with the greatest pos-

sible care by somebody who understands the work and who can appreciate

the viewpoint both of the public and the company. Without this any

publicity campaign would be worthless.

WITH this issue is completed Volume VII of Brill Magazine,

which, at present, has a monthly circulation in excess of 7,000

copies. Many of those on the mailing list preserve complete files of

Brill Magazine and find them extremely convenient for reference.

Binders have been prepared for this purpose and will be sent on request.

Please address the Publicity Department.
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Gemini

OSSIBLY there have been and are a few so-called "born geniuses."

Probably a thorough investigation would show that this genius

was merely a natural inclination developed by deep study and hard

work.

1L 'incite

USINESS contains no such element as luck. Success or the lack

of it is the result of correct or incorrect judgment; properly or

improperly applied effort. It will do no particular harm to call your

own success good luck, if you want to, but you won't deceive even your-

self by attributing your failure to bad luck.

iE'^Ilfcl!

*HEN a man learns that the great majority of mankind is worthy

of belief, he has reached a conclusion that will be of untold bene-

fit to himself and to that same great majority. The first step toward

gaining this knowledge is for a man to believe in himself and then to

do nothing to upset that belief.

THERE are men who remain for years in one position, doing their

work well and thus retaining their position ; receiving, possibly,

a few dollars more salary from time to time, but never rising. These

men lack initiative—lack ambition. They are in a rut. In the last

analysis, about the only difference between a rut and a grave is one of

dimension. Stay alive. Be ambitious. Get somewhere.

Patiesa®£

L
T this time of year more than at any other, the patience of car crews

is tried almost to the limit. Schedules are upset by snow; traffic

blockades due to slippery streets, result in delays; it is cold, passengers

are irritable, and any number of incidents arise which create annoyance.

The company realizes this. But it is the time of all others for all of us

to exercise patience. A merchant cannot afford to be discourteous or

to lose his temper before a customer. In a sense, we are merchants. We
sell service and the public is our only customer. It is for us, therefore,

to keep close hold of our patience under the most annoying circum-

stances.
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Types of

Electric Railway Cars
e
8.

o

Akron, O., No. Ohio Trac. & Lt. Co. 45

Arequipa, Tranvia El. de *140

Atlantic City & Shore R. R. 309 309 309 309

Billings Trac. Co. *28S *283

Birmingham, Ensley & Bessemer R.R 85 85 85 85

Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co. 234 234 234

Buenos Aires, Cia Tramway Lacroze 3G1 301

Buffalo, N. Y., Internafl Ry. Co. 2 2 2 2

Cape Town Tramway Companies 372

Chicago, M. & P. S. Ry. 81 81

Concepcion, Chile, Cia. El. de Con. -275

Des Moines City Ry. 302

Detroit United Ry. 209

Illinois Central El. Ry. 23 23

Jackson Light & Traction Co. *248 *248 *248

Jackson, Mich., United Traction Co. 15 15 15

Kimberley & Al'n E. Ry. 280

Laurel Lt. & Ry. Co. 02

Los Angeles, City Railway Co. 59

Louisville Ry. Co. 98

Madison, So. Wisconsin Ry. Co. "118 118

Memphis Ry. Co. 34 34 34 34 34

Meridian Lt. & Ry. Co. *91

Muskogee Electric Trac. Co. 11 11

Nashville-Gallatin Interurban 48 48 48

Nazareth, Pa., Allen Street Ry. Co. 28 28

New Bedford, Mass., Union Street Ry *172

New York, Belt Line Ry. Co. 180

New York State Rys. 345 345 345

Oregon Electric Ry. Co. 208

Philadelphia R. T. Co. 170 176 170 170 i7<;

Piraju, Tramway Elec. Municipal de 377 377

Rochester Lines, N. Y. S. Rys. 00 00 00

St. Thomas Ry. 152 152 152 152

San Diego Elec. Ry. 182 182

San Francisco, United Rys. 244 244 244

S'ta Barbara & Sub. Ry. 205 205 205 205

Sao Paulo Tr'wy, Lt. ic Power Co. 3G7 3C.7 307

Seattle, Puget S'd Trac, L. & P. Co. 102 102

Slate Belt Elec. |180 1-180 M80 tl80

Spartanburg, So. Carolina L. , P. & Ry

.

347

Springfield Cons. Ry. 20 20

So. 111. Ry. & Power Co. 298 298 298 208

Syracuse & Suburban 149 149

Syracuse Lines, N. Y. S. Rys. 290 290

Syracuse R T. Ry. Co. 272 272 272 272

Toledo k Western R. R. 20 2(1 20

Tri-City Ry. & Elec. Co. 330

Valley Railways 317 317

Wash'n Ry. & Elec. Co. 53 53 53 53

Wilkes-Barre Ry. Co. 389 C39 339 339 339

•Single truck cars

tConvertible car
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Syracuse 290

Biographical :

Alberger, William R 127

deBurlet, Constantin . . . .193

Calderwood, John Frank • • -161

Connette, Edward G 1

Cook, Edward J 257

Crowley, Henry J 65

Edwards, Allen F. 321

Hamilton, J. B. 353

Hedley, Frank 33

Hild, Frederic W. 289

Minary, Thomas J. 97

Peters, Ralph 225

384

Miscellaneous Equipment :

Air-Controlled Sand Car . • .158

Centrifugal Sprinkler • • • -140

Construction Car 337

Funeral Car 277

Incline Car 17
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Car 252

Milk Car 343
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HpHE long links in the Brill "Radiax"
A Truck permit a considerable radial move-
ment of the axles without the links assuming
an excessive inclination. The two pins at the

lower end engage in grooves. The instant

a movement of the link occurs, one or the

other comes out of engagement with its

groove, thereby setting up a powerful ten-

dency to return to normal position. This ar-

rangement holds the carbody steady on straight

track and permits free radiation on curves.

Being a Brill truck, naturally the "Radiax" has

solid-forged side frames. *>a

THE J. Ga BRILL COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, F£ MM.SYLVAN I
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